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Abstract - Heterogeneous networks with dense small cell 
deployment cause high inter-cell interference. To mitigate 
inter-cell interference, many interference coordination (IC) 
approaches have been proposed. For dense deployment with 
high interference among cells, traditional forward link IC 
approaches target on improving edge user throughput for 
infinite buffer traffic (i.e., FTP download), not necessarily 
improve QoS performance for delay sensitive (i.e., VOIP) 
traffic. This research proposes dynamic centralized 
interference coordination approaches called utility-based SFR 
(USFR) and utility-based PFR approach (UPFR), to improve 
forward link performance for both infinite buffer and delay 
sensitive traffic on dense deployed Enterprise LTE femtocell 
networks. The cell throughput and user cell edge throughput 
of infinite buffer traffic, packet loss rate (PLR) of VOIP traffic, 
have been characterized and compared between proposed 
approaches and traditional approaches. 

Keywords: femtocell, interference coordination, quality of 
service (QoS), heterogeneous multi-tier deployment 

 

1 Introduction 
  Demand for high data rates in wireless mobile networks 
has triggered the design and development of 4G standards, 
such as the Third Generation Partnership Project’s (3GPP’s) 
Long Term Evolution (LTE), which significantly improves 
sector capacities and per user data rate, and enables 
heterogeneous multi-tier deployment. In a typical multi-tier 
deployment, low power small cells, such as micro-cells, pico-
cells and femto-cells, are underlayed within the coverage area 
of macro-cells to improve coverage and capacity, especially 
indoors. However, due to the constraint of spectrum 
resources, operators tend to allocate the same frequency band 
to neighbor cells or small cells, i.e. with frequency reuse 
factor of 1, or universal frequency reuse (UFR) [1] to improve 
the efficiency. This causes higher inter-cell interference (ICI) 
among UEs  who are assigned the same resource blocks 
(RBs) in neighbor cells. It is especially true for the users 
located close to the edge of the serving cell and its neighbor 
cells. 

 The traditional approach to reduce co-channel ICI is 
frequency planning among neighbor cells [2]. There are three 
major static inter-cell interference coordination (IC) 

techniques: conventional frequency reuse (FFR), Partial 
frequency reuse (PFR) and Soft frequency reuse (SFR). FFR 
[3] splits the spectrum among cells, where cells which use the 
complete set of channels is called a cluster. Cells within the 
same cluster are assigned different orthogonal frequency 
band. By dividing the network into clusters, the cells with the 
same band in different clusters are far away from each other, 
and this reduces ICI. PFR [4] uses FFR configuration greater 
than unity for cell edge region and uses FFR configuration of 
unity for cell center region. The whole bandwidth is divided 
into N+ 1 segments (N is the number of cells within a 
cluster). One segment is used by center UEs, other segments 
are distributed among cells within a cluster for cell edge 
UE’s. SFR [5] splits the frequency band into N segments 
based on the number of cells within a cluster. For each cell, a 
dedicated segment (or called prioritized segment) is assigned 
for cell edge UEs with higher transmit power, other segments 
(non-prioritized segment) are available for center UEs with 
lower transmit power. The entire bandwidth is used by all 
cells, and prioritized segments of different cells within a 
cluster are orthogonal in frequency. 

 Given the dynamic nature of network traffic and RF 
transmission, static IC approaches are sub-optimal solutions 
and do not provide much overall gain to cell-edge 
performance without significant penalty to the system 
performance. Some semi-static and dynamic frequency 
domain IC approaches are proposed. Adaptive frequency 
reuse (AFR) [6] is a semi-static SFR technique which 
adaptively adjusts frequency reuse factor by taking into 
account traffic loads and data rate requirements of UEs near 
cell edge. Graphical based interference coordination 
approaches (GIC) proposed in [7] is dynamic approaches 
which mitigate ICI by constructing and partitioning 
interference graph. An interference graph is an undirected 
graph whose vertices represent UEs, and edges represent 
interference between UEs, so that UEs connected should 
avoid the same set of time/frequency resources to reduce ICI. 
Utility based interference coordination (UIC) proposed in [8] 
is a technique designed to maximize total network utility that 
employs a two-level scheme to reduce complexity. At the 
sector level, the algorithm calculates utilities based on the 
channel feedback and UEs' demand factor which favor UEs 
with lower long term average throughput. For coordinated 
interference control, a central entity processes resource 
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allocation requests from all involved sector elements and 
resolves conflicting requests based on the utility function 
values received from sector level algorithm. 

 With the exception of frequency domain IC (FIC) 
approaches introduced above, 3GPP-LTE release 10 
introduced enhanced IC approaches (eICIC). Almost Blank 
Sub-frame (ABS) [9] approach is a time domain approach 
(TIC) allows time sharing of spectrum resources; the basic 
idea is that the “aggressor” cell (the cell causing severe 
interference on others) mutes certain sub-frames so that 
victim cells have a chance to serve their UEs. It is called 
“almost blank” because the “aggressor” cell still transmit 
broadcast signals over the ABS. Carrier-aggregation based IC 
(CBIC) [10] uses multiple component carriers (CCs), inter-
cell interference is avoided by transmitting on different CCs 
among neighboring cells. Every cell always has one 
component carrier, denoted as the primary component carrier 
(PCC), which is used for call setup, control channel 
transmission, and so on. Each cell can dynamically select 
additional component carriers based on traffic load, referred 
as secondary component carriers (SCCs). Transmit power can 
be varied on each CC, and PCC/SCCs are selected in a way 
that interference among cells are minimized. 

 The existing IC approaches perform well for sparse 
deployment of large or medium size cells such as macro cells 
or micro-cells with a smaller number of interferers and light 
inter-cell interference. For dense deployment scenario, where 
each cell receives interference from multiple neighbor cells, 
the existing dynamic IC approaches, causes large fluctuation 
in the received power of interference signals. In LTE, 
eNodeBs transmit data at each transmit time interval (TTI) 
according to the channel quality indication (CQI) feedback 
from user equipment (UE). With dynamic IC algorithms and 
changed RF conditions, the eNodeB has to either re-estimate 
CQI (base on UE’s feedback of signal strength measurements 
of neighbor cells, which is spectrum consuming) or use the 
reported CQI. Because the CQI feedback doesn’t accurately 
represent channel condition of current TTI, CQI mismatch 
[11] happens and the net effect can reduce improvements 
achieved by interference coordination. 

 In addition to meeting the high target data rates, 
heterogeneous LTE networks are also challenged to meet the 
quality of service (QoS) requirements imposed by an 
increasing number of real time applications. QoS is defined as 
the ability of a network to provide a service to an end user at 
a given service level [12] (priority, latency, bit rate, etc). In 
LTE networks, each traffic flow is characterized by a set of 
QoS parameters, such as priority level, maximum acceptable 
delay, acceptable packet loss rate, etc. Classic interference 
coordination techniques are focused only on maximizing cell 
throughput and edge UE throughput for best effort traffic, 
give little attention to satisfy the QoS requirements of 
delivered traffic, thus not necessarily improve QoS 
performance for delay sensitive traffic. 

 In this research, we propose a novel joint IC approach 
which combines utility based dynamic IC approach and static 
IC approaches, with considerations of both infinite buffer 
traffic (FTP download applications) and delay sensitive traffic 
(VOIP applications such as VoLTE), in dense deployed LTE 
femtocell networks. We improve upon the two-level scheme 
proposed in [8]. The approach introduced in [8] is based on 
the assumption that the network can be split into pre-defined 
clusters with predictable inter-cluster dependency, and this 
‘static” nature of the approach significantly limit the QoS 
improvement for VOIP traffic, also it is difficult to be 
implemented in femtocell networks because femtocells are 
usually deployed at end user locations in an ad-hoc manner. 
With our approach, the algorithm aims to maximize the 
network utility by building up graphs to represent interference 
relationships among femtocells for every resource block 
(RB). The network is partitioned into clusters dynamically 
and exhaustively searched for optimized resource allocation 
solutions among femtocells within each cluster; at femtocell 
level, the algorithm calculates utilities and schedules traffic 
flows according to the resource allocated by the central unit, 
and employs existing static approaches, such as SFR or PFR 
to reduce RF fluctuation and further improve UE’s QoS 
performance. We demonstrated better QoS performance of 
our proposed approaches than compared static and dynamic 
IC approaches. 

 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, we describe the problem of improving QoS for 
VOIP traffic. In Section III, femtocell network architecture is 
explained, and the main components of proposed USFR and 
UPFR algorithms are presented. In Section IV, simulation 
methodology and simulation assumptions are described. 
Simulation results are shown in Section V, complexity 
analyses are shown in Session VI, and Section VII concludes 
our paper. 

2 Interference coordination for QoS 
 Voice quality is measured by mean option score (MOS) 
and according to [17], MOS depends on network delay and 
PLR. With network delay of 0 to 400 ms, at least 2% of PLR 
is required to achieve a fair (MOS = 3) quality of voice. 

 In this session we start with the existing IC approaches, 
investigate their improvement on PLR for VOIP traffic. Three 
IC approaches (TIC, CBIC and UIC) introduced in previous 
session have been simulated and compared with ReUse1. The 
simulation setup detail is described in session 4 and table 2. 
For fair comparison, the same bandwidth was used for all IC 
approaches.  

 The dynamic TIC method is implemented base on the 
method introduced in [11]. For simplicity, all femto cells 
within the network form one cooperative set and jointly 
decide which cell should enter mute state according to system 
utility calculation. Each femto cell pre-schedule UEs to its 
resource blocks (RBs) based on CQI feedbacks and utility is 
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calculated by summing over all RBs. Utility per RB is 
multiplied by the weight of the UE pre-scheduled on the RB, 
and the weight is calculated based on spectrum efficiency, 
average data rate, head of line delay for delay sensitive 
traffic, and a demand factor that favors UEs with lower long 
term average throughput. 

 The dynamic CBIC method is implemented base on the 
method introduced in [13]. Each femto cell has three CCs and 
one CC is assigned as PCC. The PCC is assigned in a way to 
keep interference among neighbors as low as possible. The 
rest two CCs are used as SCC and will be allocated only 
when the allocation increases total network utility. Utility is 
calculated the same way as TIC introduced above. 

 The dynamic UIC method is implemented base on the 
method introduced in [8]. Two set of pre-defined clusters are 
used to cover the femto network. The first set has the max 
cluster size of 2 (UIC approach 1) and the 2nd set has max 
cluster size of 4 (UIC approach 2). The same utility 
calculation as TIC/CBIC is used. 

 

 Figure 1: CDF of UE throughput for IC methods 

 

 Figure 2: VOIP PLR for IC Methods 

 Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of UE throughput (figure inset shows 30% of lowest 
throughput samples) for a scenario with 40 UEs per cell, with 
penetration loss of internal walls set at 7dB. The IC 
algorithms runs in period of 5 ms.  

 Figure 2 shows PLR for VOIP traffic for different IC 
methods, with penetration loss set to 9dB. We can see that 
even with small number of UEs, most of the IC approaches 
can’t achieve the 2% target.  

 The observation shows that traditional IC approaches 
perform well with best effort traffic, but improve little on 
QoS for VOIP traffic. 

 The less PLR improvement of TIC/CBIC approaches 
due to their coarse grained nature, i.e., the IC is performed at 
per cell or per carrier granularity. For VOIP traffic, each 
packet has a delay budget, if the packet can’t be sent within a 
time window (in our case, 100 ms), it will be dropped. So 
muting a cell or carrier can significantly increase PLR, 
especially for deployment with large number of UEs per cell. 

 The less PLR improvement of UIC approach dues to its 
“static” nature of pre-designed cluster set. The RBs of each 
cell are allocated to UEs dynamically, and UEs, even within 
the same cell, have different neighbor interferers. The static 
partitioning of the network can’t optimally mitigate 
interference which varies among RBs. 

 The above simulation results assume perfect CQI re-
estimation, i.e., each UE feedbacks all neighbors’ signal 
strength measurements during IC execution period, and at per 
RB level. For real implementation, dues to spectrum 
limitation, perfect CQI re-estimation is hard (if not 
impossible) to achieve. 

 Based on above observation and analysis, in order to 
improve QoS for VOIP traffic, we should develop centralized 
IC approach to fulfill the following criteria: 

1. IC should to be performed for each RB. 
Complexity problem need to be addressed. 

2. For each IC execution, network should be 
partitioned into clusters dynamically. 

3. Dues to dynamic nature of the algorithm, new 
methodology should be developed to overcome RF 
fluctuation and CQI mismatch. 

3 Description of method 
 In this session, we present our proposed two-level 
interference coordination approaches. The two-level scheme 
refers to the individual femtocell level and central level (runs 
on a central coordinating entity). Figure 3 illustrates the 
network topology in which femtocells connect to a central 
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entity directly in a dedicated switching network that is used to 
coordinate interference among femtocells, for dense 
deployment, i.e., femtocells within an enterprise. The diagram 
also shows that a UE camped to femtocell1 and detects 
femtocell2 as the most dominant interferer on assigned 
resource blocks. 

 

Figure 3: network topology 

3.1 UE Feedback and utility calculation 

 The algorithm starts on each femtocell with a 
preparatory phase. Consider the scenario in which a UE is 
camped to femtocell1 and receives interference from its most 
significant interferer femtocell2 and other neighbors. 

 For each resource block (RB), the UE feeds back to 
femtocell two measured SINR values: SINRLow (if 
femtocell2 does not turn off RB s) and SINRHigh (if 
femtocell2 turns off RB s). The SINRs are calculated as: 

 

 

(1) 

where  is channel gain between cell n and user u on RB s; 
 is the thermal noise, and  as power transmitted by cell n 

on RB s. 

 Based on the SINR values, femtocell will calculate 
utilities using the following equations: 

 

 

(2) 

where is the weight of UE u, calculated based on spectrum 
efficiency, average data rate, head of line delay for delay 
sensitive traffic, and a demand factor [8] that favors UEs with 
lower long term average throughput. After this step, two 
matrices, utilityLow and utilityHigh will be available for each 
femtocell. 

 To reduce air-link communication complexity, UE 
feedbacks CQI values instead of SINR values, utility function 
can be calculated based on CQI values instead. 

3.2 Pre-Scheduling 

 In this step, a temporary user resource allocation 
indicator matrix is determined, by applying the Hungarian 
algorithm to the utilityLow matrix to temporarily assign 
resource to UEs. Hungarian algorithm [8] is a scheduling 
technique optimal for one to one resource allocation. After 
this step, each RB of every femtocell will be attached with a 
temporary scheduled UE, a pair of utility values (utilityLow, 
utilityHigh) and the most significant interfered femtocell, 
refers as conflict femtocell. The following table 1 shows an 
example of the output of step B for femtocell n: the RB1 of 
femtocell n is assigned to user 1, and it can achieve utility of 

 if its conflict femtocell (femtocell2) turns off RB1; 
otherwise, the utility it can achieve .  

 Table 1: Pre-scheduling results  

Resource 
Block 

User UtilityLow UtilityHigh Conflict 
femtocell 

    Femtocell 2 

    Femtocell 4 

     

    Femtocell y 

 

3.3 Central processing 

 The results of step B are forwarded to the central entity 
to find resource allocated among femtocells for each RB. The 
central level algorithm includes the following three steps: 

 Step1- Graph construction: build up graph for every 
resource block: graph G = (N, V), where N nodes represent N 
femtocells and V edges represent most significant 
interference relationship between femtocells. The graph is 
directed; if femtocell A has most significant interferer B, the 
direction is indicated by drawing an arrow from A (source 
node) to B (destination node). Figure 4 shows an example 
graph. 

 Step2- Graph Partitioning: Breadth First Search [14] is 
used to partition the graph into clusters, where cluster is 
defined as a set of nodes within graph that interfere 
significantly to each other. Femtocells that cause the most 
interference are treated as distinguished node or head of 
cluster. The search starts from adding the distinguished nodes 
into a cluster, and keep adding source nodes of any femtocell 

 

FAP  FAP  FAP  
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already in the cluster, till the cluster reaches a maximum size. 
Maximum size of cluster is limited by a small value to avoid 
high computation complexity. 

  

Figure 4: an example of constructed graph 

 Figure 5 shows the partitioning of the example graph, 
with maximum cluster size set to 5 (letters within parentheses 
in cluster C2 are used to denote femtocell. C2 also shows the 
scenario that if femtocells are equal, any of them can be used 
as cluster head. Our algorithm chooses the first one (femtocell 
a) as head). 

  

Figure 5: graph partitioning 

 Step 3- Search within each cluster for an optimal 
resource allocation solution which achieves the highest 
utility. For example, the cluster C2 in figure 5 includes 3 
femtocells (a, b and c).Thus, 8 permutations exist, and each 
corresponds to a utility. If (a) is not allocated, both (b) and (c) 
are allocated, utility corresponding to this permutation will 
be: 

 

(3) 

where  and  are RBs assigned to UEs in step B. 

3.4 Data transmission 

 To reduce complexity, the Central algorithm should run 
at a period of multiple TTIs. After the central unit determines 

the resources allocated for each femtocell, it informs 
femtocells a list of RBs used for next scheduling period. In 
order to reduce RF fluctuation, existing static IC approaches, 
such as SFR, PFR have been implemented at femtocell level 
to further improve edge UE’s performance, thus named 
utility-based SFR (USFR) and utility-based PFR approach 
(UPFR). 

4 Simulation methodology 
 To evaluate our proposed interference coordination 
scheme, the open source framework, LTE-Sim [15] was used.  
The simulation configuration is summarized in Table 2: 9 
femto cells have been mapped into a 3x3 grid layout. Users 
are randomly generated within each cell, 10 realizations have 
been used to randomize simulations. The penetration loss of 
internal walls between femtocells was varied, between 7 dB 
and 10 dB to vary inter-cell interference levels. For 
scheduling strategies, proportional fair (PF) scheduling was 
used for best effort traffic and the Log rule (LOG) was used 
for VOIP traffic. For VOIP traffic, network delay budget is 
set to 100 ms (packet will be dropped if it is not received 
within 100 ms) and target PLR is set to 1%. Each packet 
transmitted through air-link has probability to drop according 
to a packet error model and re-transmission will be scheduled 
with higher priority than normal transmission.  

Table 2: Simulation setup 

Cell Parameters 

Number of Cells 9, 3x3 grid 

Cell Size square cell with size of 30m x 30m 

Cell-center Radius  14 meter 

OFDMA Parameters 

Carrier Frequency 2 GHz 

Bandwidth 5 MHz 

Number of RBs 25 

Sub-carrier per RB 12 

Sub-carrier Bandwidth 180 KHz 

Channel Model 

Path Loss (dB) 46.4+20log( )+20log(2/5), d in meter 

MultipathChannelModel Jakes model 

Shadow Fading Std 8 dB 

Penetration Loss-ext. wall 20 dB 

Penetration Loss-int. wall Varies 

Power Control Parameters 

Transmit power per cell 20 mW 

Edge/Center Power Ratio 2:1 

Other Parameters 

Best Effort Traffic Infinite buffer 

VOIP Traffic on/off Markov Proc., 3s Avg. "on" time 

Utility Function log(.) 
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5 Simulation results 
 Figures 6 to figure 9 summarize the performance of the 
proposed approaches, in comparison with static approaches, 
including UFR (ReUse1), FFR with frequency reuse factor of 
one third (ReUse3), PFR and SFR. The same per cell transmit 
power is used among all methods for fair comparison. Cells 
are group into clusters, where cluster is a set of cells which 
use the complete set of channels. For the PFR approach, the 
frequency band is split into 2 parts: 1st part is used for 
“center” UEs (10 resource blocks) and 2nd part is used for 
“edge” UEs, which is further split into 3 segments (5 resource 
blocks each). Cells are grouped into clusters of size 3, each 
cell in a cluster uses one segment of the 2nd part for “edge” 
UEs. The ratio of power per resource block in edge band and 
in center band is set to 2:1. For the SFR approach, the 
frequency band is split into 3 segments; cells are grouped into 
clusters of size 3; cells within a cluster use different segments 
of the band for “edge” UEs and the rest segments for “center” 
UEs. The same edge/center power ratio as PFR is used. And 
within “edge” or “center” band, power is evenly redistributed 
among RBs used for next scheduling period. 

 For ReUse3, PFR and SFR, the cluster is arranged in a 
way that cells use the same “edge” band in different clusters 
are separated as far as possible to reduce inter-cluster 
interference. The same setup of SFR and PFR was employed 
in our proposed USFR and UPFR approaches. 

 The UIC approach compared with USFR/UPFR is 
different from [8] in that instead of using “static” cluster set, 
it dynamically partitions the network into clusters for each IC 
execution.  
 

 

Figure 6: VOIP PLR vs. penetration loss 

 Figures 6 to figure 8 show simulation results for ideal 
conditions that femtocell re-estimate CQIs (assuming UE 
feedback signal strength measurements of all neighbor cells) 
and schedule data traffic according to re-estimated CQIs. 
Figure 6 shows PLR for VOIP traffic for different IC 
methods, with 40 UEs per cell, and varied penetration loss. 

As penetration loss increases, USFR performs close or even 
better than ReUse3, which improves PLR performance by 
sacrificing cell throughput performance. 

 

Figure 7: Cell Throughput for IC Methods 

 Figure 7 compares the average cell throughput for BE 
traffic for different IC methods with penetration loss set to 
9dB. We see that ReUse3, as expected, delivers the worst cell 
throughput performance. Our proposed approaches, USFR 
and UPFR, show slight performance drop compare with SFR 
and PFR. 

 Our proposed methods show better cell edge throughput 
than static methods. Figure 8 shows the cumulative 
distribution function (CDF) of UE throughput (figure inset 
shows 25% of lowest throughput samples) for a scenario with 
40 UEs per cell, with penetration loss of internal walls 
reduced to 7dB. We can see that cell edge performance are 
improved by using SFR and UIC, and can be further 
improved by USFR. 

 

Figure 8: CDF of UE throughput for IC methods 
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 Figures 9 show simulation results with realistic 
consideration that muting RBs transmit reduced interference 
caused by reference signal and femtocells scheduling data 
traffic according to UE’s feedback CQI without CQI re-
estimation. Penetration loss was set to 9dB and the central 
level algorithm run at a period of 10 TTI. We see that with 
high RF fluctuation, UIC’s PLR performance drops 
significantly, but both UPFR and USFR still show significant 
PLR performance. USFR performs better than all other static 
and dynamic approaches. 

 

Figure 9: PLR for IC Methods with UE CQI feedback 

6 Complexity analysis 
 In this section, the communication complexity and 

computational complexity are analyzed. For communication 
complexity, one extra CQI feedback message is needed per 
processing period since only most significant interferer’s 
interference are considered, the air-link overhead is small. 
Pre-scheduling results and central processing results are 
exchanged between BTS and central unit per processing 
period, consider BTS and central unit are connected in 
dedicated switching network such as fiber links or switch, 
both delay [16] and data volume are less of an issue. 

 For computational complexity, the sector-level algorithm 
is dominated by the complexity of the Hungarian algorithm, 
which is upper bounded by  [8], 
where S is the number of RBs and U is number of UEs per 
cell. At central level, the algorithm runs for each RB 
independently, thus parallel processing can be used to reduce 
delays between BTS and central unit, assuming high 
performance central device with parallel computing capacity. 
The complexity of the algorithm per RB is dominated by the 
graph building with complexity of , breadth first cluster 
partitioning with complexity of , where N represents 
number of cells and exhausted search within each cluster with 
complexity of , where  represents the max cluster size, 
the max cluster size can be set to a small number to reduce 
the computational complexity. 

7 Conclusion  
 This paper described novel ICI reduction algorithms: 
UPFR and USFR. The proposed joint approaches show 
improved cell edge throughput for best effort traffic and 
improved packet loss rate for delay sensitive traffic, than 
corresponding UIC, SFR and PFR approaches. Especially 
under realistic consideration without CQI re-estimation, our 
proposed USFR approach outperforms all other approaches in 
PLR performance, which will have superior effect on 
delivering high quality VoIP traffic to UEs. 
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a resource allocation
scheme using geometric programming and a novel clustering
scheme for femtocells using hybrid access mode in order
to maximize the uplink capacity for non-closed subscriber
group (Non-CSG) users. We manage the given resource block
by sharing the resources between Non-CSG and CSG users.
The proposed dynamic resource percentage threshold (D-
RPT) scheme reserves resources for Non-CSG users based
on the number of CSG users currently being served per
femtocell. We also proposed a hybrid femtocell clustering (H-
FC) scheme for cluster formation which selects cluster head
based on timestamp information. Numerical results show that
the proposed algorithms not only improves the uplink capacity
but enables more Non-CSG users to be served while still
guaranteeing the data rate for CSG users.

1. Introduction
Femto access points (FAPs) are wireless access points,

which provide cost effective means of providing multi-

connectivity in the next generation networks [1]. They are low

powered, low cost, plug and play devices that are normally

installed by the end user and they are connected to the network

via a backhaul cable. They are administered by operators and

make use of the licensed spectrum technology. The main goal

behind this is to improve indoor coverage in current cellular

systems due to the fact that consumers are demanding more

data [2].

With the explosive growth of mobile data traffic, the

femtocell technology is one of the proper solutions to en-

hance mobile service quality and system capacity for cellular

networks. However, the appeal for femtocells gives rise to

unsolved problems such as interference, coordination and

resource allocation. In dense environment, the interference

becomes severe since they are deployed in a small area in

large quantities. Therefore, interference minimization remains

a major challenge in femtocells operation [3], [4]. Obtaining

the optimal resource allocation in dense environment is a

non-linear non-convex NP-hard optimization problem [5], [6],

which leads to existing work focusing on centralized resource

allocation heuristics algorithms.

1This work was in part funded by the Aiming for the Top University
and Elite Research Center Development Plan, NSC 102-2221-E-009-018-
MY3, the MediaTek research center at National Chiao Tung University, the
Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI), and the Telecommunication
Laboratories at Chunghwa Telecom Co. Ltd, Taiwan.

Furthermore, in [7] [8], different clustering suboptimal

heuristic algorithms have been proposed to mitigate inter-

femtocell interference. However, they do not mention how

the femto head (FH) is elected except for [9]. In our work,

we provide a new method for electing the FH using timestamp

which avoids the frequent change of leadership expected

in [9]. Research studies in [3], [4] do not show how they

can overcome the challenges of how to design an effective

hybrid access scheme to equilibrate the quality of services

of different users since they do not consider different types

of users, namely CSG and Non-CSG users, which will be

addressed in this work.

Therefore, we propose a resource allocation scheme that

reserves resources for Non-CSG users taking into account

the total CSG users being served and a suboptimal clustering

scheme to mitigate inter-femtocell interference. Our motiva-

tion stems from the fact that few studies focus on distributed

resource allocation in femtocells that use hybrid access mode.

The hybrid access mode allows femtocells to provide prefer-

ential access to femtocell owners and subscribers while other

public users can access femtocells with certain restrictions

[1], [2]. In order to manage the allocated resource block

(RB), each FAP will define its own resource percentage

threshold (RPT), i.e., the percentage threshold for resources

to be reserved for Non-CSG users. Numerical results illustrate

that our proposed algorithm can enhance system capacity for

hybrid femtocell networks.

2. System Model and Problem Formula-
tion

We consider the uplink (UL) of a dual-tier system, where a

dense femtocell network is overlaid on top of the macrocell,

and the femtocell network employs frequency division duplex-

ing (FDD). Femtocell scenario takes the form of an enterprise

deployment area where there is high density of femtocells, as

shown in Fig. 1. Here we assume only a single floor space

and femtocells use hybrid access mode. We assume a split

spectrum between femtocells and macrocell thus eliminating

interference between femto and macro users. Each FAP is

responsible for allocation of subcarriers to its femtocell user

equipment (FUE). Table I summarizes the notations used in

this paper.

Our chief aim is to maximize the UL capacity for Non-CSG

users by reserving resources for Non-CSG users based on
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CLUSTERED FEMTOCELLS EMBEDDED IN A MACROCELL.

the total number of CSG users currently being served; while

still guaranteeing the required CSG user’s data rate. Also, we

will mitigate femto-to-femto interference by clustering hybrid

femtocells. We maximize the UL capacity under the constraint

of maximum transmission power of FUEs and guarantee data

rate for CSG users per femtocell. Our optimization problem

can be formulated as

P∗ = argmax
P

N∑
n=1

J∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

Cncsg
n,j,k (1)

subject to:

C1 :
J∑

j=1

Pj,k ≤ Pmax, ∀k ∈ K, (2)

C2 :
J∑

j=1

Ccsg
n,j,k ≥ Ccsg

req , ∀k ∈ K, (3)

where Pj,k represent the UL transmission power for user k in

subcarrier j and Pmax is the maximum allowed UL power for

each FUE in (2). P is the set of Pj,k. Ccsg
req is the minimum

data rate threshold to guarantee the data rate for CSG users

and Ccsg
n,j,k is the data rate for CSG user k being served by

FAP n in subcarrier j. (2) imposes a per FUE constraint on

the maximum power, that is, UL transmission power must be

lower than maximum power. Constraint (3) denotes that the

minimum required data rate for CSG users must be satisfied.

The objective function in (1) can be expressed as

Cncsg
n,j,k =

βγth
n

λn
log2[1 + Γn,j,k]. (4)

The signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) Γn,j,k is

Γn,j,k =
Pj,kLn,j,k

N0 +
∑

m �=k,m∈K Pj,mLn,j,m
, (5)

where N0 is the Gaussian noise power and the other term

represent the total interference due to other femto users. In

the numerator, Pj,k is the UL power for user k in subcarrier

j and Ln,j,k is the path loss between user k and FAP n in

subcarrier j.
Since (1) is non-convex due to interference, we use the

geometric programming (GP) approach to transform it into a

concave function. On the other hand, the optimal clustering

problem has been proved to be a NP-hard in [10]. Therefore,

we propose a suboptimal clustering scheme for hybrid cells

using timestamp and distance. A detailed description of our

proposed schemes will be given in the next section.

Table 1

NOTATION

Symbols Definition

γth
n RPT for Non-CSG users, γth

n = 1− ρn
ρn RPT for CSG users,

ρn =
Ccsg

req
∑Ncsg

u=1
β

Ncsg
log2(1+Γn,j,u)

N Set of femtocells, {f1, ............, fN}
J Set of sub-carriers

K Set of Non-CSG FUE’s, {U1, ........, UK}
β System bandwidth (MHz).

λn Total of Non-CSG users accessing FAPn

Mneighbor
n Set of FUEs served by neighboring FAPs of

FAPn

Mn Set of FUEs served by FAPn

Ncsg Total of CSG users accessing FAPn

Cncsg
n,j,k Uplink capacity for Non-CSG user k in

subcarrier j
Γn,j,k SINR experienced by user k in sub-carrier j

in FAPn

dmax Max distance between Femto Head (FH)

and interfering

FAPnew

dth Interference distance between FH and 1-hop

FAPn

MT Threshold for members per cluster

RPT Threshold for resources reserved for Non-

CSG users

Mcnt Total number of current members in a

cluster

3. Proposed Resource Allocation and
Clustering Schemes

In this section, we divide our research work into resource

allocation and cluster formation. In resource allocation, we

perform resource block sharing in a dense environment

considering interference in both non-clustered and clustered

femtocells. In cluster formation, we propose a clustering

method by electing FH based on timestamp.

When a Non-CSG FUE request UL connection, the FAP

has to check if the admission control condition is still sat-

isfied by accepting the new Non-CSG. This can be done
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by calculating the new admission condition, βnew =
βγth

n

λn+1
. The purpose of admission control is to prevent femtocell

overloading resulting to low data rate. Then, we compare

the new admission condition with an admission bandwidth

threshold, βncsg
n , which is the minimum equi-spaced channel

per FUE of bandwidth 180 KHz similar to 3GPP LTE

definition [11]. We impose the following admission constraint

to protect CSG users:

βnew ≥ βncsg
n , ∀n ∈ N. (6)

Non-CSG users can either be admitted or rejected. To balance

the load over a cluster of femtocells, the system can employ

an immediate retry procedure by which the rejected user at-

tempt’s to gain service from nearby FAP that still has available

resources. This can be further illustrated using Proposition 1

as follows:

Proposition 1 (Admission Control Probability)
When a Non-CSG FUE request uplink connection, the FAP

has to check if by accepting the new Non-CSG user it will

still meet its admission control condition. Within the cluster,

the admission probability, ψn, is given by

ψn =

{
1, βnew ≥ βncsg

n ,
0, otherwise,

(7)

where βnew =
βγth

n

λn+1 , ∀n ∈ N.

Proof: The total number of Non-CSG FUEs attempting to

connect to FAPn is given by

λn =
βγth

n

βnew
− 1 = βγth

n (βncsg
n )−1. (8)

If 0 ≤ λn =
βγth

n

βnew
−1 ≤ βγth

n (βncsg
n )−1, the FAPn is under-

loaded thus the admission probability is equal to 1. If
βγth

n

βnew
−

1 > βγth
n (βncsg

n )−1, the FAPn is overloaded and the FUE

that request uplink connection is blocked/rejected. Thus, the

admission probability will be equal to
βγth

n

λn+1 . �

3.1 Dynamic- Resource Percentage Threshold
(D-RPT) Scheme

We propose a resource allocation scheme that allocates

resources based on the number of CSG users that are currently

being served. The FAP dynamically adjust the resources

allocated for Non-CSG users. This scheme guarantees the

data rate for CSG users first before allocating the remaining

resources to Non-CSG users. Furthermore, Non-CSG users

will be admitted only if they meet the admission control

condition set in (6). The FAP has to compute the RPT

currently dedicated for CSG users, ρn, based on the number

of CSG users being served and the required data rate for CSG

users, Ccsg
req . Then, the FAP has to compute the RPT for Non-

CSG users, γth
n (formula for ρn and γth

n can be obtained

in Table I). Once resources have been reserved, we then

compute the optimized UL capacity for Non-CSG user using

GP after lower bound substitution and variable transformation

as the same manner in [12]. This can be further illustrated in

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: D-RPT Scheme

Input: β, Pmax, N0, β
ncsg
n

Output: Cncsg
n,j,k

1 : Each time a CSG FUE is admitted,

compute new ρn under the current SINRs

2 : Recompute γth
n under the current

SINR’s of its associated FUEs

3 : If Non-CSG FUE request uplink then
4 : Compute new admission condition, βnew

5 : If (βnew ≥ βncsg
n ) then

6 : Accept Non-CSG FUE

7 : Compute path loss, Ln,j,k

8 : Compute Cncsg
n,j,k after lower bound and

variable

transformation. Then, maximize Cncsg
n,j,k.

9 : else
10: Block Non-CSG FUE

11: end if
12: end if

3.2 Hybrid-Femtocell Clustering (H-FC)
Scheme

Before conducting with the H-FC scheme, the distance

between each femtocell pair is necessary to be defined. A

femtocell is in general located indoor, and interference occurs

when adjacent femtocell use the same subcarrier. The inter-

ference level between non-adjacent femtocells is negligible

because any signal coming from one FUE travels through at

least two walls to reach the FAP of a non-adjacent femtocell.

Therefore, we propose a suboptimal heuristic algorithm for

cluster formation. We use the Euclidian distance measure as

d(fa, fb) =
√

(xa − xb)2 + (ya − yb)2, (9)

where d(fa, fb) is the distance between femtocell fa and

femtocell fb which are located at (xa, ya) and (xb, yb),
respectively. (xa, ya) represents the femto head (FH) and

(xb, yb) is the neighbor FAP within 1-hop distance.

In this subsection, we propose a suboptimal heuristic

algorithm for cluster formation in a dense environment to

mitigate femto-to-femto interference based on distance, 1-hop

interference, and timestamp, τD. Each cluster should have

a FH that is elected based on timestamp which avoids the

frequent changes of leadership expected in [9]. We assume

over-the-air (OTA) coordination to save energy for the close

proximity of cluster members. The proposed H-FC scheme

overcomes the limitations of other methods by considering

how the femto head can be more effectively elected, by having

the FH setting dmax and by setting the cardinality of cluster

members. This scheme is suitable for clustering femtocells

in a dense environment where femtocell uses hybrid access

mode.
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If FH becomes inactive, another FAP is elected as a new FH

based on the same criteria. The femto-gateway (F-GW) keeps

records of newly deployed FAP and this includes deployment

time and date. First, we assume an initially deployed FAP n0

with no members. FAP n0 sets dth as the interference distance

between FH and 1-hop FAPn, and the threshold for members

per cluster MT . If a new FAP is deployed and interferes

with FH, the FH measures the maximum distance, dmax. If

dmax ≤ dth and Mcnt ≤ MT , then the new FAP joins the

cluster, FAPnew ∈ φ, else it may join another cluster or

become a new FH. The duty of FH is to form and maintain

the cluster, that is, the FH keeps track of active and non-

active members. The cluster formation can be described using

pseudo-code as in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: H-FC Scheme

1 : Assume the presence of n0 as the FH

(label(n)=H) with no members

2 : n0 sets the dth and MT [measurements obtained

from “HeNB Sniffer”]

3 : If a new FAP joins a network, i.e., FAPnew

is switched on within the area, and interfere with

FAP n0 then
4 : Find the max distance, dmax

5 : If (dmax ≤ dth) then
6 : If (Mcnt ≤ MT ) then
7 : FAPnew becomes the member of the

cluster, FAPnew ∈ φ
8 : label(n)=M : the status update that node

new is a member

9 : Increase membership count, Mcnt +1

10: else
11: FAPnew becomes a new FH,

FAPnew → H
12: end if
13: else
14: FAPnew joins another FH (FAPnew → H′

,

another cluster) or FAPnew → H
15: end if
16: FAP n0 updates and shares membership list

17: Wait for all members to respond

18: FH periodically checks its active members and

if a member is not determined, status update

becomes X (label(n) =X) and Mcnt is updated

3.3 Dynamic-Resource Threshold (D-RPT) and
Hybrid-Femtocell Clustering (H-FC) Scheme

By combining H-FC and D-RPT schemes for hybrid fem-

tocells, the UL capacity of Non-CSG users can be enhanced.

We consider inter-femtocell interference caused by femto-

users in neighboring femtocells of the serving femtocell. The

UL co-tier interference caused by neighboring femto-users,

m ∈ Mneighbor
n , at the receiver can be expressed as

Iintern,j =
∑

m∈Mneighbor
n

Pj,mLn,j,m, (10)

where Pj,m is the UL transmission power of user m in

subcarrier j and Ln,j,m is the link gain from user m to

FAPn in subcarrier j . We consider k users within the cluster

members that are 1-hop from the serving FAP. Therefore, the

overall SINR at the FAPn is

Γn,j,k =
Pj,kLn,j,k

N0 +
∑

m �=k,m∈Mn
Pj,mLn,j,m + Iintern,j

. (11)

The proposed scheme is named D-RPT + H-FC, and its a

combination of Algorithms 1 and 2. Our optimization problem

is non-convex due to the presence of inter-cell interference.

To transform (1) into a concave formulation, we make use of

the GP concept where we introduce alternative variables and

approximations similar to [12]. In our problem, we employ

the following lower bound as

α log Γ0 + χ ≤ log (1 + Γ0), (12)

which is tight at Γ0 when the approximation parameters are

chosen as

α =
Γ0

1 + Γ0
, (13)

χ = log(1 + Γ0)− Γ0

1 + Γ0
log Γ0, (14)

where α and χ are fixed parameters. Therefore, (4) can be

reformulated as

Ĉncsg
n,j,k =

βγth
n

λn
[α log2(Γn,j,k) + χ] , (15)

where Ĉncsg
n,j,k can be viewed as the lower bound of Cncsg

n,j,k.

Therefore, the original optimization problem can be trans-

formed to maximize the UL capacity under the constraint of

maximum power transmission of FUEs and guarantee data

rate for CSG users per femtocell. Nevertheless, (15) is still

non-convex which still requires further transformation into a

concave function. The lower bound can be transformed into

concave by letting Pj,k in (15) to be equal to e(P̂j,k) and

P̂j,k = ln(Pj,k). Then we have transformed (15) into

C̃ncsg
n,j,k =

βγth
n

λn

[
α

ln(2)

(
ln(Ln,j,k) + P̂j,k − ϕn,j,k

)
+ χ

]
,

(16)

where ϕn,j,k = ln(
∑

m �=k e
(P̂j,m)Ln,j,m +N0 + ηn,j,k) and

ηn,j,k =
∑

m∈Mneighbor
n

e(P̂j,m)Ln,j,m. Observing (16), we

find a log-sum-exp function which has been proven to be

convex in [5]. After lower bound variable transformation and

approximation, our initial optimization problem in (1) can be

reformulated as

P∗ = argmax
P

N∑
n=1

J∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

C̃ncsg
n,j,k(e

P̂j,k ;α, χ) (17)
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Table 2

SIMULATIONS PARAMETERS

System Parameters Value

Femtocell radius, Rf 10 m

Max number of CSG FUEs per FAP 13

Shadowing effect, ω 4 dB

Wall loss, η 20 dB

Rayleigh fading, ξ 8 dB

FAP transmit power 20 dBm

FUE min. transmit power, Pmin 0 dBm

FUE max. transmit power, Pmax 18 dBm

Channel bandwidth, βncsg
f 180 KHz

Max FUE-FAP distance, D 5 m

Noise, N0 -174 dBm

subject to:

C1 :
J∑

j=1

Pj,k ≤ Pmax, ∀k ∈ K, (18)

C2 :
J∑

j=1

C̃csg
n,j,k ≥ Ccsg

req , ∀k ∈ K. (19)

Since the original non-convex problem is transformed into a

concave one, P∗ can be readily obtained by the conventional

concave optimization methods.

4. Perfomance Evaluation
In this section, we present the results of our proposed

schemes considering femtocells using hybrid access mode

with a system bandwidth of 10 MHz. We apply the FDD

system level simulation assumptions and parameters given

in 3GPP specification [11] as summarized in Table II. We

consider an single floor enterprise building with room size 10

m x 10 m, where one FAP deployed in each room that uses

hybrid access mode.

Fig. 2

COMPARISON OF RPT FOR NON-CSG AND CSG USERS.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of RPT values for Non-

CSG and CSG users, which illustrates the variation between

the values of γth
n and ρn as the number of admitted CSG

users increases. What can be observed is that as FAPn

keeps on admitting CSG users, the value of γth
n decreases to

γth
n ≤0 when user number is greater than 11. Nevertheless,

the possibility of having an overloaded FAP with significant

amount of CSG users might not be common in a dense

environment when the FAPs use hybrid access mode.
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Fig. 3

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF FUE UL CAPACITY PER NON-CSG

USER.

Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of our proposed D-RPT

and D-RPT + H-FC schemes compared with the algorithm

used in [13] based on UL capacity per Non-CSG user. In

[13], the UL capacity was analyzed by using conventional

HeNB and single user detector (SUD) to determine cochannel

interference as well as received SINR and a closed loop power

control. It is observed that the achievable UL capacity per

Non-CSG users decreases with increased number of Non-

CSG users being served considering that FUEs performance

is limited by interference from other FUEs. However, by

combining clustering with our proposed resource allocation

scheme, D-RPT, the UL capacity can be greatly improved as

clustering reduces the interference impact amongst femtocells.

The D-RPT + H-FC outperforms the other schemes and

enables the ability to serve a large number of Non-CSG users

while still serving CSG users. For example, when the FAP

is serving 9 CSG users, the resources reserved for Non-CSG

users is 19.97 % and this results to about 11 Non-CSG users

being served concurrently with an UL capacity of more than

10 Mbps. The poor performance for conventional HeNBs

results from noise saturation at the receiver due to increased

number of accepted FUEs.
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5. Conclusion
We have proposed a novel clustering scheme for hybrid

femtocells where the cluster heads are elected based on

timestamp information. The resource allocation scheme is

also proposed to dynamically adjust the number of admitted

Non-CSG users in femtocells. Simulation results show that

the proposed schemes can maximize uplink capacity for

Non-CSG while also increasing the number of Non-CSG

users being served. The proposed schemes can overcome the

challenges of how to design an effective hybrid access scheme

to equilibrate the quality of service for Non CSG and CSG

users thus optimizing Non-CSG user’s uplink capacity.
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which can occur with closely spaced femtocells, reverse link 
interference and potential instability were observed when 
doing high speed data uploads. The experiments reproduced 
some of the effects described theoretically in the literature, but 
only under a very limited set of scenarios.. 
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1 Introduction 
  Residential small cell technology (also known as 

femtocell) has rapidly evolved from research, development 
and operator trials [2-11] to deployments exceeding one 
million units [11]. Small cells now represent an important tool 
for mobile operators seeking to provide high quality indoor 
coverage required for data enabled smart phones in suburban 
and rural residences that are not close to a macrocell.  
Smallcells use the licensed spectrum of mobile operators, but  
unlike macro cells that are deployed in a strictly planned way 
residential femtocells are deployed totally ad-hoc. Early 
researchers modeled the deployment of femtocells as uniform 
within the macrocell coverage area, but research described in 
[11], illustrates that femtocell placement tends to be 
concentrated in the annular region at the fringe of macro cell 
coverage. The models used in the literature also asserted that 
the placement of one femtocell was totally independent of the 
next femtocell. This also has been shown to not be correct 
because there likely will be multiple customers of a mobile 
operator that have a femtocell to fill the same coverage holes.  
When a coverage hole intersects a large apartment block or 
other dense residential area, it is likely that there will be 
multiple customers in the same building or complex having 
femtocells.  Data presented in [11] shows statistics of the 
distance between nearest neighbor femtocells taken from one 
of the major operators. It shows that there are now a relatively 

large number of femtocells within the mutual coverage and 
interference zone of each other (50 meters or less).   

CDMA based third generation (3G) wireless technologies 
such as CDMA-2000 and UMTS/WCDMA operate using a 
frequency reuse of 1 and depend for reverse link stability on 
fast, efficient, soft-handoff power-control to minimize the 
amount of reverse link transmitter power and therefore the 
amount of reverse link interference in a CDMA network.  In 
3G systems, an Access Terminal (AT or UE) in soft handoff 
can be simultaneously power controlled by up to 8 different 
sectors and the algorithms select the lowest reverse link power 
that satisfies the target bit-error rate. Current generation 
residential femtocells generally do not support soft-handoff 
either between femtocells or between femtocells and the 
macro network (most support voice hard handoff to the macro 
network but not to other femtocells, and generally no data 
handoff) and there is potential for reverse link interference 
between femtocells as the density of deployment grows.  

“RF dragging” occurs when a handset device at the cell 
edge actively connected to one cell wants to handoff to 
another cell because it senses a stronger signal from the new 
cell, but because handoff is not supported, the handset remains 
attached to the weaker cell and therefore power controlled by 
it until the connection drops. The greatest potential for inter-
femtocell reverse link interference exists under conditions of 
RF dragging between closely spaced femtocells when the 
mobiles are operating at high reverse data rates using either 
1xEV-DO or HSUPA in which case the mobile transmitter 
power is significantly higher than that used for voice calls.  

As the density of femtocells increases, the requirement to 
better understand interference between densely packed 
femtocells has grown from an academic problem to one of 
concern to operators of large femtocell networks.  This paper 
presents results from a series of experiments using commercial 
femtocells and access terminal devices to characterize and 
better understand the problem of reverse link interference 
between femtocell mobiles.  

A detailed discussion of interference scenarios 
encountered in femtocell deployments is presented [1]. What 
is missing from the body of literature described in theoretical 
studies is a set of measurements using commercial femtocells, 
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and commercial handsets to understand the conditions and 
severity of these effects. This paper describes experiments 
using commercial 1xEV-DO Revision A (the high speed data 
for CDMA-2000) to measure and better understand the effects 
of femtocell to femtocell reverse link interference due to RF 
dragging. The experiments focus on uplink data services as 
opposed to voice because high speed data requires 
significantly higher uplink transmitter power than  low rate 
voice services. 

 
2 Experiment Design 
 Figure 1 illustrates how to create the conditions for 
significant reverse link interference between femtocells. A 
semi-permanent calibrated test bed that can be used for 
experimenting when needed was created in the Ball 
Engineering Building at University of Massachusetts Lowell. 
Two commercial femtocells, we call F1 and F2 are located in 
adjacent classrooms separated by concrete brick walls. This 
use case represents the situation of co-channel femtocells 
located in adjacent apartments. Each of the femtocells are 
instrumented with purpose built software tools to periodically 
query and record the received signal level (RSSI) and the 
reverse link (uplink) data rate at the femtocell. From these 
measurements we determine the effective reverse link noise 
rise-over-thermal and the associated reverse link throughput. 
A series of calibrated waypoints were created in the halls and 
classrooms of the building. These are labeled “d” through “i” 
in figure 1. Generally a connection initiated on femtocell F1 
will drop in the region between waypoints denoted “f1” and 
“f2” because the signal strength from femtocell F2 is much 
greater than that from femtocell F1 (handoff between 
femtocells is not supported). At the point denoted "f", the 
pathloss between femtocells F1 and F2 are both approximately 
72 to 77 dB. 

 
Figure 1. Basic Setup of Inter-femtocell Reverse link Interference Test. 
 

Laboratory calibrated handset devices instrumented with 
purpose built logging software established connections to their 
respective femtocells F1 and F2. There is no active connection 
handoff, either hard or soft, between femtocells other than the 
call dropping and the handset reselecting the new femtocell.   

To serve as reference measurement, a handset device is 
connected to femtocell F2 (call it ATF2) and is positioned in a 
static location in the vicinity of the handoff zone between F1 
and F2 as shown in Figure 1. Because ATF2 is relatively far 
from F2, it must transmit more power to maintain a constant 
upload rate. Repeated ftp uploads of large files serve to create 
a near constant offered load. The ATF2 mobile is power-
controlled only by femtocell F2, even though it may be able to 
receive both femtocells F1 and F2 on the forward link. The 
change in the received signal level at F2 relative to times when 
there is no activity on femtocells F1 and F2 are recorded and 
analyzed. The handset device is instrumented to log the 
forward link requested data rate (DRC), the forward link 
Received Signal Level, the reverse link transmitter power 
(both pilot and total power), and all signaling information.   

Next, a second handset data device, call it ATF1 
establishes a connection to femtocell F1 and starts an ftp 
upload. Device ATF1 is moved away from femtocell F1 
starting at point “d” towards point “f2” to a point beyond “f1”, 
just before the call drops, creating a condition known as “RF 
dragging” where device ATF1 is closer in terms of pathloss to 
femtocell F2 than it is to femtocell F1. Since there is no soft or 
hard handoff between F1 and F2, ATF1 is power controlled 
only by F1 and a situation of “RF dragging” is created in 
which F2 should be power-controlling ATF1 but cannot.   
Again the reverse link transmitter power, forward link 
received signal power and link quality are measured at the 
mobile terminals and at the femtocells.  

The third step is to turn on reverse link interference 
mitigation and repeat the second step.  The data is analyzed by 
timestamp synchronizing the measurements from the 4 devices 
(2 femtocells F1 and F2, and two mobile devices ATF1 and 
ATF2). 
 
3 Measurement Results 

 The first set of experiments was conducted using two 
laboratory calibrated CDMA-2000 femtocells operating with 
1xEV-DO Revision. A. A second identical set of 
measurements were conducted for CDMA-2000 1xRTT voice, 
but no significant interference was observed due to the 
relatively low reverse link transmitter power.  

The first step in the experiment was to create the 
reference or baseline as shown in Figure 2 in which a simple 
upload from ATF2 with ATF1 idle is performed.  Assuming that 
the femtocell receiver noise figure is on the order of 10 dB, 
the base noise level at the femtocells should be on the order of 
approximately -104 dBm plus or minus one or two dB (the 
blue trace in figure 2).  Looking at the femtocell  F2 RSSI we 
see that the level varies from about -104 dBm when all 
transmitters are turned off to a maximum high of about -92 
dBm (12 dB above the baseline) when there is a single mobile 
device uploading at about 900 kbps and power controlled by 
the femtocell. We observe that the ATF2 transmitter power (the 
yellow trace in figure 2) stays in the -20 to -30 dBm range for 
900 kbps uplink throughput (the purple trace in figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Baseline ftp upload of Femtocell F2 with no other activity. 
 

Figure 3 (see figure caption for explanation of the colors 
that represent different simultaneously logged parameters) 
shows the case of two mobile devices simultaneously 
uploading to their respective femtocells. In the figure ATF1 is 
moving from waypoint “d” towards waypoint “f1” as shown 
Figure 1 and then stays for a few moments at point “f1” then 
moves back towards point “d”. As the mobile moves away 
from its home femtocell it powers up to maintain the required 
Eb/No set point. ATF1 causes interference to femtocell F2 
which instructs ATF2 to power up to overcome the interference 
from the other mobile, which in turn causes interference to 
femtocell F1, etc. until both mobiles have reached their 
maximum power of 23 dBm.  

We also notice in Figure 3 that both handset 1 and 
handset 2 transmitter powers tend to synchronously oscillate. 
At the time we observed that the femtocell received power 
level has in some instances increased by close to 40-50 dB 
over the background thermal noise level of the receiver. This 
can be seen from a basic link budget calculation in which a 
mobile with73 dB of pathloss to the closer femtocell and 
transmitting at maximum 23 dBm produces a received signal 
level of approximately -50 dBm. Clearly, in this corner case, 
the reverse link of both femtocells has become unstable and 
the effective reverse data rate drops to close to zero. This 
situation represents the limiting case in which handsets 
connected to closely spaced femtocells and in conditions of 
RF dragging and high power simultaneous data uploads causes 
significant mutual reverse link interference to both femtocells.  

Correlation analysis between the total uplink transmitted 
power of ATF2 and ATF1 showed that under the conditions of 
RF dragging the transmitter powers of the two handsets 
became on the average 92% correlated. This explains the 
mutual oscillatory behavior as the power control of the two 
femtocells tries to compensate for the interference rise.   
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Figure 3. Simultaneous uploads on ATF1 and ATF2. Mobile moves from 
point d to point f1 in Figure 1. Brown trace: Total uplink Tx Power for 
UE2. Dark Blue: Total Tx Power for UE1. Yellow: Femtocell F1 Reverse 
link throughput, Magenta: Femtocell 2 Reverse Link Throughput, Light 
Blue: Femtocell 2 Total Reverse Link RSSI, Light purple Femtocell 1 
Reverse link RSSI. 
 
 

3.1 3.1 Reverse link interference mitigation 

The ideal technique to control this type of reverse link 
instability would be to form ad-hoc clusters of femtocells that 
can support either hard or soft handoff within the cluster. In 
the absence of inter-femtocell handoff, other forms of reverse 
link interference mitigation must be considered.  The first 
technique can be implemented in the Automatic Network 
Planning Function [5] when femtocells are initially 
provisioned so as to pull in the coverage of closely spaced 
units so there is minimal overlap of the forward link coverage 
and calls drop much earlier before creating significant 
interference.  

A second technique for controlling this type of mutual 
interference is to significantly reduce the reverse link 
transmitter power (and therefore the data rate) of handsets 
when then the conditions of mutual RF dragging are sensed. 
There are two elements to successful reverse link interference 
mitigation algorithms using this technique: detection and 
reaction. In most cases detection attempts to sense high levels 
of interference on the forward link at the handset combined 
with high reverse link transmitter power that imply that there 
is mutual interference on the reverse link and the algorithm 
reacts to reduce the data rate of the mobile terminal (even 
reducing to 0) to reduce the total transmitter power and 
therefore the interference. 

 The forward link measurements can be done either based 
on primary measures of interference such as Ec/Io reported by 
the handset or from secondary measures of signal quality such 
as DRC (1xEVDO data rate control) or CQI (HSDPA channel 
quality index).  When a femtocell detects that the handset is 
seeing significant forward link interference, it reduces the 
uplink data rate and therefore the transmitter power from the 
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handset, potentially reducing throughput to 0 depending on the 
level of interference. 
  In the limiting case the femtocell terminates the data call 
in which the AT either attempts to reselect and then register on 
the other femtocell (open access) or go to the macro network, 
but in either case the RF dragging induced interference will be 
stopped. 

4 Conclusions 
 Measurements described in this paper were designed to 

create and better understand the scenarios described in [1] in 
real deployments.  The use case of greatest concern in real 
world deployments occur when “RF dragging” between 
handsets connected to closely spaced femtocells can lead to 
significant reverse link interference when users are doing 
simultaneous high speed uploads. 

For voice calls where the total reverse link transmitter 
power is low and given the path losses involved between 
handsets and femtocells, we were unable to reproduce the 
conditions of reverse link instability. In addition almost all 
femtocells support voice handoff which moves handsets off 
the femtocell near its cell edge and eliminates the problem of 
RF dragging.                   

 For the case of high speed reverse link data upload with 
two handsets in condition of RF dragging, reverse link data 
rates and transmitter power were observed to oscillate under 
conditions of sustained upload. In other words, the reverse 
link became unstable. Constraining the handset transmitter 
power by reducing uplink data rates, including the pilot, was 
able to mitigate some, but not all, reverse link interference.  In 
the limit the best approach other than forming ad-hoc clusters 
that support handoff is to require the algorithms that manage 
forward link coverage (the centralized network planning 
function) pull in the coverage of both of the femtocells so that 
RF dragging is minimized.  Sensing and then disconnecting 
(dropping) calls that are in conditions of RF dragging is a final 
approach to interference management.  

 The good news from the study is that the conditions leading 
to inter-femtocell reverse link interference scenarios described 
in [1]  are relatively rare and can be mitigated through a 
combination of RF planning (having the two femtocells pull in 
their coverage to minimize the RF dragging potential) and 
reverse link interference mitigation.  As the femtocell density 
increases, the importance of algorithms in the femtocell to 
manage reverse link femtocell to femtocell reverse link 
interference increases.  
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Abstract— In this paper, we explore a prelude implemen-
tation for a portable wireless mesh network, intended to
enable multimedia communication with no onsite infras-
tructure. This is intended as a perimeter network for the
fast and secure communication of devices (e.g. robots, IP
cameras, notebooks, wifi sensors, etc.) in an environment
with no network coverage (e.g. due to a natural disaster, as
communication support during a sting operation etc). This
kind of environment must be simple to configure, and it must
support some kind of mesh network implementation for easy
deployment. We estimate that by owning such communication
infrastructure, for instance, law enforcement agencies would
be able to perform a diverse scope of operations in an easy
and efficient manner, preferably in the context of a MAN,
which must be independent of landlines, and would allow for
the transmission of multimedia data seamlessly (e.g. audio,
video, GPS coordinates etc).

Keywords: portable wireless mesh network, B.A.T.M.A.N.

1. Introduction
Wireless Mesh Networks or WMNs are computer

networks that interconnect a set of nodes, where each node

is capable of forwarding packets, until they reach a given

destination. Therefore, each node can act as a router or

client allowing for more mobility and flexibility regarding

the infrastructure organization [1].

Mesh routers are capable of communicating heterogene-

ous networks, like sensor networks (assuming one of the

mesh nodes acts as a sink) and usual wifi devices. Besides,

one of the nodes can share Internet access to a whole

section of the mesh (depending on the size of the mesh

network). Mesh nodes can also automatically establish a

backbone network and keep the connectivity among mesh

clients [2]. In comparison to a conventional router, a mesh

router achieves the same range at a lower transmission

power, thanks to multi-hop communication. Mesh clients

usually have only one network interface and act as both end

users (i.e. with Internet access) and routers [3]. Mesh nodes

traditionally use the IEEE 802.11 standard [4] in order to

communicate.

After the rise of Wi-Fi, lots of applications that partly used

landlines were developed. Using as motivation the need to

improve the services offered by wireless networks and also

to reduce the dependency of landlines, the mesh concept

emerged [5]. This technology is already in widespread

use, for example, in community or food squares, airports,

shoppings, hotels, isolated places (e.g. mountainous regions),

universities etc. There are scenarios where this technology

is used in a more broad fashion, as in the Dharamsala

community in India, where a mesh network was deployed.

According to [6], even with a mountainous terrain and

with more than two thousand computers interconnected,

the performance was satisfactory in the devised tests. Mi-

crosoft’s Self Organizing Wireless Mesh Networks project

uses the user’s computer with a Windows driver, which

creates a virtual layer between the network and data link

layers. This project also has a framework to manage mesh

network failures. The analysis is done by event simulations

allowing the diagnostics of problems and traffic conditions

[7]. RoofNet is another project that deploys a mesh network

in a densely populated 4 square kilometer area at Cambridge,

Massachusetts, using volunteer users and 37 mesh node

kits, in order to share a fraction of their DSL lines [8].

According to [9], systems based on mesh architecture are

a viable solution when compared to a hypothetical single-

hop network. In this sense they increase the connectivity and

the data transfer rate.

The rise of wireless mesh networks is due to its advantages

when compared to the traditional wireless network model.

The main advantage is the easiness of expansion thanks

to the possibility of a mesh client acting also as a router.

This turns this network model easy to deploy and low cost

allowing access to places where cabled networking would

be impracticable [6].

The effectiveness of any network architecture, including

mesh networks, depends on the routing protocol used. The

routing protocol is the responsible for transmitting infor-

mation from a source to a destination hopping through

intermediate nodes [10]. The challenge is to find the most

effective route. In this paper we present the behaviour and

the features of the Better Approach To Mobile Ad-hoc

Networking (B.A.T.M.A.N.) protocol and define as hour
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research hypothesis the possibility to implement a highly

portable mesh network using off-the-shelf cost effective

equipment with minimum downtime for configuration.

In the next sections we will present the theoretical back-

ground behind mesh networks, a brief explanation of the

B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol, given it is used in our experimental

testbed, the application context for our proposal and some

final thoughts regarding our proposal.

2. Theoretical Background
A traditional computer network contains a centralised

controller for each node. In a mesh network there is no

need for a controller, taking into account that the users them-

selves can expand the coverage area [12]. Therefore, mesh

networks present a dynamic feature, in which by adding or

removing nodes in the network does not compromise the

network connectivity. That happens because the nodes can

be connected to more than one node, and that way, the

network cost decreases considering there is no need for a

more “formal” maintenance policy [5].

The topology of a traditional network obeys a hierarchy

where the devices can only be accessed inside of their

coverage area. In a mesh network, the network topology is

defined in such a way that all the devices in the network

can be a part of the transmission path [15], resulting in

a more effective transmission. Besides, mesh networks are

also fault tolerant [1], due to the mesh nodes’ capabilities to

act as clients or routers, allowing a variety of paths among

nodes during packet transmission. Other mesh network fe-

ature is the support to ad-hoc networking, which is an

operational mode that provides the ability to self-generation,

self-maintenance and self-organization [16]. Note that the

main characteristics of mesh networks, like flexibility and

lack of a predefined infrastructure, are appropriate to the

proposal of this article. In the US, this technology is already

being used in military applications, seeking a communication

infrastructure that is independent of the traditional landlines

and also fault tolerant [18].

A lot of research fields in mesh networks involve the

the study of routing protocols. Although there are several

protocols, there is no universal choice [10]. The routing

protocols operate generally in the network layer, where their

main function is to issue packets from a source node to

a destination node. The protocol also specifies the way

the routers communicates among themselves, giving access

between any two nodes in the network [19]. The problem

of classic routing protocols is that they were not created

considering the features of ad hoc wireless networks. This

genre of network changes its topology according to the

inclusion/exclusion of nodes, fact that was not envisioned in

traditional routing protocols. For instance, Optimized Link

State Routing Protocol (OLSR) had to go through some

changes in its original specification, due to the specifics of a

link state algorithm which has to recalculate all the topology

for each node [20].

In this context, our research group studied applications

and the principles involved in creating routing protocols

applied to mesh networks [13], [14]. Each routing protocol

is devised using different principles and features. To help

comprehend these differences, the protocols are classified in

proactive, reactive and hybrid. The proactive protocols are

based on predefined tables that keep track of the routes for

any possible destination and are updated at each topology

change. Protocols like Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP)

and OLSR are examples of proactive protocols. Reactive

protocols stipulate that each node only keeps track of its

neighbours when there is the need for it to communicate, a

bigger delay is only generated if a new path is necessary.

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is an example of such type

of protocol. Hybrid protocols use conveniently the features

of both proactive and reactive protocols, in such a way that

in a set of nodes, only some of them do a periodic update

of the possible destinations. An example of such protocols

is Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [5], [14]

B.A.T.M.A.N. is a proactive protocol that identifies only

the best next hop instead of discovering the complete route

[21], [22], [23], [24]. Therefore, there is no need for the

global knowledge of all the changes in the network topology.

Besides, the overall number of messages that floods the mesh

topology is limited, avoiding control traffic overload [20].

Considering the intended scenario (most likely some kind of

sting operation performed by the authorities), B.A.T.M.A.N.

seems as one of the possibilities for a routing protocol with

its performance improved given the use of a limited quantity

of mesh nodes for temporary coverage of an area for a short

period of time. Internet connection is not an issue for the

sake of the depicted scenario. Besides, according to [28], a

high node density limits the network ability to cope with a

large amount of hops in the transmission path. Therefore, the

relatively short number of hops for this kind of deployment

favours the use of B.A.T.M.A.N.

2.1 B.A.T.M.A.N. Protocol
B.A.T.M.A.N. routing protocol was devised to operate

in non-reliable media with high levels of instability and

packet loss, instead of the stable and reliable media used

by traditional cabled networks. The protocol’s algorithm

proposes the decentralization of the knowledge about routes

among B.A.T.M.A.N. nodes. These nodes have no infor-

mation whatsoever regarding the overall network routing,

allowing low battery and CPU consumption for each node.

Instead of discovering the complete route to the destination

node, a router only identifies the best next hop to achieve a

given node. A node detects the presence of B.A.T.M.A.N.-

Originators, regardless of the number of hops (single-hop

or multi-hop) to/from an B.A.T.M.A.N.-Originator. It also

keeps track of new B.A.T.M.A.N.-Originators and informs
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its neighbours about their existence [25].

Originator Messages (OGMs) inform neighbouring nodes

about their existence. The messages must be transmitted in a

given time interval (ORIGINATOR_INTERVAL). An OGM

packet has a field for: its version, a field to inform if the node

is a direct neighbour or not, an unidirectional flag, a desired

value for the Time-To-Live (TTL), a gateway flag (to inform

if it is a node with Internet access), a sequence number

used for the packet identification and an originator address

(IPv4 address of the B.A.T.M.A.N. interface on which the

OGM has been generated). When a node receives an OGM

it must check: if the OGM contains the same version, if the

OGM address is not the broadcast address of a B.A.T.M.A.N.

interface and if the OGM is defined as a bidirectional link

(capable of full-duplex communication) [25].

If the previous conditions are met, OGM information must

be updated. If the sequence number of the received OGM

packet is more recent than the one seen before, the new

sequence number must be defined to the sequence number of

the received OGM packet, and the last TTL of this neighbour

must be updated. The window of all known links of the

OGM packet must be updated to reflect the new boundaries

of the classification range, and the sequence number of the

received OGM must be added to the window that represents

the link that was held. If the link window whose OGM was

received contains the sequence numbers bigger than in its

range table, this link is said to be the new best binding to

the OGM originator; otherwise, there are no changes. When

an OGM is retransmitted, its TTL must be reduced (in case

it becomes zero, the packet must be discarded) [25].

Each node that receives an OGM must retransmit the

message, therefore flooding the network. The network is

flooded until each node has received an OGM at least

once, or until happens packet loss (that can happen due

to interference, collision or traffic congestion), or until its

TTL value expires. Using the data obtained from each OGM,

it is possible to distinguish new messages from duplicates,

assuring that all OGMs are counted only once. The amount

of OGMs received is used to estimate the quality of a route

(single-hop or multi-hop). That way, B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol

allows each node to keep a table with the best neighbouring

nodes in the network [25].

3. Application Context
This paper is inserted in the context of a major project

called “Mobile mEsh Network to Aid in CountEring drug

TRAffiCKing (M.E.N.A.C.E-TRACK)”, which is intended

to suggest improvements to the communication model used

by the Brazilian authorities in order to improve reaction to

security threats [12], [13]. The system currently in use by the

authorities (based on radio transmitters), although reliable, is

too limited considering complex operations, as for example,

when tracking tactical teams (personnel and vehicles) in

real time, with no possibility to access video feeds and

GPS coordinates. The primary intention of M.E.N.A.C.E-

TRACK is the creation of a dynamic mesh network, intended

to interconnect field personnel to a base of operations

whenever possible. This type of network accepts the dynamic

disconnection and reconnection of nodes. Therefore, it is

paramount to research technologies intended to improve the

availability of information resources to the authorities (e.g.

audio, video, GPS coordinates etc) similarly to [11].

This paper has a different objective considering the ori-

ginal M.E.N.A.C.E-TRACK concept: we propose the crea-

tion of a HighLy Portable Mesh nEtwork (or H.L.P-M.E.

for short) using off-the-shelf cost effective equipment with

minimum downtime for configuration. The idea behind this

proposal is to have a number of pre-configured mesh nodes,

which can be deployed in the field, in order to provide an in
promptum mesh network to be used anywhere, anytime. With

this infrastructure it would be possible to share multimedia

data (e.g. video feeds, GPS coordinates, audio communica-

tion etc) in the field without any dependency on landlines

or any preexistent infrastructure.

Considering the intended user is not necessarily a com-

puter network specialist, and public safety has a decreasing

budget in Brazil [17], [26], [27], the main prerequisites for

the intended system are: it must be cost effective and it

must be easy to use and deploy. To achieve the proposed

objective, we created an experimental environment using

off-the-shelf equipment from Open-Mesh, which provided a

standard networked environment (i.e. not tampered with in

any way) with native support to mesh networks. The steps

intended to achieve the proposed objective are: 1) study the

Open-Mesh infrastructure, which use B.A.T.M.A.N. routing

protocol and 2) explore several mesh network configurations

in order to test the flexibility of the devices in establishing

meshes. Section 4 discusses the proposed testbed in detail.

4. Experimental Environment

At this time, we chose to use a manufactured

B.A.T.M.A.N. access point (AP) instead of using an open

source environment (i.e. proprietary hardware + open source

firmware), so we can compare this setting to a previous

experimental OpenWrt testbed we used with OLSR [12].

Our main objective does not concern the routing protocol

used with OpenWrt per se, but the difficulties faced when

using a completely configurable open source environment.

Using OpenWrt we have complete control over the deve-

lopment/production environment, but it is also true that the

configuration downtime and the possibilities for unforeseen

situations are more prone to happen. Therefore, we chose a

manufactured (proprietary hardware + proprietary software

+ open source firmware) AP which natively supports the

B.A.T.M.A.N. protocol: the Open-Mesh OM2P access point

(Fig. 1) [29].
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Fig. 1: Open-Mesh AP OM2P.

4.1 AP OM2P
Each AP OM2P is enabled to form a mesh infrastructure.

That way, it is possible to install units with traditional access

(i.e. as Internet gateways) and add other units that can extend

the network coverage. This AP has an external 2.4 GHz

antenna with 23 dBm (200 mW) with a RP-SMA standard

connector. Other aspect is that it can be managed using a

cloud service called CloudTrax, which is provided free of

charge by Open-Mesh [30]. The AP also has the ability to

use passive power over Ethernet (incompatible with 802.3af).

The specifications for the device are in Tab. 1 [31].

Table 1: Features of Open-Mesh AP OM2P.

Speed (max.) 150 Mbps

Radio 802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz
Range (approx.) 75-150’ indoor or 600’ outdoor
Processor 400 MHz Atheros AR9331 MIPS 24k
Plug and play yes
Memory 64 MB DRAM
Ethernet (WAN e LAN) 2 x 100 Mbps

4.1.1 CloudTrax Environment
The CloudTrax environment is a free cloud network con-

troller that helps building, managing and monitoring wireless

networks from any place in the world. This controller can

manage an unlimited number of APs and networks, simply

by registering the devices. Even if the devices lose connecti-

vity with the cloud controller, the registered networks aren’t

affected. This happens because no network traffic passes

through the cloud controller [31]. Another advantage is it

provides access to network usage statistics graphics (con-

taining number of users, amount of upload and download

traffic, the relationship between each of the nodes and details

of each node) [32].

To configure a network it is necessary to create a master

login at CloudTrax homepage, which allows the administra-

tor to access the configuration of several networks at one

place, to create a network, to add any amount of nodes, to

install them physically as gateways (connected via Ethernet)

or as repeaters. Among the many configurations we can set,

we can manually adjust the transmitting power of the antenna

(allowing the AP to work indoors), configure cryptography

via WPA/WPA2 or use vouchers to regulate user access and

protect network traffic, define download and upload limits,

restrict access using MAC filtering and, for a more general

configuration, to determine if the network will be public or

private [32].

4.2 Experimental Data
The acquired APs OM2P were configured initially in very

simple scenarios. These APs use B.A.T.M.A.N. advanced

(often referenced as batman-adv), which implements the

B.A.T.M.A.N. routing protocol in the form of a linux kernel

module operating on layer 2. Batman-adv operates entirely

on ISO/OSI layer 2, meaning not only the routing informa-

tion is transported using raw Ethernet frames but also the

data traffic is handled by batman-adv. It encapsulates and

forwards all traffic until it reaches the destination, hence

emulating a virtual network switch of all participating nodes.

Therefore all nodes appear to be linked locally and are

unaware of the network’s topology as well as unaffected

by any network changes [33].

Regarding our first experiment, we configured an AP

separately as a gateway and in the second one, we configured

one AP as gateway and one as a repeater. As expected,

there were no difficulties in this first set of experiments.

Notebooks were connected to the SSID of AP N01 and

the Internet was accessible. Our objective in this first set of

experiments was to try the basic functions of this devices and

assess the difficulties in using the CloudTrax environment.

The environment is practically self explanatory simplifying

the described tasks.

After this first stage, we created scenarios that emphasized

the mesh topology. For the second stage, we used three nodes

(N01, N02 and N03), each of which presenting specific

configurations, depending on the created scenario. The first

scenario consisted in the configuration of a mesh with one

gateway and two repeaters (Fig. 2).

In Fig. 2, we can verify that N01 is configured as a

gateway (N01(g)) and the other nodes are configured as

repeaters. This configuration demonstrates a first example of

increased network coverage. The CloudTrax controller offers

meaningful visual data as shown in Fig. 5. We highlight

the hop count each repeater AP performs to the gateway

(last column). We only presented here the APs tab of the

generated graphics, given the data provided by the other

tabs are not useful for the mesh evaluation (except for the

network diagram tab – as shown in Fig. 2). The “network

map” shows the AP and its current configurations in a

Google Map like environment, “all networks map” offers

a Google Map like environment with all the CloudTrax

managed networks, “clients” show client statistics and “site

survey” shows information on neighbouring network APs

(e.g. signal strength, channel, SSID, current mode – b/g/n

etc).
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Fig. 2: Network diagram generated in the CloudTrax envi-

ronment.

Given the natural mesh auto-configuration feature, it is

possible to obtain different paths with the same infrastruc-

ture. Fig. 3 demonstrates a new organization of the same

three nodes. Comparing Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we can see that

in this new organization, the devices connected to the node

N02 can now communicate with devices connected to N03

without passing through N01, only because we added a new

path between N02 and N03.

Fig. 3: Network diagram after adding a new path between

N02 and N03.

In the next experiment we tinkered again with the paths

of the mesh testbed and configured one gateway and two

repeaters, but now, connecting the gateway to one repeater

and this repeater, to another AP also configured as a repeater

(Fig. 4).

The network diagram presented in Fig. 4 demonstrates that

the APs have the ability to communicate through multiple

Fig. 4: Network diagram for the new topology of N01, N02

and N03.

hops. Observing the network data presented in Fig. 6, it is

clear that node N02 is two hops away from the N01 gateway.

One last thought regarding the presented topologies is that

all the links established are bidirectional (i.e. full duplex).

All the experimental setups presented were tested connecting

devices to each SSID and using the ping tool to verify their

connectivity (simultaneously) and verifying mainly if the 1

hop and 2 hop distance did not interfere in the reachability

of each device. Besides, we also made another simple test:

we disconnected the gateway (i.e. N01) from the Ethernet

network, therefore rendering it unreachable from/to the In-

ternet (and therefore, unavailable to CloudTrax). Given we

disabled the feature “access point isolation” (which prevents

wireless users from accessing each other’s computers) in the

advanced tab, as the infrastructure was already configured in

CloudTrax, it keeps its configured characteristics. Therefore,

we still can access the SSID of the mesh network and we

can still reach every single device that is using the network

locally. Considering this APs are extremely portable, by

adding a battery module (like a portable powerbank) in each

node, we have an almost zero configuration mesh network

environment that is ready for use in any environment (indoor

or outdoor), as we intended for this paper.

5. Conclusion
The main objective of this paper was to present the basis

for the creation of a HighLy Portable Mesh nEtwork (or

H.L.P-M.E.) using an off-the-shelf device, which imple-

ments B.A.T.M.A.N. layer 2. Given our experience with

OpenWrt, we know it is possible to achieve a similar

environment using only open source software (i.e. hardware

+ open source firmware) but when comparing to the func-

tionalities available in the Open-Mesh OM2P and in the

CloudTrax network management tool, we raise questions
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Fig. 5: Network test data CloudTrax graphic.

Fig. 6: Network data for the new topology of N01, N02 and N03.

regarding the development time and the amount of training

we would need to put the intended audience through (i.e.

law enforcement agents) to use effectively the system. Using

OM2P + CloudTrax, the creation of the mesh topologies is

almost effortless and we see almost now downtime consi-

dering the learning curve to use this infrastructure. Using

minor adaptations (i.e. adding a portable battery module) the

configured mesh topology is available on the go to enable

a perimeter network anytime/anywhere as we wanted to

demonstrate. Our next experiments will involve field testing

with the battery modules and outdoor testing regarding the

transmission of multimedia data in real life situations (e.g.

as in the fast deployment of the infrastructure in a sting

operation).
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Abstract - Network mobility is a capability that all devices 
within the mobile network can communicate with external 
peers without any restrictions according to moving network. 
The NEMO is a current leading technology for IP network 
mobility. Since, however, the NEMO have been defined and 
implemented by extending the mobile IP (MIP), the mobile 
router must implement the MIP protocol in addition to 
existing routing protocol. As a result, of course, the IP core 
network also needs to deploy MIP elements including home 
agent and foreign agent. In this paper, we propose an IP 
network mobility scheme using mobile router equipped with 
extended OSPF routing protocol. Since our scheme can 
provide network mobility only by extending the OSPF 
protocol, mobile router and the network do not need to 
implement the MIP protocol and network element system for 
network mobility. Furthermore, the OSPF routing protocol is 
commonly used in many routers. Therefore, it is possible to 
implement cost-effective network mobility through 
minimizing changes in the network. 
 
Keywords:  network mobility, mobile router, OSPF Area 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
In general, network includes several kinds of network 

element systems for data transmission such as router, switch, 
repeater, etc. Especially, the router transmits packets through 
the Internet Protocol (IP) layer and routing protocol is used 
for its operations. 

The routing protocol is to exchange routing information 
with each other. There are many kinds of routing protocol 
according to the purpose such as coverage (interior gateway 
protocol, exterior gateway protocol), behaviour (dynamic, 
static), implementation of the algorithm (distance vector, link 
state). Therefore, many routing protocols have been 
developed and used depending on the different types of 
routing (e.g. Routing Information Protocol (RIP), Internet 
Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP), Open Shortest Path First 
(OSPF), Enhanced Internet Gateway Routing Protocol 
(EIGRP), Intermediate System to Intermediate System 
routing protocol (ISIS), and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), 
etc.). From among these, the OSPF is the current most 
commonly used routing protocol for IP networks [1-2]. It is 

an interior gateway protocol that routes IP packets solely within 
a single routing domain (autonomous system). It gathers link 
state information from available routers and constructs a 
topology map of the network. 

On the other hand, the growing use of IP devices in portable 
applications has created the demand for mobility support for 
entire networks of IP devices. The network mobility (NEMO) 
solves this problem by extending Mobile IP. The IP network 
generally uses mobile router for supporting network mobility. 
A representative technique that supports network mobility 
using the mobile router is the Network Mobility (NEMO) 
proposed by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [3-5]. 

The NEMO requires legacy routing protocol as well as 
mobile IP. The mobile IP provides mobility to mobile router by 
expanding legacy IP. As the mobile IP is used, however, the 
NEMO additionally needs to include additional network 
element systems for mobile IP such as home agent (HA) and 
foreign agent (FA). As such, if the mobile IP used in the mobile 
router, the mobile network systems are additionally needed (e.g. 
HA and FA). 

In this paper, we propose a network mobility using OSPF 
area concept, which is adaptable conventional network. 

 
 

2. Related Works 
 

2.1 OSPF routing protocol 
 
The OSPF is a link-state routing protocol that employs a 

version of Dijkstra's shortest path first protocol, and is an open 
standard. It allows collections of contiguous networks and hosts 
to be grouped together and labels such a group, together with 
the routers having interfaces to any one of the included 
networks, an area. OSPF areas are interconnected via a 
backbone area, which is called area zero. OSPF requires that IP 
datagram exchanges between areas must traverse the OSPF 
backbone area.  

Routing bandwidth utilization should be minimized. 
However, the ability to detect, advertise, and route around 
network outages should be timely. In addition, the grouping of 
networks within OSPFs hierarchical architecture should be 
carefully designed to ensure network reconfigurations can be 
performed with ease [6]. 
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OSPF supports a number of messages that allow routing 
information to be exchanged within and between areas. 
OSPFs area architecture limits the required number and size 
of routing messages through IP route aggregation at area 
boundaries. The OSPF IP routing database is maintained 
through the exchange of Link State Update (LSU) messages. 
LSU messages encapsulate a variety of OSPF messages 
called Link State Advertisements (LSAs). 

The OSPF uses multicast addressing for route flooding on 
a broadcast domain. For non-broadcast networks, special 
provisions for configuration facilitate neighbour discovery. 
The OSPF multicast IP packets never traverse IP routers 
(never traverse Broadcast Domains), they never travel more 
than one hop. The OSPF is therefore a Link Layer protocol 
in the Internet Protocol Suite.  

 
2.2 Network Mobility 

 
NEMO is a novel thought for handling a bunch of nodes 

within a moving vehicular area. Namely, this protocol 
upholds continuous internet connectivity to nodes by 
establishing a bi-directional tunnel between Mobile Router 
(MR) and HA, when the MR of a mobile network changes its 
point of attachment. The bi-directional tunnel is set up as 
soon as the mobile router sends a successful Binding Update 
(BU) to its HA in order to inform the home agent about its 
current point of attachment. All traffic flow between the 
nodes in the mobile network and correspondent node must 
pass through the HA. This leads to sub-optimal routing that 
can surely disrupt and deteriorate all communications to and 
from the Mobile Network Nodes (MNN). Even the 
overheads can be further amplified if mobile networks are 
nested which is unacceptable for real-time applications that 
require certain Quality of Service (QoS) restrictions [7]. 

Routing is one of the key challenges that arises in 
compound internetworks: indeed, while specific routing 
protocols are typically used for wired networks on one hand, 
and for wireless mesh networks on the other hand, it has 
been observed that operating a single routing protocol to 
manage a compound internetwork as a whole brings several 
advantages. In this realm, the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF) has thus standardized protocol extensions to 
OSPF, enabling OSPF to operate simultaneously on wired 
networks, and on wireless mesh or moderately mobile ad hoc 
networks (MANETs) [8].  

Congestion Aware Selection of Path with Efficient 
Routing (CASPER) [9] aims at providing a solution to the 
problem of network congestion that arises when huge 
amount of data such as multimedia data is transferred in 
mobile ad hoc networks. This issue has been addressed by 
designing a protocol that performs routing intelligently and 
minimizes the delay in data transmission. The objective of 
CASPER is to move the traffic away from the shortest path 
that is obtained by a suitable shortest path calculation 
algorithm to a less congested path so as to minimize the 
number of packet drops during data transmission and to 
avoid unnecessary delay. Here, a router runs the shortest path 

algorithm after pruning those links that violate a given set of 
constraints. The proposed protocol has been compared with two 
link state routing protocols namely, OSPF and Optimized Link 
State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [10].  

 
 

3. Network Mobility Support using OSPF 
 

3.1 Mobile Router 
 
Fig. 1 shows an example of network mobility service with 

MR. As shown in Fig.1, an architecture for network mobility 
service with mobile routers includes AAA (Authentication, 
Authorization, and Accounting) server, a number of access 
routers (AR), some MRs, and terminals. The ARs are 
connected to an IP network, and the MR is conventionally 
connected to the IP network through ARs.  

 

MR

T

AR

ART

MR

T T

AAA
server

T

AR

IP Network

 
Figure 1.  Network mobility service with mobile router 

 
The MR constitutes at least one network and also a mobile 

network because its network itself is mobile. Additionally, the 
terminals are connected to the MR through various forms such 
as wire and wireless and the MR may include various interfaces 
to support communication with the terminals connected 
through various forms. 

The MR performs an additional authentication procedure in 
order to connect with an IP network system. That is, the IP 
network system recognizes the MR as one terminal until the 
MR is recognized as a router. Thus, the IP network system 
performs an authentication procedure for the first network 
connection. 

The MR performs an authentication procedure through the 
AAA server and the authenticating of the MR is regarded as a 
network mobility service such that the lower level terminals 
can receive service through the MR. 

Additionally, the terminals to be connected to the IP network 
system accomplish the authentication procedure through the 
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AAA server. The authentication procedure includes terminal 
authentication and network authentication. During the 
authentication procedure, the AAA server allocates an IP 
address for IP communication to a terminal that requires 
connection. Also, the AAA server allocates authentication 
information in preparation for a case that re-authentication 
occurs later on and may recognize types of a terminal 
according to a level of an authentication procedure. 

The MR that performs the authentication procedure is 
connected to the IP network through the first AR. According 
to the current location of the MR, the service connection 
point may shifts from the previous AR to the new AR. Then 
the terminals in the MR recognize the MR as a default router, 
i.e., a gateway, and maintain communication.  

The terminals move together as the MR moves, but each 
of the terminals maintains communication without 
recognition about mobility. Moreover, among routing 
protocols used in the IP network, the OSPF routing protocol 
is a general-purpose routing protocol that does not belong to 
a specific vendor. The OSPF routing protocol is accepted as 
being more efficient compared to a conventional RIP 
(Routing Information Protocol). In this paper, mobility is 
provided to the MR by expanding the OSPF routing protocol. 

 
3.2 OSPF area 

 
Fig. 2 shows an example of routing information transfer 

for network mobility support using OSPF. As shown in Fig. 
2, the network system to which the OSPF routing protocol is 
applied includes several core routers (CR), ARs and MRs. 
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Figure 2.  Routing information transfer 

 
The MR may be directly connected to CRs but for 

convenience of description, it is assumed that the MR is 
connected to the network system through one of the ARs. In 
fact, this is a very dangerous case in real network world and 
rarely occurs due to extreme situation. 

The OSPF routing protocol is an IGP (Interior Gateway 
Protocol) that exchanges routing information between routers 
in an AS (Autonomous System) classified as one routing 
management area. The OSPF routing protocol divides the AS 
into some areas (i.e., OSPF areas) and performs layer 2 

routing that connect the areas through a backbone network, i.e., 
a backbone area.  

Each area has an original area identifier (ID) which is 
transmitted through a header of an OSPF packet. Especially, 
since the backbone area has a special area ID, it is 
distinguished from other areas.  

The CRs are responsible for the centre of the network system, 
and an area where the CRs are included is called as a backbone 
area. The area 1, 2, and 3 include the ARs together with the 
CRs. The area M is an area including the AR and the MR based 
on the connection of the MR. 

The MR generates an area ID about the area M where the 
MR and the AR are included once MR is connected to the AR. 
The MR generates an area ID by using its own ID. The MR 
may generate an area ID through various methods. 

For example, it is assumed that an area ID has the length of 
32 bits. If the MR has a 32 bit ID, it may use its own ID as an 
area ID. If the MR has an ID of more than 32 bits, it selects 
only the 32 bits from the entire ID (based on the MSB (Most 
Significant Bit) or the LSB (Least Significant Bit)) and may 
use it as an area ID. If the MR has an ID of less than 32 bits, 
the MR adds predetermined bits to have the length of 32 bits 
and uses it as an area ID.  

The MR uses a new area ID to support the OSPF routing 
protocol and is classified as one area in the OSPF routing 
protocol. The MR is allocated with an area ID from the AAA 
server when an authentication procedure is performed using the 
AAA server.  

The MR uses an area ID to identify the area M of the MR in 
the network system. The routing information including the area 
ID is transmitted to the CR of the backbone area through the 
AR. 

However, since the area M is not directly connected to the 
backbone area like the area 1, 2, and 3, routing information is 
transmitted to the backbone area through the virtual link. 
Likewise, since the routing information is delivered through a 
virtual link, the routing table of each router may be updated 
rapidly. The routing information is transmitted through a virtual 
link passing through the MR, the new AR, and CR sequentially. 
This virtual link is created from the MR to the CR through the 
AR. 

The AR transmits the routing information including an area 
ID of the MR and the CR transmits the routing information to 
other CRs in the backbone area. Also, the CR receives the 
routing information including an area ID of the MR from other 
CRs. That is, the CR propagates the routing information 
including an area ID of the MR to other CRs in the backbone 
area. 

The OSPF delivers routing information according to a 
change of a link state. As the MR moves, the AR to which the 
MR is connected is changed and routing information is 
transmitted into a corresponding AR. 

If ARs and CRs are disconnected from the MR when the MR 
moves, the routing information of the corresponding MR is 
removed.  

The MR adds information about effective time to the routing 
information including an area ID for the AR and CR receiving 
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corresponding routing information to delete the routing 
information if the effective time of corresponding routing 
information is expired. 

 
3.3 Example of network mobility 

 
Fig. 3 shows an example for flow of a network mobility 

support. As shown in Fig. 3, an MR begins an authentication 
procedure in order to connect with the network system. The 
MR requests authentication to a network node, i.e., a first AR, 
according to an initial connection in operation. 

The first AR requests authentication of the MR to AAA 
server. The AAA server confirms whether authentication 
about the MR is appropriate or not, and if not, the AAA 
server approves the authentication and allocates 
authentication information necessary for instant re-
authentication later on to transmit it to the first AR. The 
authentication information may be issued in a form of an 
authentication key and may be issued to the MR and ARs 
(e.g., ARs). Therefore, if re-authentication is required later 
on during service, the authentication is possible without 
intervention of the AAA server. 
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Figure 3.  Network mobility support 

 
The first AR allocates an IP address to the MR according 

to a network connection authentication of the MR.  

When the MR receives the IP address and authentication 
information, it creates an adjacency with the first AR and sets 
an area in operation. The MR creates an adjacency with the 
first AR by transmission a “Hello” message and sets up an area 
according to an adjacency formation. At this point, the MR 
generates an area ID using its own information, for example, an 
original identifier. Also, the MR may be allocated with an area 
ID through the above authentication procedure. 

The MR transmits the routing information including an area 
ID to the first AR. The area that the MR and the first AR create 
is not directly connected to a backbone area and thus is 
connected through a virtual link. Accordingly, the routing 
information is transmitted to the first AR through a unicast 
form. The MR transmits the routing information to the first AR 
through LSD (a Link State Update) message. 

Once the first AR receives the routing information, it 
modifies its routing table and transmits the routing information 
to the connected CR simultaneously. At this point, the routing 
information is transmitted through a multicast form.  

The CR simultaneously modifies its routing table and 
transmits the routing information received from other CRs in 
the backbone area in order to propagate a routing table to other 
CRs in the backbone area. 

The MR transmits information, for example, a “Hello” 
message, periodically in order to maintain a connection state in 
operation. 

Terminals connected to the MR communicate with other 
terminals through the MR and the MR transmits a packet 
between the communicating terminals in operation. 

Next, once the MR moves in operation, it is disconnected 
from the first AR that is currently connected thereto. The first 
AR detects that the MR moves or communication errors occur 
if the “Hello” message is not periodically received from the 
MR. Then, the first AR removes the corresponding routing 
information and the adjacency. 

The MR can perform a simplified authentication procedure 
using the previously received authentication information in 
operation. The MR can perform a prompt re-authentication 
with the new AR.  

The MR acquires a new IP address through the new AR in 
operation. At this point, if the new AR uses the same network 
prefix as the first AR, operation can be omitted.  

Once the MR sets up the adjacency with the new AR, it 
generates an area ID to set up an area in operation. If the new 
AR has the same area ID as the previous AR, operation can be 
omitted. 

When the new AR receives routing information, it transmits 
the routing information to the CR in operation. The MR 
transmits the “Hello” message periodically to the new AR in 
operation. 

Terminals connected to the MR communicate with other 
terminals through the MR and the MR transmits a packet 
between communicating terminals in operation. 

The ARs or CRs, which receive the routing information 
including an area ID of the MR, update their routing tables 
using the routing information such that it is possible to identify 
the MR. 
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4. Conclusions 
 
Generally, an IP-based network mobility is most 

appropriate technology for providing IP mobility in the 
vehicles such as cars, trains, buses, planes, ferries and etc. 
However, the mobile IP technology should be implemented 
to provide network mobility in conventional technology 
using mobile router, which is most common technology is 
IETF NEMO. This means that NEMO has to overcome the 
limitations of the mobile IP in order to provide network 
mobility. 

The proposed network mobility support regards an MR as 
an AR (to which the MR is connected) and OSPF area. For 
this, the MR uses an area ID that identifies an area where the 
MR itself is included. Therefore, this paper uses an OSPF 
area concept in a routing domain where OSPF routing 
protocol is possible, thereby proving mobility to a network 
system. 

Furthermore, the proposed network mobility in this paper 
extends the OSPF routing protocol in MR to support mobility. 
As a result, a network change can be minimized. This means 
the network mobility can be provided with low cost. And, the 
conventional network element system does not require an 
additional mobile IP routing protocol and additional network 
components in behalf of MR. Also the proposed network 
mobility can provide easy virtual private network 
configuration due to simple architecture of the OSPF. 
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Abstract— This study examines a hand gesture interface
using light-dark change in illuminance meters built in smart-
phones and tablets. A hand gesture is to be detected from a
change in illuminance values obtained by an illuminance
meter and classified through decision tree learning. This
realizes intuitive operations by hand gestures on a mobile
device. While many of studies on hand gesture recognition
use camera images, it result in large computational complex-
ity required for gesture recognition due to image analysis.
Privacy consideration is also required. By using light-dark
changes in an illuminance meter, hand gestures can be
recognized with less computational complexity and lighter
applications can be realized. It also does not require privacy
consideration. The result of the precision verification exper-
iment showed that 5 types of hand gestures were recognized
at the average recognition rate of 95%. Generic applicability
to unknown users and unknown light environments was also
confirmed.

Keywords: hand gesture, natural user interface, illuminance meter

1. Introduction
NUI (natural user interface), which allows intuitive op-

eration, has drawn attention in recent years. NUI is a user
interface that allows operation by an intuitive action and
realizes interaction with computer using an action such as
touch or voice operation. Extensive research has been made
on gesture interface above all, among topics on NUI, and
many researchers have proposed various methods for gesture
recognition [1][2][3]. There has also been a progress in
development and commercialization of a device capable of
gesture recognition, represented by Kinect [4] and Leap
Motion [5]. Technology of gesture recognition has been pos-
itively utilized in a variety of areas including entertainment
and medicine [6][7][8].

On the other hand, as mobile devices have rapidly spread
in recent years, there has been increasing research using
information from sensors of such devices. A diverse vari-
ety of sensors, including proximity sensor, accelerometer,
and geomagnetic sensor, are embedded in smartphones and
tablets. These sensors are used for various research and ser-
vices including user behavior estimation and indoor location
estimation.

There are studies on gesture interface also among re-
search using mobile devices. Above all, there is extensive
research on hand gesture interface for the recognition of hand
movement. Various recognition methods have been proposed
including a method for recognizing desk rubbing gestures
by using accelerometers and microphones [10], a method for
recognizing hand gestures using an RGB camera of a mobile
device [11], etc. These methods, however, have issues such
as requiring additional devices other than a mobile device or
resulting in large computational complexity because of the
use of camera images for gesture recognition.

This paper proposes hand gesture interface using light-
dark changes in an illuminance meter built in a mobile device
(hereinafter referred to as "built-in illuminance meter") or
"HGI/LI" in short, and examines HGI/LI’s precision in hand
gesture recognition. It also evaluates usability of HGI/LI by
conducting an experiment with human subjects.

2. Hand gesture interface using mobile
devices

Active researches have been conducted on hand gesture
interface using mobile devices in recent years. SideSwipe
[9] detects and recognizes hand gestures using GSM signal
by a circuit board with four antennas attached to the back of
a smartphone. This realizes recognition of hand gestures not
only over the device but also those around it. SurfaceLink
[10] recognizes gestures using an accelerometer, a vibration
motor, a speaker, and a microphone built in smartphones.
This realizes sharing and exchanging information among
multiple devices on the same surface.

In these studies, however, additional devices other than
mobile devices are required in order to recognize hand
gestures. Therefore, if additional devices are expensive, the
introduction cost of the system is high. Even if additional
devices are inexpensive, a method using mobile devices
only is preferred in light of advantages of using mobile
devices which have become generic products, although it
depends on the types of gestures recognized, the precision
of recognition, and applications realized by a given method.
HGI/LI proposed in this paper uses a single mobile device
only in order to recognize hand gestures.

Song et al. [11] expanded the interaction with a mobile
device by using an RGB camera built in a smartphone to
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recognize gestures and combining this with touch operation.
Robust gesture recognition is realized by using an algorithm
based on the random forest. Recognizing hand gestures
using camera images, however, requires large computational
complexity in analyzing images. The battery duration of a
mobile device needs to be considered. Privacy consideration
is also required in using camera images.

HGI/Li uses a built-in illuminance meter to recognize
hand gestures with small computational complexity. This can
realize lighter applications. Unlike a method using camera
images, it does not require privacy consideration.

3. Hand gesture interface using light-
dark changes in an illuminance meter
built in mobile devices
3.1 Concept

A diverse variety of sensors, including proximity sensor
and accelerometer, are installed on smartphones and tablets.
An illuminance meter is also built in a mobile device for the
purpose of adjusting the brightness of its display. This study
proposes HGI/LI, which realizes a hand gesture interface
using light-dark change of the built-in illuminance meter.
HGI/LI realizes intuitive operation by hand gestures on a
mobile device by obtaining illuminance information from
an illuminance meter, extracting features from changes in
illuminance values, and classifying gestures into five types
using a classification model obtained through decision tree
learning.

3.2 Type of hand gesture
HGI/LI recognizes five types of hand gestures: hide, roll,

up, down, and slash. Fig. 1 - 5 is a picture of these hand
gestures.

Slash

Fig. 1: Slash gesture

A "roll" gesture is a motion of turning your hand around
over the built-in illuminance meter. A "slash" gesture is a
motion of moving your hand in horizontally. An "up" gesture
is a motion of moving your hand up while pushing it out.
A "down" gesture is a motion of pulling your hand toward
you while moving it down. A "hide" gesture is a motion

Roll

Fig. 2: Roll gesture

Up

Fig. 3: Up gesture

Down

Fig. 4: Down gesture

Hide

Fig. 5: Hide gesture

of hiding the illuminance meter with your hand. It causes
a large change in the illuminance value relative to other
gestures, resulting in the illuminance value of almost 0.
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3.3 Hand gesture recognition algorithm
The hand gesture recognition algorithm is given below,

and the explanation of each step follows.

1) Detect an illuminance change by the built-in illumi-
nance meter and obtain illuminance values.

2) If an illuminance change greater than the threshold
occurs, obtain the set of data from that point to the
point where illuminance values stabilize at the original
value again.

3) Extract features from the data set obtained and clas-
sify the corresponding motion as the operation mode
toggling gesture or disturbance.

4) If it is classified as the operation mode toggling
gesture, enter the operation mode and move to step
(5). If it is classified as disturbance, go back to step
(1).

5) Just as in step (1), detect an illuminance change by
the built-in illuminance meter and obtain illuminance
values.

6) Just as in step (2), if an illuminance change greater
than the threshold occurs, obtain the set of data from
that point to the point where illuminance values stabi-
lize at the original value again.

7) Extract features from the data set obtained and clas-
sify the corresponding motion as the operation mode
toggling gesture or other hand gestures.

8) If it is classified as the operation mode toggling
gesture, exit the operation mode and go back to step
(1). If it is classified as other hand gestures, execute
the process assigned to each hand gesture.

9) Repeat steps (5) through (8) until the operation mode
toggling gesture is recognized.

First of all, HGI/LI detects an illuminance change by
the built-in illuminance meter and obtains an illuminance
value. In obtaining illuminance values, values obtained by
the sensor fluctuate even if the lighting luminance is kept
constant. This issue is resolved by setting a threshold based
on the result of a preliminary experiment. If a change in
illuminance values is below the threshold, the current state is
judged to be such that the lighting luminance is kept constant
and that no hand gesture is made. If a change in illuminance
values is greater than the threshold, a set of data is to be
obtained from that point to the point where illuminance val-
ues stay constant again. Features are extracted from the data
set obtained, and hand gesture recognition is performed by
using extracted features and classification models obtained
in advance through machine learning. Feature extraction
and the hand gesture classification method in HGI/LI are
elaborated in the next subsection.

Let us now explain steps (3), (8), and (9). In perform-
ing hand gesture recognition using light-dark change, it is

necessary to consider disturbance, just as in other methods.
An illuminance meter detects a light-dark change due to
the tilt of the device and also affected by the shadow of
a person or papers. In order to enhance the precision in
hand gesture recognition, this interface has the operation
mode. The operation mode corresponds to steps (5) through
(9). Operations by other hand gestures are enabled after
entering the operation mode using the operation mode tog-
gling gesture. In this study, a "hide" gesture is adopted
as the operation mode toggling gesture. Since performing
an operation by a "hide" gesture causes a large change in
illuminance values, resulting in the illuminance value of
almost 0, it is considered possible to distinguish a "hide"
gesture not only from other hand gestures but also from
disturbance.

In HGI/LI, it is also necessary to consider a change in the
light environment. A change in the light environment occurs
when a user moves to a room whose light environment
is different or when the lighting luminance is changed in
an environment in which a controllable lighting system is
used. A light environment herein refers to an illuminance
environment. This issue can be dealt with by resetting the
data set subject to detection when a change in illuminance
values stabilizes at or below the threshold for a specified
time or longer and by going back to step (1) from step (2)
or to step (5) from step (6).

3.4 Feature extraction and classification of
hand gesture

Performing an operation by hand gesture causes a change
in illuminance values given by a built-in illuminance meter to
generate a wave of illuminance values. This wave is obtained
as a data set, from which features are extracted.

HGI/LI classifies hand gestures by extracting the total of
four features: the number of waves of illuminance values
and features D, S, and Tt given by equations (1) through
(3).

D =
A

I
(1)

S =

∣∣∣∣ ATs

∣∣∣∣− A

Te
(2)

Tt = Ts + Te (3)

A : amplitude, I : illuminance environment [lx]
Ts : time from start point to deepest point of wave [ms]
Te : time from deepest point to end point of wave [ms]

Decision tree learning is used for classification. A decision
tree is composed of root node, split nodes, and leaf nodes.
Classification starts at the root node, and each split node
classifies an input value into one of children nodes based
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Fig. 6: Experimental environment

Fig. 7: Experimental situation on the recognition accuracy

on the result of learning. Classification is performed by
repeating this until reaching leaf nodes.

While decision tree learning is not a method that has high
classification precision, it has characteristics that it is highly
accessible to human understanding and highly readable. It
is one of most widely used learning methods. It also has
such characteristics that, in comparison with other methods,
it requires less computational complexity in performing
classification and enables a faster classification. This study
attempts to recognize hand gestures with less computational
complexity by classifying them using a shallow decision tree
based on four features mentioned above.

4. Hand gesture recognition accuracy
verification
4.1 Experimental overview

A verification experiment was conducted on HGI/LI’s
hand gesture recognition precision. Fig. 6 shows an exper-
iment environment, and Fig. 7, a scene of experiment. The
experiment was conducted by placing a desk directly under
the lamp in the center of nine LED lamps and a mobile
device on the surface of the desk. The installation interval
of lighting fixtures was 1.8 m, which is the same as that
in a typical office. Subjects were 7 students aging from 23
to 24. The experiment was conducted after subjects were
briefed for about 5 minutes about each gesture before the
experiment.

Fig. 8: Comparison of illuminance values mesured by mobile
terminal and illuminance metor

In the experiment, subjects performed five types of ges-
tures indicated in Chapter 3. Four patterns of illuminance
environment were prepared, and the experiment was con-
ducted by changing the illuminance on the desk surface to
1000 lx, 700 lx, 500 lx, and 300 lx. This was repeated 10
times in total. These 1400 data were collected to evaluate
precision verification in order to avoid a bias in data resulting
from learning or fatigue, instructions for gestures were ran-
domly given and the illuminance environment was randomly
changed in the experiment.

In conducting the recognition precision verification exper-
iment, a performance verification experiment was conducted
with a mobile device to be used in the former as a prelimi-
nary experiment.

4.2 Performance verification of built-in illumi-
nance meter

As performance verification experiments of built-in illumi-
nance meters, we conducted an experiment comparing values
obtained by the built-in illuminance meter and illuminance
values measured by an illuminance meter and one evaluating
the response performance of the built-in illuminance meter.
A mobile device used in this study is Nexus 7 (2012 model)
tablet.

In the experiment comparing values obtained by the built-
in illuminance meter and measured values of the illuminance
meter, the illuminance meter and the mobile tablet were
placed on the desk surface and a single lamp directly above
them was turned on. A light fixture with dimming control in
256 levels was used in the experiment. Brightness at each
step was measured by using the built-in illuminance meter
and the illuminometer. As for an illuminometer, ANA-F11
made by Tokyo Koden was used. Fig. 8 shows the com-
parison of values obtained by the built-in illuminance meter
and measured values of the illuminometer. The number of
plots shown are reduced in order to make the result easier to
see. As a result of the experiment, while values obtained by
the built-in illuminance meter were greater than measured
values of the illuminometer, the linearity of their relation
was confirmed.
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Fig. 9: Reaction performance of a built-in illuminance sensor

The response performance verification experiment of the
built-in illuminance meter examined the interval at which
the built-in illuminance meter obtains an illuminance value
and time required for illuminance values to converge to the
correct value. Just as in the experiment described above, this
experiment was conducted by placing the mobile device on
the desk surface and turning on only a lamp directly above.

In the experiment, time from the transmission of a light
control signal to the lamp to the convergence of values
obtained by the built-in illuminance meter to a constant value
was measured by first turning on the lamp at 30% of the
maximum lighting luminance and then raising luminance
to 90% of the maximum lighting luminance. In order to
measure a precise change in illuminance, illuminance values
were measured, at the same time, by using NaPiCa illumi-
nance meter made by Panasonic [12]. This meter can obtain
illuminance values at an interval of approximately 1.2 ms.

The result of the experiment is shown in Fig. 9. The hor-
izontal axis indicates the time elapsed from the time a light
control signal was transmitted to the lamp, and the vertical
axis indicates values obtained by the built-in illuminance
meter. As a result of the experiment, it was found that the
built-in illuminance meter obtained illuminance information
at an interval of approximately 50 ms and that approximately
200 ms of time was required from the transmission of a light
control signal to the lamp to the convergence of illuminance
values to a constant value.

4.3 Experimental Results
Evaluation was done by four patterns: leave-one-out cross

validation (LOOCV) using data for al subjects, LOOCV
using data for each subject, leave-one-subject-out cross
validation (LOSOCV), and leave-one illuminance-out cross
validation (LOIOCV).

LOOCV using data for each subject, for which both test
and training data are composed of data for one subject
only to evaluate classification precision for each subject.
LOSOCV groups data by subjects and uses data for one
subject as test data and data for other subjects as training
data. Generic applicability to unknown users is evaluated

by using LOSOCV in evaluation. LOIOCV groups data by
illuminance environments and uses data for one illuminance
environment as test data and data for other illuminance envi-
ronments as training data. Generic applicability to unknown
environments is evaluated by using LOIOCV in evaluation.

Table 1 gives the result of LOOCV using data for all
subjects, and Table 2, other results. Table 1 shows the
recognition rate of all hand gestures by confusion matrix.
"Per User" in Table 2 refers to the result of LOOCV using
data for each subject.

Table 1: Confusion matrix for 5 recognized ges-
tures(LOOCV)

Hide Roll Up Down Slash
Hide[%] 96.8 0.0 2.1 1.1 0.0
Roll[%] 0.0 95.4 2.9 1.4 0.4
Up[%] 0.7 0.0 94.3 0.4 4.6

Down[%] 1.4 0.0 1.4 93.6 3.6
Slash[%] 0.0 0.0 3.2 0.4 96.4

Table 2: Results of Per User, LOSOCV, and LOIOCV

Hide Roll Up Down Slash Average
Per User[%] 97.5 98.6 91.8 98.2 96.4 96.5
LOSOCV[%] 95.4 96.1 90.0 96.8 91.8 94.0
LOIOCV[%] 96.1 98.2 94.3 97.9 95.4 96.4

Based on Table 1, it is found that HGI/LI shows high
precision of 95.3% on average and recognizes hand gesture
of each type at high precision of 93.6% or greater. In
addition, based on Table 2, it is found that gestures were
classified at precision of 91.8% or greater, 90% or greater,
and 94.3% or greater according to evaluation by Per User,
LOSOCV, and LOIOCV, respectively.

4.4 Discussion
Fig. 10 shows the decision tree created by using 1,400 data

collected in this experiment. Let us dwell on what causes
hand gesture recognition precision to decline in HGI/LI.

With the tablet used in this study, it takes approximately
200 ms to converge to a correct value. In addition, Fig. 10
shows that gestures are classified into "hide" gestures and
other gestures by using the feature D. Consequently, when
a gesture is executed so fast that it is finished before the
illuminance value fully declines, a "hide" gesture may be
wrongly recognized as another gesture.

Table 1 tells that the probability of wrongly recognizing
"up" and "down" gestures as "slash" gestures is higher than
those of other patterns of misrecognition. Based on Fig. 10,
it is confirmed that HGI/LI classifies gestures into "up,"
"down," and "slash" gestures mostly by using the feature Tt.
Therefore, this is considered as misrecognition caused by
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D >= 0.85

Hide
Number of the waves

>= 2.5

Roll Tt >= 425

S >= -0.15

Up Down

S >= 117.4

Up Slash

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No Yes No

Fig. 10: Dicision tree with 1400 data collected in the exper-
iment on recognition accuracy(D S and Tt is explained
in Section 3.4 as Expression 1 - 3)

the fast execution speed of some "up" or "down" gestures.
A "slash" gesture executed too carefully results in its slower
speed, which is considered to cause its misrecognition for
"up" or "down" gesture.

While LOSOCV resulted in a lower recognition rate than
the rate evaluated by LOOCV using data for each subject,
it still shows high precision at 94.0% on average. Based
on this result, HGI/LI is considered to have high generic
applicability to unknown users. By LOSOCV, however, the
recognition rate was 80.5% on average over all gestures. In
particular its recognition rate of "slash" gestures was low at
only 60.0%.

On the other hand, LOOCV resulted in the recognition
rate of 95.4% on average for all gestures and the recognition
rate of 96.4% for "slash" gestures. Since high recognition
rates are given by LOOCV, including data of the user who
actually uses the mobile device in learning data is considered
to ensure a high recognition rate.

As LOIOCV resulted in the high recognition rate of 96.4%
on average, operations by hand gestures through HGI/LI are
considered to be possible if the illuminance value of the
environment in which HGI/LI is used ranges between 300
lx and 1000 lx.

5. Usability evaluation
5.1 Experiment overview

This section describes a subjective experiment conducted
with 8 students aging from 22 to 24 to evaluate the usability
of each hand gesture in HGI/LI. A questionnaire survey
and an interview were conducted with subjects after the
experiment to provide materials for reflection on HGI/LI.

In this experiment, a demonstration of about five minutes
was first given to subjects. We then had subjects actually
use HGI/LI and conducted a subjective questionnaire survey
about each gesture. The questionnaire was composed of 5-
point Lickert Scale questions and asked respondents to eval-

Fig. 11: Experimental situation on the usability evaluation

uate the ease of each gesture. The experiment environment
is the same as that of the precision verification experiment
described in the previous subsection. The illuminance envi-
ronment is set to 700 lx. The experimental environment is
shown in Fig. 11.

5.2 Application
In order to evaluate usability, we implemented HGI/LI and

created an application displaying the result of classification
of a gesture on a PC display. In this application, a "hide"
gesture was adopted as an operation mode toggling gesture.
We therefore conducted a preliminary experiment for clas-
sifying gestures into "hide" gestures and other disturbance
before creating the application. The preliminary experiment
was conducted in the experiment environment shown in Fig.
6.

In the preliminary experiment, disturbance data affecting
gesture recognition were collected first with cooperation
by three subjects. In this experiment, illuminance changes
occurring upon the following motions were collected as
disturbance data.

• Look into the mobile device
• Stand up and sit down
• Leave the seat
• Sit the seat
• Move along the table
• Move the paper above the mobile device
• Tilt the mobile device

We had three subjects repeat the above motions five times,
changing the speed of each motion each time. Accordingly,
105 data were collected. Then, learning was done using
"hide" gesture data collected in the illuminance environment
of 700 lx, as described in the previous section, and these
disturbance data to create a decision tree.

This application classifies gestures into operation mode
toggling gestures and other disturbance data by using this
decision tree. The application created also classifies gestures
by using the decision tree created on the basis of 1,400 data
shown in the previous experiment.
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Fig. 12: Evaluation for easiness of each gestures

5.3 Results and Consideration
Fig. 12 gives the result of the questionnaire survey about

the ease of each gesture. Fig. 12 shows that, while "hide" and
"slash" gestures obtained high scores, the scores for other
three kinds of gestures were below 4. On "up" and "down"
gestures, there were remarks such as "It is a bit hard to move
my elbow, wrist, and fingers at the same time," and "I find
back-and-forth motions hard such as pulling my hard toward
me, pushing my hand forward." On a "roll" gesture, there
were remarks such as "Interaction time is long," and "A
motion that includes not only horizontal but also vertical
movements is bothersome." A "roll" gesture is a motion
such that you move your hand in a circle across the built-in
illuminance meter back-and-forth 1.5 times. This gesture is
distinguished from other gestures by using the number of
waves of illuminance values. Therefore, it is misrecognized
for other gestures unless the user’s hand moves across the
built-in illuminance meter three times. Multiple subjects
felt this gesture difficult. In the future, it is considered
necessary to evaluate usability again after creating a specific
application using HGI/LI and conducting an experiment that
compares it with other interfaces for the same operations.

6. Conclusion
This study examined HGI/LI, hand gesture interface using

light-dark changes in the illuminance meter built in a mobile
device. While studies on gesture interface often uses an in-
frared camera or depth sensor to recognize gestures, doing so
requires a dedicated device. As HGI/LI uses the illuminance
meter built in a mobile device, which has rapidly spread
in recent years, its introduction cost can be reduced. In
addition, HGI/LI minimizes computational complexity and
realizes a lighter application as it uses light-dark changes
in an illuminance meter and perform classification only by
using a shallow decision tree.

As a result of the experiment for verifying the hand
gesture recognition precision, HGI/LI showed recognition
rates of 93.6% or above for all gestures. It was found that
hand gestures can be classified into five types using a shallow
decision tree based on four types of features extracted from
illuminance information. The generic applicability of HGI/LI

to unknown users and illuminance environments was also
confirmed.
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Abstract—Among the current proposals for Future Internet
new architectures, the Entity Title Architecture (ETArch) stands
out because of its innovative approach. This system is able to in-
tegrate new features through an information-centric network that
makes use of the Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm,
exceeding the capacity of current IP-based infrastructures. How-
ever, the mechanisms adopted by ETArch for the Quality of
Service (QoS) and mobility control were not designed in an
integrated manner, which means they are unable to keep users
well connected to mobility demands. In light of this, this paper
proposes extensions to the legacy ETArch Mobility Manager
which, when integrated to the QoS Manager, is able to support
the following operations: (i) network-initiated mobility control to
allow improved resource allocation; (ii) quality-oriented access
point selection for the maintenance of best-connected mobile
nodes; (iii) mobility load balancing, to maximize admissions of
mobile nodes in conditions of congestion; and (iv) IEEE 802.21
compliant infrastructured handover setup. The resulting mobility
control ecosystem benefits the ETArch by allowing a maximized
admission of mobile sessions experiencing congestion, by means of
a maximized transport capacity. The evaluations were carried out
on a testbed that considered real events, and provided evidence
that the proposal outperforms legacy ETArch mobility control
functionalities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the current initiatives for the Future Internet (FI),
the Entity Title Architecture (ETArch) [1], stands out as a
promising architecture since it makes use of the content-
oriented paradigm, and employs a new naming and addressing
scheme based on the Title. It is a realization of the Entity Title
Model [2], and envisages how the entities should be able to
semantically specify their requirements and capabilities so that
they can communicate with each other. ETArch can inherently
support mobile group-communication based on the OpenFlow
[3] substrate within the Workspace, which is a channel that is
able to bring together two or more communicating participants.

The mobility control functions of ETArch are based on the
IEEE 802.21 standard (MIH – Media Independent Handover)
[4], and are mainly designed for an exchange of access points
(PoA – Point of Attachment).

Despite its innovative approach, ETArch was not designed
to take account of important aspects of Future Internet con-
cepts. This in particular applies to the dismissal of control
mechanisms that have the capacity to establish workspaces that
can support a transport model that goes beyond the current best
effort delivery of the Internet. In other words, ETArch does

not support mechanisms that allocate sufficient bandwidth to
accommodate high-demand sessions with Quality of Service
(QoS) to obtain minimum rates of loss, delay and variations in
delay overtime. In addition, the ETArch mobility management
model is absolutely user-centric, which means that the user
is responsible for making an explicit request for a move to
another PoA.

Recent work by our research group [5] has improved the
ETArch ecosystem with the QoS Manager, a new control
component that allows applications to semantically express
quality requirements (flow, tolerance to losses and delays,
codecs, etc.). In addition, the QoS Manager is responsible
for allocating network resources (for class bandwidth and
workspaces) dynamically and systematically, as well as accom-
modating sessions in line with quality requirements, especially
for those with high demands (such as video streaming and
voice).

The QoS Manager orchestrates the admission control func-
tions and resource allocation in intra-domain links of ETArch
wired networks. It is based on the dynamic control of an
oversized resources strategy [6], to allow the admission control
to be able to accommodate multiple sessions in the same
workspace. This only has signaling in specific nodes (edge
nodes), unlike the classic per flow model, where all of the
selected path must be reconfigured to meet the demands of
the new session. The strategy consists of making oversized
workspaces during the system bootstrap, and aiming to make
available a significant amount of workspaces in advance with
an oversized bandwidth at each interface of the network nodes
in each workspace.

In this manner, the QoS Manager makes local decisions
in advance about the available information (without classical
instantaneous collection), and only configures the flow tables
of the edge nodes in the selected workspace, either to ag-
gregate (i.e. join the workspace) or disaggregate (i.e. leave
the workspace for another network) the flow packets of the
demanded session.

The QoS Manager is able to accommodate multiple ses-
sions with Quality of Experience (QoE) that meet their QoS
requirements, while at the same time, maintaining good levels
of network performance and scalability.

The admission control is activated in two situations: (i)
during the establishment of a new session; (ii) or in response
to the explicit request of a MN handover. This non-transparent
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mobility strategy that relies on an explicit request for handover
(without mobility prediction), in addition to the lack of knowl-
edge of the QoS Manager in the system mobility patterns,
enables it to accommodate mobile sessions until the limit of
the resources of the oversized reserves. Under conditions of
resource exhaustion, the QoS Manager rejects the admission
of the mobile session. In fact, this admission control behavior
of mobile sessions is natural.

However, we believe in an approach that involves maximiz-
ing the admission rates of mobile sessions in congested PoAs
(and without any the likelihood of increasing the depleted
resources) through integrating the QoS Manager functions with
an improved Mobility Manager. This hypothesis is based on
the ability to make the Mobility Manager capable of moving
connected sessions to a highly desired PoA (selected as the
best or only alternative for moving sessions) to another PoA.
The purpose of this is to release resources and thus accept
the mobile session, since, currently, the QoS Manager denies
access to the sessions because it is impossible to release
resources (which only occurs at the end of sessions). As a
result of this release of resources in response to handover,
the moving sessions can be accommodated in the desired
PoA, and have continuity. Furthermore, this model justifies
its application in resilience and load balancing scenarios in
response to dynamic network anomalies (PoA failure).

For this reason, this paper proposes making an exten-
sion to the legacy ETArch Mobility Manager, called Quality-
oriented Mobility Management Approach (QoMMA), to sup-
port network-initiated quality-oriented handover management.
Moreover, the Mobility Manager operates together with the
QoS Manager in order to deploy mobility-based load balanc-
ing, and allows the admission of sessions affected by mobility
patterns to be maximized by means of moving sessions in
the demanding PoA to others with a greater capacity for
accommodation. The proposal makes contributions in the
following areas: (i) network-initiated mobility prediction; (ii)
quality-oriented PoA selection; (iii) mobility load balancing;
(iv) IEEE 802.21 compliant infrastructured handover setup.
The evaluation was carried out in a real testbed scenario
consisting of OpenFlow/802.11 access points that consider real
events.

The remainder of the document is structured as follows:
Section II presents the background for this work, highlighting
not only the supporting technologies, but also other related
approaches. Section III provides an overview of the QoMMA
proposal. Section IV outlines the basic operations of QoMMA.
Section V shows the results of the evaluations in the control
plane. Finally, Section VI offers some concluding remarks and
makes suggestions for future work.

II. BACKGROUND

The popularity of wireless networks requires the develop-
ment of mobility control mechanisms to support the different
traffic characteristics and needs of mobile users in various
infrastructural conditions [7]. The increasing demand for real-
time content and services require the wireless networks man-
agement systems to provide mechanisms that support different
traffic features at different levels of quality [8]. In essence, the
mobility management process consists of ensuring the mobile

user is Always Best Connected (ABC), and is responsible for
offering connectivity alternatives that best suit the user’s needs.

For since many years, a number of strategies have been
proposed as solutions to improve the mobility management
and to support the growing requirements of mobile users. The
main strategies adopted in designing mobility management
solutions include the use of Received Signal Strength (RSS)
monitoring, Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) [9]
methods and Fuzzy Logic [10]. These strategies are based on
the principle of PoA selection as an alternative to connectivity,
and in some cases, estimates the level of quality in the network
as a condition for triggering the mobility procedures.

The work in [11] employs a combination of the AHP
and TOPSIS MADM methods to form a decision-making
mechanism, where the considered criteria are RSS, available
bandwidth and the network load. Although it yields results
based on simulations, the work has limited value, since no
additions were suggested to the existing methods. [12] estab-
lishes and evaluates a mobility control framework based on
an IEEE 802.21 standard. The evaluation was conducted in a
physical SDN testbed consisting of one OpenFlow Controller
and 802.11 Openflow-enabled switches. Although it clearly
demonstrates the benefits of its performance compared with
other related approaches, the solution does not take into
account qualitative factors, and the decision process is guided
solely by the RSS of the candidate networks. [13] set out a
handover decision mechanism which is based on fuzzy logic,
and uses RSS prediction (PRSS – Predicted RSS), available
bandwidth and user preferences as input parameters. The
strategy does not use the actual value of the RSS but depends
on a prediction, which can lead to inaccuracy in the decision-
making process. Furthermore, the mobility decision is executed
by the MN, and is thus unsuitable for devices with energy
constraints.

Many of the proposed solutions for dealing with mobility
management lacks some features of the network in terms of
efficiency and Quality of Service [7]. One of the longstanding
challenges in the design of mobile systems is the provision
of QoS guarantees that are required by the applications in a
diverse networking infrastructure [14]. Furthermore, another
critical problem is the complexity involved in managing all
the mobility information regarding a large number of MNs
as well as the signaling overhead that is needed to control
their common mobility procedures. This is an issue that can be
easily be overcome as a result of the flexibility provided by the
SDN framework, where network functions, including mobility
and quality of service, can be simply deployed (such as the
software in the control plane without computational overhead
and updates to the network devices) [15].

Although several studies have explored the quality-oriented
mobility control field extensively, there are extremely few
which have addressed this question within the framework
of a Future Internet integrated architecture. In addition, few
studies are explicitly concerned with the mobility control in an
integrated architecture that makes use of the SDN paradigm.

In the next session, we provide an overview of the proposed
solution, by describing the new features and their relationship
with the others components of the ETArch framework.
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III. OVERVIEW OF THE QOMMA PROPOSAL

The QoMMA proposal is composed by three main com-
ponents: Decision Maker, QAMC and E2BS. The proposed
extensions were developed and integrated into the DTSA [1],
which acts as the SDN Controller, and thus enables mobility
procedures to be managed in the network. The following
subsections detail its subcomponents.

A. Decision Maker

This is the central core element of the decision-making
mechanism. It is responsible for mediating the different re-
quests to the other sub-components, such as: (i) changing the
status of the monitoring and data collection system (QAMC)
(within predefined limits), increasing efficiency (in critical
situations), in processing the data collected, such as the MN
moving; (ii) mapping the CoS to which a particular session
belongs and, as a result, determining the importance of the
values (weights) of the attributes, through the MADM AHP
method [16], and where necessary using the E2BS subcompo-
nent; (iii) sending the information with the decision of the new
network to the MIHF, in cases where the handover is needed.

B. QAMC

The Quality Attribute Monitoring and Collector (QAMC)
is responsible for monitoring and collecting the parameters
that trigger: (i) the occurrence or need for mobility, loss or
reduction of RSS (which show that the MN is moving) and;
(ii) network quality level, through the QoS parameters. The
collected data will be used by the E2BS network selection
mechanism, which is outlined in the following subsection.

The QAMC monitoring interval is adjusted to the system
status, defined by the Decision Maker:

• Regular – Every 15 seconds, to obtain network quality
parameters and every 5 seconds, to obtain RSS;

• Alert – Every 2 seconds, to obtain network quality
parameters and every second, to obtain RSS.

The regular monitoring is the default mode. In this case, the
collecting is performed every 15 seconds, to obtain the network
quality parameters and every 5 seconds, to obtain the RSS
between the PoA and the MN. If the RSS between a PoA and
MN exceeds the threshold that has been previously configured,
the system runs in alert mode, which leads to an imminent
disconnection of the MN. Thus, the data collecting interval will
be reduced, and this will allow the decision-making system to
immediately identify alternatives (selection of a new PoA), if
these limits are exceeded again, which indicates the sudden
need for mobility.

C. E2BS

In our previous work [7] , we proposed the Extended
Elitism for Best Selection (E2BS), a handover decision method
inspired by the Elitist Selection Strategy [17], and combined
with MADM features to enable efficient quality-oriented mo-
bility decisions. Its main goal is to meet both the quality
requirements of active mobile session flows and to match the
current quality standards of neighbouring PoA candidates.

The elitist strategy employed by E2BS is based on a multi-
attribute evaluation of the QoS candidate networks. In our
model, the population is represented by a set of PoAs and their
attributes. This technique is used to select the PoA which offers
the best criteria for connection. Assessing the QoS offered
by the various PoA to select the best one is carried out by
measuring the similarity [18] between the attributes of the elite
individual, represented by the reference PoA, and the other
candidates. The reference PoA is considered to be the one
that has the ideal values, (i.e. attributes like delay and jitter
should have values close to zero).

E2BS was based on the MADM approach and designed
to deal with the attribute importance (i.e. weight) of diverse
applications by means of different traffic classes with distinct
requirements [19].

In [7] we carried out a performance evaluation of E2BS
which confirmed that the capacity of the proposed solution was
superior to that of the alternative methods currently available.

IV. QOMMA BASIC OPERATION

This section provides a detailed account of the interaction
between ETArch features and the new proposed operations
supported by the Mobility Manager that makes use of the
QoMMA functionalities.

A. System bootstrap

The system bootstrap is designed to boot the system with
oversized network resources. In this case, the PoAs are con-
figured with over-reservation resources, and this information
is recorded in the state table of DTSA. Since this information
will be available in advance, the Mobility Manager will be able
to make admission decisions in several sessions without any
signaling events either for consultation or to set up a ground
of resources in the PoA.

In case there is any change in the network topology caused
by the entry of a new PoA, the system bootstrap mechanism
is triggered for this device. In this way, the QoS Manager
sends an OpenFlow message to the new PoA, and sets the CoS
over-provisioning patterns, in a way that is compatible with
the underlying QoS approach (for instance, by configuring the
priorities for packet scheduling).

At this stage, with the support of QAMC, the Mobility
Manager will be able to identify the conditions (available
bandwidth per CoS, delay, jitter, loss, RSS etc.) of each
registered PoA. This information will be used by the E2BS
to give priority to the candidate PoA classification.

B. Mobile session setup

This process is triggered whenever: (i) the DTSA receives
a request from a MN to be attached to a PoA or when; (ii)
the Mobility Manager detects the need for the mobility of a
MN owing to the loss or reduction of RSS, which is mainly
caused by its movement.

If the first case occurs, the requester MN must register itself
at DTSA, by stating the communication requirements (required
bandwidth, delay/jitter/loss tolerance etc.). If this process was
triggered because of the need for mobility (which is identified
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Figure 1: Generic mobility scenario

by the Mobility Manager), this information will be available
in advance at the DTSA state table (in this case, the MN is
already registered in the DTSA).

On the basis of this information, the QoS Manager will
use the admission control mechanism to check whether the
candidate PoA has capacity to accommodate the requester MN
session at the desired CoS. If not, new over-reservation patterns
will be applied to meet the MN request.

The new over-reservation patterns are carried out by mak-
ing readjustments to the limits of each traffic class until
the Maximum Reservation Threshold (MRth) or, if there is
availability, through the provision of available resources in
other classes to a congested class.

Figure 1 shows a generic scenario, from the system boot-
strap to the requester MN handover setup in a new PoA, that
displays the events and their respective signaling messages:

1) The process starts with the over-reservation PoA
configuration.

2) After processing the bootstrap settings, the PoA sends
a confirmation message to the QoS Manager.

3) This process is undertaken by the QAMC, and is per-
formed by requesting information about parameters
that identify the occurrence of mobility (monitoring
of RSS) and of the network quality level (through
SNMP and OpenFlow queue queries).

4) The query answer, consisting of a continuous process
of monitoring and collecting, is sent to the Mobility
Manager so that it can be used by decision methods,
when necessary.

5) In the occurrence of an event, e.g. a MN is about
to lose connection with the current PoA, the Mobil-

ity Manager starts the handover process by sending
a notice through a MIH Link Actions.request(Scan)
message, and then the MN detects candidate networks
in its coverage area.

6) Through a MIH Link Actions.response message, the
MN sends to the Mobility Manager a list of candidate
networks. This enables it to sort the viable networks,
by priority, using the E2BS method.

7) The Mobility Manager then informs the QoS Man-
ager about the candidate networks, in order of pri-
ority, so that admission checks can be performed. If
any of them has compatible resources with the MN
needs, its attachment will be allowed.

8) Once the MN’s admission to the network has been
authorized, the QoS Manager provides the necessary
resources to the target PoA.

9) The QoS Manager then notifies the Mobility Manager
about the admission of the MN, so that it can setup
the handover to the new network.

10) Through a MIH Net HO commit.request message,
the Mobility Manager instructs the MN to perform
the handover for the selected network.

11) The MN performs the association procedure
for the new PoA and informs the Mobility
Manager about this operation, by sending a
MIH Net HO Commit.response message.

12) At the end of the handover procedure, the
MN notifies the Mobility Manager by sending a
MIH MN HO complete.request message.

13) At this stage, the Mobility Manager knows that the
MN is no longer associated with the old network and
requests the QoS Manager to release all the associated
resouces, in the old PoA.
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C. Mobility load balancing

If the admission possibilities provided by the over-
reservation mechanism are not sufficient to accommodate new
mobile sessions, and shows a lack of resources in the PoA, the
Mobility Manager will release resources through a mobility
load balancing operation, that reduces the effects of this
scarcity, and as a result, the rejection of new mobile session
requests.

This process consists of moving already associated MNs
in the required PoA to another feasible PoA that is within its
coverage area and provide available resources. Through this
operation, it is possible to maximize admissions to the network,
by always keeping the MNs well connected.

On receiving a request from a MN that wishes to be
associated with a PoA where the CoS does not have sufficient
resources to carry out the over-reservation procedures, the
Mobility Manager will identify other MNs that are already
connected to this PoA that can be moved. Hence, there will
be a release of sufficient resources for the admission of the
requester mobile session.

Algorithm 1: Mobility load balancing description

1 Retrieve QoSreq of the MNr attachment in PoAt;
2 for each MNc(i) in PoAt do
3 Order available networks (PoAc) in MNc(i) range by

priority (using E2BS);
4 for each PoAc(j) in MNc(i) range do
5 Perform admission control verifications in PoAc(j);
6 if PoAc(j) is able to acommodate MNc(i) QoSreq

then
7 Prepare required resources for MNc in PoAc(j)

(OpenFlow);
8 Move MNc(i) to PoAc(j) (using 802.21);
9 Release all MNc(i) associated resources in

PoAt (using OpenFlow);
10 Prepare required resources for MNr in PoAt

(OpenFlow);
11 Allow MNr attachment in PoAt;
12 break;

13 Reject the MNr attachment;

The process for selecting the candidate MN to handover
consists, initially, of identifying the MNs where the mobility
results in a likelihood of a higher admission of the requester
MN. This means that an individual analysis will be conducted
of the alternative forms of connectivity for candidate MN that
comply with certain criteria, such as: (i) low priority CoS; (ii)
largest amount of reserved resources; (iii) equivalent reserved
resources to that required by the requester MN, among others.
The analysis of alternative forms of connectivity is carried out
by giving priority to candidate networks in each MN cover-
age area, through the E2BS decision method. Each available
network will be checked by the admission control process,
and this will identify whether it is able to accommodate the
candidate MN mobile session in the respective CoS. If so,
the required resources for the candidate MN mobile session
admission will be provided and then it will be transferred to
the new PoA. Finally, all the reserved resources associated
with the transferred MN are released and will be available for
the mobile session of the requester MN.

The mobility load balancing operation is described in
Algorithm 1.

Where:

• QoSreq: QoS requirements;
• MNr: Requester MN;
• PoAt: Target PoA;
• MNc: Connected MN;
• PoAc: Candidate PoA.

If the mobility load balancing operation cannot release
the necessary resources to accommodate the requester mobile
session, it will be rejected.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In seeking to evaluate the feasibility of our proposal, we
extended the ETArch Mobility Manager implementation with
the QoMMA architecture in accordance with the guidelines
outlined in Section III. The aim of this evaluation was to
compare the performance of the ETArch admission control
strategy (without QoMMA) and QoMMA-enabled Mobility
Manager, with load balancing functionalities by means of the
network admission capacity of mobile sessions.

A. Evaluation Scenario

The experiments were carried out in a real testbed com-
posed by three TP-Link TLWR1043ND routers embedding
EDOBRA Switch Configuration [20], to support both IEEE
802.21 and QoS-aided OpenFlow v1.0 (queuing control) facil-
ities. The wireless configuration of EDOBRA switches were
set at in 802.11g mode. A network server hosts the DTSA
OpenFlow Controller by implementing ETArch features with
the facilities provided by the new Mobility Manager exten-
sions. The testbed described above was used to perform the
evaluation in the control plane, and a wide range of mobile
sessions requests were considered with varying constant bit-
rate requirements of 450, 350 and 250 kbps [21], linked to
three CoS (A, B and C), respectively.

In this scenario, we initialized each CoS over-reservation
with 20% of total bandwidth, i.e., 10.8 Mbps. After the system
bootstrap, all the session requests were triggered to the same
AP, namely AP1. Figure 2a shows the information about each
CoS of AP1 before the readjustment between the CoS was
carried out.

In this case, the CoS A carried out mobile session ad-
missions until the Maximum Reservation Threshold (MRth)
capacity (initially configured at 20% of the total bandwidth)
and took account of both the Reserved Bandwidth (Brv) and
the Used Bandwidth (Bu). At this point, AP1 accomodates
20 MNs in CoS A, 5 MNs in CoS B and 16 MNs in CoS
C. The graph in Figure 2a shows that the Brv of the CoS C
is not aligned with the respective Bu, because following the
Cisco guidelines for implementing QoS provisioning [22], the
QoS Manager reserves 20% beyond the actual bitrate required.
Before it could perform new mobile session admissions in CoS
A, the Mobility Manager had to ask the QoS Manager to make
some readjustments between the other CoS. Figure 2b shows
the AP1 CoS A state after the readjustments as a result of
which it was possible to admit 30 new requester MNs.
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(a) AP1 CoS utilization before readjustment (b) Readjustment between CoS in AP1

Figure 2: AP1 state before load balancing

At this point the AP1 is no longer capable of accommodat-
ing new mobile session requests in CoS A until the mobility
load balancing procedure has been executed, and new resources
released.

As can be seen in Figure 3a, new mobile session requests
were admited through the mobility load balancing procedure
until it reached the full capacity of the available resources of
the network devices. The sessions accommodated in the CoS A
of AP1 before, were transferred to AP2 and AP3, and resources
in AP1 released, so that new mobile sessions could be received.
The same ocurred with the sessions accommodated in the CoS
C of AP1. Before the load balancing process (as displayed
in Figure 2a, there were 16 sessions in CoS C. Figure 3b

shows the scenario after this process, where AP1, AP2 and
AP3 accomodates 4, 6 and 6 mobile sessions, respectively.

The results of Figure 4 reveal the maximization of the
admissions of the mobile sessions which could be obtained
from the facilities provided by the QoMMA proposal. It is
well-know that after the QoMMA mobility procedures, it was
possible to reconfigure the network, and thus, to some extent,
avoid the rejection of new mobile sessions. In total, there were
made 172 requests for association to AP1, and 107 of them
were rejected by the approach without QoMMA and only 1
by QoMMA.

The numerical analysis confirms this behavior, and shows

(a) CoS A utilization (b) CoS C utilization

Figure 3: CoS utilization after load balancing
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Figure 4: Admission rate with QoMMA and without QoMMA

that QoMMA increased the mobile session admission opti-
mization at a rate of approximately 163%, for this scenario,
compared with the previous admission control strategy.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, there has been an investigation of the Quality-
oriented Mobility Management Approach (QoMMA) as an
additions to ETArch, to support quality-oriented mobility pro-
cedures in the network (as in the case of mobility prediction
operations). The proposed extensions follow a dynamic control
of an always best connected principle, that aimed at keeping
the MNs with higher QoS guarantees. It allows a dynamic
and preemptive reconfiguration of the network by providing a
better use of resources and the maximization of mobile session
admissions. The results of the evaluation confirm these benefits
while, at the same time, keeping best-connected mobile nodes.
The next stage of this work is to evaluate the extensions of
the proposal in a data plane and also estimate the benefits of
the application perspective through different benchmarks. The
objective is to confirm all the QoMMA capabilities in terms
of QoS and QoE.
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Abstract - Clustering is a vital research topic for 
wireless networks because clustering makes it 
possible to guarantee essential levels of system 
implementation, such as throughput, interference 
and delay, in the presence of proliferation of smart-
phone and other mobile devices. A large variety of 
approaches for wireless clustering have been 
presented, whereby dissimilar approaches usually 
focus on different performance metrics. This paper 
presents a classification and an analysis of 
clustering approaches and algorithms, mainly 
based on whether nodes belong to one cluster or 
several clusters. This paper aims at providing an 
overview of general approaches used in different 
wireless techniques and provides descriptions for   
widely used algorithms and comparison between 
well-known clustering schemes. 
Keywords: Clustering, Networks, Wireless, Cellular 
Networks, Base Station (BS), Cluster Header (CH). 

 

1 Introduction 
  Nowadays, the growth in wireless communication 
technologies and the increase in smart phone usage and 
personal computing have gained universal attention.  
Many people have the benefit of and rely on networking 
applications due to the great publicity of Internet services. 
However, this expansion has created the demand for Internet 
to be available anytime and anywhere, and hence it cannot 
satisfy people’s demand for networking communication. 
Clustering is a key technique used to increase the lifetime of 
network by reducing energy and power consumption also it 
increases network scalability and capacity [1]. Mobile ad hoc 
networks (MANETs) are a kind of network with no fixed 
infrastructure which allows mobile nodes to establish a 
opportunistic network for immediate using in disaster and 
urgent cases [2]. 

     It has been proved [3, 4] that a flat structure, that is, a 
structure with no grouping or hierarchy, encounters capacity 
and scalability problems with increased network size, 
especially in the presence of simultaneous node mobility. 
Moreover, a flat structure either based on reactive or proactive  

routing schemes and communication overhead of link based 
proactive routing protocols are typically O(n²), where n is the 
total number of mobile nodes in a network [4]. Consequently, 
for achieving a better performance in a large-scale wireless or 
cellular networks, a hierarchical architecture is usually 
helpful. 
     Since a cluster structure is a very basic hierarchy structure, 
in this paper we present a proposal of a taxonomy that 
accounts for several proposed clustering algorithms used in 
cellular networks. The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows: section II presents an overview of clustering; section 
III shows a comparison between clustering algorithms, section 
IV has a discussion on applicability of the different 
approaches to wireless and cellular network scenarios and 
finally we conclude this study in section IV. 
 

2 What is Clustering? 
 Clustering is a general technique defined in [5] as a 
"division of data into groups of similar objects. Each group, 
called a cluster, consists of objects that are similar between 
themselves and dissimilar to objects of other groups". 
Clustering can be considered one of the most important 
unsupervised problems; as every other problem of this kind, it 
deals with finding a structure in a collection of unlabeled data. 
Another definition of clustering could be “the process of 
organizing objects into groups whose members are somehow 
similar”. A clustering algorithm is therefore a partitioning 
process, which divides data into clusters whose objects are 
similar to each other and dissimilar to the objects belonging to 
other clusters, according to specific criteria. Clustering 
algorithms have many uses, for instance they have been used 
in the medical field to identify cancer occurrence in certain 
populations[6, 7]. 
 
     Clustering algorithms for wireless networks might differ, 
depending on the application and network architecture. Fig. 1 
shows an example of a cluster structure. In this graph, the 
nodes are divided into a number of virtual groups, based on 
specific rules. The nodes could have different roles, such as 
cluster heads (CHs), cluster members or cluster gateways. A 
cluster head usually represents local cluster members. A 
cluster gateway is a node that can access neighbor clusters 
and may be used to transfer information between clusters. A 
cluster member is usually an ordinary node which receives a 
service from the cluster head. 
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Fig 1: Clusters structure illustration 
 

 

3 Why Clustering in Wireless Networks? 
 It has been shown that cluster structure is an efficient 
way for topology control [8]. In clustering scheme, nodes can 
be partitioned into a number of small groups called clusters in 
order to support data aggregation through effective network 
organization. Clustering results in a two-layers hierarchy in 
which cluster heads (CHs) form the higher layer while 
member nodes form the lower layer. The CHs aggregate the 
data that came from member nodes and send them to the 
central base. (CHs) lose more energy compared to member 
nodes, since they frequently transmit data over longer 
distances. Therefore, network may be re-clustered 
occasionally in order to select energy-plentiful nodes to serve 
as CHs, as a result distributing the load equally on all the 
nodes. In addition achieving power efficiency, clustering 
reduces packet collisions and channel disputation, 
consequential in better network throughput under high 
capacity [1].  Also, in hierarchical routing protocols whole 
network nodes is divided into several clusters and cluster-
head is the only node that can communicate to Base station 
that’s reduces the routing overhead of normal nodes by 
transmit only to cluster-head [9]. Figure 1 illustrates data flow 
in a clustered network. There are at least three benefits we can 
get from clustering [10, 11]: 
 

1) A cluster structure increases the system capacity by 
having a more efficient spatial reuse of resources, such as 
transmission frequency (two clusters may set up the same 
frequency if they are not adjacent clusters [9]). Also, it 
allows for a better way of coordinating transmission 
events and saving resources used for retransmission. This 
results in reduced transmission collision. 

2) In a cluster structure the generation and distribution of 
routing information can be limited to cluster heads and 
cluster gateways, because they can form a virtual 
backbone for inter-cluster routing [12, 13]. 
 

3) A cluster structure makes networks, such as ad hoc 
networks, look more stable to each mobile node [10]. In 
this way, when a mobile node moves to a different 
cluster, only mobile nodes that belong to the involved 
clusters need to update their information. This means that 
local changes do not necessarily need to be updated in the 
whole network [14, 15]. 
 

Therefore, in dense areas and in the presence of a large 
number of mobile nodes and high mobility clustering, it is 
important for a network to achieve good scalability and 
increasing its capacity. Clustering algorithms should meet all 
or some of these important requirements: scalability, 
optimality according to particular criteria, usability, handling 
of different types of attributes, ability to deal with noise, and 
adaptability to changes, among others. In [16] proposed new 
technique QTHN that converts the entire dense wireless 
network into hexagonal clusters via two layer network 
communication using clustering approach. In a cluster, a 
cluster head is selected then acts as a master node known as a 
Hotspot (HS), which is connected directly to the Base station 
(BS). This proposed QTHN aims to improve QoS using LTE 
and White Spaces in a wireless dense area. Study in [17] has 
proposed Distributed dynamic load balancing (DDLB) 
cellular-based TVWS and LTE technique, whereas by simply 
switching a cellular-based device's frequency  when necessary  
to allow operate on both bands. In [18] also proposed 
algorithm iteratively clusters the nodes into hotspots and 
slaves and allocated resources to maximize spectrum utility 
using  tethering over white spaces (WS) without need to 
deploy new infrastructure. That allows cellular systems to 
evolve hierarchically in dense areas as necessary. In [19], 
authors proposed a new dynamic protocol for clustering 
Dynamic Clustering Protocol (DCP) considering the possible 
changes happening in a cellular network. This will reduce the 
required time and signaling and enhance service quality for 
the cluster users. In [20] had the same case of dense area 
networks it  compared the access types of femtocells and 
presented the related challenges in terms of mobility 
management , femtocell interference and offloading. Study in 
[21] authors extend existing clustering configuration to 
consider mobile users’ requirements and network events by 
studying the corresponding handover scenarios and signaling 
schemes which will reduce the complexity of the clustering 
algorithm from where of time and signaling. 

4 Classification Clustering Approaches  
 Clustering approaches may be classified according to 
different criteria. In this paper, we classify the clustering 
approaches depending on whether a certain node belongs to 
one cluster or several clusters. 

4.1 Exclusive Clustering 
           In this type of clustering algorithms, data is grouped in 
an exclusive way. Therefore, if a certain node belongs to a 

Cluster

Gateway 

Cluster
head

Cluster 
member
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particular cluster, then it could not be included in any other 
cluster. This is called “hard clustering”. An example is the K-
means algorithm [15]. Fig. 2 illustrate this kind of clustering. 

 

Fig 2: Exclusive clustering. 

4.2 Overlapping Clustering 
The overlapping clustering (Fig. 3) uses fuzzy sets to cluster 

data, so that each node may belong to two or more clusters 
with different degrees of membership. An example is the 
Fuzzy C-means algorithm [22]. This type of algorithms is also 
called “soft clustering”. 

Fig 3: Overlapping clustering. 

4.3 Hierarchical Clustering 
With this kind of clustering approach, a node may belong to 

several clusters and clusters are built in a hierarchical way. 
This is a special case of an overlapping clustering approach 
that deserves a separate analysis.  In this clustering approach 
two or more clusters may form a new cluster up in the 
hierarchy. The top cluster in the hierarchy is the whole node 
set and the bottom clusters may be defined as unit sets with 
each of the nodes. 

Hierarchical clustering algorithms can be divided into 
bottom-up and top-down clustering algorithms. Bottom-up 
algorithms are based on the union of two or more clusters in 
order to form an upper-level cluster. The initial condition is 
performed by defining every node as a cluster. Top-down 
algorithms work by splitting clusters into K-means is a well-
known clustering method.  Nodes are partitioned into k 
groups, where k has been initially chosen.  The cluster 
members remain as close as possible to each other but as far 

as possible from members of other clusters. A cluster is built 
around a central node that is called as “centroid”. 
 
 A centroid in wireless networks could be a node whose 
coordinates can be calculated as the average value of each of 
the coordinates of all nodes assigned to the cluster. After 
smaller ones, starting from the top cluster. Clusters resulting 
from a splitting process belong to the following level down in 
the hierarchy. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of a hierarchy 
clustering approach. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4: Hierarchical clustering 
 

5 Clustering Algorithms 
 In this section three representative algorithms, one for each 
of the clustering approaches, are described and compared. 
These algorithms are K-means, Fuzzy C-means and a standard 
bottom-up hierarchical algorithm. 
 
5.1 K-Means Algorithm 
calculating the centroid for each group then cluster 
membership is determined by assigning each node to the 
group with the nearest centroid. This concept minimizes the 
overall dispersion within a cluster by iterative reallocation of 
cluster members. 
 
K-Means clustering is an efficient algorithm for large data sets 
with both numeric and categorical [23] attributes. 
 

Algorithmic steps for K-Means clustering: [24] 

1) Initialize K.  Choose a number of clusters, K.  
2) Centroids selecting- Randomly select the centroids in 

the given dataset. They are taken as the initial starting 
values.  
 

3) Classification:  Assign each point in the node set to the 
cluster whose centroid is nearest to it. Compute the 
distance between the centroids and points using the 
Euclidean Distance equation. 

 

1 2( , ,....c )kc c
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4) Centroid calculation: After each node in the node set is 
assigned to a cluster, recalculate the new k centroids and 
update the centroids.  

5) Convergence criteria. The process will stop when no 
point changes its cluster or until the centroids no longer 
move. Otherwise, go to step (3). 

5.2 Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm 
A well-known fuzzy clustering algorithm is Fuzzy C-

Means (FCM). The central idea in fuzzy clustering is that 
there is a non-unique partitioning of data in a collection of 
clusters. FCM is a clustering algorithm that is applied to a 
wide variety of problems related to feature analysis, clustering 
and classifier design. FCM is widely applied in sectors such as 
image analysis, agricultural engineering, astronomy, geology 
and chemistry, among others. It can also be applied for 
wireless network node clustering [25]. 

In FCM applied to node clustering, a node set is grouped 
into n clusters with every node related to each cluster. A node 
will have a high degree of belonging to a cluster if it is near of 
the cluster center and a low degree of belonging to clusters 
whose center is far away from it [26, 27]. 

Algorithmic steps for Fuzzy C-Means clustering: [20] 

Given a finite set of nodes, the algorithm returns a list of c 
cluster centers: 

and a partition matrix U  

where each element    is the degree to which element      
belongs to cluster        .  

1) Calculate the V center vector. 

2) Calculate the distance matrix D[c,n]. 

3) Update the partition matrix for the rth step, U(R) as  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Where c is the number of clusters (2<=c<n), and m is the 
level of fuzziness, that is, a larger m results in smaller 
memberships,      and hence, fuzzier clusters.            is an 
initial partition matrix, given as input. 
 
     The algorithm will stop when                                                   
(k)  || < δ otherwise it will return to step 1 by updating the 
cluster centers and also the membership grades for each node 
[28]. 
 
5.3 Hierarchical Algorithms 
     Hierarchical clustering techniques create a nested 
sequence of partitions either from unit node sets at the 
bottom or from the set of all nodes at the top. In contrast with 
partitioning algorithms such as K-means, hierarchical 
algorithms either combine or divide clusters and build the 
hierarchy by merging or splitting the clusters initially 
defined. The result of a hierarchical clustering algorithm can 
be graphically illustrated as a tree called dendogram, which 
depicts the merging or splitting process and the middle 
clusters. 

 
     Then, the two fundamental approaches to generate a 
hierarchical clustering are: 
 

a) Agglomerative (bottom-up): Begin with clusters 
containing a single node and merge the most similar 
pair of clusters at each step.  This approach is called 
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC). 

 
b) Divisive (top-down): Begin with one cluster 

containing all nodes and splits clusters at each step 
until only  clusters of individual nodes remain. In this 
case, we need to decide which cluster to split and 
how to perform the split in each step. 

Agglomerative techniques are more commonly used than 
divisive techniques. 
 
 
Algorithmic steps for Hierarchical Agglomerative 
Clustering [5] : 
 
1. Compute the similarity matrix containing the distance 

between each pair of patterns (clusters). 
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Table 1 explains how these three algorithms are compared. 
 
 
2. Merge the most similar pairs of clusters. Update the 

similarity matrix to reflect the pairwise similarity 
between the new cluster and the original clusters. 
 

3. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until only a single cluster remains. 
 

 
6 Application on Wireless Networks 
From the point of view of their applicability on wireless 
network node clustering, the described algorithms have 
different advantages and disadvantage With regard to the  

 
 
 
specific issues described in section 1.a., all described schemes 
may potentially behave in a different way.  
      The first issue, reuse of resources such as transmission 
frequency, may lead us to think that clustering algorithms 
which define overlapping clusters may be more aware of 
cluster gateways that share frequency attributes with the 
clusters they belong to.  
     With respect to the second issue mentioned in section 1.a., 
the possibility of defining deputy nodes for inter-cluster 
communication makes us think that algorithms which are 
based in centroid definitions are better. Hierarchical 
algorithms present a disadvantage in this case. 
     The third issue, which is dealing with mobility, does not 
seem to be a factor for deciding in favor of any of the 

Parameters K-means Fuzzy C- means HAC 

Approach  Exclusive (partitions) Overlapping Hierarchical 

Efficiency  Fairer Slower  The slowest 

Complexity  O (nkdi) 
Where: 
 n is the number of data 
points 
d-dimensional vectors 
k the number of clusters 
 i the number of iterations 
needed until convergence 

O (ndc^2i) 
Where: 
i number FCM over entire 
dataset. 
n number of data points. 
c number of clusters 
d number of dimensions 

 O(n^2 log n)  
where: 
 ‘n’ is the number of data points 
Agglomerative: O(n3) 
Divisive: O(2n) 

Application  - Image retrieval 
algorithms. 

- General-purpose even 
cluster size. 

- Flat geometry. 

- Segmentation of 
magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI). 

- Analysis of network 
traffic. 

- Fourier –transform 
infrared spedtroscopy 
(FTIR). 

- Ray casting. 
- Some bioinformatics applications. 

Performance Traditional and Limited 
use. 

Can be used in variety of 
clusters and can handle 
uncertainty. 

- Flexibility due to a level of 
granularity. 

- Easily of conduct of any forms of 
distance or similarity. 

- More applicability and versatile. 
Size of data Huge/small Huge/small Huge/small 

No. of clusters Large/small Large/small Large/small 

Capability of 
tackling high 
dimensional 

data [29] 

No No No 
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schemes. In any case a change in the belonging attributes may 
be enough for moving a node between clusters. 
 
     However, the tree-like nature of hierarchical clustering 
approaches may have the advantage of communication 
efficiency in terms of hop count, as a tree may be an 
optimized graph structure with minimal paths between nodes, 
as long as they are balanced. 
 
7 Conclusion 
     This paper presents a study of some common clustering 
approaches and algorithms, classified according to whether a node 
can be included in a single cluster or several clusters. A 
comparison of three common algorithms of clustering, namely K-
means Clustering, Fuzzy C-Means Clustering and Hierarchical 
Agglomerative Clustering, is presented. We discussed the 
similarities and differences between these schemes, as well as their 
features, such as node overlapping, algorithms and application 
scenarios. A discussion on this clustering approach in terms of 
suitability to wireless networks was finally presented. 
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Abstract—This paper proposes a manner of rational use of 
cars in Smart Cities focused in preserving the environment and 
better quality of life now and to the future that represents an 
economical and cheaper way to increase the flow of cars on the 
roads compared to major infrastructure projects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays is raising the number of cars in the streets of 

many countries due to the several reasons but in the case of 
Brazil: (1) the rate of new cars incoming the streets is much 
higher than old cars removed of circulation, (2) it is a emergent 
country and the purchasing power is higher in the social classes 
C and D which are the majority, (3) the policy of government 
to control new/old cars in the streets is weak, (4) the 
government incentives the production of cheaper popular cars, 
(5) the policy of government to control cars that circulate in the 
streets does not work. 

As the focus of this paper is to facilitate the urban mobility 
to better quality of life and environment issues it is worth to 
mention that the circulation of a lot of vehicles compromises 
the flow of traffic, contributes negatively to environment 
increasing the pollutant emissions, besides favoring accidents 
caused by dropping the level of traffic safety. 

The next sections are organized as follows. In Section II it 
is presented a proposed of change. Section III presents 
considerations about an awareness campaign. Section IV 
contains a scheme of changed. A scheme of control is 
presented in section V. Section VI highlights the benefits. 
Section VII addresses the subject PIR, a passive infrared 
electronic sensor. Car control network topology is presented in 
Section VIII. Coverage prediction is presented in Section IX. 
Section X presents the exception of the rule. Section XI 
presents the car ride. Finally in Section XII are presented the 
conclusions.  

II. PROPOSED OF CHANGE 

A. Behavior Change 
This is the kind of situation that requires first a reflection if 

the change should not start for us. Perhaps the answer to a 
simple question can bring important information: how many 
times in a week we drive alone without any other passenger?  

If the answer was five (5), this represents almost 72% of 
weekdays. 

It will probably be a big inconvenience seek another way of 
transportation either public transportation or get a ride, but if 
we taking into account the rate cost/benefit of this action 
probably many people will agree that the effort pays off due to 
the environment issues and the quality of life. 

B. Rotation 
The Capital of the State of São Paulo in Brazil adopted 

vehicles rotation (applied for cars and trucks except buses, 
ambulances, fire trucks and motorcycles) that limits the access 
permission of the main public roads according to the final of 
vehicle identifications, finals 1 and 2 is forbidden to access to 
major public roads on Mondays, finals 3 and 4 is forbidden on 
Tuesdays, finals 5 and 6 is forbidden on Wednesdays, finals 7 
and 8 is forbidden on Thursdays and finals 9 and 0 is forbidden 
on Fridays. They are released on holidays and weekends. 

But what we have seen over the years was the traffic jam 
again especially because many families ended up buying 
another vehicle to avoid the prohibited day. 

III. AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 
The first measure to be adopted is a public campaign to 

inform and clarify the population of the need to change 
behavior of car users and the benefits this change brings to 
society informing that it will be given a deadline for people to 
practice and adapt to these changes.  

The second measure to be adopted is the notification issued 
by the transit regulatory agencies for users using their cars with 
only one passenger.  

The third measure to be taken is to apply traffic violation 
ticket issued by the transit regulatory agencies for users using 
their cars with only one passenger. 

IV. SCHEME OF CHANGED 
The main change in behavior is to people do not use their 

cars with only one passenger inside. But what is the minimum 
number of passenger required for the car owner does not 
receive traffic violation ticket? The answer to this question will 
depend on the result of the relieved traffic flow and Carbon 
Dioxide (CO2) emission reduction obtained with the change 
requiring at least two passengers in the same car. 
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In case of reducing the amount of cars on public roads is 
not enough to reduce CO2, increases the flow of cars and 
improving the quality of life of the population, the minimum 
amount to be adopted should increase gradually. In the limit 
this measure is extreme and requires the transformation of the 
individual transportation concept, but it is the price we have to 
pay if we want to have both at the same time mean of 
transportation and quality of life. 

V. SCHEME OF CONTROL 
After the third measure of the awareness campaign and 

during a certain period of time, the transit regulatory agencies 
will have to analyze the traffic statistics to know how many 
percent of all cars are used with at least two passengers. This 
quantity of passengers is the first measure adopted in the 
scheme of control. 

Based in the total of cars on the streets before the third 
measure of the awareness campaign, it will be possible to 
determine how many percent of cars does not go to the street 
with only one passenger due to the possibility to be mulcted. 
The value of mulct is according to the number of passengers 
inside the car, only one passenger is higher than with two and 
so on. 

VI. BENEFITS 
Let’s suppose: a) 100 cars are used with only one passenger 

inside; b) the measure adopted in the scheme of control 
resulted in at least two passengers per car and c) same path 
from house to work of these 100 people. These means: 

i. Half the cars out of the streets; 

ii. Probably half the CO2 will not be launched in the 
atmosphere; 

iii. The flow of traffic to and from work will 
decrease considerably; 

iv. Probably it will be the half of time to arrive and 
return to and from work (crash car, traffic light 
broken etc, are not considered); 

v. The quality of life will increase. 

VII. PIR  
The scheme of control will be based on counting the 

number of passengers inside the cars and PIR (Passive 
infrared) is appropriate to it.  

A passive infrared sensor measures infrared light emitted 
from objects that generate heat, and therefore infrared 
radiation, in its field of view. Crystalline material at the center 
of a rectangle on the face of the sensor detects the infrared 
radiation. The sensor is actually split into two halves so as to 
detect not the radiation itself, but the change in condition that 
occurs when a target enters its field. 

The term passive in this instance refers to the fact that PIR 
devices do not generate or radiate any energy for detection 
purposes. They work entirely by detecting the energy given off 
by other objects. It is worth to notice that PIR sensors do not 

detect or measure "heat" per se; instead they detect the infrared 
radiation emitted from an object which is different from but 
often associated/correlated with the object's temperature. 

A. Construction 
Infrared radiation enters through the front of the sensor, 

known as the 'sensor face'. At the core of a PIR sensor is a solid 
state sensor or set of sensors, made from pyroelectric materials 
which generate energy when exposed to heat. The sensor is 
often manufactured as part of an integrated circuit (IC) [1]. 

VIII. CAR CONTROL NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
The car control network topology is presented in           

Figure 1. 

The electronics in the PIR will control a small relay. This 
relay completes the circuit across a pair of electrical contacts 
connected to a detection input zone of the two cameras. The 
system will be designed such that if two passengers or more are 
detected, the relay contact is closed—a 'normally closed' (NC) 
relay. If only one passenger is detected, the relay opens, 
triggering the cameras. 

In a pole there will be a central control to register both the 
counting and the photos took from the two cameras. Camera1 
will be responsible to take photo not only the passengers in the 
car rear but also the ID of the car. Camera2 will be responsible 
to take photo the passengers in the side view. 

The central control will be fully weatherized die-cast 
aluminum enclosed and have a four-port switch and a CPE 
(Customer-Premises Equipment) radio to transmit the counting 
and photos to the counting Base in 250 MHz multipoint-
multipoint (mesh) system. The choice of the frequency and the 
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) depend on the 
regulatory agency of each country. 

Counting data management is responsible to analyze the 
data from the cars in irregular condition and send this 
information to the transit department of the city via Internet to 
take appropriate actions.  

 
          Figure 1. Car control network topology 
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IX. COVERAGE PREDICTION 
According to the Resolution 555 of the Regulatory Agency 

in Brazil (Anatel) it is possible to operate in 250 MHz with 
EIRP more than 25 dBm to FDD (Frequency Division 
Duplexing) in point-multipoint and point-to-point modes or 
with EIRP until 25 dBm to TDD (Time Division Duplexing) in 
multipoint-multipoint mode. All of three modes with channel 
bandwidth (BW) of 25 kHz or 1.25 MHz with channel 
aggregation possibility resulting in until 2 channels of         
6.25 MHz.  

Also, according to the Anatel’s Resolution 555: a) the 
guard band is 17.5 MHz corresponding to 7.3 %; b) the duplex 
distance is 22.5 MHz corresponding to 9.4 % and c) 2 channels 
of 5 MHz or 4 channels of 2.5 MHz or 8 channels of 1.25 MHz 
give the possibility to cover a higher geographic area reusing 
the frequencies (considering appropriated reuse distance to 
mitigate co-channel interference) with potential of higher 
capacity due to the higher BW. 

These features represent a great opportunity to operate in an 
optimized way with the main characteristics in terms of 
communication that are capacity and coverage with minimized 
interference because the frequency is licensed. 

A hybrid solution it is a good approach with access network 
in multipoint-multipoint mode with IoT radios and backhaul 
network in point-multipoint mode with WiMAX or LTE 
radios.    

A. Internet of Things (IoT) 
Some suppliers in the industry already offer platform to 

operate based on IoT open standards reference model presented 
in  Figure 2 that is applicable in this work. 

 
 Figure 2. IoT open standards reference model [2] 

 
1) Car control access network 
Based on Anatel’s Resolution 555 and IoT chipset data 

sheet [3], there is a list of parameters as input to the access 
network coverage prediction as follows: 

 Transmission power: 20 dBm; 

 Transmission antenna gain: 6 dBi; 

 Cable and connectors losses: 1 dBi; 

 Receiver sensitivity (BER < 0.1%, 500 kbps,    
250 kHz BW, GSFK): -97 dBm; 

 Installations: Base Station (BS): 20 m in tower; 
CPE: 7 m in energy pole;  

 Frequency: 250 MHz; 

 Fast and slow fading margin: 10 dB; 

 Point-to-multipoint communication mode; 

 Tool of coverage prediction: Radio Mobile [5]; 

 Topography and morphology data base resolution: 
100 m;  

 Uplink and downlink balanced. 

 Figure 3 shows the coverage prediction results considering 
dense urban environment in a very difficult area to the RF 
(Radio Frequency) propagation that is the central area of São 
Paulo Capital in Brazil. 

 
Figure 3. Access network coverage prediction 

 

The coverage map in Figure 3 shows that RF propagation is 
very limited according to the environment. In some azimuths 
the signal (from BS to CPE and vice versa) reaches more than 
5 km but in others less than 500 m. This is a typical scenario 
where the mesh network is appropriated due to the massive 
presence of obstacles and the possibility of signal repetition. 

B. WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave 
Access) 
Added to the WiMAX Forum® System Profile 

Requirements for Smart Grid Applications announced in 
January 24 2013 [4], the Anatel’s Resolution 555 represents a 
good opportunity to WiMAX Forum consider a new profile to 
Smart Cities in 250 MHz especially because Brazil is an 
emergent country with huge territorial extension and 
opportunities, it is possible to operate with channel bandwidth 
initiating in 1.25 MHz aligned with IEEE 802.16e WiMAX 
standard and due to the fact that other countries may be under 
the same regulatory conditions.  

1) Car control backhaul network 
Based on Anatel’s Resolution 555 and typical data of 

WiMAX radios, there is a list of parameters as input to the 
backhaul network coverage prediction as follows: 
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 Transmission power: 37 dBm; 

 Transmission antenna gain: 6 dBi; 

 Cable and connectors losses: 1 dBi; 

 Receiver sensitivity (BER 10-5, 8 Mbps, 5 MHz 
BW, 16QAM-1/2): - 89.7 dBm; 

 Installations: Base Station (BS): 20 m in Tower; 
CPE: 7 m in energy pole;  

 Frequency: 250 MHz; 

 Fast and slow fading margin: 10 dB; 

 Point-to-multipoint communication mode; 

 Tool of coverage prediction: Radio Mobile [5]; 

 Topography and morphology data base resolution: 
100 m;  

 Uplink and downlink balanced. 

 Figure 4 shows the coverage prediction results considering 
dense urban environment in a very difficult area to the RF 
(Radio Frequency) propagation that is the central area of São 
Paulo Capital in Brazil. 

 
Figure 4. Backhaul network coverage prediction 

 

The coverage map in Figure 4 shows that RF propagation is 
very limited according to the environment. In some azimuths 
the signal (from BS to CPE and vice versa) reaches more than 
10 km with better coverage than shown in Figure 3 (and higher 
capacity as well due to the higher BW) appropriated to the car 
control backhaul network share this resource among the traffic 
of several CPEs and other traffic sources as video monitoring. 

X. EXCEPTION 
The exception of the car control rule is applied to the taxi 

cabs. The reason of this is first because most of the time the 
taxi cabs are occupied with more than one passenger and 
second it is a way in gain livelihood, driver is a profession in 
many countries. 

Counting data management shown in Figure 1 is 
responsible to analyze the ID of the taxi cabs to avoid issuing 
traffic violation ticket in an irregular way.  

A. Trick 
Even someone tries to use plastic doll to simulate a 

passenger inside the car, PIR sensor will not sense the heat 
energy in the form of radiation. The trick will turn against who 
made. The “crime” will not pay. 

XI. CAR RIDE  
Currently some applications are freely available on the 

Internet and can help to facilitate the sharing of the car ride. 
The car ride is the car of the day to be used in a range of cars 
available for a group of passengers. The logistic is facilitated 
when the passengers live near or work close to each other or in 
the same company. 

Some apps allow passengers to share a ride. The Sidecar [6] 
is one of them. Just checking which are the place and 
destination and the registered user as nearest driver is alerted.  

XII. DEDICATED DETECTION ALGORITHM 
In the cases of the presence of domestic animals inside the 

car, probably they will be detected but should not be counted 
as passengers.  

PIR sensors have quite unique sensing model, thus, it will 
be necessary to develop dedicated detection algorithm [7] to 
deal with these cases. 

XIII. CONCLUSIONS 
Change is necessary and the first change is in our own 

behavior. It is easier and more practical to use a car thinking 
individually but if we consider the practical results with a lot of 
cars congesting the streets, damaging the environment 
conditions and decreasing our quality of life, the price to pay is 
low compared with the benefits that this initiative of car control 
can bring to our and the next generations. 

It worths to notice that this represents an economical and 
cheaper way to increase the flow of cars on the roads compared 
to major infrastructure projects.  
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Abstract - With the rapid development of mobile Internet 
technology and real-time reconstruction technology,
based on the multi-view of mobile terminal oriented 3D 
display provides remote interactive model reconstruction. 
The core of the algorithm is based on multiple images as 
input, and by calculating it generates sparse 3D point 
cloud through the expansion of that could generate 3D 
point cloud, and through the surface reconstruction it can 
accomplish the 3D model. But the high computing 
complexity and large data handling scale affect the 
quality and real-time performance of 3D demonstration. 
Against the above shortcomings, a distributed parallel 
reconstruction method for mobile terminals is proposed, 
which reconstructs model both in the server and in the 
client. The server uses levels of detail technology to 
control the scene’s complexity and generates initial 
reconstruction frames. The client uses image-based 
reconstruction technology to re-render the image, which 
can improve reconstruction quality. Experiments show 
that the method improves reconstruction speed, reduces
the transmitted data size, and improves the image quality.  
Keyword: Distributed reconstruction; Levels of Detail; 
Image based reconstruction; CUDA

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of virtual reality 
technology, the networked 3D demonstration shows 
highly realistic stereoscopic image by using real-time 
reconstruction and interaction of 3D models, which is 
totally different with traditional information 
communication methods based on text or image. However, 
it is a huge amount of work that reconstructing the 3D 
model with the associated 3D modeling software manually. 

At the same time, the cost of scanning equipment is 
expensive, so it is a hot research focus in the field of 
computer vision that how easy to obtain 3D model of the 
object from the real world[1]. Meanwhile, the further 
development of mobile intelligent terminal results in the 
transition of user’s terminal equipment from traditional 
personal computers to mobile phones, tablets, etc., which 
provides preconditions for the expansion of 3D display in 
the field of mobile applications.

Faced with increasingly reconstruction quality and 
real-time interactive requirement from mobile users, there 
are some shortcomings of traditional geometry-based 
reconstruction techniques for complex three-dimensional 
models[2,3]. On the one hand, for the scene composed by 
complex three-dimensional model, the larger data 
complexity causes more graphic hardware requirements of 
mobile terminal, which impacts the reconstruction 
real-time capacity.

Dynamic LOD 
Scheduing

geometry-
based 

rendering

server

terminal

displaying

IBR-based 
parall rendering

Fine image

Compressed initial image

cache

initial image

Fig.1 Overall schematic diagram of the distributed 
parallel reconstruction method

On the other hand, the mobile network bandwidth 
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may not meet the speed requirement of the stereoscopic 
image display and interaction. With the development of 
massively parallel processing technology, the use of 
distributed parallel processing technology is an effective 
way to solve this problem.

In this paper a distributed parallel reconstruction 
method for mobile terminal is proposed to realize 
distributed reconstruction both in server side and terminal 
side. CUDA-based parallel reconstruction data processing 
is used in the method which achieves the goal of real-time 
complex three-dimensional model displaying on mobile 
terminals and reduction of network bandwidth
consumption. The overall process of the method is shown 
in Figure 1, in which the server side generates LOD model 
by CUDA parallel computing and dynamic form the 
corresponding initial reconstruction image, also 
image-based reconstruction is used to realize the 
compression and transmission of the image, while the 
terminal side re-renders the image to improve the image 
fineness by CUDA-based IBR techniques.

2. Server side primary reconstruction

To improve the server’s ability of reconstruction
complex three-dimensional model, a primary 
reconstruction strategy on the server side is proposed to 
ensure the real-time reconstruction capacity. The server 
pre-generates LOD simplified model of different 
resolutions by CUDA parallel computing. And in the 
reconstruction process, the appropriate LOD model is 
reconstructed based on the distance between the viewpoint 
and the model as well as the reconstruction frame rate, to 
improve the overall computing efficiency.

2.1 Parallel simplification of LOD model 
based on CUDA 

CUDA is known as a parallel computing platform and 
programming model implemented by GPU. This paper 
uses CUDA to simplify model by means of edge collapse 
calculation. Edge collapse refers to choose two connected 
vertices and replace them with a single vertex, and all the 
vertexes connected to the two vertices will re-connect to 
the new vertex to maintain the triangle grid appearance. In 
this paper, we select one of the two connected vertices as 
the new vertex. Garland Quadratic Error Metrics (QEM) 
is used to compute the edge collapsing cost, which can 

efficiently preserve the features on the surface.
In the simplification process, LOD model generation 

introduces the concept of vertices importance as the 
trade-off of the sequence of edge collapse operation. 
Vertex importance reflects the geometry importance 
degree of triangle mesh. It is discussed in [4] that in the
neighborhood of the vertex in the mesh, if the steeper the 
vertex is, the greater the impact on the mesh geometry is; 
while the sparser the vertex is, the bigger the vertex 
importance value is as well. So the vertex importance can 
be summarized as follows:

( )

( )

= i j

j j

ji
v neiverts v

Q v K l

c
l

m

(1)

Call jic the cosine of the angle between the normal 

vectors jv and iv . iv is the element in the vertices
collection in which the vertices are connected 
with jv , m is the total number of the set, and l refers to

the average length of the associated edges. So sK , the 
average cosine value of the vector angles, can be regarded 
as the curvature of jv , and therefore ( )jQ v can reflect 

the geometry importance of jv .
We use Octree to divide the original mesh into several

independent sub meshes. A generation method of LOD 
model is proposed by using CUDA to parallel simplify 
those sub meshes based on edge collapse operation. The 
process is shown in Figure 2.

Octree 
division

Vertex importance 
calculation

parallel edge 
collapse

CPU GPU

Original 
model

LOD 
model

Fig.2 LOD parallel simplification process

In order to facilitate the subsequent edge collapse 
calculation, we storage all the vertex info in the sub mesh 
into an array vtable, which is defined as follows: 

struct vernode
{
float x,y,z;  //vertex three-dimensional coordinates
long ver_importance;
int foldingindex; // the folding vertex index

} ;
vernode Vtable[vernum];
As is shown in Figure 2, the original model is 

partitioned by octree spatial decomposition on CPU at 
first, which regards the entire model bounding box as the 
octree root node. The bounding box is split into 8 sub 
cubes, in accordance with intermediate section in the
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direction of the three-dimensional coordinates.
Correspondingly, the model is divided into 8 sub meshes..
Recursively decompose the sub cubes until the amount of 
triangle facets in the sub mesh is less than a given 
threshold. Finally the model is organized as an octree 
structure. 

In GPU computing stage, parallel threads are created 
to calculate each vertex importance according to (1). 
After the vertex importance calculation is finished, the 
vertex is sorted by its importance in each sub mesh and 
the sequence number is stored in vtable. During parallel 
edge collapse operation, the sub meshes is simplified
concurrently. For each sub mesh, edge collapse is 
implemented by vertex importance ascending sequence.
For each edge collapse operation, the edge ( , )i jv v that 

contains vertex iv which owns the lowest importance is 

replaced by the vertex jv . For the edges that all contains 

vertex iv , we calculate the edge collapse cost by QEM to 
select the appropriate one. Recursively simplify the sub 
mesh until the number of remaining vertices meets the 
requirement.

The parallel simplification algorithm of LOD 
model is as follows:
Algorithm 1GPU parallel LOD generating
Input:
mesh:the original model triangle mesh 
Output: 
simplifiedmesh:the simplified mesh
1.submeshes←CPU_OctreeMeshDivde(mesh) ;/*subm
eshes:array of divided submesh */
2. MemcpySync(submeshes,host->device);/*Load
submeshes to GPU device memory*/
3. for i=0 to NUMsubmeshes-1parallel do
4.Ver_importance←verCalculating_kernel(submeshes);
5. __syncthreads(); /*threads synchronize */
6.Vtable←importanceSort_kernel(Ver_importance);
7. __syncthreads(); /*threads synchronize */
8.simplifiedmesh←edgeCollapse_kernel(submeshes,Vt
able);
9. end for
10. MemcpySync(simplifiedmesh,device->host);

2.2 Dynamic LOD Scheduling stagey

While the server reconstruction, it should select the 
appropriate resolution level of LOD model based on the 
distance between the viewpoint and model in advance [5, 6].
Shown in Figure 3, while the distance is d1,d2,…,dn, the 
corresponding LOD level is LOD1,LOD2,…,LODn. The 
server adjusts LOD model according to the distance in 
order to keep its reconstruction efficiency. Also the last 

frame reconstruction time cost is took into consideration. 
If the frame rate is lower than the real-time requirement, a 
more simplified LOD model is selected until the frame 
rate meets the requirement. After the frame is 
reconstructed, the server will transmit the result in form of
image to the terminal for the further reconstruction and 
displaying.

Fig.3 Viewpoint distance-dependent LOD strategy

3. Terminal side secondary

reconstruction 

To further reduce the server computing load and the 
amount of data transmitted between the server and the 
terminal, the terminal uses CUDA to refine initial image 
from the server and utilizes the difference between 
geometry-based reconstructed image and reconstructed
image via IBR[7].

3.1 IBR-based compression and secondary 
reconstruction algorithm 

As shown in Figure 4, call L the generated view of 
the model corresponding to position V of the viewpoint. 
So ( ) ( [0, ] [0, ])L x x Q W H can be seen as a 
two-dimensional array of pixels, where every pixel 

[ , , ]X x y z refers to the 3D position in the reference 
system of V . When the viewpoint changes intoV , the
generated view is ( ) ( [0, ] [0, ])L x x Q W H .
In this situation, the pixels X in the reference system of
V can be divided into two categories. One can be seen
as the transformed pixels in view V , the other are those 
new pixels first into the screen space. For the former one, 
pixels can be calculated by the three-dimensional 
transformation theory as follow:

[ , , ( , )] ( ) ( , , ( , ))TX x y z x y T X T x y z x y (2)
T is a suitable 3D projective transformation

obtainable by matrix gT in homogeneous coordinate.

Denote ˆ ( )L x the view with respect to V via IBR

procedure, in order to distinguish with ( )L x the view
reconstructed from the 3D model with respect toV .
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Fig.4 Relationship of pixels between viewV and V  

 
For the pixels in ˆ ( )L x , one may obtain: 

( ),    x t x x Q                (3) 

The two pixels set 1 ( )I Q t Q  and 2 1I Q I  in 

view ˆ ( )L x  can be written as: 
1

1

2

( ( ))ˆ ( )
0

L t x x I
L x

x I
   (4) 

 So the only difference between ( )L x and ˆ ( )L x  

are the pixels in 2I . To reduce the amount of data 
transferred between the server and the terminal, the server 
only need to transmit the correction data (pixels in 2I ) to 

the terminal instead of the whole view ( )L x , if the 

terminal can calculate ˆ ( )L x  itself. ( )E x can be 
written as: 

( ) ( ) ( )E x L x x , 1

2

1
( )

0
x I

x
x I

 (5) 

 During the secondary reconstruction process in the 
terminal, the server pre-renders fine reference view 

highL with respect to V based on high-resolution LOD 
model selected by the dynamic LOD stagey. For 
views L with respect to subsequent viewpointsV , the 
server replaces with a relative low-resolution LOD model. 
The view L generate by the terminal with respect toV  
via IBR procedure can be also written as: 

1
1

2

( ( ))ˆ ( )
0

high
high

L t x x I
L x

x I
  (6) 

 As can be seen, both L and ˆ
highL  are the 

descriptions of the same original model. The difference is 

that ˆ
highL  does not contain the new pixels which are put 

into the screen space by the viewpoint transformation, but 

for pixels in
2I , the view ˆ

highL  contains more model 

details of L .So the terminal can re-render the view as 
follow: 

1

2

1
1

2

ˆ ( )
( )

( )

( ( ))
        

ˆ ( ) ( )

high

high

L x x I
L x

L x x I

L t x x I

L x E x x I

  (7) 

3.2 Parallel secondary reconstruction in the 
terminal based on CUDA 

Since the parallel secondary reconstruction in the 
terminal is based on image-based reconstruction, the 
standard practice is to reset the reference frame of every p 
frames to reduce the prediction error[8]. A scheme of 
principle for reconstruction p views 1 2( , ,..., )pL L L  of a 
3D model is as follows: 

(1) In reconstruction preprocessing stage, the server 
uses GPU to implement parallel LOD model generation. 

(2) 1L is set as the reference frame view, and the 
server reconstructs a relative high-resolution simplified 
model selected by dynamic LOD stagey and sends the fine 
view 1L to the terminal. 

(3) The server replaces the model with a 
lower-resolution one, computes and sends 2L to the 
terminal. 

(4) For frame view ,2iL i p  
(a) At both, server and terminal compute 

1
2 1

2

( ( ))ˆ ( )
0i

L t x x I
L x

x I
 

(b) At server’s side, 
compute ( ) ( ) ( )i i iE x L x x  and send ( )iE x  to the 
terminal 

(c)At terminal’s side, compute  ˆ( ) ( ) ( )i i iL x L x E x ; 
(5) At terminal’s side, update 

1
1 1

2

( ( ))
( )

( )
i

i

L t x x I
L x

L x x I
 

 CUDA-based parallel reconstruction in the terminal 

is supposed to send 1L and 2L to GPU memory at first, and 

then generate parallel GPU threads for reconstruction the 
corresponding pixels calculation[9], which is described as 
follows: 

Algorithm 2GPU parallel secondary reconstruction 
Input: 
frameImage:the ordinary frame viewLi from the server 
side ; 
refImage: the reference frame viewL1; 
IBRimage: the ordinary frame viewL2; 
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size: the size of frameImage; 
Output:  
Sec_frameImage: the secondary reconstructed view 
1. MemcpySync(refImage,host->device);/*Load 
refImage to GPU device memory*/ 
2. MemcpySync(IBRimage,host->device);/*Load 
IBRimage to GPU device memory*/ 
3.  for i=0 tosize parallel do 
4.local_Image←IBRcalculating_kernel(IBRimage);/* 
calculating the IBR view on GPU*/ 
5.  end for 
6. frameImage←receive();  /*get frameImage 
difference ( )iE x from the network */ 

7.  MemcpySync(frameImage,host->device); 
8.  for i=0 tosize parallel do 
9.  local_Image←imageCorrection_kernel (IBRimage, 
frameImage);  
10.Sec_frameImage←secondReconstruction_kernel(loc
al_Image, refImage); 
11.  end for 
12.  MemcpySync(Sec_frameImage,device->host); 
 

4. Performance analysis 

For the tests reported in this paper, the server node 
was equipped with CPU: Intel(R) Xeon CPU E5504 
2.00GHz, GPU: Nvidia tesla S2050 and the terminal 
application was run on an Nvidia Tegra TK1 equipped 
with Nvidia Kepler GPU by OpenSceneGraph platform. 
Figure 5 is the example of the server side initial frame 
view and the terminal side secondary frame view. 

 
Fig.5.1 (a) Primary reconstruction in server 

 
 Fig.5.2 (b) Secondary reconstruction in terminal 

To compare the calculating efficiency, GPU and CPU 

are used to simplify the model and image-based secondary 
reconstruction. The time cost is shown in Figure 6. We 
can see that with the increasing size of data processing, 
GPU-based parallel computing can effectively reduce the 
time consuming and improve the real-time capacity. 

 
Fig.6.1 (a) time of LOD generating 

 

 
Fig.6.2 (b) time of Secondary reconstruction 

 
When the view resolution is 320*240, the frame view 

data size within a certain period of time is shown in 
Figure 7, where each cylindrical size represents the total 
volume of the frame view, and the marked region means 
the size of image component. From the result, we can see 
the IBR-based image compression can effectively reduce 
the data volume and the bandwidth requirements. 

Experiments show that the distributed parallel 
reconstruction method can guarantee the view 
reconstruction quality, improve real-time capacity as well 
as reduce the data transmission. 
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Fig.7 Server side frame data transmission amount 
 

5. Conclusion 

This paper describes a distributed parallel 
reconstruction method for mobile terminals, which 
implements the distributed reconstruction on both server 
and terminal, as well as parallel reconstruction data 
processing by GPU. The server dynamically schedules the 
LOD model to realize real-time reconstruction, combined 
with the image-based reconstruction to compress the 
frame view. While the terminal further re-renders the view 
to improve the view fineness. Experiments show that this 
method can improve the overall reconstruction efficiency, 
reduce the bandwidth requirements and improve the 
reconstruction speed. 
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Abstract—A wide range of techniques have been proposed to
reduce the Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) of Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signals with different
trade-offs between PAPR reduction and Bit Error Rate (BER)
performance degradation. Usually these techniques are studied in
an uncoded context and over an ideal Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN) channel, and a compromise between PAPR
and BER degradation is achieved depending on the adopted
constellation.

In this paper, we go further and compare several PAPR
reduction techniques for Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
(QAM) constellations under a typical coded OFDM scenario with
time-dispersive channels. Our results show that low complexity
techniques as clipping can have a good trade-off between PAPR
reduction and BER degradation close to the one of the best
techniques analyzed, even in a scenario with multipath time-
dispersive channel and for relatively large QAM constellations.
Once that is shown that clipping is a good choice for PAPR
reduction, it opens a subject in the study of PAPR reduction
techniques in order to improve its behavior. We also consider the
PAPR reduction as a constrained optimization problem which,
although too complex to solve, provides an approximate bound
on the achievable PAPR.

Index Terms—OFDM, PAPR, Clipping and Filtering (CF),
BER

I. INTRODUCTION

A key feature of a communication system is to make

efficient use of available power for data transmission. One

of the most spectrally-efficient modulations is the Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) scheme, which is

widely used in most broadband wireless systems [1], [2]

and currently being recommended for future 5G systems [3],

[4]. However, it is widely recognized that one of the main

drawbacks of OFDM signals is their high envelope fluctuations

and so a high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) which lead

to amplification difficulties [1]. A wide variety of techniques

was proposed to reduce the envelope fluctuations of OFDM

signals. These include multiple signal representations such as

with Partial Transmit Sequences (PTS) and Selective Mapping

(SLM) techniques [5]–[8], clipping techniques [7]–[11], Tone

Reservation (TR) techniques [7], [8], [12]–[14], among many

other techniques.

This work was supported in part by the projects UID/EEA/50008/2013 IT
(pluriannual funding and GLANCES project), EnAcoMIMICo EXPL/EEI-
TEL/2408/2013, ADIN (PTDC/EEI-TEL/2990/2012), DISRUPTIVE
EXCL/EEI-ELC/0261/2012, GALNC EXPL/EEI-TEL/1582/2013 and
CoPWIN PTDC/EEI-TEL/1417/2012.

PTS and SLM techniques have the advantage of not lead-

ing to performance degradation, since the transmitted signals

are not distorted (actually, these techniques might require

some side information, and transmitting it might lead to a

slight spectral and power efficiency decrease). However, the

computational complexity increases significantly when we

want to reduce substantially the envelope fluctuations of the

transmitted signals. On the other hand, clipping techniques are

very simple and flexible, although the signal distortion might

lead to significant performance degradation. TR techniques can

have limited performance degradation since only the reserved

tones are modified (in that case, the performance degrada-

tion is essentially due to the power spent on the reserved

tones), unless we also modify data subcarriers. They can

be particularly interesting for large constellations. However,

since only a fraction of the subcarriers is effectively used for

data transmission we have some degradation in the spectral

efficiency, which is higher if we want to have signals with very

low envelope fluctuations. Moreover, it is not always easy to

obtain the optimum symbols for the reserved tones.

The achievable PAPR with a given technique is hard to

obtain, although we can formulate the PAPR reduction as

an optimization problem and employ powerful math tools to

solve it [13], [15], for example by minimizing the PAPR

conditioned to a given Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) or

minimizing the EVM conditioned to a given PAPR target.

Although this usually leads to non-practical PAPR reducing

methods (we need to solve a complex optimization problem

for each transmitted block), this has the advantage of providing

some reference on the achievable PAPR.

The study of PAPR reducing techniques that lead to per-

formance degradation is usually performed for an uncoded

transmission in an ideal Additive White Gaussian Noise

(AWGN) channel, which makes sense since the PAPR is

essentially a transmitter problem, regardless of the channel. In

fact, for small constellations, e.g., Binary Phase Shift Keying

(BPSK) or Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), the signal

distortion usually is not high enough to lead to significant Bit

Error Rate (BER) degradation. However, when we consider

larger constellations like 16-Quadrature Amplitude Modula-

tion (QAM) or 64-QAM this is no longer true. In that case,

we should consider both the channel effects and the adopted

channel coding scheme.

Some previous works [16], [17] have considered coded
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OFDM however, they only have considered a single PAPR

reducing technique over an ideal AWGN channel. Therefore,

in this paper we compare several PAPR reducing techniques,

when multipath time-dispersive channels are considered and

appropriate channel coding schemes are employed. We focus

our study in the most well-know PAPR reducing techniques,

such as SLM, PTS and Clipping and Filtering (CF), as well

as the constrained optimized PAPR reduction as to obtain a

reference on the achievable PAPR.

II. PAPR REDUCTION OVERVIEW

OFDM signals have high envelope fluctuations which brings

some difficulties in amplification, therefore it is necessary to

keep the envelope fluctuations of the signal below a certain

level. In order to do that, a measure of the envelope fluctua-

tions has to be used and the most widely used is PAPR.

The PAPR is defined as the ratio of the peak power of the

signal to its average power [8]. Mathematically, the PAPR of

mth OFDM symbol is written in time domain as:

PAPR (xm [n]) =

max
0≤n≤�N−1

|xm [n]|2

E
[
|xm [n]|2

] , (1)

where E [.] is the expectation operator, N the number of

subcarriers and � is the oversampling factor that it must be

at least 4 in order to ensure that the difference between

continuous time and discrete time PAPR is negligible as it

is shown in [18]. Then if PAPR is limited to a certain level,

envelope fluctuations will be limited too and it is possible

to achieve better results in amplification. Therefore lots of

research has been made to reduce PAPR and in this section

we will briefly present the concepts of some PAPR reduction

techniques: CF, PTS, SLM, TR and constrained optimized

PAPR.

Let X ∈ C
N be an original OFDM frequency-domain sym-

bol and X̃ ∈ C
N the PAPR optimized frequency-domain sym-

bol using N subcarriers. The original, x, and the optimized,

x̃, OFDM time-domain symbols are obtained by Inverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT) with �-times oversampling, i.e.,

x = IFFT�N (X) = AX and x̃ = IFFT�N (X̃) = AX̃,

where the matrix A ∈ C
�N×N is the first N columns of

the corresponding Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT)

matrix.

The OFDM subcarriers are usually divided into three dis-

joint sets: data subcarriers, free subcarriers and pilot subcar-

riers, with cardinalities dsub, fsub and psub, respectively, so

that dsub + fsub + psub = N , where N is the total number

of subcarriers. For simplicity, pilot subcarriers will not be

considered here, although the results can be easily generalized

to systems with pilot subcarriers. In addition, in order to

identify on a symbol X̃ the data subcarriers, it will be use

a diagonal matrix S ∈ R
N×N with Skk = 1 when the kth

subcarrier is reserved for data transmission and Skk = 0
otherwise, i.e. data subcarriers can be obtained by the product

SX̃.

A. Clipping and Filtering

CF [7]–[11] is the simplest way to reduce PAPR. This

technique clips every sample of the signal above a certain

defined level. Therefore, the clipped version of x can be

expressed as

x̃k =

{
xk if |xk| < ACL

xk

|xk| .ACL otherwise
, (2)

where ACL is the amplitude of clipping level. However, the

Clipping Ratio (CR) defined as the amplitude of clipping level,

ACL, normalized by the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of

OFDM signal, σ =
√||x||2 is more suitable to use since it

adapts the clipping level from symbol to symbol.

Although CF is a simple technique, it causes signal in-band

distortion which results in a degradation in BER performance

and it also causes out-of-band radiation. In order to reduce

the out-of-band radiation, filtering is used but, unfortunately,

this leads to a peak regrowth and the obtained signal may

exceed the desired clipping level [8]. Therefore, an iterative

process was proposed in [10], [19], [20], designed by Repeated

Clipping and Filtering (RCF), that may require a few number

of iterations that should be done in order to obtain the

desired PAPR reduction. However, this process increases the

computational complexity.

B. Selective Mapping

SLM technique [5], [7], [8] is a symbol scrambling tech-

nique based on the fact that an OFDM symbol can be

scrambled by a certain number of different sequences and,

then, the symbol with the lowest PAPR is chosen to transmit.

In more detail, the transmitter generates U phase sequences

(vectors) expressed as

Pu =
[
pu0 , p

u
1 , ..., p

u
N−1

]T
, u = 1, 2, ..., U, (3)

with the same length of the original OFDM symbol X, where

each element of the phase vector, puk , k = 0, 1, 2, ...., N − 1,

is randomly selected from a finite set of phase factors, e.g.

{−1, 1,−j, j}. Each of these vectors, Pu, is then point-wised

multiplied by X and the resultant symbol with the lowest

PAPR, expressed as

X̃ =
[
X0p

u
0 , X1p

u
1 , ..., XN−1p

u
N−1

]T
, (4)

is chosen. To ensure that the unmodified symbol is in the set

of choices, P1 is the all-one vector.

When SLM is performed, the U phase sequences are stored

at both the transmitter and the receiver. To perfectly recover

the signal at the receiver, the transmitter must send side

information to the receiver telling which phase sequence is

used. If side information is incorrectly detected, the whole

data information will be lost. Although side information is

so important, its use leads to losses in spectral and power

efficiency reducing the data transmission rate, mainly, because

it needs a strong protection [7]. However, in [21] it is proposed

a SLM technique without explicit side information.

For each OFDM symbol, it is necessary to execute U
IFFT operations and �log2U� bits must be passed as side
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information (where �y� denotes the lowest integer greater

than y). Therefore, this technique may not be feasible, due

to its computational complexity, which increases when N is

large, and mainly, when U is increased in order to achieve a

substantial PAPR reduction.

C. Partial Transmit Sequence

PTS technique [5]–[8] as SLM is a scrambling technique.

The difference between them is that the first only scrambles

groups of subcarriers, while the latter scrambles independently

all subcarriers [1]. Therefore, SLM produces signals that are

asymptotically independent, while signals generated by PTS

are interdependent [22]. With this property, PTS can avoid

some of the complexity of the several full IFFT operations,

which results in an advantage over SLM [5].

PTS technique partitions each OFDM symbol into V dis-

joint subblocks with equal size as follows:

Xv = [Xv,1, Xv,2, ..., Xv,N−1]
T
, v = 1, ..., V, (5)

and

X =
V∑

v=1

Xv. (6)

This partition can be one of three kinds: adjacent, interleaved,

and pseudo-random. Among these, the latter has been found

the one that provides the best performance [23]. In either parti-

tion method the subcarriers in each subblock are independently

rotated by a phase factor, bv , in order to minimize the PAPR

of the combined signal. The phase factor is selected from a

finite set of phase factors, e.g. {−1, 1,−j, j}, with length W .

Hence, the optimized time-domain OFDM symbol is

x̃ =

V∑
v=1

bvxv. (7)

The PAPR reduction given by this technique depends on

the number of subblocks, V , the number of allowed phase

factors, W , and the subblock partitioning. However, the search

complexity of this technique increases with the number of

subblocks, and most importantly, it increases exponentially

with the number of phase factors. Therefore, their selection is

usually limited to a set with a finite number of elements [8].

Furthermore, this technique has the inconvenient of requiring

the transmission of side information to the receiver telling

which are the phase factors used for a correct decoding of

the transmitted symbols, which reduces spectral and power

efficiency as in the case of SLM. Thus, in PTS is required V
IFFT operations and

⌈
log2W

(V−1)
⌉

bits of side information

for each OFDM symbol.

D. Tone Reservation

In TR technique [7], [8], [12]–[14], some of the subcarriers,

called frees, are not used to transmit information data. Once

these subcarriers are free, they can take values that minimize

PAPR, without introducing distortion in data subcarriers since

all subcarriers are orthogonal. In some applications, there

are subcarriers with SNR too low for sending information,

therefore, they can be set as free subcarriers and used for

PAPR reduction [8].

Let C denote the frequency-domain vector that contains the

information of free subcarriers and that will be added to data

vector, X, in order to reduce the PAPR. For definition of the

TR technique, X and C lie in disjoint frequency subspaces,

resulting in the following signal

x̃ = IFFT {X+C} . (8)

The free subcarrier values are found solving a convex

optimization problem (see Section II-E) and their locations are

established a priori between the transmitter and the receiver.

As data subcarriers don’t suffer distortion, this technique

has no BER degradation, however this performance must have

a penalty added once the free subcarriers require additional

power and reduce the spectral efficiency. This penalty is given,

in decibels, by

μ = 10log10

⎛
⎜⎝
∥∥∥SX̃

∥∥∥2∥∥∥X̃
∥∥∥2

⎞
⎟⎠ , (9)

where
∥∥∥SX̃

∥∥∥2 is the power of data subcarriers and
∥∥∥X̃

∥∥∥2 is

the total power of the OFDM symbol.

E. PAPR Reduction as Constrained Optimization Problem

Convex optimization has recently emerged as an efficient

tool for reducing the PAPR of OFDM signals [13], [15].

This can be explained partially by the fact that convex opti-

mization methods can efficiently compute global solutions to

large scale problems in polynomial time. Furthermore, convex

optimization approaches show advantages over the classical

RCF approach [10]; see [13], [15] for more details.

An efficient way to reduce the PAPR is by distorting the

OFDM constellation [24], [25]. The level of distortion is

measured by the EVM and should be kept at a minimum, since

a larger EVM value leads to a BER performance degradation.

A single OFDM symbol’s EVM is mathematically defined as,

EVM =
||S

(
X̃−X

)
||2

||SX||2 . (10)

The PAPR can be further reduced by assigning a portion of

energy to the free subcarriers [24], [25], i.e. a TR technique

is performed. In this case, it must be taken into account the

FCPO that measures the value of free subcarriers power and

it is given by,

FCPO =
|| (IN − S) X̃||2

||SX̃||2
. (11)

The FCPO should be kept small since it measures the

fraction of power ”wasted” in the free subcarriers, which are

not used to carry information. In this technique, we will focus

on minimizing EVM for given PAPR and FCPO thresholds,

i.e.,

minimize

X̃ ∈ C
N

EVM (12)
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subject to
PAPR ≤ g1, (13)

FCPO ≤ g2, (14)

where g1 and g2 are PAPR and FCPO thresholds, respectively.

It is straightforward to see that the optimization problem (12)–

(14) is equivalent to

minimize

X̃ ∈ C
N

||S
(
X̃−X

)
||2 (15)

subject to

X̃H (Mi −Tg1) X̃ ≤ 0, i = 1, ..., �N, (16)

X̃H (IN − Sg2) X̃ ≤ 0, (17)

where Mi = �NAHeie
T
i A, Tg1 = g1A

HA, Sg2 = (g2+1)S
and ei represents the ith column of the identity matrix I�N
[15]. The EVM optimization framework (15)–(17) results in a

nonconvex optimization problem since the matrices IN − Sg2

and (Mi −Tg1), for i = 1, ..., �N , are indefinite; in other

words, all the constraints are nonconvex [26]. As most non-

convex problems, our problem is NP-hard and, thus, difficult

to solve [26].

Alternatively, we can introduce an optional constraint that

will keep the EVM below some preset threshold. This cor-

responds to a more challenging and realistic scenario where

PAPR, FCPO and EVM are simultaneously constrained. In

that case, the EVM optimization can be formulated as

minimize

ε ∈ R, X̃ ∈ C
N

ε (18)

subject to
EVM ≤ ε EVMmax, (19)

(13), (14), ε ≤ 1, (20)

where EVMmax is the maximum allowed EVM. Note that the

optimization problem (12)–(14) is different from the one in

(18)–(20), since the search space for X̃ in the former is larger

than in the latter.

Although addressing the PAPR reduction of OFDM sym-

bols as an optimization problem is a non-practical method,

this has the advantage of providing some reference on the

achievable PAPR, when the problem is properly formulated.

Results obtained from formulation (18)–(20) will be used as

comparison reference of the CF, SLM and PTS techniques

previously described.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we perform a comparison of several PAPR

reduction techniques on a coded OFDM transmission scenario

when time-dispersive channels are considered, which to the

best of the author’s knowledge was not done before. We

considered an OFDM signal with N = 64 subcarries and

oversampling factor � = 4 under 16-QAM and 64-QAM con-

stellation using Gray mapping rule. OFDM signal pass through

different channels: AWGN and a time-dispersive channel with

32 paths. The coding scheme used was a (1664, 840) LDPC

code (coding rate near 1/2), and the bits are interleaved inside

each codeword. At the receiver, perfect channel estimation is

assumed.

Results presented concern to the following techniques: CF,

SLM, PTS and OPT, where OPT denotes the constrained

optimized PAPR reduction technique. OPT was developed in

two different ways, with free subcarriers, i.e. TR (OPT-TR),

and without them (OPT). The analysis takes into account the

following parameters: PAPR reduction, BER and the trade-off

between them.

The CF technique was performed with 1 and 10 iterations,

with the latter being denoted from now on as RCF, and the

acronym CF referring to a single iteration. The CR was chosen

to guarantee a good performance trade-off between PAPR

reduction and BER, and was set to 1.4 and 1.7 (in linear units)

for 16-QAM and 64-QAM, respectively.

In the case of SLM technique we multiplied each OFDM

symbol by 32 different phase factor vectors with length N and

values randomly chosen from the set {−1, 1,−j, j}. In PTS

technique we partitioned each OFDM symbol into 4 time-

domain sequences using adjacent partition and rotating them

by phase factors {−1, 1,−j, j}.

In order to evaluate PAPR of each technique, the CCDF

curves of each one are presented in Figs. 1a and 1b. The OPT

techniques were set to achieve a PAPR of 4dB for 16-QAM

and 4.5dB for 64-QAM and they will be used as reference,

while the remaining techniques were tuned taking into account

the trade-off between PAPR reduction and BER. At a clipping

probability of 10−3 all techniques perform a considerable

reduction in PAPR, however, as we will see in Figs. 3a and 3b,

this results, in most cases, in a decrease in BER performance.

Although this decrease is unbearable in OFDM uncoded as

we can see in Fig. 2a, it can be bearable, even in a dispersive

channel with multipath, if we use OFDM coded as we see in

Fig. 2b.

In fact, by analyzing Fig. 2b we can observe that all

the PAPR reduction techniques perform close enough from

the original OFDM transmission with unconstrained PAPR,

i.e. no more than 1.2dB and 2dB for 16-QAM and 64-

QAM respectively, thus with a power penalty much lower

than the corresponding power gain achieved on restricting the

PAPR. This shows that the use of an adequate coding scheme

leads a great performance improvement even in a dispersive

channel. It also shows that all techniques can have a similar

performance when coding is used.

Thus, although PAPR reduction can lead to a decrease

in BER performance which is a undesirable effect, this can

be accepted in cases where this decrease is lower than the

improvement in PAPR. Therefore, a BER curve shifted by

the required amplifier’s backoff given the PAPR level at a

certain clipping probability is more informative, showing the

trade-off between PAPR reduction and BER performance.

Figs. 3a and 3b illustrate this trade-off for a time-dispersive

channel, which is the most suitable real world situation and,

Epeak
b = Eb + PAPR(dB) with PAPR level chose to a

clipping probability of 10−3 (see Figs. 1a and 1b).
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Fig. 1: CCDF for different PAPR reduction techniques applied to OFDM
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Fig. 2: BER performance using several PAPR reduction methods.
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Fig. 3: BER results shifted by amplifier’s backoff for coded OFDM over a time-dispersive channel using several PAPR reduction

methods.

Analyzing Figs. 3a and 3b we can observe that techniques

with higher complexity based on constrained optimization

have the best results. However, in opposite direction, RCF

technique has also good performance too with a very low com-

plexity. Considering that we want to perform PAPR reduction

in real-time, RCF with coded OFDM and the right parameters

can have considerable good results even in a dispersive channel

and, as so, it is a good candidate technique. The use in real-

time applications rises another question for RCF, the latency

of doing such iterative method. For this reason CF had been

tested too and the results are very satisfactory mainly in 64-

QAM modulation.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we go further than previous studies in PAPR

reduction techniques and compare them for Quadrature Ampli-

tude Modulation (QAM) constellations under a typical coded

OFDM scenario with time-dispersive channels and not only
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for an ideal AWGN channel. Our performance results show

that when OFDM is performed with an appropriate coding

scheme, the most suitable technique for PAPR reduction,

considering the implementation complexity, the response in a

real-time situation and the trade-off between PAPR reduction

and BER degradation, is clipping and filtering, with only 1

to 2.5 dB from the reference, even for relatively large QAM

constellations.

Therefore, this work opens a subject in the study of PAPR

reduction techniques. Once that is shown that CF is a good

choice for PAPR reduction, it should be further studied in

the future. To improve the performance of CF, coding and

equalization schemes to tackle the distortion of clipping, and

not only the channel effects, must be studied. If the effect of

distortion of clipping can be reduced in the received signal, a

better BER performance could be achieved and CF could have

a trade-off between PAPR reduction and BER degradation

even closer to the other techniques presented here. Also, the

number the iterations of RCF may be studied in order to find

an optimum value.
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Abstract

We describe in this paper how to use open-source speech
recognition technologies to design and implement an An-
droid application that helps students with physical disabil-
ities write programs in classrooms. Google Voice Recog-
nition (GVR)[13], which is a free and open Android tool,
is utilized to convert the speech of a user to text. To fully
utilize GVR, the Android phone has to be connected to the
Internet.

In a typical setup, a handicapped student sits in front
of a workstation with a large computer screen like the one
shown in Figure 6. The student speaks to an Android phone,
which converts speech to text using GVR. The text is then
sent to the workstation through Wi-Fi for parsing and anal-
ysis. The processed text, which is a code segment of a pro-
gram, is displayed on the workstation screen. Since the An-
droid main activity thread cannot handle too many activi-
ties, we save the text of the speech in a buffer and use an-
other thread, named communication thread, to send it to the
workstation using the standard socket API. The producer-
consumer paradigm is employed to synchronize the genera-
tion of text data by the main activity thread and the sending
of the data by the communication thread[15, 18, 21].

The server program that runs on the workstation is writ-
ten in C/C++. The main thread listens at a port. When it
detects data, it creates two threads to handle the data. One
thread created reads in the data, parses them into words,
and puts the words in a circular queue. The other thread,
named processing thread, simultaneously retrieves words

from the queue, processes them to generate a code segment,
saves the code in a file and displays it on the screen. A
condition variable[7, 12] is used to synchronize the tasks
between these two threads.

The keywords and symbols of the programming language
that the student is using, which are saved in a file are loaded
into a table. The processing thread uses a hashing and map-
ping scheme to obtain the proper keywords and symbols
from the table; as humans often speak with inconsistency,
several different words may map to the same keyword. For
example, when one tries to say the word import, they may
say it slightly different from the standard pronunciation and
the recognizer generates the word important. The scheme
will map important to the same location as import to re-
trieve the correct keyword.

1. Introduction

In recent years the number of mobile applications has

been growing with tremendous speed. Mobile devices have

become ubiquitous and in the last few years, Android, an

open-source software stack for running mobile devices, has

become the dominant platform of many mobile devices such

as tablets and smart phones[8].

Open-source software has been playing a critical role in

recent technology developments. A lot of breakthroughs in

technology applications such as Watson’s Jeopardy win[4]

and the phenomenal 3D movie Avatar[3] are based on open-

source software. It is a significant task to explore the usage

of available open-source or free tools to develop software

applications for research or for commercial use[22]. We re-

port in this paper the design and development of an Android

application, based on free or open-source tools, which helps

physically handicapped students write programs.

In a large university such as California State University

at San Bernardino (CSUSB), which has more than 30,000

students, there is always a small but significant fraction of

1
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students who have certain physical disabilities that make

typing difficult for them. When these students take a pro-

gramming course, they require special services from the in-

stitution, as they may write or type too slowly to follow

the pace of the lecture. Very often, the institution offers

an assistant to help a handicapped student in class, typing

code segments in a workstation for the student and execut-

ing them to see how the code works. These students have to

overcome tremendous physical and mental barriers to fin-

ish a degree in science or engineering that often require

some programming classes. This has been the situation in

CSUSB for many years. The Android mobile application

presented here would alleviate the disadvantages of these

students by providing tools that allow them to write pro-

grams in a workstation effectively with very little or no typ-

ing. Using this application, a student sits in front of a work-

station with large screen display and speaks to an Android

phone to dictate a program, which is displayed on the work-

station’s monitor. (A mobile phone’s display is too small for

any beginning student to learn programming on it.)

The application consists of two components: a client and

a server. The client runs in an Android device, which con-

nects to the Internet via Wi-Fi. It accepts speech from the

student and converts it to text using Google Voice Recog-

nition (GVR)[13], a free tool with open API. The text is

sent to the server, which runs in a workstation using the

free open-source Linux operating system and is provided to

students to write programs in a classroom.

The server is written in C/C++. It reads in the incoming

text, and makes analysis of it to form a syntactically cor-

rect program segment of a specified programming language

such as Java. It then displays the code segment on the screen

and saves it to a file.

In rare cases, when a workstation is not available, the text

is processed by another Java server program residing in the

Android device. The Java server program uses a different

technique to map ambiguous speech text to more specific

keywords or symbols from a pre-constructed file; it saves

the code segment in a file. In this paper, we mainly describe

the normal operation of the application, which displays pro-

grams on a workstation screen.

Speech recognition (SR) by machine, which translates

spoken words into text has been a goal of research for more

than six decades. It is also known as automatic speech
recognition (ASR), computer speech recognition, or simply

speech to text (STT). The research in speech recognition

by machine involves a lot of disciplines, including signal

processing, acoustics, pattern recognition, communication

and information theory, linguistics, physiology, com-

puter science and psychology. Figure 1 shows a general

block diagram of a task-oriented speech recognition system.

Word
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Model

Higher

Level

Processing

Voice

Signals

Text

Output
Spoken

Words

Dynamic

Knowledge

Representation

Syntax,

Semantics,

Pragmatics

Task

Description

Figure 1 A Typical Speech Recognition System

Nowadays, speech recognition (SR) mobile products are

ubiquitous. There are many third party SR apps that sup-

port Android. We have chosen Google Voice Recognition

(GVR)[13], which is preinstalled in many Android devices,

as our recognition engine. GVR makes use of neural net-

work algorithms to convert human audio speech to text and

works for a number of major languages but we use English

as our example in our description.

A neural network consists of many processors working

in parallel, mimicking a virtual brain. The usage of parallel

processors allows for more computing power and better op-

eration in real-time, but what truly makes a neural network

distinct is its ability to adapt and learn based on previous

data. A neural network does not use one specific algorithm

to achieve its task; instead it learns by the example of other

data. Though GVR may work in some Android phones of-

fline, it normally accesses through Internet its large database

for voice recognition attempted by previous users. It also

looks at previous Google search queries so that the voice

recognition engine can guess which phrases are more com-

monly used than others. This way, even if the user does not

speak a certain word clearly, GVR can use the context of the

rest of the spoken phrase or sentence to extrapolate what the

user is most likely trying to say.

In general, a neural network can learn from two ma-

jor categories of learning methods–supervised or self-

organized. In supervised training, an external teacher pro-

vides labeled data and the desired output. Meanwhile, self-

organization network takes unlabeled data and finds groups

and patterns in the data by itself. GVR learns from its own

database through the self-organization method.

2. Android Threads Synchronization
The Android client involves a few tasks, including inter-

facing to the user, accepting text from the GVR engine, and

communicating with the server. The GVR itself also has to
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connect to the Internet through Wi-Fi to interact with the

Google cloud database. The execution time for each task

is never a constant. In particular, the bandwidth of a Wi-

Fi communication can fluctuate widely, depending on the

traffic of the environment. So in the application, we use

two threads to handle the tasks independently so that they

won’t interfere with each other. The main activity thread
interacts with the user and calls the GVR engine to convert

any spoken words to text and saves it as strings in a shared

queue. The other thread, the communication thread, reads

the strings from the queue and sends it to the server, which

resides in a workstation. This is shown in the block diagram

of Figure 2.

GVR

Main

Activity

Thread

Spoken

Words

Communication

Thread

Text to Server

via Wi-Fi

Shared

Buffertail

head

Wi-Fi

Google

Cloud

Figure 2 Android Client

To ensure that the two threads will not interfere with

each other’s task, we employ the producer-consumer

paradigm[15, 18], a well-studied synchronization problem

in Computer Science, to synchronize the tasks between

them. A classical producer-consumer problem has two

threads (one called the producer, the other the consumer)

sharing a common bounded buffer. The producer inserts

data into the buffer, and the consumer takes the data out. In

our case, the buffer is a queue where strings are entered at

the tail and are read at the head. Physically, the queue is a

circular queue. Logically, one can imagine it to be a linear

infinite queue[21]. The head and tail pointers are always

advancing (incrementing) to the right. (To access a buffer

location, the pointer is always taken the mod of the phys-

ical queue length, e.g tail % queue length.) If the head

pointer catches up with the tail pointer (i.e. head = tail),
the queue is empty, and the consumer must wait. If the dif-

ference between the head and the tail is equal to the length

of the buffer, the queue is full, and the producer must wait.

In the application, the main activity thread is the producer

and the communication thread is the consumer. In this way,

the main thread can interact with the GVR engine and the

user while the communication thread is sending data at the

Figure 3 UI of GVR

Figure 4 Android Client Interface

background.

A user pushes an image button presented by the client

program to start GVR. The user then speaks to the phone,

which is presenting the GVR interface as shown in Figure

3. When a user speaks a sentence or a word with ambiguity,

GVR may suggest up to 5 choices. Based on our experi-

ence, the first suggested one is most likely the one we want.

For simplicity, the application just sends the first choice,

and discards the rest. If necessary, the user can issue a dis-
card command to the server (see description below), which

discards the previous sentence, and the user can repeat the

speech. Figure 4 shows the Android interface of the ap-

plication and the five words, Java, Chava, tava, cava, and

kava, suggested by GVR when one of the authors spoke the

word ‘java’.
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3. The Workstation Server Threads

The text converted from speech by the Android client is

sent to a server program running in a workstation placed

in front of the student. The server is a multi-threaded pro-

gram implemented in C/C++. Instead of using the POSIX

threads, we have used the open-source cross-platform SDL

threads[14], well-known by its robust characteristics, in our

implementation. The SDL threads are significantly simpler

than the POSIX threads but have enough features that sat-

isfy all the requirements of our application. The C/C++

standard template library (STL) is used to facilitate the im-

plementation.

We use the socket API function read() to read in the

data as a stream of bytes from the network. The function

read() is a blocking command, inhibiting the thread to pro-

ceed while it is waiting for data to come. Therefore, we

create two threads to read and process the data. One thread,

the reading thread, reads in the text using read(), obtains

a word, puts it in a string buffer, which is a STL deque
(double-sided queue), and continues to read in more text.

The other thread, the processing thread, retrieves a word

from the buffer and processes it. The two threads work in-

dependently and will not interfere with each other’s activi-

ties.

The synchronization between them is done using a con-
dition variable[12], which can help solve problems that

could be complicated to solve using semaphores[7]. Sup-

ported by both POSIX and SDL, a condition variable is a

queue of threads (or processes) waiting for some sort of no-

tifications. A condition variable queue can only be accessed

with two methods associated with its queue, typically called

wait and signal. Threads wait for a guard [9] statement to

become true to enter the queue and threads that change the

guard from false to true could wake up the waiting threads.

In practice, it always works with a mutual exclusion vari-

able. The following code segment shows how such a vari-

able is utilized to synchronize between the reading thread
and the processing thread with some minor details omit-

ted. In the code, the variable mutex, representing mutual

exclusion, is a binary semaphore for locking and unlocking

a code section, and the variable strQueue is the the condi-

tion variable; the routine read data() reads a word, puts it

in the character array a, and returns the number of charac-

ters read.

#include <SDL/SDL_thread.h>
#include <deque>
deque<string> strArray;//string buffer
SDL_mutex *mutex;
SDL_cond *strQueue;
.....
Reading_thread:

char a[200];

while ( read_data( a ) > 0 ) {
string s ( a );
SDL_LockMutex ( mutex );

strArray.push_back ( s );
SDL_CondSignal ( strQueue );
SDL_UnlockMutex ( mutex );

}

Processing_thread:
SDL_LockMutex ( mutex );
while((size = strArray.size()) == 0)

SDL_CondWait ( strQueue, mutex );
string s = strArray.front();
strArray.pop_front ();
SDL_UnlockMutex ( mutex );
.....

Note that in this example, the accessing of the string buffer

strArray is guarded by the statement

strArray.size() == 0

The command SDL CondWait() sends the thread to sleep

and releases the lock mutex. When it is awaken by the other

thread, it will try to acquire the lock mutex again.

This code is significantly simpler than the circular buffer

technique we used in the previous section of the Android

client. The main disadvantage of this method is that it

only allows one thread to access the string buffer at one

time while the circular buffer allows both the producer and

the consumer threads to access the buffer simultaneously

as long as the head and tail do not point to the same slot.

Since the server program is written in C/C++ and runs in

a workstation, which has much more computing power and

resource than that of a mobile phone, the technique could

read and process data seamlessly and would not cause jit-

ters in presenting the data.

4. Searching by Hashing
We use a hashing scheme to lookup keywords and com-

mands in our applications. Hashing is a very fast searching

method, with time complexity O(1). Its main disadvantage

is that a table with preset size is needed to store the keys

and associated data. The required table could be huge if

the key space is large. However, the number of keywords

in common computer languages such as Java and C/C++

is relatively very small as compared to a natural language.

Therefore, in our application, hashing is an ideal candidate

for looking up keywords or commands.

In our scheme, we save all the possible speech text for

the keywords, which include the language keywords, sym-

bols, and any made-up sentences, and load them into a table.

Figure 5 shows a sample segment of this table. The first col-

umn shows the indices that the corresponding speech words
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will map to; the second column shows the number of words

that will map to the index and the third column is the key-

words that will be retrieved.

Idx Count Keyword Speech text
1 4 import import Import important

impact

2 6 java java Java Chava

tava cava kava

3 4 public public Public puppet

poppet

4 5 b b B bee Bee be

5 4 . dot Dot thot doct

6 7 = equal Equal eco Eco

eagle Eagle Ecol

Figure 5 Hashing Table (Idx=Index)

For example, when the application receives any of the

words, equal, Equal, eco, Eco, eagle, Eagle, or Ecol, the

symbol “=” is retrieved. We also need another similar ta-

ble that stores some commands we manually created. For

example, we make the word variable a command. If users

want to create in the program a variable called beeb, they

have to first say variable, and then spell out ‘b’, ‘e’, ‘e’,

’b’. The command upper capitalizes a word or a number

of words. In the program, each command is handled dif-

ferently so that the application knows how to process each

command accordingly.

Normally, when the application receives a word, it first

searches the command table. If the app cannot find the

word, it is not a command. The app then searches the key-

word table. If it still cannot find the word, the speaker has

to say the word again. In the worst situation, the user can

always use the command variable to create a keyword by

spelling its letters out. One can also use certain commands

to discard the previous word or line.

A keyword shown in the third column of the table does

not need to be a real keyword or symbol of the computer

language. It can be any text that would help the user in the

development process. For example, it could be a statement

like,

public static void main(String[] args)
{
}

When a user says “main” or “Main”, the whole statement is

retrieved. Similarly, the set of keywords can contain some

other commonly used statements such as “for ( int i = 0; i <
N; i++ ) ” or “System.out.printf(”. When saving such a key-

word (which contains white spaces) in a file, one may use a

special symbol like the ‘@’ character as a marker, to mark

the beginning and the end of the keyword, and removes the

markers when loading the keyword into a table. Alterna-

tively, one may handle keywords with multiple spaces sep-

arately, saving them in a separate file and in a different for-

mat.

The hashing scheme handles these cases just in the same

way it handles a simple short keyword. In fact, the set of

keywords can be tailored for any particular programming

class. For example, the instructor can provide some pro-

gramming templates to students as part of the keywords. A

student retrieves the templates by speaking one word to the

phone.

The following code, which has omitted some minor de-

tails, shows how this hashing scheme can be implemented

using C/C++, assuming that the file pointer fpi points to the

text file that contains the data in the format shown in Figure

5.

#include <ext/hash_map>
using namespace __gnu_cxx;
const int MaxSize = 1024;
string keyWords[MaxSize];
hash_map<int, int>Map;
hash<const char *>H;
.....
int k = 1, n;
char buf[100];
int count;
//build the mapping table
while ( true ) {

if (fscanf(fpi,"%d %s",
&count,buf)==EOF) break;

keyWords[k] = string ( buf );
for ( int i = 0; i < count; i++ ) {

fscanf ( fpi, "%s", buf );
n = H ( buf ); //hash a word
Map[n] = k; //map to index,

// starting from 1
}
k++;

}

In the code, the hash function H hashes a string (an array

of characters) to an integer. The hash map, Map maps the

integer to an index of the keyword table, starting from the

value 1. If an integer i has not been mapped to an integer,

the value Map[i] is 0. From the code we see that all the

words in the same row will map to the same index k and the

corresponding keyword is given by keyWords[k]. We have

to use namespace gnu cxx because the standard C/C++

libraries have not implemented this hashing scheme. It is

supported by the external open-source GNU libraries.

Note that by using this hashing scheme, one can easily

modify the hashing table of Figure 5, which is saved in a

file, to allow the user to speak in another language other

than English. As long as the speech text points to the correct

keyword, it always produces the same final program.
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5. Results and Discussions

Figure 6 shows a typical classroom for a programming

class at CSUSB. Linux workstations with large screen and

Internet connection are provided to students to write pro-

grams in a class session. As shown at the lower left cor-

ner of the figure, the mobile phone lying on the table is an

Android phone, which is provided to students who need it

to write programs. However, it has a relatively very small

screen, inappropriate for direct program development. The

student must make use of the Linux workstation to help him

or her to do the tasks.

The room would become too noisy if all students used

speech to write their programs. However, if only one or

two students who are physically handicapped use speech

to write their programs, the environment works well. We

have carried out experiments on this situation and found that

other students are not bothered by the speech input. More-

over, the lecturer is too far from the cell phone and won’t

interfere with the student’s speech input to his or her mo-

bile phone.

In conclusion, we have developed an Android applica-

tion, using open source or free tools, that assists students

who are physically handicapped to write programs in a pro-

gramming class. The producer-consumer paradigm is used

to synchronize tasks in the client, which runs in an An-

droid phone. On the other hand, a condition variable is used

to synchronize tasks in the server, which runs in a Linux

workstation. A hashing scheme is used to simplify and re-

trieve keywords of a language, which we have only con-

sidered for the Java programming language. Though there

are still many minor details that need to be improved and

fine-tuned, the application works well in a typical program-

ming classroom. In the future, we shall extend the applica-

tion to include other common languages such as C/C++ and

Perl. Moreover, the data files can be easily modified to let

users speak in another language such as Chinese, Korean or

Japanese but still generate the same program.
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Abstract— In this research, we aim to evaluate the performance 
and stability of a jointed MIMO (Multi Input and Multi Output) 
plant and wireless communication system. In order to realize a 
distant control wireless communication can be applied to control 
system. The advantage of Wireless Tele-Control system is to 
minimize the weight of control object and can also be applied on 
unmanned vehicle system. However, In Wireless communication 
system channels are occurred due to utilization of wireless 
networks that can cause multipath channel. A multipath channel 
consists of accumulated delayed and attenuated reference signal. 
In wireless Tele-Control system, output signal are fed back to the 
controller in order to stabilize the closed-loop or compensate the 
performances. Due to this matter we have two multipath 
channels in the closed-loop system. One is feedforward channel 
and the other is feedback channel. Because of existence of 
multipath channel, control input and feedback signal are 
affected by multipath channels. As a result undesired signal are 
observed due to existence of multipath channel and may cause 
the closed-loop instability or performance degradation. General 
Speaking, design of controller with multipath channel becomes 
stiff problem to satisfy the stability of the closed-loop. Thus, in 
order to simplify the design of controller, we have jointed 
equalizers in the control loop. Meanwhile the effects of channels 
are reduced by equalizer which is consisted of FIR (Finite 
Impulse Response) filter. The stability and performance of the 
closed-loop system can be evaluated by step response. The plant 
is set to be a drone that aims to control the attitude. In 
conclusion we discussed about the performance and stability of 
Wireless Tele-Control system in frequency domain. Eventually 
we could confirm the simplification of controller design for 
MIMO and Wireless Tele-Control System.  
 
Keywords: Wireless Tele-Control System, Multipath Channel, 
Equalization, MIMO system, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
 

1 Introduction 
 

The utilization of Wireless Tele-Control system is one of the 
significant issues in the servo systems. Especially, when 
system requires control in distant. The advantage of Wireless 
Tele-Control system is that maintenance and management of 
controller can be done easily since controller is located in 
observation center and plant may be located in distant. One 
more thing is that by Wireless Tele-Control system since 
controller is not loaded on plant, it could be considered as 
reduction of load in plant and makes system performance 
enhanced. Let us clarify the Wireless Tele-Control system. 
Basically, in Wireless Tele-Control system they are always 
two channels. One is the feedforward channel to send the 
optimal or compensated input to the control plant and the 
other one is the feedback channel since output signal should 
be sent to the controller side in order to calculate the error and 
to minimize it or stabilize the closed-loop. So, these channels 
are disadvantages of utilization of Wireless Tele-Control 
system. First of all due to the usage of communication system 
in the closed-loop system we would have some impairment 
such as phase noise, Doppler effects, frequency offset, delays 
and attenuations. The mentioned impairment can be solved by 
implanting the system that has high function capabilities. 
Therefore, phase noise, Doppler effects, frequency offset can 
be repaired by installing the advanced function capability. 
However, the received signal should be equalized to get the 
original information from sender. Therefore, in order to get 
the exact data from sender it is required to equalize the 
received signal. The received signal may be distracted by the 
multipath channel. Multipath channel effect occurs 
concerning the circumstances of the environment of control 
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plant. In other words, multipath channel is inclusion of 
accumulated delayed and attenuated direct path signal. Even 
though sender has sent the original signal but interfered signal 
will be received in receiver side. Thus, equalization of signal 
is required in receiver side. For equalization, first we have to 
compose the replica of the unknown channel. The 
composition of the replica of the unknown channel can be 
done by FIR adaptive filter. However, the composition of the 
replica channel is not sufficient. In order to get reference 
signal it is required to realize the inverse transfer function of 
replica Channel. Therefore, the inverse channel is realized 
after the receiving the distracted signal. This has role of 
equalizing the received signal. These processes should be 
implemented in two different stages. One is the feedforward 
side of the receiver and the other one is the feedback part of 
the receiver since we have round trip multipath channel in the 
closed-loop system. After realizing the equalizer, 
implementation can be done in the closed-loop system. 
Furthermore, controller can be designed according to plant 
without considering multipath channel. After designing a 
controller equalizers and controller are jointed in cascade. 
Thus, controller and equalizers are jointed in the closed loop 
system. In Next chapter we will introduce unmanned aerial 
vehicles and controller design of it. 
 
2 Design of Feedback Controller for Unmanned 

Aerial Vehicles 
 

In this chapter we introduce briefly design of an unstable 
system in order to stabilize the closed loop system. The plant 
is set to be unmanned aerial vehicles. First of all let us 
introduce unmanned aerial vehicles briefly. 
The applications of unmanned aerial vehicles have been 
extended in both military and civilian fields around the world 
in the recent years. Unmanned aerial vehicles are used in all 
military ranging from investigation, monitoring, intelligence 
gathering, battlefield, distant investigation and several other 
aims. As well Civilian applications include remote sensing, 
transport, exploration, and scientific research. Because of vast 
application unmanned aerial vehicles is expected to be in 
vogue. Therefore, in the view of reliability of stabilization and 
performance, even in drastically changing environment such 
as strong storm unmanned aerial vehicles should be operated 
to do its duty. Therefore, controller required to be installed in 
the closed loop system. However, as we have mentioned the 
mass of unmanned aerial vehicles is not recommended to be 
increased as a stability and performance point of view since it 
may cause  instability and performance degradation. Thus 
Wireless Tele-Control system is proposed. Following shows 
how to stabilize a plant. 

First of all let us consider a plant which is that
2
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G  for a 

>0 . A basic PID (proportion integral and derivative) feedback 
controller can be considered as  
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that set (Kp, Ti, Td, a) are tuned to make the closed loop 
system internally stable. 
 
Here, Kp is proportional gain, Ti is integral gain, Td is 
derivative gain and a is derivative approximated gain. The 
following conditions should be satisfied to maintain internal 
stability and performance enhancement of the closed loop 
system. 
 
(1)- If and only if the real part of solutions of characteristic 
equation are less than zero. 
 
Characteristic equation becomes as follows: 
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If the above equation’s pole is set of number such as 
 

Cpip ii |4,3,2,1, (2) 
 
Stability condition is Re (Π) < 0. 
  
(2)- Frequency response of Sensitivity function S(jω) should 
contain the following specification.  

 
 ωb : Band width frequency  
 

For ω < ωb  | S(jω) | << 0 [dB] 
 

For ω > ωb  | S(jω) |  0 [dB] 
 

The above condition described that when for sensitivity in the 
low frequencies it has small gain most of interferences and 
disturbances with direct current component charactresitc that 
can affect as external disturbances are not influenced the 
closed loop system. For high frequency domain it is desirable 
to maintain 0 [dB] to reduce the tracking error. 
 
(3)- Frequency response of Complementary sensitivity 
function T(jω) should contain following specification. 
 

For ω < ωb  | T(jω) |  0 [dB] 
 

For ω > ωb  | T(jω) | << 0 [dB] 
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The above condition described that when for Complementary 
sensitivity in the low frequencies it nearly equal to 0 [dB] that 
means for reference signal that contains direct current 
componenet, it becomes almost same in the output of plant 
that is desiable. For high frequencies, it is desirable drop to 
small gain since can reduce the affect of feedback noise and 
plant uncertainty. 
(4)- Frequency response of open loop function G(jω)K(jω) 
should contain following specification. 
ωc: Cross frequency 
 

For ω < ωc  | G(jω)K(jω)  | >> 0 [dB] 
For ω > ωc  | G(jω)K(jω) | << 0 [dB] 

 
The above condition describes that when open loop in low 
frequency domain contain large gain, it can enhance the 
performances and when it is in high ferqnecies gain should be 
small values to reduce the effect of uncertainty in plant and 
external disturbances. 
 

 Fig.1 Singular value specifications on open loop, sensitivity, and closed loop
 Here is an example of the described conditions. 
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Fig.2 Specification of desired frequency response 

 
Fig.3 Specification of desired step response 
 

As there are shown in the above figures, Fig.2 shows the 
desired frequency response of sensitivity, complementary 
sensitivity function and open loop, respectively. It is obvious 
that when frequency increase open loop and complementary 
sensitivity function overlapping each other. This matter can 
be confirmed mathematically. 
 
As it shown on above equation, open loop has significant 
influence on the closed loop stability and performances. 
Therefore, controller design should be done by acquiring the 
plant characteristic and frequency response. However, in 
actual and practical cases, there would be parameters 
perturbation in plant and uncertainty always presents. Thus, a 
control scheme should overcome the uncertainty problem 
when design a controller. Next chapter joint system of 
feedforward and feedback control is introduced
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3 Wireless Tele-Control System 
 
So far we have discussed about the stability condition and 

performances of the closed loop system for ordinary 
case(without Channel). Here, let us define Wireless 
Tele-Control System as follows. Following figure shows the 
structure of Tele-Control system. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Tele-Control System 
 

Here H is Multipath channel and ur, yr are received input and 
received output signal, respectively. Through Fig.4, we can 
get the closed-loop system’s transfer function according to 
following equations. 

 
PHKey               (3) 

 

rHyre               (4) 

 
Afterward we get the transfer function between r and y 
which is complementary sensitivity transfer function as 
follows. 

PHKry H              
(5) 

 

Where, 11 HPHK
H

 stands for sensitivity 

transfer function which is from r to e. 
 
As we can see in sensitivity function of the closed-loop 
system, it has been involved with Channel’s square.  
The stability condition of closed-loop system is 

.1

)()()(1))()()()(1( jKjHjPjKjHjPjH

Which .  indicate the maximum singular values. 
However, due to existence of channels, it is stiff problem to 
satisfy the above condition. Therefore, our proposed method 
is to reduce the effect of the channel in the sensitivity 
function. The proposed method has shown in following Fig. 
5.  

 
Fig. 5 Configuration of the proposed method 

Here, ye, ue and 1Ĥ stand for the equalized input signal, 
equalized output signal and Equalizer, respectively. Ĥ it 
self is the replica channel of H that is estimated with 
adaptive filter. However, before getting starting the 
proposed method let us see how we can design a controller 
for Tele-control system without considering channel 
equalizer. For fig.5, we can design a controller according to 
the plant only and neglect channels.  
Assuming H=I Then our complementary sensitivity function 
becomes 

)()(1))()(1()( sKsPsKsPsT  
and the necessity of stabilizing a MIMO system is that if and 
only if the complementary sensitivity function’s maximum 
singular values is satisfying the equation (8).  
 
For s=jω 
 

1)()(1))()(1( jKjPjKjP       (8) 

 

3 Reduction of Multipath Channel Effects in the 
Closed-loop System 
 

As we have discussed previously, existence of the 
multipath channel make the systemunstable and it is very 
hard to determine the PID parameter that satisfies the small 
gain theorem which has been mentioned in Equation (7). 
Therefore, somehow the multipath channel should be 
eliminated in order to get rid of the instability. Thus, 
equalizer is required in the receiver side of the plant for the 
feedforward multipath channel and another equalizer is 
required in the controller side for feedback multipath 
channel. By implementation of the equalizer we can reduce 
the effect of the multipath channel. However, before 
equalizing the received signal estimation of multipath 
channel is required. Estimation of multipath channel can be 
done by adaptive filter. After reconstructing the replica of 
multipath channel, inversion of the replica channel should 
be implemented in cascade to vanish the multipath channel. 
In following figure the process of the proposed system is 
indicated in detail.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Configuration of the proposed method in detail 
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PeHKHy 1ˆ                (9) 
 

           eyHHre 1ˆ                 (10) 

 
Afterward, we have as follows. 

 

ry KHPHHHPK 1
121 ˆˆ1

          

(11) 

 

That 
121ˆ1 HHPK  is the sensitivity function of 

the proposed method. 
 
If and only if HĤ , then we obtain the conventional 
feedback control system. In other words IHH 1ˆ  that

1Ĥ  is an unitary matrix.  However, the result of 
multiplication of HH 1ˆ is rarely becomes identity matrix 
since replica channel cannot realize the exact characteristic 
of multipath channel. Nevertheless, we can reduce the 
effect of multipath channel in the sensitivity function and 
in the open loop.  
 
4 Multipath Channels 

 
Basically, multipath channel is consequences of the 

reflected desired signal or in other words accumulation of 
several attenuated and delayed reference signal. Especially, 
this phenomenon would be occurred easily and frequently 
in metropolitan ambit which comprised of high density of 
building and so. Also, it would occur in mountainous area 
as well. Following shows the signal composition in time 
domain of reflected signal which comprise of multipath 
channel. 

 
Fig. 7. Signal compositions in time domain 
 

The mathematical model for a multipath channel H can be 
expressed as follows. 
 

i
ii nnh )()(            (12) 

 
Where, α and τ stands forattenuation andtime delay factor 
of multipath channel, respectively. As it is clear in equation 
(11), we need to estimate the multipath channel in order to 
get rid of instability in the closed-loop system. Therefore, 
for estimation of multipath channel FIR (finite impulse 
response) adaptive filter is utilized. The tap number of FIR 
adaptive filter concerns the length of multipath channel. 
Hence, the length of filter should exceed the length of 
multipath channel. Otherwise reconstruction of replica 

multipath channel becomes hard. In next chapter several 
adaptive filter algorithms are introduced. 
 
6 Adaptive Filters 
 

An adaptive algorithm [6-7]is a set of recursive equations 
used to adjust the weight vector of replica multipath 
channel H automatically to minimize the effect of  
multipath channel in sensitivity function. Such that the 
weight vector converges iteratively to the optimum 
solution that corresponds to the bottom of the performance 
surface, i.e. the minimum of MSE (Mean Square Error). 
The Least- Mean- Square (LMS) algorithm is the most 
widley used among various adaptive algorithm because of 
its using the negative gradient of the instantaneous squared 
error. In general expression for H that intent to adapt 
itself to H. The derivation of updated weight vector of 
LMS algorithm can be shown as follows. Here the 
adaptation done in time domain so we consider the h(n) as 
the imverse Laplace trasfer of H(s). As well for )(ˆ nh  is 
the inverse Laplace transfer of Ĥ (s). For feedforward 
equalizer let us define the error signal in the adaptive filter 
ef (n). 

 
)(*)(ˆ)(*)()( nunhnunhne ef        (13) 

 
According to stochastic gradient algorithm, we would have 
as follows. Here n and i are iteration and filter’s tap 
number, respectively. 
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Calculation of gradient of square error is given by below. 
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Eventually, we obtain the following equation. 
 

)()(2)(ˆ)1(ˆ inunfenihnih        (14) 

 
where μ is the step size or convergence factor that 
determines the stability and the convergence rate ofthe 
algorithm. 
 
In the case of Normalized LMS, the LMS algorithm 
normalizes the step size with respect to the input signal 
power. 
 

2
)()(2

)(ˆ)1(ˆ
xN

inunfe
nihnih

    
(15) 

Where,
1

0

2 )(1 N

i
x inu

N
  

 
N is tap number of adaptive filter. 
Step size is now bounded in the range of 0 to 2. It makes 
the convergence rate independent of signal powerd by 
normalizing the input vector with the energy of the input 
signal in the adaptive filter. 
 
7 Simulation and Results 
 

In order to evaluate the perforamnce and stability of the 
proposed method, we have simulated for a system that it 
requried wirelss Tele-Control system. The plant is chosen 
to be a Drone. Here, we are going to stablize the attitude of 
Drone by a conventional PID contoller and reduce theeffect 
of multiplath channel by equlizer. Attidude control consist 
of roll, pitch and yaw. The plant is MIMO 6 dimentional 
plant matrix with 3 inputs and outputs.  As we disscused, 
in the case of Wirless Tele-Control System we have 
multipath channel certainly. In this situation we can 
consider that in the closed-loop system we would have two 
idenditical multipath channel, one for feedforward and the 
other for the feedback. In the result, in order to see the 
charachtresitc and influences in control system we show 
the singular values of open loop and the closed-loop 
system without equalizer. Thereafter, we simulate the step 
response of the closed-loop system with equzlier to 
confirm the stability and feasibility of equalizer which is 
implemented in closed-loopsystem. Following shows the 
Conditions of Simulation. 

 

 
Fig.8 Attitude control of Drone 

 
Doyle Expression of the simplified atitude dynamics of 

Drone: 
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where A , B, C and D are plant, input , output and  direct  
matrices , respectivley . 
 

Controller of attitude:  
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Channel Specification (with 10 taps M=10) : 
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Feedforward channel and feedback channel are assumed to 

be identical. 

 
Where, attenuated and time delay factor are indicated  
below.
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That rand(.) is uniformly distributed random numbers. 
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Results 

 
               Fig.9 SVD of open loop without equalizer 

 
             Fig. 10 SVD of closed loop without equalizer 

 
Fig. 11 Step response of closed-loop with equalizer 

 
Fig. 9 shows the singular values of open loop that contains 
multipath channel without equalizer. As it is clear singular 
values in haigh frequencies, it flucuates frequently. 
Therefore, these kinds of charactrestic for open loop is not 
desired since it may casuse the intability of the closed-loop 
system. In Fig.10 we can see the singular values of the 
closed- loop system without equalizer. In this figure as well 
as Fig.9 in the high frequencies singular values fluctuates 

and in low frequencies it contain high gain that is not 
satisfying the stability condition. Thus, it would become 
unstable and sensitive to disturbances. As it is shown in 
Fig.11 eventhough roll and pitch angle have 50% 
overshoot, the step response of the closed-loop with 
equailzer is stable. Thus we could confirm the stablity of 
closed loop system even multipath channel exist in system. 
However, in this study we were not able to analyze the 
singular values of the closed loop and open loop with 
equilizer since equalizer is a time variant system . 
Therefore as a future work we are going to obtain the 
singular values with equalizer. In addtion,  in this paper 
singular values of open loop and the closed-loop with 
equalizer could not be obtained due to equalizer. Since 
equalizer is a variant system singular values cant not be 
determined. Therefore, we also going obtain the singular 
values and even stability margin of system with equalizer 
in order to anaylize in frequency domain. 
 
8 Conclusion  
 

In this paper we implemented equalizer in Wireless 
Tele-Control system in order to get rid of instability in the 
closed-loop system which cuased by multipath channel. As 
a result we could confrim the stability of the closed-loop 
system with step response. However, the performance is 
not accepatble due to existence of overshoots. Moreover, in 
the actual case parameters of plant may be perturbed due to 
environmental and phisycal conditions. Therfore as a future 
work enhancment of performance and internal stability of 
MIMO system including parametres perturbation should be 
considered.  
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Abstract—Communication and control in a fully realized 
Smart Electrical Grid involves heterogeneous wired and 
wireless networks working cooperatively, supporting data 
streams among many types of sensors. We address the self-
healing problem, in which the goal is to intelligently 
automate corrective actions when a disruption to Grid 
operation occurs. Such actions include redirecting 
electricity flows along alternative pathways, and selectively 
tripping breakers. A primary objective of a self-healing 
method is to prevent cascading failures. Motivated by the 
need for corrective actions in self-healing to produce 
efficient and reliable grid operations, we formulated and 
developed an optimization model that generates sets of 
high performance electricity flows in an arbitrary Grid 
configuration. The model is a Capacitated Transshipment 
Problem (CTP) that we solve using a very fast and 
customized algorithm. The versatility of the model in 
supporting multiple performance metrics and the speed 
achieved in generating sets of optimal electricity flows 
makes the model useful in evaluating self-healing 
strategies.  

 Index Terms — smart electrical grid, self-healing 
capacitated transshipment problem, linear programming, 
network flow optimization  

I. INTRODUCTION 
A Smart Grid is an electrical generation and distribution 

system that is fully networked, instrumented, and automated 
[2].  From a communication network perspective, there are 
three distinct levels. At the most distributed level, within a 
demand site such as a home, a wireless network is typically 

used to interconnect appliances and various other devices and 
systems. Intelligent control is called for to regulate 
consumption of energy for such things as heating water and 
living spaces. At a second level, smart meters receive 
information from the low level network, and are in turn 
themselves networked within neighborhoods. Other devices are 
also in the neighborhood network with the smart meters and 
form the distribution system. Wireless networking is typical 
within a neighborhood. Finally, a wide area network (WAN) 
interconnects utility owned and operated equipment and 
systems, such as distribution substations, power plants, and 
long-haul transmission lines. Multitudes of sensing devices, 
such as Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) that report detailed 
waveform information, are deployed throughout the grid. Self-
healing functionality relies heavily on streaming sensing data 
to drive models and analytics aimed at choosing effective 
actions for maintaining safe, efficient, and reliable grid 
performance. 

An electrical grid experiences faults caused by numerous 
factors such as failures of generators or routers; or power lines 
damaged by weather events or vandals.  Faults can propagate 
through the connected networks of an electrical grid and result 
in remote butterfly effects.  The effects can be cascading 
failure and consumer power outages over wide areas. It is not 
possible to prevent such faults [3], but their effects can be 
minimized by isolating fault sources with sensor information 
and taking corrective actions. Corrective actions taken by 
power companies traditionally are mostly focused on 
scheduling and dispatching crews and equipment to make 
repairs and replace devices or connections in the grid 
infrastructure. However, human decision making and actions 
often cannot be fast enough to avoid significant downtimes for 
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consumers, providing a basic motivation for intelligent 
automation in a Smart Grid.   

One strategy for mitigating the effects of malfunctions in 
the grid is to dynamically reroute power to physically avoid 
trouble spots. However, rerouting power can itself be a source 
of problems, as power lines that are overloaded or nearly so 
can result in cascading failures over wide areas. Thus, control 
decisions and actions to reroute power must be done with full 
consideration of possible ramifications distributed in the grid 
infrastructure. The software tool that we have developed serves 
the purpose of rapidly determining optimal distribution patterns 
and dispatches of power along available channels, including 
the reporting of metrics that evaluate costs and quality of 
service.  

Another important consideration in optimizing grid 
operations is the emerging deployment of microgrids. A 
microgrid is a local energy generation system, powered by 
small-scale generators, batteries, or alternative sources like 
solar panels. A microgrid is coupled with a primary grid, and 
can be disconnected as needed so that a local area can function 
as an island during an emergency, or to cut costs. Thus, 
microgrids provide a decentralized control function that can 
help maintain quality of service. Our self-healing model 
supports the use of microgrids.      

The mathematical model that we have developed is a linear 
programming optimization model with a special structure that 
can be conceptualized as an abstract network with nodes and 
arcs. As described in the literature, the model is a Capacitated 
Transshipment Problem (CTP). One type of parameter for the 
model pertains to known data on grid topology such as 
locations of sites where power is generated or demanded and 
interconnection nodes. Another type of parameter pertains to 
the capabilities of grid devices to do useful work, such as 
capacities of transmission lines to carry power and of power 
plants to generate electricity. The output of the model is the 
values of variables that specify dispatching decisions, flows of 
power, and performance metrics. Under conditions of normal 
operation or of disruption, data from distributed sensors are 
streamed to populate the model and trigger computational 
devices within the Grid to solve the model. Our customized 
model solver is fast and modest in terms of computational 
resources, so it can be preinstalled on computational devices 
distributed in the Smart Grid. General linear programming 
solvers could be applied to the model accurately, but would 
have the disadvantage of requiring unacceptably long 
computation times.   

This remainder of paper is organized as follows. Section III 
provides a brief overview of linear programming modeling.  In 
section IV, the CTP formulation is presented and is applied to 
the Smart Grid.  The algorithmic process for solving the model 
is detailed in section V.  Section VI provides the results and 
analysis, followed by the conclusion in section VII. 

II. OBJECTIVE 
Representing the Smart Grid network using a CTP model 

allows multiple different cost and network flow related 
problems to be easily solved. To make a Smart Grid self-

healing, whenever a critical failure is detected, the CTP solver 
can be used to find an optimal and inherently feasible 
redirected path for redistributing energy throughout the grid, 
resulting in minimizing customer outages. 

Apart from the self-healing aspect of the Smart Grid, the 
CTP solver offers other key benefits such as its ubiquitous 
availability to any machine or mobile device connected to the 
internet, regardless of the operating system. Since the CTP 
Solver is able to connect to a database as well as read XML 
files, it could be easily integrated with other Smart Grid 
systems such as failure notification solutions, providing 
automatic optimal electric flow rerouting based on the supplied 
network topology of available nodes and arcs. Since arc 
capacities are taken into consideration, the cascading failure 
dynamic could possibly be avoided by ensuring network flow 
is feasibly rerouted. 

The CTP solver incorporates an object-oriented approach, 
thereby ensuring ease of use and maintainability for its users. 
This further allows the developers to quickly determine the 
application areas that need updates and implement them in a 
timely and efficient manner. The CTP solver automates its 
processes so that the user does not need to learn a new 
application-specific language or syntax to follow them. The 
CTP solver involves use of bidirectional arcs in its design, thus 
allowing the network flow in both directions between a node 
pair, resulting in effectively limiting the network file size and 
memory requirements of a dataset containing all bidirectional 
arcs. 

In this work, we have developed the mathematical models 
based on the design goals of the CTP solver we have already 
discussed in order to determine the optimal network flow of a 
given Smart Grid network. 

III. LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODELS 
Linear Programming models are formulated to maximize or 

minimize an objective function that is devised to measure 
performance of a solution. Linear constraints in the form of 
equations or inequalities are supported. Linear programming is 
an exact model, in that once solved, the solution is guaranteed 
to be the very best (genuinely optimal) as measured by the 
objective function. In some applications heuristic models are 
applied as an alternative, but such models do not guarantee 
optimality. The three basic steps given below are followed 
when formulating a linear programming model.  

 
1. Determination of the decision variables  
2. Formulating the objective function  
3. Formulating the constraints  
 
The decision variables are the quantities that the model 

seeks to calculate, providing the solution to the problem. The 
objective function is the expression that the modeler wishes to 
optimize, and the constraints are limitation requirements. The 
general form of a linear programming model is given below in 
Figure 1 [4]. 
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Figure 1: Linear Programming Model General Form 

When instantiated to model electricity distribution in the 
Smart Grid, we think of the decision variables as representing 
flows of power, and resource constraints as representing 
capacity limitations on devices and power lines.  

IV. THE CAPACITATED TRANSSHIPMENT MODEL 
The CTP is conceptualized as a network problem with 

supply and demand nodes, transshipment nodes, and 
connective arcs. The basic concept is to find an optimal set of 
flows that transfers units from supply nodes through the 
network to meet requirements at the demand nodes, conserving 
flow at transshipment points, and without violating capacity 
constraints. 

The CTP is presented in algebraic form in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: CTP Standard Form 

The objective function is to minimize the total of all arc 
flows multiplied by their costs. Constraint (1) ensures flow 
balance at every node by ensuring that total flow out of a node 
is the same as the total flow in, adjusted for supplies or 
demands at the node itself. These constraints also ensure that 
supply units are fully distributed from all supply nodes to all 
demand nodes, creating flow balance for the entire network. 
Constraint set (2) ensures that all arcs have a non-negative unit 
flow. Constraint (3) ensures that no arc capacities (upper 
bounds) are violated. Constraint set (4) ensures that no arc 
lower bounds are violated. In a self-healing application to the 
Smart Grid, a candidate grid configuration, even one that 
reflects serious disruptions or damage, can be optimized. This 
then supports a best possible means of running the grid under 
adverse conditions. The special CTP formulation allows for a 
customized solver with highly desirable characteristics to be 
developed as detailed in the following section.      

A standard Smart Grid test problem is the IEEE 14-Bus 
System, illustrated in Figure 3. The corresponding flow 
network configuration that can be modeled as a CTP is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

Parameters 
 
c = [cij] = Measures of the costs or values 
per unit of flow through arcs indexed by 
tail and head nodes i and j  
u = [uij] = Vector of flow capacities on 
arcs  
l = [lij] = Vector of lower bounds for flow 
on arcs  
b = [bi] = Vector of supplies and demands 
at nodes indexed by i. Positive values for 
supplies, negative for demands  
 
Variables 
 
Z = Objective function that measures the 
value of a solution 
x = [xi] = Vector of optimal flows  
 
Formulation 
 
 
Minimize z = Σcijxij 
  
Subject To: 
  
(1) xji - xij + bi = 0    for all arcs i,j 
(2) xij ≥ 0              for all arcs i,j 
(3) xij ≤ uij             for all arcs i,j 
(4) xij ≥ lij             for all arcs i,j 
  

Parameters 
 
C = [cj] = Vector of costs or value 
measures per unit of decision variable 
value 
A = [aij] = matrix of technological 
coefficients that measure the rate at 
which variable xi consumes resource j. 
b = [bi] = Vector of coefficients that 
measure constraint limitations of 
resource  
 
Variables 
 
Z = Objective function that measures the 
value of a solution 
x = [xi] = Vector of decision variables 
 
Formulation 
  
Optimize z = c1x1 + c2x2 + . . . + cnxn 
  
Subject To: 
 
a1,1x1 + a1,2x2 + . . . + a1,nxn {≤, =, ≥} b1 
a2,1x1 + a2,2x2 + . . . + a2,nxn {≤, =, ≥} b2 
                                 . 
                                 . 
                                 . 
am,1x1 + am,2x2 + . . . + am,nxn {≤, =, ≥} bm 
             x1,x2, . . . xn ≥ 0 
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Figure 3: IEEE 14-Bus Test System Diagram 

 

 

 
Figure 4: IEEE 14-Bus Test System Network Representation 

V. MODEL SOLVER 
There are currently a number of solvers that have been 

developed and are available for producing optimal solutions to 
general linear programming problems. However, we needed a 
solver that would scale extremely well and produce solutions in 
near real time. Our  custom solver software was written as an 
ASP.NET C# application using a simplex algorithm modified 
to exploit the special structure of the model. The powerful 
characteristic of the CTP that we exploit is that any linear 
programming basis corresponds to a spanning tree of the 
network representation. This enables simplex basis changes to 
be carried out in all integer arithmetic on graphical tree 
structures, greatly expediting the computations when compared 
with working inverses of basis matrices. Following the general 
scheme for applying the simplex method, we carried out the 
following five steps: 

   
1. Initialization 
2. Reduced Cost Calculation 
3. Cycle Creation 
4. Basis Update 
5. Repeat Steps 2-4 Until Optimality 

1. Initialization 
An XML file or local database is populated with sensor 

readings and pre-established topological information. The 
initialization step reads the data and creates a candidate 
solution basis tree, as illustrated shown in Figure 5.  From an 
artificial root node, a directed arc is connected to each actual 
network node using penalty values for the arc costs, which will 
force them out of the basis early. The absolute values of 
supplies (or negative demands) at the actual nodes are used to 
set initial values of the arc flows from the artificial node.  In 
the algorithm, these artificial arcs are forced from the basis tree 
one by one due to their large penalty costs, leaving only actual 
network arcs in the final, optimal solution. 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Example Initial Basis Tree 

Node potentials are also calculated for the initial basis tree 
and used  to determine the best candidate arc not already in the 
basis tree, to replace a basic arc.  The node potentials are the 
dual variables in linear programming terms, represented 
algorithmically as the sum of the arc costs following the path 
from any given node back to the root node in the basis tree. 

2. Reduced Cost Calculation 
The reduced cost is the per unit rate at which the objective 

function would change if a given non-basic arc were inserted 
into the basis tree. If the evaluation metric is a cost that should 
be minimized, the best reduced cost belongs to the arc that will 
potentially lower the total network cost by the greatest per unit 
amount. For any given non-basic arc, the reduced cost is 
calculated by subtracting the node potential of the arc's tail 
node and its cost from the node potential of its head node. In 
effect, this evaluates an alternative pathway for power to flow. 

If no candidate arc is found to reduce the total cost of the 
network, then the solution is optimal.  Otherwise, the arc with 
the best reduced cost is chosen to enter the basis tree.  At each 
step, both upper and lower bound on arc flows must be 
evaluated in order to maintain a feasible solution. 

3. Cycle Creation 
By definition, the basis tree is a connected graph with no 

cycles. This means there is a path between any two nodes, but 
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not a path from any node to itself.  When a non-basic arc is 
added to the basis tree, a cycle is created and an arc must be 
removed to preserve the basis tree's acyclic property.  An 
example cycle is shown in Figure 6. 

Using the depth of the entering arc's nodes in the basis tree, 
the cycle is created by following the back path from each 
entering arc's node to the root node of the basis tree.  The node 
depth allows the two back paths to be traversed in pairs during 
the same iteration, starting at the deepest node in the cycle and 
working up the basis tree until the two back paths meet at the 
same parent node or the root node is reached, either of which 
completes the cycle. 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Example Cycle 

 
As each arc is added to the cycle, its maximum feasible 

flow change is calculated based on the arc's direction in 
relation to the cycle created by the entering arc. This value is 
the largest flow that could be added or subtracted from a same- 
or opposite-cycle direction arc, respectively, without violating 
the arc's flow capacity or lower bound. Using this flow value, 
the algorithm adjusts the flow solution in the new basis tree to 
move the current solution incrementally toward the optimal 
solution.  The solution adjustment respects upper and lower 
bounds at every step, ensuring that feasible solutions are found 
at every increment. These feasible solutions can be evaluated 
using auxiliary criteria that might be imposed when the Smart 
Grid experiences equipment failures. Robustness of the 
solution is one such auxiliary criterion. 

  
4. Basis Update 

 
Once a new arc enters the basis tree and one arc leaves, a 

new basis tree is determined. To fully specify the new tree, the 
node potentials and depth values are updated.  Once the basis 
tree has been updated, it is ready to be used for the next 
iteration if the optimal solution has not yet been reached.  

5. Repeat Steps 2-4 Until Optimal 
At Step 2, the reduced cost information for all non-basic 

arcs is calculated. If there are no arcs that can improve the 
solution, optimality is guaranteed. For the example, the optimal 
basis tree is illustrated in Figure 7.  

 

 
Figure 7: Example Optimal Solution 

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The key question is whether the customized solver can 

compute solutions fast enough to function in a self-healing 
system. For all of our test problems an end to end process was 
followed, starting with a populated data set of parameters and 
network topology, following all steps to generate a full optimal 
solution, and reporting the results.  

Several abstract networks with known solution obtained 
from the literature were tested to ensure that the solver 
accurately obtained the optimal solution [7].  

To test the method on example power grid networks, test 
problems for the IEEE 14-Bus System, IEEE 30-Bus System, 
IEEE 57-Bus System, and IEEE 118-Bus System were 
downloaded from the University of Washington Electrical 
Engineering website. Various objective function evaluation 
metrics were evaluated for each problem, to generate realistic 
Smart Grid scenarios. The base case utilized simply used 
physical distances between nodes, to essentially determine 
overall shortest paths for electricity flow to follow. All 
computation tests were performed on an Intel Core 2 Quad 
2.67GHz processor with 4GB DDR2 800 RAM, running on 
Windows Vista Ultimate x64. A local virtual directory was 
created for the solver, it using IIS and running the .NET 4.0 
framework. Each suite of test problems was run multiple times 
with parameter changes, and average computation times 
recorded. The 14, 30, and 57 bus systems solved in well under 
.1 seconds and the 118 bus system solved in less than .2 
seconds. Although we have not yet tested the solution 
algorithm on truly large problems, our computational 
experience thus far suggests that the algorithm will scale well. 
In any case, the procedure is clearly of potential value for 
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dynamic power dispatching and allocation in smaller power 
grid components, such as microgrids. Another advantage is the 
ease of setting new parameters for the solver within a self-
healing system. More specifically, when devices and lines 
modeled by nodes and arcs in a functioning Smart Grid system 
fail or malfunction, an updated network topology can easily be 
provided to the CTP solver. This produces the capability of 
quickly finding high performance ways to redistribute power 
throughout the network, meeting electricity demands with 
minimal interruption of service. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this research, a customized CTP solver was developed as 

a tool for formulating and analyzing the performance of a 
Smart Grid network. Multiple evaluation metrics are supported, 
allowing a diverse set of problems to be studied using the same 
solver. Solutions are generated with little required computation 
time, opening potential for use in self-healing Smart Grid 
situations which inherently demand near real-time results. 
These solutions are guaranteed to be optimal, ensuring the best 
possible flow of electricity throughout the network according 
to the provided parameters. 

As sensors in the electrical grid become more sophisticated 
and high bandwidth communication networks are in place, the 
model provides the potential to receive the data streams and 
generate operational grid actions through the computational 

efficiencies of linear programming to minimize the effect of 
infrastructure failures.  
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Abstract— Considering that irrigation consumes the major
percentage of water in agriculture resources, there is a grow-
ing need in improving the irrigation water management in
the world. This work proposes a remote sensing architecture
for irrigation and its contributions are: the development
of two prototypes of a moisture and precipitation meter
based on the proposed architecture using open hardware
technologies and a comparison between the resistive low-
cost sensor produced (Federal University of Santa Maria,
Brazil) and a high-accuracy and high-cost frequency domain
reflectometry (FDR) sensor (CS616 - Campbell Scientific,
United States). The results obtained were satisfactory, where
it was verified that the architecture is viable, meeting the
requirements to which it has proposed. In addition, the
comparison performed showed a determination coefficient
of up to 95 % between the resistive soil moisture sensor and
the soil moisture sensor CS616 of Campbell.

Keywords: Precision Irrigation, Architecture, Open Hardware.

1. Introduction
Agriculture is the largest consumer of water in the world

(more than 70%), making the component of water at the

same time the most abundant and the most limiting factor for

the crop yields [1]. Considering that irrigation is responsible

for the largest percentage of the water used in agriculture,

there is a growing scientific interest in precision irrigation

for its potential in improving the crop productivity and

increasing the efficiency of resources usage, such as water

and energy in irrigated agriculture [2]. This irrigation should

be based on all the available environmental information in

order to evaluate the amount of irrigation and the time

it should take place, avoiding water waste by excessive

irrigation and/or reduction in production by losses due to

sub-irrigation [3].

Hargreaves et al. [4] emphasizes irrigation like one of the

main instruments to maintain the farmer in the field and

allow his economic and social development. To make this

possible, it is necessary to provide options for irrigation

management that may contribute to both conservation of

natural resources and sustainable development [5]. One way

to aid the development of irrigation is by using systems

that consider information about weather, plants and soil in

order to improve the water management in the irrigation

process, supply the demands of the crops and increase the

productivity in the field. In this sense, with the necessity of

incorporating technology in the field, many studies that use

open hardware technologies like the Arduino platform are

being developed [6], [7], [8], which is a simple prototype

development platform that enables the development of low-

cost systems [9].

Several studies have also been conducted to evaluate new

remote sensing-based soil moisture estimates in [10], [11],

[12], which allows the gathering and interpretation of data

from distance. Beyond that, several techniques to perform

the soil moisture measurement have been developed ([13] for

a review), including the measuring by the soil resistance with

resistive sensors and by techniques that uses the frequency

domain reflectometry (FDR), both techniques are compared

in this paper. There are also many studies that are addressing

the evaluation and comparison of the resistive and FDR

sensors [14], [15], showing a high correlation between the

soil resistivity and the soil moisture measurements [16].

Therefore, one can notice that the use of resistive sensors

can be a viable alternative for monitoring soil moisture.

The main objective of this work is the development of

two prototypes for a moisture and precipitation meter based

on the remote sensing architecture proposed using open

hardware technologies. For the validation of the proposed

architecture, a study case was performed to verify the correct

functioning of the architecture’s components and to make

a comparison between the moisture sensors. This paper is

structured as follows: In Section 2 we present the main

concepts related to remote sensing and the equipments for

collection and transmission of data. In Section 3 is presented

the proposed remote sensing architecture and the functioning

of its components. The description of the study case and the

alternatives to soil moisture adjustments are shown in section

4. In Section 5, we draw our final considerations and future

work.
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2. Core Concepts
In order to determine when irrigate and the amount of

water to be applied for irrigation one can use the monitoring

of the plant, the climate or the soil [3]. The management

alternative used in this work is related to the quantification

of the water content present in the soil by the usage of

sensors that measure the soil moisture. In order to achieve

this, the equipments used must be capable of gathering

the data with precision and good response time due to the

necessity of periodic and representative data of the soil

moisture for a given region. This kind of monitoring was

chosen because it has a good cost-benefit when we consider

the spending on equipments and the precision in the soil

moisture measurements.

2.1 Remote Sensing and Open Hardware
Several technologies are being used to increase the agri-

cultural production and reduce its impact in the environment.

The irrigation and the sensoring technologies have been

used in agriculture as means to achieve such goals. With

the remote sensing, it is possible to gather and interpret

data remotely, allowing improvements in the control of the

agricultural production [17]. Furthermore, independently of

the irrigation techniques used, the irrigation systems are

normally located far away from the cities, having a limited

telecommunication infrastructure and costly services. These

problems make it difficult for most of the farmers to perform

the remote control and monitoring of their irrigation systems

[18]. However, by using data transmission technologies such

as GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) and the GSM

network (Global System for Mobile Communication) it is

possible to transmit data from the field with a relatively

low-cost. This way, in the proposed prototypes we use a

GSM/GPRS SIM 900 shield.

Open Hardware is a concept that is related to the shar-

ing of the structure of physical objects to the community

similarly to open source softwares, allowing for everyone

to use and modify it. A Open Hardware solution used in

our work is the Arduino platform, which is being used in

sensing projects and enables the acquisition of data from

various types of sensors in the environment [9].

2.2 Sensors
A sensor is a device that responds to a physical or

chemical stimulus like heat, pressure or movement in a

specific and measurable manner [19]. In the moisture and

precipitation meters proposed we use sensors to measure

temperature, soil moisture and a pluviometer to verify the

precipitations. In this work, the soil temperature was mea-

sured using the Waterproof DS18B20. The soil temperature

is an important information, because it influences directly in

the seed germination, in the growth rate of plants and in the

conditions for harvesting crops [20]. The pluviometer used

to monitor the precipitations was the model WS1080.

For the measure of the soil moisture, we used resistive

and capacitive sensors. The resistive sensors measure the

levels of moisture based on the electrical resistance of the

soil: as the water level in soil increases the resistance of

the metal decrease, that is, the conductivity of the metal

rises [21]. The low-cost resistive sensor used in this work

was manufactured in the Federal University of Santa Maria.

The capacitive sensors measure the soil moisture by the

dielectric constant of the soil which is linked to the content

of moisture in the soil: as the soil moisture changes, the

dielectric constant also changes and is subsequently related

to the volumetric water content of the soil [22]. The most

widely used techniques for this type of measurement is the

time domain reflectometry (TDR) and the frequency domain

reflectometry (FDR). The capacitive sensor used in this work

is the FDR sensor CS616 of Campbell [23], and it was used

as reference in the comparison of the resistive sensors. The

used sensors are presented in figure 1, the CS616 sensor is

the on in the top.

Normally, the academy considers that the resistive sensors

have a lower accuracy or that the interest in them has de-

clined because of advances in other methods [13]. However,

there is a significant difference in their prices, where the

resistive sensors are more affordable. If a good calibration

in these sensors is made, then it is possible to use them as

a good alternative to make a feasible low-cost moisture and

precipitation meter.

Fig. 1: Moisture sensors used.

2.3 Prototypes
The Figures 2 and 3 shows the prototypes for the moisture

and precipitation meter, where Figure 2 shows the prototype

with the Arduino and the GSM/GPRS board connected with

a RTC (real time clock) DS1307 and Figure 3 shows the

alternative prototype with an Arduino, a SD reader and a

RTC. This prototype was designed for places where the

GSM network is not available. In this case, it is necessary

to manually collect the data stored in the SD card, so later

it can be stored on the server.

3. Proposed architecture
The evaluated architecture is presented in Figure 4, and

in sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 the layers composing it are

briefly presented.
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Fig. 2: Meter with a GSM/GPRS board.

Fig. 3: Meter with a SD reader.

Fig. 4: Proposed architecture.

3.1 Data Acquisition
The main objective of the data acquisition layer is to

gather data from physical and logical sensors. The data from

logical sensors can be gathered by any external source of

information (e.g., date and time information collected from

the GSM network to update the RTC whenever the arduino

is turned on). The raw gathered data is passed to the Data

Normalization layer.

3.2 Data Normalization
The data normalization layer is responsible for formatting

the raw data in a defined format so it can be used in the upper

layers. This layer needs to know the format of the messages

received from the sensors, which can be from different types

and manufacturers. Thus, to begin using a new type or model

of sensor from some manufacturer, is it necessary to develop

a specific parser to obtain the sensor’s data, because the data

obtained from this new sensor is not recognizable by the

Data Normalization layer beforehand. After the formatting

is done, the data is passed to the Information Storage layer.

3.3 Information Storage
The Information Storage layer is responsible for receiving

the formatted data from the Data Normalization layer and

storing these information in the EEPROM or in the SD Card

in order to maintain a history of such information. These

information are important to determine when and where

an event occurred and to assist in localized irrigation (e.g.,

rainfall occurrence). After the storage, the information is sent

to the server.

3.4 Application
The application layer is located on the server and is

responsible for receiving information from the Information

Storage layer and performed the calculations required with

it. Furthermore, in this layer, the information is visually

represented (e.g., plots).

4. Study case
In this study case, we collected data from sensors con-

nected to the prototype (moisture and temperature of soil and

precipitation) and from the Campbell CS616 soil moisture

sensors, that were used to compare the values with the

resistive soil moisture sensors. Besides that, we used the en-

vironmental temperature and precipitation from the INMET

(National Institute of Meteorology) station located in Santa

Maria/RS, Brazil [24] and the precipitation from the Irriga

System, which offers a set of monitoring and management

services for irrigation [25]. The values for the precipitation

and the environmental temperature from the INMET station

as well as the precipitation values for the Irriga System were

manually gathered for comparison purposes.

The sensors were installed within a sandbox with two

holes at the bottom for water flow. The prototype was

installed in a rural area of the Federal University of Santa

Maria and gathered approximately 2000 values of sensor

data in 3 weeks. The pluviometer gathered the rainfall in this

period, the soil temperature sensor was installed horizontally

at a depth of about 5 centimeters (cm) and the moisture

sensors were installed horizontally and arranged in two

layers, one at 10 cm from the surface and the other at 20 cm

from the surface of the sandbox. In both layers, we placed

one CS616 and one resistive sensor so we could correctly

make the comparison of the moisture sensors. During the

data gathering, the prototype was directly connected to

the electric energy in order to disregard problems related

with battery power consumption. The prototype with the

GSM/GPRS board used in the study case is presented in

figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Data gathering in the sandbox.

4.1 Soil moisture with raw data
This section presents the graphs generated with the raw

data from resistive sensors in comparison with Campbell

CS616 sensors. The CS616 sensor’s data was collected

with a Campbell CR1000 datalogger, which provides soil

moisture data in the range 0-1 (the closer to 1, the moisture

the soil is). The range of the obtained values for the resistive

moisture sensors by the analog outputs of the Arduino

vary in the range 0-1023. So, it is necessary to perform

a normalization of these values for them to lie between the

range of 0 and 1 in order to better compare the sensors

values. The graphs presented similar variations, however it

was necessary to perform an inversion of 180 degrees in

the resistive sensor values, because values closer to 0 for

the resistive sensors represent moisture soils, as opposite to

the CS616 sensor’s values. This inversion and normalization

of the resistive sensor’s values was performed according to

equation 1:

UF = 1− U

L
(1)

Where UF is the final soil moisture, U is the soil moisture

gathered and L is the maximum value that can be obtained

in the arduino. The resultant values of the equation vary

between the range 0-1: the closer to 0, the least amount of

water in the soil; the closer to 1, the greater the amount of

water in the soil. The pluviometer values from the prototype

were normalized between 0.0-0.1 in order to facilitate the

understanding of the soil moisture sensors’ behavior in

the graphs. The amount of precipitation in millimeters is

presented in figure 8.

The data collection was performed four times per hour.

Then, we used the average of these values for the comparison

in the graphs. One can notice in the figures 6 and 7 that the

moisture sensors in the 10 cm layer vary more than the ones

in the 20 cm layer. This is the case, because the rainfall

water penetrates more easily in the top of the soil, so as the

depth increases the water retention decreases.

Figure 8 shows the values for the precipitations per day

gathered by the pluviometer of the prototype and figure 9

presents a comparison between the precipitations of the used

Fig. 6: Moisture sensors in the 10 cm layer.

Fig. 7: Moisture sensors in the 20 cm layer.

pluviometers. In order to verify the values of our pluviome-

ter we use the data from the Irriga System’s pluviometer

installed close to the location of where our prototype was.

In addition, we also used the data of the INMET station

located in Santa Maria, however not in the same location

as the other two pluviometers. Figure 9 shows that the

values gathered by our pluviometer were close to the Irriga

System’s pluviometer. In figure 10, one can notice that the

mean data of the soil temperature vary more that the mean

data of the environmental temperature.

Fig. 8: Precipitation per day.

Fig. 9: Comparison between the pluviometers.

By analyzing the collected data, we notice that the corre-

lation between the values for the moisture sensors could be
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Fig. 10: Comparison between the gathered temperatures.

better. Therefore, we studied two alternatives, both are pre-

sented in section 4.2: (i) the adjustment of the soil moisture

values using formulas that consider the soil temperature and

(ii) use a data mining program with different algorithms,

such as linear regression and neural networks, in order to

generate equations that can be used to adjust the raw data.

Therewith, we aimed to create adjustment equations for

the resistive sensors using the CS616 as reference, which

is widely used in the field. The statistics analysis were

made to determine the correlations and the coefficients of

determination of the resistive sensors using all the available

information: soil moisture sensors, soil and environmental

temperature and precipitation.

4.2 Alternatives for adjustment of soil moisture
values

In this section, we present the two alternatives used to

perform the adjustments in soil moisture values. The first

one takes into account the soil temperature and the second

one is bye the usage of a data mining software.

In the first alternative we verified that many factors can

influence the electric conductivity of the soil, like soil texture

and water content [26]. The temperature is also an important

factor that affects the electric conductivity (according to

the conductivity increase, the material resistance decreases,

as explained in section 2.2), raising it to approximately

1,91% per C in temperature [27]. Therefore, to perform this

adjustments in the soil moisture values, the measurements

are made in the current soil temperature but are adjusted to a

particular temperature. To do so, we used the relation model

presented in equation 2, which is indicated in the study

about correction models in [21], allowing an adjustment

with satisfactory precision between a range of 3-50 C for

measurements related to a default temperature of 25 C.

U25 =
Ut

1 + δ(T − 25)
(2)

Where U25 is the soil moisture in the base temperature

of 25 C, δ is the temperature compensation informed in

the model, Ut is the soil moisture gathered at the current

temperature and T is the gathered soil temperature.

The second alternative was found by the use of the data

mining software Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowl-

edge Analysis), which has a set of machine learning algo-

rithms for data mining tasks (WEKA, 2015). It was used

to perform the measurement of the resistive soil moisture

sensors using as reference the Campbell moisture sensors.

The tests were performed using the k-fold cross-validation

technique available in the software. We also perform the tests

using a training phase, but the results were similar.

In the next section is presented the correlation and de-

termination coefficients between the soil moisture sensors,

which had the best results.

4.3 Determination coefficients between the soil
moisture sensors

According to table 1, both of the values generated by the

temperature adjustments (Temp Ad.) and the values obtained

by the correction formulas indicated by the data mining

software (Original data) had good results. The comparisons

were made using three kinds of values: using only the

sensor of the corresponding layer without other information
- WOI, presented in the second and fifth rows of the table;

using the sensor’s data of the corresponding layer with other

information (soil temperature, environmental temperature

and precipitation) presented in the third and sixth rows of

the table; and using the gathered data from the resistive soil

moisture sensors of both layers with other information (soil

temperature, environmental temperature and precipitation)

presented in fourth and seventh rows of the table. In all

tests the Campbell sensor of the corresponding layer (10 or

20 cm) was used as reference.

Table 1: Determination coefficients (R2) between the soil

moisture sensors.
Resistive
Sensor

Linear R.
Original data

Linear R.
Temp Ad.

Neural N.
Original data

Neural N.
Temp Ad.

at 10 cm (WOI) 0.78 0.90 0.72 0.91
at 10cm 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.95

at 10 cm (10 and 20) 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94
at 20 cm (WOI) 0.51 0.75 0.42 0.74

at 20cm 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.75
at 20 cm (10 and 20) 0.88 0.88 0.94 0.94

Figures 11 and 12 present the determination coefficients

related to the original data - OD and from the temperature
adjustment - TA from the soil moisture sensors with the use

of linear regression and neural network functions to better

illustrate the values presented in table 1.

By using the linear regression and the comparison of the

resistive sensor at 10 cm (WOI) with the sensor Campbell

at 10 cm as well as the comparison of the resistive sensor

at 20 cm (WOI) with the sensor Campbell at 20 cm, the

formulas for this adjustment, taking into consideration the

temperature, showed more satisfactory results if compared

with the formulas for the original data used by the software

Weka: the resistive sensor at 10 cm (WOI) had a R2

of 0.90; the resistive sensor at 20 cm (WOI) had a R2

of 0.75. Therefore, this option of adjusted values by the
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Fig. 11: Determination coefficients of the soil moisture

sensors with linear regression.

temperature formula is interesting if only the moisture and

soil temperature values are available, and there are no other

information, such as environmental temperature or precipita-

tion. However, using all available information (soil moisture,

soil and environmental temperature and precipitation) for

both of the 10 and 20 centimeters sensors, the best results

were found by using the resistive sensors’ values of the

two layers simultaneously regardless of the technique used:

resistive sensor at 10 cm (10 and 20 cm) had a R2 of 0.93;

and resistive sensor at 20 cm (10 and 20 cm) had R2 of 0.88.

Fig. 12: Determination coefficients of the soil moisture

sensors with Neural Network Multilayer Perceptron.

Using the neural network Multilayer Perceptron and per-

forming the comparison between the moisture sensors with-

out any other information, that is, only the comparison of the

resistive sensor at 10 cm (WOI) with the Campbell sensor

at 10 cm and the comparison of the resistive sensor at 20

cm (WOI) with the Campbell sensor at 20 cm, the formulas

for adjustment, taking into account the temperature, also had

the best results if compared to the formulas for the original

data used in the software Weka: the resistive sensor at 10 cm

(WOI) had a R2 of 0.91; the resistive sensor at 20 cm (WOI)

had a R2 of 0.74. For the values of the neural network using

all the available information for the sensor at 10 cm, the best

results were: the resistive sensor at 10 cm had a R2 of 0.95

(with temperature adjustment) and the resistive sensor at 10

cm (10 and 20 cm) had a R2 of 0.94 (original data). For the

sensor at 20 cm, again, the best result was using the data

from both layers: the resistive sensor at 20 cm (10 and 20

cm) had a R2 of 0.94.

Figure 13 presents a comparison between the original data

for the resistive sensors adjusted by the formulas from Weka

using all the available information and the CS616 sensors

placed in the 10 cm layer in the sandbox, and figure 14

presents the comparison for the 20 cm layer. The formulas

3 and 4 were generated by the linear regression from the

software Weka to illustrate the adjustments made in the

soil moisture values. These formulas can be implemented

directly in Data Normalization layer of the architecture (Ar-

duino), as they require no big data processing, deferentially

of a neural network.

Fig. 13: Adjustment of the soil moisture for the sensor in

the 10 cm layer using data from the 10 and 20 cm layers.

Formula for the adjustment of the soil moisture for the

sensor in the 10 cm layer using data from the 10 and 20 cm

layers (linear regression):

SM = (−0.0003 ∗RS20) + (−0.0012 ∗RS10)

+(−0.0009∗ST )+(−0.003∗ET )+(−0.0029∗P )+1.55
(3)

Where SM is the final soil moisture value, RS10 is the

resistive sensor at 10cm, RS20 is the resistive sensor at

10cm, ST is the soil temperature, ET is the environmental

temperature of INMET station, and P is the precipitation.

Fig. 14: Adjustment of the soil moisture for the sensor in the

20 cm layer using the data from the 10 and 20 cm layers.

Formula for the adjustment of the soil moisture for the

sensor in the 20 cm layer using the data from the 10 and 20

cm layer (linear regression):

SM = (−0.0005 ∗RS2) + (−0.0007 ∗RS10)

+(−0.0013∗ST )+(−0.0024∗ET )+(−0.0024∗P )+1.290
(4)
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5. Final Considerations and future
works

This work proposes the development of a remote sensing

architecture using open hardware technologies and all the

available information in the environment for the soil mois-

ture verification. In order to evaluate this architecture we

built a study case for collecting and sending data through

the GSM network, and performing a comparison between

the low-cost resistive sensors of soil moisture produced in

the Federal University of Santa Maria with the CS616 soil

moisture sensors of Campbell.

We conclude that both alternatives used for the adjust-

ments and comparisons, between the resistive and the CS616

sensors, had satisfactory results. When we use only the

information about temperature and moisture of the soil,

the formulas generated by the temperature adjustments

had better results. However, when all available information

(moisture and soil temperature, ambient temperature and

precipitation) is used, both techniques show good results

and higher determination factors due to the usage of more

information to generate the formulas. One can notice that the

Multilayer Perceptron neural network increases the determi-

nation factor in some cases, but in order to used it, the neural

network should be implemented on the server, because it is

more complex than using just the linear regression formulas.

These formulas generated by the linear regression function

can be implemented in the data normalization module of

the proposed architecture, more specifically, they would be

implemented in the Arduino itself.

In future works, we intend to perform more tests in

different scenarios, that is, in other types of soil and with

varied climates, in order to verify the behavior of the sensors

under several different conditions. We also intend to perform

tests using only the prototype connected to the battery and

the solar panel, checking the power consumption and making

improvements to reduce it.
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Abstract— This paper addresses a novel cosine-phased
binary offset carrier (BOC) signal tracking, enabling an
unambiguous signal tracking. Two novel locally-generated
signals are first obtained by dividing the cosine-phased BOC
sub-carrier into multiple parts, and then, cross-correlations
between each of the locally-generated signals and the re-
ceived signal are generated. Finally, the cross-correlations
are efficiently combined, yielding a correlation function with
no side-peaks, thus consequently, removing ambiguity in
signal tracking. The tracking error performance comparison
between the proposed and conventional correlation functions
shows us that the proposed correlation function can offer a
significant improvement in performance compared with the
conventional correlation functions.

Keywords: global navigation satellite systems (GNSSs), global

positioning system (GPS), binary offset carrier (BOC), tracking

1. Introduction
Due to the sharp main-peak of the binary offset carrier

(BOC) signal correlation function providing an improved

location accuracy, next generation global navigation satellite

systems (GNSSs) such as the modernized global positioning

system (GPS) and Galileo have adopted the BOC as a

modulation scheme, instead of the conventional phase shift

keying (PSK) signal [1]. Despite the advantage in main-peak

of the BOC, the BOC-modulated signal has multiple side-

peaks in its autocorrelation, and the side-peaks could bring

on an ambiguity in signal tracking, eventually could lead to

a serious location error [2], [3].

Although several correlation functions [3]-[6] have been

proposed to remove the side-peaks so far, most of the

correlation functions can be used for sine-phased BOC

signals only, i.e., they are inapplicable to cosine-phased BOC

signals used in many GNSS bands including Galileo E1 and

E6 bands. [4] is applicable to cosine-phased BOC signals

to some degree; however, it cannot remove the side-peaks

completely, thus leaving the ambiguity problem unsolved.

So, in this paper, we propose a novel unambiguous corre-

lation function for cosine-phased BOC signals. Removing

the cosine-wave pattern in the BOC sub-carrier causing

the side-peaks, first, we design two novel locally-generated

signals and generate the corresponding cross-correlations.

Combining the cross-correlations in a specialized way based

on the absolute-value arithmetic, then, we create a novel

correlation function with no side-peaks. The proposed cor-

relation function has two significant advantages over the con-

ventional correlation functions: First, the side-peaks causing

an ambiguity in signal tracking are removed completely.

Second, the sharpness of the proposed correlation function

can be adjusted according to system design requirements,

allowing us more flexibility in designing a system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section

2, we describe the signal model of the cosine-phased BOC

signal. In Section 3, we propose a novel correlation function

for cosine-phased BOC signal tracking. In Section 4, we

compare the tracking performances of the proposed and

conventional correlations. Finally, we conclude this paper

in Section 5.

2. Cosine-phased BOC signal model
The cosine-phased BOC signal is denoted by

BOCcos(kn, n), where k is the ratio of the PRN code

chip duration and the sub-carrier period, and n is the ratio

of the PRN code chip rate and 1.023 MHz.

The BOCcos(kn, n) signal C(t) can be expressed as

C(t) =
√
P

∞∑
i=−∞

hipTc(t− iTc)s
i
cs(t), (1)

where P is the signal power, hi ∈ {−1, 1} is the ith chip of a

PRN code with a period T , pα(t) denotes the unit rectangular

pulse over [0, α), Tc denotes the PRN code chip duration,

and sics(t) denotes the cosine-phased sub-carrier.

Since the cosine-phased sub-carrier over one PRN code

chip duration consists of 4k sub-carrier pulses, the sub-

carrier sics(t) can be expressed as

sics(t) =
4k−1∑
l=0

mi
lpTs(t− iTc − lTs),

=
4k−1∑
l=0

sil(t),

(2)

where mi
l = (−1)2ki+�l/2� is the sign of the lth sub-carrier

pulse in the ith PRN code chip, Ts = Tc/(4k) is the sub-

carrier pulse duration, sil(t) is the lth sub-carrier pulse in the

ith PRN code chip, and �x� denotes the smallest integer not

less than x [7].
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Fig. 1: BOCcos(kn, n) sub-carrier, locally-generated signals, and cross-correlations.

Fig. 2: Process of generating the proposed correlation function by using two cross-correlations.

3. Proposed correlation function

First, we design locally-generated signals to be used in-

stead of the BOC sub-carriers, and obtain cross-correlations

by correlating each of the locally-generated signals and

received signal, respectively. To design the locally-generated

signals, we use the following absolute-value arithmetic prop-

erty

|A|+ |B| − |A−B| =
{

> 0, forAB > 0
0, otherwise.

(3)

From (3), we can see that the side-peaks would be re-

moved under the following three conditions: (i) The multipli-

cation of the cross-correlation main-peaks is positive, (ii) the

multiplication of the cross-correlation side-peaks is negative,
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Fig. 3: The proposed correlation and autocorrelation func-

tions for BOCcos(n, n) and BOCcos(2n, n).

and (iii) the two cross-correlations must be symmetric to

each other to generate a symmetric unambiguous correlation

function, due to the side-peaks being caused by the cosine-

wave pattern of the sub-carrier. Based on these observations,

in this paper, we design two locally-generated signals as

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

l1(t; a) =
∞∑
−∞

√
4k

1 + a2
(si0(t)− asi4k−1(t)),

l2(t; a) =

∞∑
−∞

√
4k

1 + a2
(−asi0(t) + si4k−1(t)),

(4)

where l1(t; a) and l2(t; a) are the locally-generated signals,

0 ≤ a < 1 is a parameter for adjusting the sharpness of

the proposed correlation function. Then, we correlate the

locally-generated signals and received signal, yielding cross-

correlations

Rj(τ ; a) =
1

PT

∫ T

0

C(t)lj(t+ τ ; a)dt, j = 1, 2. (5)

In Fig. 1, we can see that the locally-generated signals are

symmetric to each other and have no cosine-wave pattern,

and also that the multiplication of the cross-correlations

Fig. 4: TESD performances of the proposed and conventional

correlation functions for BOCcos(n, n) and BOCcos(2n, n).

satisfy⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

R1(τ ; a)R2(τ ; a) > 0,

for − (1− a)Tc

4k(2− a)
< τ <

(1− a)Tc

4k(2− a)
,

R1(τ ; a)R2(τ ; a) = 0, otherwise.

(6)

Thus, from (3) and (6), we can generate an unambiguous

correlation function

R(τ ; a) = |R1(τ ; a)|+ |R2(τ ; a)| − |R1(τ ; a)−R2(τ ; a)|,
(7)

and the process of (7) is depicted in Fig. 2, where we can see

that the side-peaks are removed, and the main-peak height

and width of R(τ ; a) are adjusted by the parameter a.

Fig. 3 depicts that the proposed correlation and auto-

correlation functions for BOCcos(n, n) and BOCcos(2n, n).
From the figure, we can see that the side-peaks on the

autocorrelation are removed completely through the process

(7). In addition, we can see that the height and width of the

proposed correlation are adjustable by fixing the parameter

a.

4. Numerical results
In this section, we compare tracking error standard devia-

tion (TESD) performances of the proposed and conventional
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correlation functions. The TESD is defined as

σ

G

√
2BLTI , (8)

where σ is the standard deviation of the discriminator output

at τ = 0, BL is the loop filter bandwidth, TI is the

integration time, and G is the discriminator gain at τ = 0
[8]. For simulations, we consider the following parameters:

BL = 1 Hz, T = TI = 4 ms, T−1
c = 1.023 MHz, and the

early-late spacing Δ = Tc

16 .

Fig. 4 shows the TESD performances of the proposed

and conventional correlation functions for BOCcos(n, n) and

BOCcos(2n, n) as a function of the carrier to noise ratio

(CNR) defined as P/W0 with W0 the noise power spectral

density. From the figure, it is observed that the proposed

correlation function provides a better TESD performance

than the conventional correlation functions including the

auto-correlation function in the CNR range of 20 ∼ 40
dB-Hz of practical interest. In addition, it is seen that the

proposed correlation function performs better as the value

of a increases. This is because the correlation main-peak

becomes sharper, as the value of a increases. However, it

should be noted that the tracking range would be smaller

for a larger value of a, and thus, the value of a should be

determined according to system design requirements.

5. Conclusion
A novel correlation function has been proposed for unam-

biguous cosine-phased BOC signal tracking. We have first

designed locally-generated signals to be used instead of the

cosine-phased BOC sub-carrier and then have obtained the

corresponding cross-correlation functions. Subsequently, by

combining the cross-correlation functions in a specialized

way, we have created an unambiguous correlation function.

The numerical results has confirmed that the proposed corre-

lation function has a much better tracking performance than

the conventional correlation functions.
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Abstract— The development of smart transducers networks
demand a detailed study of processes to be controlled in
order to achieve the user needs. This research proposes
the development of networks with their own architectures in
order to avoid compatibility issues at software or hardware
level, which are common in proprietary communication
protocols. The IEEE 1451 standard defines a set common
commands and describes the features to NCAP and TIM
to connect the transducers in network of way plug-and-
play. This work presents a NCAP embedded using hardware
and system operating dynamic implemented in DE2 kit. The
NCAP has two interfaces based on IEEE 1451.5 (ZigBee)
and IEEE 1451.2 (RS-232). Another important feature in this
paper is the TEDS that were described of two ways, in STIM
stored in no-volatile memory and to WTIM was used a text
file stored in NCAP denominated virtual TEDS. The results
were obtained through web page using a microcomputer to
access the data in NCAP, like: temperature sensor, logs and
the TEDS.

Keywords: IEEE 1451, NCAP, RS-232, TIM, ZigBee.

1. Introduction
The transducers are components that convert a type of en-

ergy in other one, for example: electrical energy in mechan-

ical (actuator) or physical in electrical (sensor). To realise

the system data acquisition and control, the transducers are

connected together with others devices, like: microcontroller

and FPGA, denominated them smart transducers. The smart

transducers network are developed using smart transducers

module connected through a interface with others nodes or

routers for realising the monitoring and/or control of the sys-

tem in which being applied, these networks are denomineted

DMC (Distributed Measurement and Control). The DMC

systems development requires a great deal of engineering

for its design, with the need to use tools and proprietary

software, many with high costs for implementation. The

transducer network can be applied in several environments

in which wish monitoring or control, being used in smart

houses, in industry, health and many others places, however,

each manufacturer has a set of commands and protocols

owner [1] [2].

To solve the problems of standardisation to NIST part-

nership with IEEE defined a set of standards and protocols

for connecting smart transducers denomineted IEEE 1451

standard. The IEEE 1451 defines a set of protocols for wired

and wireless distributed measurement, controls applications

and plug-and-play through the TEDS (Transducer Electronic

Data Sheet), in which is divided in two module: NCAP and

TIM. The NCAP is a network node compost of hardware

and software that provides the gateway functions between

TIM and the user network, and the TIM is a module that

contains signal conditioning, analog-to-digital or/and digital-

to-analog conversion, frequency and digital converter and a

interface to communicate with NCAP [3][4].

One technique to achieve plug-and-play was the definition

of a minimum set of transducers and other optional features

for more advanced functions. The TIM when is connected in

NCAP it transfers TEDS information to protocol manager,

in which performs the acknowledgment of transducers in

the network automatically. each table in TEDS there is a

format standardized based on IEEE 1451.0, being: Length,
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Data Block and Checksum, where, each line is denominated

of TLV (Type/Length/Value). In Section 4.1 is described in

more details the TEDS format.

The plug and play feature of smart transducers to its users

and developers raises some advantages such as reduced time

for parameterization of the system, advanced diagnostics,

reduced time for repair and replenishment, advanced man-

agement of the hardware and automation of calibration [5].

For the implementation of TEDS, four blocks are required,

Meta-TEDS TEDS TransducerChannel, User’s Transducer

Name TEDS TEDS and PHY. The other tables, Calibra-

tion TEDS, Frequency Response TEDS, Transfer Function

TEDS, Text-based TEDS TEDS Commands, Identification

TEDS, Geographic location TEDS TEDS extension Units,

End User Application Specific TEDS TEDS defined and

Manufacturer are optional. In this work, we used the TEDS

mandatory for system testing and implementation of IEEE

1451.0-2007.

The NCAP described in this paper was developed over

dynamic hardware and operating system embedded uClinux

using C language based on IEEE 1451. It is important de-

tach that the IEEE 1451.1 standard suggests object-oriented

implementation, however, there is no requirement that actual

implementation use of object-oriented implementation tech-

niques [5]. The NCAP was made to be completely embedded

and dynamic, both low level (hardware) like high level

(software). To development in low level was used the SoPC

Builder that there is default blocks described in VHDL or

Verilog, and, in high level was configured and installed the

operating system embedded uClinux. In Figure 1 presents

the schematic of system.

Fig. 1: Schematic of the implemented system.

The main propose of this paper is shows the TEDS of two

ways, in TIM and in NCAP, and some features of sensor and

actuator. The TEDS in TIM was stored using the memory

flash of the Atmega8 microcontroller and in NCAP was

stored at file. The TEDS stored in microcontroler describes

the STIM developed with three transducers (temperature

sensor and two step motors) and a RS232 interface to

communication with NCAP. The TEDS stored at file in

NCAP describes two transducers (temperature sensor and

DC motor) and a wireless interface.

2. Related Works
The IEEE 1451 defines the TEDS description and com-

munication between NCAP and TIM , involving a particular

standard of the family and different technology approaches.

Several implementations and applications of the IEEE 1451

smart transducer interface standards have been carried out

using microprocessors, microcontroller, embedded commer-

cial solutions and multicore technologies. Thus, many stud-

ies have been realized as: in [6] the TEDS format was

described, and it was implemented a stand alone NCAP,

using the RS-232 interface for realizing the communication

with the TIM. The author also showed the system using a

wireless communication based on IEEE 802.15.4. In [7] was

described a NCAP developed in XML (eXtensible Markup

Language) and RPC (Remote Procedure Call) with wireless

interface IEEE 802.15.4 standard using a ZigBee module.

The connection between NCAP and ZigBee module was

made using the USB (Universal Serial Bus) standard.

In [8] described the IEEE 1451 and its main features,

such as information model in which consists of a hierar-

chy of classes divided into three main categories: Block,

Component and Service. The authors described the main

blocks within each class (Block, Component and Service)

and system tests, was made a software control water level in

a tank. The authors also reported that, despite the advantages

of the IEEE 1451.1 standard, there are still no commercial

NCAPs available in the market.

In [9] was presented a prototype to the networks of mixed

signal (Analogical/Digital) based on IEEE 1451.4 standard,

in which was used a accelerometer sensor and was described

the TEDS. The authors described the matter of a standard-

ization to analogical transducers and the TEDS format. The

authors showed a prototype developed in laboratory in which

had a better understand about the standard and the integration

between the IEEE 1451.4 and the others standards of IEEE

1451 family.

In [10], the author presented the development of an

NCAP interfaces with two USB (Universal Serial Bus)

implemented on a microcomputer. As the first step, the

author provides a brief description of the IEEE 1451, each

committee and when the standards were adopted. The second

part presented the development of the system in which each

TIM was implemented using the Freescale microcontroller

(HC9S12DT256) and a memory (AT24C64A). The protocol

used for communication between the NCAP and TIM was

PTP (Precision Time Protocol) described by the IEEE 1588

standard in which the author describes the characteristics and

size of messages.

In the work of [11] showed communication between the

NCAP and WTIM, using the IEEE 1451.5, using the wire-

less interface based on IEEE 802.11 standard. The authors
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described the messages, commands, control patterns of the

TIM, common commands, such as: TEDS reading, writing

the TEDS, the TEDS request commands etc. And response

commands to the NCAP, all represented by the class dia-

gram. As a case study, the authors presented the recognition

modules WTIMs and showed each step in recognition of the

PHY TEDS in a graphical interface done in Java, validating

recognition modules.

In other work [12] the author proposed the use of TEDS

to store information concerning patient clinical history and

diagnostic criteria in order to project learned and patient-

adapting devices. The system uses the built-in information

to optimize the data processing by adapting the diagnostic

algorithm to the specific patient. The author presents the

potential of TEDS in use of others applications.

3. Network Node Embedded
The NCAP is a network node with the function of getting

data of external network, processing it and sending it to

interface based on IEEE 1451.X. The NCAP is divided to

hardware and software. The hardware is composed of proces-

sor, memory, I/O pins, driver to network and communication

interface. The software is composted of an operating system,

network protocols and transducers firmware. The operating

system provides the logic interface between applications and

hardware, and tools to realize the configurations necessary

for the system. In Section 3.1 describes the hardware to

development of network node and the Section 3.2 describes

the operating system embedded to development of NCAP.

3.1 Hardware
The FPGA consists of logic cells arrangement, or config-

urable logic blocks, contained in a single integrated circuit.

Each cell contains computational capacity to implement

logic functions and perform routing for communication

between blocks. The FPGA basically have logic blocks,

blocks inbound and outbound keys and interconnection.

Among the families of commercially available FPGA by

Altera, we have: Stratix II, Stratix, StratixGX, Cyclone II,

APEX, APEX II, APEX 20K, Mercury, FLEX 10K, ACEX

1K, FLEX 6000 Devices and Excalibur [13].

To development of projects, the Altera developed a proces-

sor denominated Nios II that can to be described in VHDL

or Verilog using the SoPC Builder. The SoPC Builder is a

tool of the Quartus II environment from Altera, that there

are blocks defined to implement in FPGA using the VHDL

or Verilog language. The blocks provide the communication

between the processor and the components, like: memory,

I/O pins and interfaces, for example: UART and Ethernet

[13].

The NCAP was made with two interfaces and with the

Nios II/fast processor using 50MHz clock frequency internal

and some components necessary to implement the embedded

operating system, like: a timer block, Static Random Ac-

cess Memory (SRAM) block, Syncronous Dynamic Random

Acess Memory (SDRAM) block (for uClinux the minimum

requirement is 8MB), Joint Test Action Group Universal

Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter - JTAG UART block,

button block, SPI block (SD Card communication) and

two Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter - UART

blocks, used to communicate with WTIMs and STIMs.

3.2 Operating System Embedded - uClinux
The uClinux is a operating system embedded focused

to work with devices without Memory Management Unit

- MMU and offers support many processors, like: Coldfire,

Axix, Etrax, ARM (Advanced RISC Machine), Atari 68k,

Nios II and others distributed in the market. Today, uClinux

is an operating system includes Linux kernel releases 2.0,

2.4 and 2.6 and user applications, libraries and toolchains

[14]. The reconfiguration and recompilation of uClinux to

each device is made using the software called uClinux-dist.

The uClinux-dist has configurations standards to build

image with a set minimum resources predefined which can

be modified or include others components [14]. In this

paper the following applications were defined to create the

image of the operating embedded system for NCAP: chmod,

chown, date, df, echo, install, ls, mkdir, mv, pwd, clear, reset,

vi, find, lsmod, modprobe, fdisk, arp, ftpget, ftpput, httpd,

ifconfig, IP, ping, route, wget, free, kill, ps, uptime, msh and

many others components available in the uClinux-dist.

The NCAP was implemented over operating system em-

bedded uClinux. To communication were defined two in-

terfaces in which the both owns the same features defined

in the hardware and the operating system. The operating

system was defined using the uClinux-dist software, that

there are many options of tools to setup the system, as like:

“Device drivers", “Character devices" and “Serial drivers".

Select the options: “Altera JTAG UART support", “Altera

JTAG UART console support" (if use a USB Blaster cable on

a nios2-terminal), “Altera UART support", define “Maximum

number of Altera UART ports", “baud rate" (in this project

was defined 4800 bps) default baud rate for Altera UART

ports and “bypass output" when no connection. Defined the

interfaces and the applications was possible connect two

TIMs (WTIM and STIM) and develop the NCAP using C

language over operating system uClinux. For uClinux in the

DE2 kit each serial port is defined by a special file in the

/dev/ttySX, where, the dev represents the device directory

and the ttySX (X port number) represents the access port.

The ports defined in this project were ttyS0 (STIM) and

ttyS1 (WTIM).

4. IEEE 1451.0 - TEDS
The IEEE 1451.0 - 2007 is a project that presents a

common commands feature and TEDS family standard of

smart transducers. This feature is independent of the physical
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medium of communication. This includes the basic functions

required to control and manage smart transducers, protocols

command and independence of the media format. The IEEE

1451.0 specifies the format of TEDS that are “tables” of data

containing information of transducers (sensors/actuators)

stored in nonvolatile memory inside the TIM. However, there

are applications where storage in non-volatile memory is

not practical for application, for example: when there is not

memory in TIM, then the IEEE 1451.0 allows storage at

other locations remotely calling them Virtual TEDS. The

Virtual TEDS are electronic files that provide the same

functionality implemented in memory of the TIM, however,

they are not in TIM [5].

One technique to achieve feature plug-and-play was to

define a minimum set of information from the transducers

and other optional features for more advanced functions. The

TIMs, to be connected to the NCAP, transfers data from the

TEDS to manager protocol, which makes the recognition

transducers network automatically, the system working of

way plug-and-play.

The plug and play feature of smart transducers to its users

and developers raises some advantages such as reduced time

for parameterization of the system, advanced diagnostics,

reduced time for repair and replacement, advanced manage-

ment and automation hardware calibration [5].

For the implementation of TEDS, four tables are required,

Meta-TEDS, TransducerChannel TEDS, User’s Transducer

Name TEDS TEDS and PHY TEDS. The others tables, Cali-

bration TEDS TEDS Frequency Response, Transfer Function

TEDS, Text-based TEDS TEDS Commands, Identification

TEDS, Geographic location TEDS TEDS extension Units,

End User, Application Specific TEDS and Manufacturer

TEDS are optionals. In this work was used the TEDS

mandatory for system testing and implementation based on

IEEE 1451.0-2007.

To test of feature plug-and-play, in this project was

developed a module defined by IEEE 1451.2 denominated

STIM using interface RS-232 and a module defined by IEEE

1451.5 denominated WTIM using interface ZigBee (point to

point). The STIM there are three transducers, being: two step

motors and one temperature sensor. The WTIM there are

two transducers, being: temperature sensor and DC motor.

To make the logic in both modules were used Atmega micro-

controller.

4.1 TEDS Format
The TEDS format is common to any TEDS, where, the

first field is the length and it is represented by 4 octets

unsigned integer. The next block represents the TEDSt’s

content, it can be represented by data binary or based on text.

The last field in any TEDS is the checksum. The checksum

is used to check the integrity of TEDSt’s data [5]. The Table

1 presents the structure TEDS general.

The TEDS fields are described like:

Table 1: Format generic to TEDS.
Field Description Type Octet

— TEDS length UInt 4
1 to N Data block Variable Variable

— Checksum UInt16 2

• TEDS lenght - it is the number of octets in the data

block more two octets in the checksum;

• Data block- field that contains specific information

according to each table TEDS. The fields that make up

this structure are different for each type of TEDS and

its structure is based on TLV, except the IEEE 1451.2-

1997 and IEEE 1451.3-2003 [5]. The construction of

each row within the table structure TEDS uses TLV

defined as:

– Type - field defined by 1 octet where this field

represents the identification of TLV line;

– Length - specific the number of octets in the field

Value;

– Value - content the informations of the TEDS

field;

• Checksum - it is the complement of the sum of all

octets preceded field including the initial size of the

TEDS.

5. Transducer Interface Module - TIM
The TIM was developed using the microcontroller AT-

mega8 from Atmel, integrated circuit MAX 232 (wired)

and a X-Bee Pro module (wireless) for interface between

NCAP and TIM as demonstrated in Figure 1. To tests were

used sensors and actuators, and the TEDS were described in

EEPROM memory in the microcontroller like described in

Figure 2. When the user connect the TIM in the NCAP, the

TEDS are transfers to NCAP and made the recognition of

the transducers connected to the TIM. Another way is when

the TIM receives a command request, the TIM process the

command and sends the reply message to the NCAP based

on IEEE 1451.0 standard. The command can be data request

from the sensor, actuator’s control or kind of TEDS.

6. TEDS Implementation in the Embed-
ded Node

The NCAP software was developed in C language and us-

ing HTML CGI communication protocol. The IEEE 1451.1

standard suggest the implementation object orientation, how-

ever, does not demonstrate applications of structured pro-

gramming. In this context, the work was developed using

a new representation structure of NCAP, it being for each

class suggested by the standard was represented by a file

and each received a file name based on the IEEE 1451.1

standard, such as: IEEE 1451_<name file>.
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Fig. 2: TEDS description in EEPROM memory of ATmega8.

In “TEDS Descriptions” option presents which TEDS

that are stored on network node NCAP. In this paper was

described the four tables required for each TIM, where

each TEDS table was stored in differents files and specified

based on communication interface to which it belongs.

As an example of description of the file name, have,

RS232_meta_TEDS, which sets the RS-232 interface and

Meta-TEDS TEDS table describes what is being described.

The NCAP recognizes the TIM when both connects and

transfers the UUID of the TIM to NCAP, if the identifier is

not present in NCAP is done reading the TEDS and stored in

a separate file. However, if the identifier UUID is present in

NCAP, then the reading is performed in the TEDS itself, that

is done for recognition. In Figure 3 presents a user interface

for selecting modules reading the TEDS to show to user.

Fig. 3: Interface selection reading the TEDS.

In Figure 4 shows an example of reading of the TEDS in

hexadecimal.

In Figure 5 presents an example of features relating to the

STIM1-RS232 module.

In Figure 6 presents the description TEDS for step motor.

In Figure 7 presents the description TEDS for interface.

Figure 8 shows the system implemented in the laboratory

with the NCAP connected to microcomputer through the

Ethernet network and the two TIMs (STIM and WTIM) con-

nected to the NCAP using the wireless and wired network.

Fig. 4: Example of reading the TEDS stored on file in NCAP.

Fig. 5: Description of TEDS for the STIM1_RS232 module.

7. Conclusion
In this paper has presented the implementation of an

embedded NCAP to access the TIMs through wireless and

wired interfaces. The NCAP was fully implemented in

the DE2 kit, using the Nios II soft-core and the uClinux

embedded operating system. For this project two interfaces,

wired and wireless have been considered to test the system

and to implement the IEEE 1451 concepts, by means of a

WTIM and a STIM module. With the implemented uClinux

operating system both interfaces can be configured.

Another important aspect was the TEDS described using

the file in the NCAP and it stored in TIM using the micro-

controller in the flash memory, in which demonstrated the

same functionality to both implementation and it becoming

the TIMs plug-and-play. This approach allows introducing

relevant aspects in the creation of digital systems such as

code reuse and technological independence.
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Fig. 6: Description of TEDS for step motor.

Fig. 7: Description of TEDS for the STIM1_RS232 module.
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Abstract - The work presented in this paper laid more 
emphasis on the availability of radio signals to a consumer in 
a communication network. Attempts were made to have real 
time monitoring of several communication networks in 
Nigeria to ascertain the availability of essential services to a 
subscriber. The objective of these monitoring was to have a 
common characteristics behavior of all the networks, in terms 
of subscriber access to the services paid for.  Availability as 
a percentage value of the amount of time the network 
delivered services as against the amount of time it was 
expected to deliver services is most critical to a subscriber. 
Thus, the findings reveal the facts that power outages, 
location of base stations and lack of security personnel were 
mostly responsible for lack of network availability. Also the 
findings reveal that the factors militating against network 
availability or access to network service across Nigeria are 
the same. This is clear violation of the policy that binds the 
service providers and the subscriber. Therefore, in this report 
we focused on these factors citing specific base station for 
emphasis.  

Keywords: Communication network, access to network, 
base station, subscribers 

1 Introduction 
  Most companies rely on data-carrying networks such that 
any form of interrupt can cause considerable economic losses. 
As networks grow bigger and more complex, the factors 
influencing the network availability increased. Thus, many of 
these companies have invested in securing their networks 
with redundancy and quality of service as well as demanding 
high network availability from their network operators. For 
the network operator measuring and quantifying the network 
availability has become an important issue, not only to attract 
customers, but also as an indicator of the variation of quality 
in the network helping to organize maintenance and 
expansion of the network [1-3].   
Service availability is also very important in e-business 
economy, customer satisfaction and corporate reputation 

  
 [4- 8]. A lot of effort and improvement have been made to 
ensure high availability in each technology industry [9-11]. 
In this work we focus on a process that specifically define and 
measure access to network availability in Nigeria. We studied 
the compliance of four major GSM service providers to their 
policies as it relates to the subscribers. 
 

2 Methodology and Discursion 
 Comprehensive on-site Monitoring of Base station 
performance using real-world scenarios both at initial 
installation and then during ongoing maintenance, plays a 
vital role in identifying and preventing performance 
problems. Poorly performing base stations have significant 
negative impact on the quality of service (QoS) experienced 
by users, particularly the higher data rate services available 
on 3G networks. Whether poor network performance is 
caused by incorrect installation, hardware/software 
incompatibility, gradual degradation or complete failure of a 
particular module, the end result is that the subscriber 
experience will be less than satisfactory and network operator 
revenues adversely affected. Making sure a cell site works in 
line with designed specifications ensures that problems are 
isolated before the network goes “bad”. This is also the most 
cost effective monitoring solution as it is harder to 
troubleshoot when a cell site is active and some performance 
issues may not actually become visible until network capacity 
limits are tested. In carrying out this research work we 
interviewed a number of field support staff (FSO) from 
different network providers across Nigeria as it relate to 
epileptic power supply. Inefficient power supply is the major 
causes of poor performance of base stations in Nigeria. In 
general, we monitored the performance and consequently 
measured the Network availability from base stations across 
Nigeria. The studies were premeditated on the following 
questions identified:  
• How is Network Availability defined?  
• How can Network Availability be measured?  
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• Why should Network Availability be measured?  
• What standards of Network Availability exist?  
• Are there any recommended values for Network 
Availability parameters?  
• How can Network Availability measurements be applied to 
radio access networks in Nigeria?   
 

2.1 Major identified factors militating against 
network availability 

 The most direct consequence of power outages is in the 
form of network availability. It is a common practice to 
observe battery back-up and generators in most of the Base 
stations. However, with no primary power source for more 
than ten to fifteen hours, it becomes impossible to ensure 
complete successful site operations.  In Nigeria the public 
utility power supply is very unstable. 
Prolonged power cuts result in serious amount of site outages. 
Key performance indicators such as Call Setup Success rate 
and SDCCH Blocking rate were observed to show 
considerable degradation. These indicators are a direct 
measure of network availability and accessibility experienced 
by the end user. In some cases, networks suffered up to 100% 
degradation due to the prolonged primary power source 
outage. 

However, contrary to the expectation that base stations are 
built with state of the art technology we observe that most of 
the base stations are not built to standard. This is another 
factor responsible as to why outages are on the high side in 
Nigeria. A major failure that occurred in Asaba Region, 
Delta State, Nigeria, which affected fifty seven (57) Base 
Transmission Station (BTS) sites, was investigated. This type 
of major failure was also observed in several BTS sites across 
Nigeria. The outcome of the investigation reveal that the root 
cause of the failure was power outage at one of the BTS site 
(hub link site) bringing down the remaining fifty six BTS 
sites. This affected hundreds of subscribers who could not 
access the network services for fifty six minutes. The time of 
restoration of power supply depends on time of the day, 
availability of security personnel and location of the BTS 
sites. Some of the base stations are located in remote areas 
and when power outage occurs at Night (from 19:00 hours to 
06:00 hours), in most cases no security personnel are 
available to escort the site engineer to the BTS site. Under 
this circumstance the network downtime is longer.     
The following factors also significantly impact on 
transmission outages of network availability and these are; 
fibre failure, Bad weather (due to Heavy rainfall and/or wind) 
resulting in flapping of sites, Microwave HOPs and Antenna 
misalignment. 
It provides a centralized network management platform for 
supporting telecommunication operators in their long-term 
network evolution and shielding the differences between 
various network technologies. The M2000 focuses on 

continuous efforts that telecommunication operators have 
made for network OM and inherits the existing OM 
experience. The sample measurements were generated from 
the BTSs which also provided the File Transfer Protocol 
(FTP) services to the Network Management System (NMS). 
The NMS is hosted on a central server which is connected to 
other network elements such as BSC, BTS, MSC, HLR etc. 
The server with its NMS software was configured to retrieve 
BTS measurements of remote MSCs and its BSCs. The NMS 
was used to monitor the network under review (MTN 
Network) and data were collected hourly for site (BTS) down 
count at Asaba region. The number of site going down on an 
hourly basis has a direct effect on the availability of GSM 
Network in Nigeria. From our observations it is safe to 
provide information about one particular network provider, 
which is MTN network, without any consequence on the 
generality of the research. Figure 1 shows the M2000 client 
interface (Physical Topology window) and Figure 2 shows 
the main menu screen of the software. Figure 3 is a Screen 
shot from M2000 mobile monitoring system showing BTS 
down under their various BSCs in Asaba region. Figure 4 is a 
screen shot showing the ouput of the software ACC 
monitoring tool that is used for creating trouble ticket. 
 
 
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: M2000 client interface (Physical Topology 
window) 
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    Figure 2: Screenshot from M2000 monitoring system showing site down and their downtime. 
 
 

     
 
  
    Figure 3: Screen shot from M2000 mobile monitoring system showing BTS down under their various BSCs 
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Figure 4: Screen shot from ACC monitoring system for creating trouble ticket (TT) for the various alarms on the BTS 
 
 
3 Conclusions 
  

This study reveals that the most common cause of lack of 
availability of network to a subscriber is power failure. Even 
though all the BTS are provided with generators sometimes 
it takes as long as 10 hours to restore network service. 
Sometimes subscribers are unable to have access to network 
service and as a consequence are unable to communicate 
with one another. Under these circumstances the service 
providers cannot guarantee efficient platform for e-learning. 
Sometimes customers in banks are delayed for a long time 
due to lack of availability of network. When power failure 
occurs in these BTS, some businesses, such as online 
transactions, are put on hold. The service providers spend 
millions of Naira monthly to run their generators in all the 
BTS sites. As a result their annual profit margin is reduced. 
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Abstract— This paper presents an innovative wormhole 

detection scheme an using artificial neural network for 
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Most detection schemes 
described in the literature are designed for uniformly 
distributed sensors in a network, using statistical and 
topological information and special hardware. However, 
these schemes may perform poorly in non-uniformly 
distributed networks. Accordingly, the aim of the proposed 
research is to detect wormhole attacks for both uniform and 
non-uniform network environments. Furthermore, the 
proposed research does not require any special hardware 
to discover wormhole attacks and causes no significant 
communication overhead as well. The efficacy of the 
proposed detection model is measured in terms of detection 
accuracy, false positive rate, and false negative rate. The 
results show that the proposed algorithm achieves higher 
detection and lower false positive rates in comparison with 
existing statistical wormhole detectors.           

Keywords—Artificial neural network; wormhole attack; 

non-uniform distribution; wireless sensor networks 

1. INTRODUCTION  

A wireless sensor network is simply a pool of self-
directed devices organized into a mutually connected 
network. Sensors are usually autonomous and spatially 
distributed within a certain area to monitor targeted physical 
and environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, 
and pressure. In WSNs, free frequency band and open 
architecture are used for supporting mission critical 
application in a hostile environment; thus, they are highly 
prone to various security attacks, such as the wormhole 
attack.  

 
The wormhole attack is recognized as one of the most  

detrimental security threats for WSNs [1]. In WSNs, known 
communication channel is used so that the wormhole attack 
can be deployed silently without raising any security 
concerns. Wormhole attackers (node) are connected via 
virtual tunnel which can be established in many ways (e.g. 

out of bound hidden channel, packet encapsulation and high 
powered transmission) [2]. During this attack, a malevolent 
node, which is controlled by an adversary, records packets 
from one location in the network, and replays them in 
another location through a virtual tunnel to another 
malevolent node. As shown in Fig. 1, the two wormhole 
nodes E1 and E2, connected by a dedicated link, can capture 
the packets from one location and replay them to another 
location.  

Fig. 1 Wormhole attack. 

Subsequently, this wormhole attack becomes so severe 
that it might destroy the network or hamper the usual 
operation of the network by selective dropping of packets; 
manipulation of traffic; or modifying data packets without 
revealing their identities. 

 
Therefore, detection of wormhole nodes is an essential 

task for ensuring the security of wireless sensor networks. 
Most of the existing countermeasures use distance between 
nodes, direction, and location abnormality among claimed 
neighbour nodes as detection features to fight against 
wormhole attack. To gain a certain level of accuracy, many 
existing schemes have used complex and highly advanced 
devices such as directional antenna [3], GPS [4], or ultra 
sound for distance measurement [5]. In fact, those special 
devices are very costly for practical deployment. Some 
statistical wormhole detection schemes based on hop count 
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[6], node connectivity [7], or neighbourhood count [8][9] do 
not need any special hardware. Those schemes are usually 
used with hardware supported scheme as a secondary 
approach. Furthermore, centralized statistical wormhole 
detector [8] caused significant network and communication 
overhead in contrast to distributed approach statistical 
approach [9]. However, most of the wormhole detection 
schemes are made to apprehend wormhole nodes where 
sensor nodes are distributed uniformly, but their 
performance in case of non-uniformly distributed networks 
is in question. 

 
In recent years, artificial intelligence technology is 

combined with network anomaly detection scheme to 
improve its detection accuracy. It is one of the exemplary 
intelligent models that is extensively used in a detection 
system. However, an artificial neural network is a very 
simplified model of the information processing in the 
human brain. This network consists of interconnected 
processing units, works in a parallel fashion to find non-
linear solution to a particular problem. Its adaptive and self-
learning criteria  helps to increase the competence of an 
anomaly detection model [10].         

 
In this paper, we propose a novel detection scheme 

based on an artificial neural network using neighborhood 
count. The proposed detection model is able to detect 
wormhole attacks in non-uniform sensor distributions and 
does not need any special hardware. Here, we have 
introduced a mobile node, called as detector node (DN) that 
visits a random location within the network area and 
collects neighborhood counts. When DN moves into a 
wormhole attack zone, the collected number of neighbors 
by DN are increased abruptly (uniform network scenario) or 
slightly (non-uniform network scenario) compared to non-
affected zone. This abnormality is captured by DN as 
evidence of the presence of wormhole attack and gathered 
in a dataset. DN collects the number of neighbors both in the 
presence and absence of wormhole nodes. Dataset is used 
for training and testing of neural network. After training 
phase, test dataset is fed into a neural network and based on 
the output of the network, we decide the existence of 
wormhole attack in the network. 

 
We studied detection accuracy, false positive rate and 

false negative rate through simulation in detail. Our 
simulation results have confirmed that an artificial neural 
network based wormhole detector can detect wormhole 
attack with high precision and negligible false positive and 
false negative rates compared to statistical based wormhole 
detector. 

 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 presents the literature survey of detecting 
wormhole attack and its counter measure for WSNs. We 
discuss the artificial neural network in Section 3. The 

proposed artificial neural network based Detector is detailed 
in Section 4. The evaluation results are discussed in Section 
5. Section 6 includes concluding remarks and future scope 
of work. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Numerous counter measures have been proposed to 
confront the wormhole attacks in WSNs. In [4], The authors 
have proposed packet leashes to detect wormhole nodes. 
Two types of packet leashes are used, such as temporal 
packet leash and geographical packet leash. In temporal 
leash (TL), a sender adds either sending time or expiration 
time of packet so that the receiver can verify if the packet 
has made a journey too far based on maximum transmission 
speed and time. In the geographical leash (GL), sender 
includes its own location (using GPS) and sending time. 
Using GL, the maximum distance between the sender and 
receiver can be estimated by receiver. This scheme can 
perform better if strict time synchronization and additional 
device like GPS are provided. 

 
In [3], a new idea has been introduced to detect 

wormhole attack. A directional antenna is attached to each 
sensor node to detect wormhole node. According to the 
authors, if a sensor sends a packet in a given direction, its 
receiver will receive it in the opposite direction. Therefore, 
authenticity of neighbor can be verified by their sending and 
receiving directions. This scheme appears to require 
additional hardware (i.e., directional antenna). 

 
The method in [7] detects wormhole node by looking at 

the connectivity graph for forbidden substructures. Two 
non-neighbor nodes might have at most common 
independent k-hop neighbors; attack is spotted if the 
opposite happens. Compared to dense network, forbidden 
substructures are very hard to find in spare network. 

 
Another category of wormhole detectors has been 

proposed based on the investigation of the statistical 
parameters of network, such as number of neighbors and 
hop count etc. In [8], the statistics of total hop count and 
neighbor information are monitored by the base station. If 
the total number of hop counts decrease dramatically or 
whether the number of neighbors of all nodes increases over 
a threshold, presence of a wormhole node is declared. 
However, this scheme causes significant communication 
and co-ordination overhead.  

 
In [9], another statistical approach is proposed, known 

as SWAN approach, in which each sensor collects the 
recent number of neighbors. Wormhole attack is identified 
if the current number of neighbors exhibits unusual increase 
compared to the previous neighborhood counts taken 
outside of the wormhole zones. This is a distributed 
approach so that it doesn’t cause any overhead unlike 
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centralized approach. However, both schemes perform 
better in uniformly distributed network, but their 
performance is in question where sensors are distributed 
non-uniformly. 

3. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

Artificial neural network (ANN) is a computational 
scheme that is modeled after the human brain. ANN 
consists of interconnected complex information processing 
unit, called neuron;  they work together to find non-linear 
solution of certain problems [11]. Neural networks learn or 
adopt with input examples that flows through it. However, 
they consist of three general layers: input layer, hidden 
layer and output layer. Perhaps, the Multilayer layer 
perception (MLP) is the most widely used scheme of neural 
network. Fig. 2 shows a standard multilayer feed forward 
network. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Multi-layer neural network. 

Operation of neural networks can be described in two 
phases: Training and Testing. There are several methods, 
but  simplest and the most popular training method is 
generalized delta rule, which also known as 
backpropagation [12].  

 
Input features from the input layer are shared with 

adjacent hidden layer through unidirectional branches [13]. 
Those input values are multiplied by some weights and then 
summed. Similarly, all output of hidden layer propagates to 
the output layer (This is called forward propagation). The 
value of the output layer is compared with desired output. 
This error between actual output and desired output are 
measured and propagated backward to adjust the branch 
weights. On other words, we minimize the cost or energy of 
the error function, , by using back pass of back 
propagation algorithm defined as:  

                

  (1)

 

The  defines the desired output of the ath input training 
example,  represents actual output of neural network 
and  represents total number of training examples. During 
the back pass of back propagation, each branch weights is 
updated using (2): 

 

  (2)

                     
The  is the weight between  and  neuron and 

is the learning rate. The weight adjustment procedure is 
performed recursively up to maximum epoch. 

4. PROPOSED  ALGORITHM 

The proposed algorithm is a network based approach in 
which the number of neighbors is used as detection feature 
to confront wormhole attack. 

 
Fig. 3 Impact of wormhole attack. 

However, a mobile sensor node, known as detector node 
(DN) is deployed in an area where sensor nodes could be 
uniformly or non-uniformly distributed. DN moves around 
this sensor field and collects the neighborhood count. When 
it reaches into the communication range of the wormhole 
node, counted number of neighbors would increase sharply 
or a little based on sensor distribution. This change is 
captured and gathered in a dataset, Dset along with other 
collected number of neighbors. For instance, as shown in 
Fig. 3, the detector node DN moves from the one location A1 
to another location A2. Then DN will receive the new 
neighbor beacon message from sensor nodes within its 
communication range, Acom. At the same time, sensors, 
around the E2, also send beacons via E1 as they are 
connected through a virtual tunnel. 

 
As we know, the performance of a neural network 

highly depends on how the neural network is trained and 
training dataset containing potential features. DN involves in 
gathering Dset with adequate data samples. However, it is 
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assumed that a wormhole attack does not exist in network in 
first half of the detection process. In this first half, detector 
node gathers KxN data samples which are called negative 
training examples. Similarly, same amount of neighborhood 
counts are collected in the presence of wormhole nodes, 
known as positive training examples. After that, those two 
types of data samples are mixed up so that training can be 
performed appropriately. Then MxN data samples are drawn 
and stored in a training dataset, Dtrain. At the same time, 
PxN data samples from main dataset are stored in Dtest  for 
testing the trained neural network. 

 
Proposed Algorithm: 

 
1. Collect  KxN  negative Data samples  
2. Collect  KxN  positive Data samples  
3. Mix up the positive and negative data samples  
4. Select MxN data samples from Dset and store in Dtrain 
5. Select PxN data samples from Dset and store in Dtest 
6. Train the neural network with appropriate parameters 
7. Test the neural network 
8. If output  0.8 then wormhole attack exist 
9. If output < 0.8  then wormhole attack does not exist 
10. Update Dtrain by Dtest  for further training  
11. Reset Dtest and update with new data samples gathered 

by DN 

Furthermore, data samples of Dtrain are fed into input 
layer of neural network. Training procedure is performed 
repeatedly until it reaches the maximum epoch. Testing 
procedure involves the checking of the neural network 
whether it is able to classify the wormhole attack or not. If 
only the output of the trained network is greater than 0.8, 
then the presence of wormhole attack is declared. 

 
After Testing, data samples of Dtest updates Dtrain for 

further training by removing its old elements. This will 
minimize the error level that was achieved in the training 
phase. Dtest entries are cleared up and updated with new data 
examples collected by the DN in real time. 

5. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

In this section, we have demonstrated the simulation and the 
results after applying our proposed model of detecting 
wormhole attacks. First phase of the experiment has been 
conducted to see if the proposed scheme is able to classify 
the wormhole attack in the network or not. In the second 
phase, we have evaluated the percentage of detection 
accuracy, false positives and false negatives of the proposed 
detection scheme. We have also investigated the 
performance of the proposed algorithm by deploying 
different sensor distributions. 

 

In the simulation setup, 500 sensor nodes are distributed 
in the square field of 1000 meters by 1000 meters. Each 
sensor node including DN has 50 meters radio range. A pair 
of wormholes is placed on a location of 300 meter by 300 
meter and 700 meters by 700 meter. Random waypoint 
model is used as mobility model for the simulation[9].   

 
A multi-layer, feed forward network with back 

propagation algorithm has been used for the experiments. 
Both Input and hidden layer contain of 100 neural nodes. 
On the other hand, the output layer has only one (01) neural 
node. Conversely, we have used a sub data set, Dtrain 
comprising of 9000 randomly selected data points from Dset 
for training, in which each data point consist of 100 
neighborhood counts collected by DN. During the training 
period, minimum error tolerance level was set to 1e-05.  
The Table 1 shows the parameters which are used during 
the training phase.  

 
Table 1 Parameters used for training. 

 
Parameter  Value 

No of feature  1 
No of Data points 
(training) 

9000x100 

No of Data points (testing) 1000x100 

Architecture  [100,100,1] 
Performance  1.00E-05 
Learning rate,  1.00E-02 
Epoch 9000 
CPU time  15 mins  

 
In the testing phase, the testing dataset is fed into the 

input layer. Then we look into the output of the neural 
network to see whether it identifies the existence of 
wormhole attack in the given network. Fig. 4 shows that the 
proposed detection scheme can classify the “wormhole 
attack” and “no wormhole attack” successfully.  

 

 
Fig. 4 Classification of wormhole attack (uniform 

distribution). 
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       In the second phase, we wanted to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed scheme by using different 
sensor distributions in a given area. The total Number of 
sensors and radio range of each sensor including DN remain 
same as the first phase. In this experiment, sensors are 
distributed according to several distributions such as 
uniform, Gaussian, Poisson, exponential, beta and gamma 
distribution. For each sensor distribution, we have 
calculated the percentage of the detection accuracy, false 
positives and false negatives. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Percentage of detection accuracy. 

     Fig. 5 shows the percentage of detection accuracy of 
ANN based detection scheme with different sensor 
distributions. In this graph, the highest detection accuracy is 
recorded as 99.981% when sensors are distributed 
according to Uniform distribution, whereas the lowest 
detection accuracy is measured 97.015% for exponential 
sensor distribution. Furthermore, detection accuracy for 
Gaussian distribution is almost same as the uniform 
distribution. Accordingly, 97.662%, 98.01%, and 97.873% 
detection rates are measured for Poisson, beta and gamma 
sensor distribution. Thus, the average detection accuracy 
calculated for the detection system is 98.32%. 
 

 
Fig. 6  Percentage of false positive.  

 
Fig. 6 compares false positive rates of this scheme with 

the Variation of deployed sensor distributions. The lowest 
false positive rate is achieved for the uniform sensor 

distribution, and the highest false positive rate is recorded 
for the exponential sensor distribution, which are 0.019% 
and 2.885%, respectively. For the Gaussian sensor 
distribution, false positive rate is relatively low as uniform 
sensor distribution. The false positive rate for the beta 
sensor distribution is 2.115%. At the same time, false 
positive rates are approximately same for Poisson and 
Gamma sensor distribution, but not as high as Exponential 
sensor distribution.  

 

 
Fig. 7 Percentage of false negative rate. 

Fig. 7 illustrates the changes in false negative rates over 
different sensor distributions. In this graph, lowest false 
negative 0% is obtained for uniform sensor distribution 
among all sensor distributions. However, false negative rate 
is relatively high for the exponential sensor distribution 
compare to other sensor distributions. Here, Gaussian and 
Poisson sensor distributions show almost equal false 
negative rates. Similarly, almost similar false negative rate 
is achieved when the sensors are distributed according to 
beta and gamma distribution. 

 
An analysis of Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 shows that the 

proposed detection scheme can perform better for the 
Uniform sensor distribution in contrast to the other non-
uniform sensor distributions; though its performance is 
quiet improved compared to other existing wormhole 
detectors. In uniform sensor distribution, number of 
neighbors is increased abruptly when detector node is in the 
communication range of wormhole node. In contrast, the 
number of neighbors increases slightly or very small in 
magnitude when sensors are distributed non-uniformly. 
Therefore, detector node collects the number of neighbors 
as the evidence of wormhole attack more precisely in 
uniform sensor distribution compared to non-uniform 
sensor distributions. 

 
In Fig. 8, we compare the performance of proposed 

detection scheme with other existing statistical wormhole 
detector. Proposed scheme is outperformed in all 
performance categories except false negative rate. Proposed 
detection scheme has higher detection accuracy with lower 
false positive rate, which are accordingly 98.25% and 
1.71%.Though proposed scheme exhibits 0.02% false 
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negative rates unlike other two statistical wormhole 
detectors, this false negative rate is apparently negligible 
considering its high detection accuracy and lower false 
positive rate.  

 

 
Fig. 8  Comparison of different statistical wormhole 
detectors.  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a novel detection model based on 
neighborhood count using ANN for wireless sensor 
networks. The goal of this proposed detection scheme is to 
detect wormhole attacks in any sensor distribution with high 
detection accuracy and low false positive rate, especially in 
non-uniform network environment. The proposed scheme 
shows promising performances through simulation. The 
detection accuracy is increased and false positive is 
decreased significantly compared to other statistical 
wormhole detectors. Future work is needed to enhance the 
detection scheme to locate wormhole nodes and to eradicate 
them from any sensor network. 
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A Software Update Method for Noisy Wireless 
Environment of WSNs 
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Abstract - Wireless Sensor Networks have been applied to 
many places such as home health care, assisted living, 
environmental survey and so on. Nowadays, sensor nodes can 
perform many functions at the same time and include complex 
monitoring software. This paper presents an efficient software 
update in noisy wireless environment. After relay nodes are 
selected, two update methods are compared for energy 
consumption, update time and packet loss. Software update 
methods are measured in noisy environment using NS-2 
simulators. In ideal environment, there are few difference in 
upgrade time, energy consumption and retransmission data 
sizes. At noisy environment, energy saving, upgrade time and 
retransmission data sizes are improved by dividing one file 
into several files. When a file is divided 3 small files, the total 
upgrade time reduced to 59% in the noisy environment. When 
a file is divided 4 small files, energy consumptions of smaller 
file transmission is reduced up to 74% compare with that of 
one file transmission. For severe noisy environment, it is 
much better saving of energy by dividing a file into smaller 
files. 

Keywords: Noise, Software update, relay, file division

1 Introduction
As semiconductor technology is advanced, sensor nodes 

of WSNs(Wireless Sensor Networks) are designed with small 
size, low power consumption and several sensors realized by 
one chip. Typically WSNs are composed of a lot of sensor 
nodes, which are deployed to monitor interest area. The 
sensor nodes are consisted of sensors, data processing, and 
communication parts. WSNs are applied to various areas such 
as home health care, assisted living, environmental survey 
and so on. 

Since the computing power of sensor nodes has been 
increased, sensor nodes have enough power to perform 
several functions at the same time. Their software is 
programmed to operate several functions and its complexity 
is increased. As battery technology is advanced, the life time 
of sensor nodes is dramatically improved. And the
deployment of solar cells makes sensor nodes operate 
permanently when they deployed in the fields. This means 
that their software of sensor nodes might be reprogrammed or 
added new functions. But it is very difficult to access a node 
one by one and update its software manually. 

Most researches for software update are concentrated to 
methods of software update in ideal environment without 
noise. This paper presents an efficient software update 
method in noisy wireless environment. After relay nodes are 
selected, two update methods are compared for energy 
consumption, update time and packet loss.  

2 Related work 
There are some researches about software updates for 

sensor nodes. But they are focused on system management, 
not an update itself. Han et al. have presented a survey for 
software update. Energy efficient software update methods 
are described by comparing the other methods[7]. For 
efficient data transmissions, Intanagonwiwat et al. suggests 
direct-diffusion method[9]. But this research is focused on 
data aggregation and data transmission path. So it is not 
suitable for software updates since the data flow direction is 
reversed. For lower power consumption, Wei Ye et al.
suggests S-MAC. S-MAC is an MAC level protocol using 
sleep cycle and clustering[10]. This protocol use periodic 
sleep and data bandwidth is very low. It can’t be applied for 
software data transfer since the data size of control software 
is much larger than that of the normal data. 

Since control software contains execution code for a 
processor of sensor nodes, it is very important to maintain 
reliable data transfer. A method for reliable data transfer in 
WSNs is developed for 1:1 communication such as S-TCP 
and RMTS[3][4]. But 1:1 communication methods are 
inefficient to update many nodes for WSNs. If this method is 
used for re-programing sensor nodes of WSNs, each node 
must be updated first and retransmit the software update data 
to another node one by one. Therefore it is necessary to 
develop an efficient update method for sensor nodes with fast 
update time and small data retransmission. 

Stephen et al. suggest a update software model for 
WSNs[8]. This model presents the theoretical approaches to 
update software. They have not provided simulation results or 
experiments to verify their model. They validate their model 
against three different systems, representing three classes of 
software update: static/monolithic updating(MOAP), 
dynamic/mobile agent-based updating (Mate) and 
dynamic/component-based updating(Impala). 

For the update protocol, Kulkarnia and Arumugama 
have implemented a selective retransmission Go-Back-N 
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scheme using TDMA protocol to provide reliable data 
transfer for WSNs. In order to save energy, TDMA scheme is 
very useful. Main feature of Infuse method is continuously 
sends data to the next node from a predecessor node[1] 

3 Software update models 
In this paper, all sensor nodes of WSNs are assumed to 

use the same hardware configuration such as a processor, its 
memory size and so on. It means that all sensor nodes use the 
same software version and their locations are static and 
distributed uniformly. Some assumptions for software update 
model described are given as follows: 

Wireless Sensor Network uses CSMA/CA based mesh 
structure ad-hoc network 
There is only one base station in the sensor network 
All nodes use the same software 
All nodes are fixed at one location 

3.1 Software update time 
The time to update the software of each node indicates 

the sum of the data transmission time, failure recovery time 
and reprogramming time for a node. Tdata is data transmission 
represented by Equation(1). 

                    (1) 

where,   Pd : Data packet size 
Ph : Packet header size 
Po : Wireless channel access time. 

         
The whole error recovery time(Terr) is represented by 

Equation (2). 

(2) 

where,    Pc  : Control packet size 
                            Perr : Packet error rate. 

The update time for a node at the single hop(Tstep) is 
formulized by Equation (3). 

                    (3) 

where,   Tup     : Update time after data reception 
                            Tdata : Transmission data time 
                            Terr   : Transmission error time. 

Total update time(T) for all nodes in the sensor field is 
expressed by multiplying the number of update step and the 
time of update time of single hop. The update step is the 

distance between a base station to its farthest node divided by 
the radal transmission range of nodes. The update time for 
whole sensor node in the WSNs are expressed as Equation(4) 

                              (4) 
where,   l is distance from base node to its farthest node  

r is radio radius of a node. 

3.2 Energy model 
The power consumption of relay nodes is calculated by 

the sum of receiving data and transmitting data, and is 
calculated as Equation (5). 

nrJ)e(size_fileJJ
)e(size_fileJJ
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                  (5) 

where,   Jr  : the energy to receive data 
Js  : the energy for transmit data 
Jnr : the energy consumed by receiving nodes 
Jns : the energy consumed by relaying nodes 
e   : transmission error rate 
file_size : the size of software upgrade. 

In Equation (5), Jnr and Jns are the power consumption 
of receiving and transmitting data to other nodes. Some nodes 
located in duplicated radio area are received a few multiple 
times of data size of software. Therefore, the total energy 
consumption of all nodes is J in Equation (6). 
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N
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t
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      (6) 

where,  Nt : total number of nodes in a field 
      N  : a number of relaying nodes. 

In Equation (6), all parameters are fixed except e and N.
It is very important to reduce transmission errors and the 
number of relaying nodes. 

3.3 Upgrade algorithms for noisy wireless 
environment 

In the paper, the following two methods are considered 
to figure out the noisy environmental performance.  

CHR(Cluster Head Relay) : This algorithm is 
proposed by Jeong[20]. This method uses cluster 
heads to update software. After cluster heads 
update software, they transmit update software to 
next cluster heads which are not upgraded. 

PFR(Partial File Relay) : This method uses the 
same algorithm of CHR. It divides one upgrade file 
into two, three and four small files and transmits 
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them to next cluster heads. To find their 
performance and upgrade time, the basic 
transmission and reception method of the CHR 
upgrade algorithm is used. 

3.3.1 CHR algorithm 
In WSNs, all nodes must belong to one of clusters. 

Collected data are transmitted to the base station by cluster 
heads. When data is transmitted to the base station, cluster 
header information is added. In Figure 1, cluster head nodes, 
which are 5, 7, 9, 12 and 17 in clusters, send collected data to 
the base station. The base station searches node IDs of cluster 
heads among received data and selects these nodes as relay 
nodes. Before updating software, nodes to be updated will 
receive event data and broadcast them to their neighbor nodes. 
CHR algorithm is shown as Figure 2 and Figure 3. After 
receiving “Relay-Start” message, nodes prepare software 
update procedure. 

Figure 1. CHR method 

Relay nodes broadcast “Data-Start” message and new 
software version to their neighbor nodes, and inform that 
software update transmission will begin. After software 
update is finished, updated nodes send “Reprogram-Done”
message to their relay nodes. 

Algorithm 1: CHR Transmission Node
Broadcast status information periodically 
If (receive “Relay-Start” && exist proper neighbor node) { 

Send “Data-Start” to neighbor nodes. 
Send data 

}
While(No. data receive nodes > 0) { 

If(receive “Reprogram-Done”) { 
Select one node. 
Send “Relay-Start” to selected node. 
Decrease No. of data receive node. 

}
}

Figure 2. CHR Transmission Algorithm 

Algorithm 2 : CHR Reception Node 

Broadcast status information periodically 
If (receive “Data-Start”) { 

If (receive software ver. > stored software ver.) { 
Receive data and store it to memory 
Request missing or lost packet 
Reprogramming it-self. 
Send “Reprogram-Done” to data send node. 

}
}
If ( receive “Relay-Start”) { 

Go to Transmission program 
}

Figure 3. CHR Reception Algorithm 

3.3.2 PFR algorithm 
Before the software is updated, it operates as a normal 

sensor node by capturing data and transmitting them to its 
cluster node. When software needs to be updated, the server 
prepare updates file. The server divides update software into 
several small files to perform software update for nodes in the 
sensor networks. When the server sends out “Relay-Start”
message and “Data-Start” message, relay nodes starts the 
update procedure. After nodes receive all packets for 
software update, they transmit “Reprogram-Done” message 
to relay nodes. The algorithms are shown in Figure 4 and 
Figure 5. 

Algorithm 3: Data Transmission Node
Broadcast status information periodically 
If (receive “Relay-Start” && exist proper neighbor node) { 

Send “Data-Start” to neighbor nodes. 
Send data[subfile_counter]  
for ( I=1; i<subfile_ counter) 
Send data[subfile_counter]  

}
While(No. data receive nodes > 0) { 

If(receive “Reprogram-Done”) { 
Select one node. 
Send “Relay-Start” to selected node. 
Decrease No. of data receive node. 

}
}

Figure 4. Sub-file Transmission Algorithm 

Algorithm 4 : Data Reception Node 
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Broadcast status information periodically 
If (receive “Data-Start”) { 

If (receive software ver. > stored software ver.) { 
Receive data and store it to memory 
Request missing or lost packet 
Reprogramming it-self. 
Send “Reprogram-Done” to data the send node. 

}
}
If ( receive “Relay-Start”) { 

Go to Transmission program 
}

Figure 5. Sub-file Reception Algorithm 

4 Simulations for performance analysis 
4.1 Simulation environment 

To find software update performance at noisy 
environment, NS-2 network simulator is used. The simulation 
environment is shown at Table 1. The total number of nodes 
is 100 sensor nodes and their locations are static and 
distributed uniformly within 400mx400m rectangular area. 
There is one base station to start software update. CSMA/CA 
802.11 and 802.15.4 wireless standards are used for 
simulation. With simulations, data for energy consumption, 
update time and packet loss rate are collected. 

Table 1. Simulation parameters 

Parameters Value 

MAC protocol 
CSMA/CA, Back-off Window 2~26 

Slot Time=0.384ms, IFS=1.664ms 

RF transmission radius 60m 

Wireless bandwidth 250Kbps 

Number of node 100 

Transceiver power consumption 75.9mW(TX)/62.7mW(RX) 

Distance inter-node 40m 

Data packet size 128Byte 

Data header size 8Byte 

Software data size 128KByte 

Data transmission rate Wireless bandwidth 70% 

Update time 1.5 Sec 

Bit error rate(BER) 0 ~ 1.1x10-3 

4.2 Simulation results and analysis 
 Each node is located uniformly and the node-to-node 

distance is 40m. Simulations are measured for energy 

consumptions, update time and packet loss rate by changing 
bit error rate. Upgrade software size is 128KB and the basic 
packet size 128B. This means that about 1000 packets are 
transmitted to other nodes. Figure 6 shows the energy 
consumptions. In Figure 6, Div-2, Div-3, and Div-4 mean 
that the upgrade file is divided into two, three and four 
respectively. The total software update time is shown in 
Figure 6. When one file is divided into several files, the total 
upgrade time is reduced dramatically. This means that errors 
during transmission are reduced and the number of 
retransmission is reduced. When a file is divided 3 small files, 
the total upgrade time reduced to 59% in the noisy 
environment. In the ideal environment, the upgrade time is 
very similar to each other. As noise is increased and the bit 
error rate is increased, the reduction rate of software upgrade 
time is proportional to the number of division. 

Figure 6. Software Update Time 

The total energy consumption is shown in Figure 7. 
When a file is divided 4 small files, energy consumptions of 
smaller file transmission is reduced up to 74% compare with 
that of one file transmission. For severe noisy environment, it 
is very effective to divide a file into smaller files to save 
energy. 

Figure 7. Energy Consumption 

The total sizes of data retransmission are shown in 
Figure 8. When packets are lost or packets have errors, data 
should be retransmitted. When a file is divided into several 
files, the total data sizes of retransmission are reduced 
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dramatically. When a file is divided 2 small files, the total 
data size of retransmission is the half of one file transmission. 

Figure 8. Data Retransmission 

The data loss rate is shown in Figure 9. Div-2 shows 
more data loss than others. This data does correspond to 
Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8. This means that bit errors of 
packets are dominant to data retransmissions. Since sizes of 
loss data are small, the recovery time of the loss data are 
small in noisy environment  

Figure 9. Data Loss 

5 Conclusion
In this paper, software update methods are measured in 

noisy environment using NS-2 simulators. The bit error rates 
are considered 0, 5x10-4, 7x10-4, 1.0x10-3 and 1.1x10-3. In 
ideal environment, there are few difference in upgrade time, 
energy consumption and retransmission data sizes. In noisy 
environment, energy saving, upgrade time and retransmission 
data sizes are improved by dividing one file into several files.  

When a file is divided 3 small files, the total upgrade 
time reduced to 59% in the noisy environment. When a file is 
divided 4 small files, energy consumptions of smaller file 
transmission is reduced up to 74% compare with that of one 
file transmission. At severe noisy environment, it is very 
effective to divide a file into smaller files to save energy. 

Please address any questions related to this paper to 
Byoungchul Ahn by Email (b.ahn@yu.ac.kr). 
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Abstract— The Internet of Things is a paradigm that pro-
poses the interconnection of objects and things collaborating
for a common objective. Several works have used the inte-
gration of WSN and RFID for enable the data exchange
between this objects in IoT applications. However, with
this integration, the challenges of these technologies are
expanded and new problems can emerge. This work proposes
a framework to reduce the problems that arises from the
integration of WSN and RFID into IoT applications. The
proposed framework is formed by two components. The
first is a RFID anti-collision protocol and the second is a
mechanism to assist WSN routing protocols. The framework
was compared with state-of-art protocols, and the results
showed that, with the utilization of the proposed framework
is possible enhance the network performance by providing
a best structure for the IoT applications.

Keywords: Internet of Things, Wireless Sensor Networks, RFID,

Anti-collision, Routing.

1. Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) is a multi-disciplinary domain

covering a wide array of topics that go from purely technical

(routing, requisition semantics) to a mix of technical and

social issues (security, privacy, usability), as well as social

and entrepreneurial subjects [1]. Applications of IoT, the

existing and potential ones, are equally diverse: environ-

ment monitoring and personal health, track and control of

industrial processes including agriculture, intelligent spaces,

and intelligent cities are only a few examples of Internet of

Things’ applications. [2]

In particular, IoT should expand from technologies such

as RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), which, for having

object identification and location functionality, can be used

in a great number of applications. At the same time, IoT may

employ other relevant technologies, such as Wireless Sensor

Networks (WSN), which make it possible to collect infor-

mation about the environment in which they are inserted.

[3]

In order for IoT to perform efficiently their application, it

is necessary that the used network structure provides some

key system level resources, such as devices heterogene-

ity, scalability, ubiquitous data exchange through proximity

wireless technologies, energy-optimized solutions, localiza-

tion and tracking capabilities, self-organization capabilities,

semantic interoperability and data management, embedded

security and privacy-preserving mechanisms. [4]
The most promising technologies for the IoT paradigm are

RFID and WSN [1] [3]. Due to their specific limitations,

these technologies are not able to individually support all

mentioned required resources. As an alternative to this prob-

lem, the WSN and RFID integration can implement a struc-

ture capable of providing such resources. When developing

this joint structure, it should be taken into consideration

the specific issues of each technology, as well as problems

derived from the integration, with the goal of supporting IoT

applications.
Several works show solutions that integrate WSN and

RFID for IoT applications [5] [6] [7]. However, these works

do not consider the problems related to the integration of

these technologies. Not considering these WSN and RFID

integrate challenge for IoT network can degrade the appli-

cations performance.
Thus, this work proposes a framework able to improve

the network performance that integrates WSN and RFID for

IoT applications looking for the problems arising with this

integration, well as the problems already existing in these

technologies. The framework is composed by two compo-

nents. The first component has the objective of improve

the reading tags system, making it most fast and efficient.

The second component aims enhancing the performance

at message exchange between the nodes with sensing and

reading capacities, reducing the packet loss rate and the

energy consumption. With the utilization of the proposed

Framework are expected:

• Improvement of RFID reading system performance;

• Reducing packet loss rate.

• Reducing the network nodes energy consumption;
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The work is organized as follows: Section 2 present a

short overview about the integration between WSN and

RFID technologies. The section 3 describes the proposed

framework. The results evaluation is discussed in Section 4,

followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. Integration of WSN and RFID for In-
ternet of Things Applications

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the pervasive presence of

a variety of things and objects (such as RFID tags, sensors,

actuators, smartphones, and so on) around us that are capable

of interacting among themselves cooperating towards the

achievement of a common goal [3]. These objects and things

are commonly exchanging information over the Internet.

According to [3], one of the key components to IoT are

RFID systems, which are composed by one or more readers

and many tags. Into RFID system, a reader sends commands

and search for tags that are attached to objects or people.

The tags answer the request from the reader with a unique

identification number, which will be used in the application.

The RFID system works as a real time data acquisition

system. To explore its whole potential it is necessary that the

acquired information be rapidly processed and forwarded to

other systems that may use it. The collisions generated as

a result of simultaneous answers from the tags is a critical

issue in RFID systems [8]. Hereupon, IoT applications that

use RFID systems should take into account collision related

circumstances.

The WSNs have a crucial role in IoT scenarios [2],

since they allow the development of applications capable

of monitoring many variables in their insertion location.

Generally, WSN have a great number of distributed sensor

nodes, have energy, storage and processing constraints and

should have auto configuration mechanisms in case of loss

of communication and failure in the sensor nodes. WSNs

tend to execute a collaborative function in which the sensors

provide data, which is processed (or consumed) by special

nodes, called base station or sink nodes. One of the main

challenges in WSN is the energy consumption, considering

that in most cases, the nodes are located in places of difficult

access, which makes it unfeasible to change power supply

batteries [9].

The sensors nodes can be enough to collect and transmit

data from an environment. Yet, WSNs have limitations at

exclusive identification of an object/person in certain types

of applications, not representing an optimized solution in

terms of efficiency and implementation cost. On the other

hand, RFID systems are fast and convenient for object iden-

tification and introduces a simpler and cheaper approach for

virtual identification and location of objects in the growing

IoT paradigm [10].

The majority of IoT applications needs of object identi-

fication, in addition to data on the environment in which

they are inserted [6]. Since WSN and RFID technologies

can’t fill this need individually, it is necessary integrate both

technologies to achieve the expected level of data collection

(identification and environment data) required by most IoT

applications.

According to [11] the integration of RFID and WSN tech-

nologies maximizes its benefits, creating new perspectives

for a greater number of applications, and approximating the

real world to academic researches. This happens because

the result of this integration is a technology with extended

capacity, scalable and portable with reduced costs.

In [12] four types of WSN and RFID systems integration

are discussed. This integration can occur in the following

ways: integrating tags with sensors (temperature, humidity,

pressure and so on), integrating tags with wireless sensor

nodes (tags with sensing and multi-hop communication

capabilities), integrating readers with wireless sensor nodes

(readers with sensing and multi-hop communication capabil-

ities) and a set of RFID components and sensors integrated

through application.

This work considers the way that the RFID readers are

integrated to wireless sensor nodes. Thus, aiming to promote

the integration between WSN and RFID, it is necessary a

computational element capable of collecting data from the

environment (temperature, humidity and pressure) and iden-

tify RFID tags. The computational element that integrates

WSN and RFID are called reader-sensor (RS) node. In this

work, RS nodes can have two different architectures, which

will be presented next.

2.1 Integration With Software Defined Radios
Architecture

The RS nodes with Software Defined Radio (SDR) archi-

tecture use just one communication interface to exchange

messages switching between WSN and RFID elements. The

SDR includes a transmitter in which the operational parame-

ters like frequency, modulation strategy or maximum output

potency can be changed using software without the need of

changing any hardware component responsible for the radio-

frequency [13]. In order to make it easier to understand,

the RS nodes that use SDR radio will be called RS-SDR

(Reader-Sensor Node with Software Defined Radio). With

the use of this type of reader node it is not possible to

communicate with sensor nodes and RFID tags at the same

time. That means that when a reader node is collecting data

about the tags it can not receive data from other sensor or

reader nodes of the network.

2.2 Integration With Dual Radio Architecture
The RS node with Dual Radio architecture uses two

independent communication interfaces. For instance, first

interface can use a CC2420 radio for exchanging messages

with the other sensor or reader nodes of the network. The

second interface can use a CC1000 radio to communicate
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with the RFID tags on the objects. The use of two radios

allows the reader node to communicate with the sensor

nodes and the RFID tags. These nodes will be called RS-

DR (Reader Node with Dual-Radio). In contrast to RS-

SDR, the RS-DR are capable of performing simultaneous

communication with the RFID tags and other sensor or

reader nodes of the network. This is possible because the RS-

DR utilizes two independents interfaces of communication.

3. Proposed Framework
This work proposes a framework to improve the perfor-

mance of the network structure that integrates WSN and

RFID for IoT applications. The framework proposed is

formed by two components. The first component is referent

to the way in which the data from RFID elements are

collected for the application. In this component is presented

a anti-collision protocol for RFID tags based on the EPC

Class 1 Generation 2 standard [14]. The second component

is responsible for the routing technique, a existent routing

protocol is boosted with intelligent systems to improve the

perform once.

The following subsections present the components of the

proposed framework. In addition, each subsection shows

a brief explanation of the problem that the component of

framework aims minimize in order to provide the resources

required for IoT applications.

3.1 Fuzzy Q-Algorithm
According to [8], the high amount of exchanged packets

between readers and RFID tags can generate problems that

affect the network scalability and also the quality of service

required by the applications. Generally, the quality of service

is affected by loss of network packets, which is commonly

caused by packet collision. In order to reduce the packet loss

caused by collisions, the RFID readers uses anti-collision

protocols that coordinate the sending of answer messages

of the tags. Some integration proposals of WSN and RFID

not consider the collision problems at the moment of the

reading of tags. A inefficient reading system can impact the

performance of IoT applications. The delay in the reading

process caused by the collisions can increase the energy

consumption resulting in the premature death of RS nodes.

Thus, the proposed framework presents a component that

is responsible for enhance the performance of the tags read-

ing system held by the RS nodes. The Fuzzy Q-Algorithm

(FQA) is a anti-collision RFID protocol based on EPCglobal

UHF Class-1 Generation-2 (EPC C1G2) protocol and in

the Q-Algorithm [14]. At EPC C1G2 the tags identification

process consists in a inventory. A inventory is composed of

several rounds, which in turn, are composed of several slots.

At protocol, each time that a tag need to be identified, all

identification process is performed, independent if the tag

has already been identified or not. This repetitive message

exchange can increase the time of the tags reading process,

besides increase the collision chance. In addiction, EPC

C1G2 used a Q-Algorithm for define the size of each round.

The Q-Algorithm adjusts the slots quantity of each round

based in a static parameter. This adjust form can hurt the

performance of IoT applications where the quantity of tags

at the reader range change quickly.

Considering the necessity of IoT applications, FQA uti-

lizes Fuzzy Systems for define dynamically the parameter

used for determinate the quantity of slots in a round.

Furthermore, FQA seeks reduce the sending of redundant

identification codes (EPC), which can affect the acting of

the IoT applications by the increasing the time of the tags

identification process.

In the FQA protocol, QUERY commands are used for start

a reading process. Upon received a QUERY command the

tag select randomly a slot count between 0 and 2Q−1 where

Q is a value between 0 and 15 sent inside of the QUERY

command. QUERY_REP commands are sent by readers for

the tags for decrease their slot count. When a tag has a slot

count equals to 0, it sends a RN16 command for the reader.

The RN16 contains a aleatory number of 16 bits that not

change until the tags receive a special command from reader.

Upon receive a RN16, the reader verify if already received

the RN16 previously. If true, the reader sends a ACK with

the RN16 and a marked flag. If false, the reader send a ACK

with the RN16 and a unmarked flag. When the tag receives

the ACK with the RN16 previously sent and the unmarked

flag, it sends your EPC identification code. If a flag of the

received RN16 by the tag is marked, the tag changes its state

by ACKNOWLEDGED. When the reader receives the EPC

code of the tag, the reader stores the EPC together with the

RN16 previously sent by the tag. This stored information

is used to verify if a tag was already identified. If most of

one tags send a RN16 at same slot, occurs a slot collision

and none of the tags can be identified. If none tags send a

RN16 in a slot, this slot is empty. If the reader receives the

EPC code with success, the slots is successfully. With the

purpose of obtains a best adjust of the slots quantity at each

round, FQA readers uses a variation of Q-Algorithm. In the

FQA, Qfp is a floating representation of Q. After each slot

the value of Qfp can be incremented or decremented based

on c, where 0.1 < c < 0.5. If occurs a slot collision, Qfp is

incremented in c. If occurs a slot empty, Qfp is decremented

in c. If occurs a slots successfully Qfp no change. After it,

Qfp is rounded, if the value differs of Q a QUERY_ADJUST

command is sent to adjust the Q value of the tags. At the

end of each inventory, the value of c is adjusted dynamically

by a Fuzzy System. The new c is based in the Q value of

the last inventory.

With the utilization of FQA, is expected the efficiency

increasing of the tags reading process and at same time,

the reduction of this process. With the dynamic adjusts of

c is expected to improve the tags reading rates, which are

resulting of a appropriated Q value. Avoiding the sending of
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redundant EPC codes, is expected to reduce the time needed

for the tags identification. In this way, is efficient intended

to enhance IoT applications with an identification process.

3.2 Fuzzy System-Based Route Classifier
A important challenge related to the WSN seeking IoT

applications is referent to the problem of node energy

consumption, where the nodes located near of sink node or

that compose the most used routes tends to exhaust their

energy resources too early [15]. The premature death of

the nodes can cause the rupture of the routes previously

established, making with the network have to re-organize,

causing higher energy consumption and bandwidth. Thereby,

the route selection scheme need consider the residual energy

of nodes and the quality of communication among them with

the objective of reduce the energy consumption while, at

same time, provide a load balance and a better distribution

of the limited resources of network [16]. A problem that

generally is not considered when developing a routing pro-

tocol for IoT applications that integrate WSN and RFID is

the problem of the quantity of tags near of the RS nodes. The

greater the quantity of tags in a node RS area, highest will

be the time for read these tags.. With a high reading time,

the energy resources of a RS node tends to exhaust quickly,

thus, routes that have RS nodes with high tags density at

their proximity should be avoided.

Thus, this component of the proposed framework present

a mechanism based in Fuzzy Systems able to classify routes

and assist routing protocols in scenario of IoT that integrate

WSN and RFID, this mechanism is called Fuzzy System-

Based Route Classifier (FSBRC). For assist the routing

protocol the FSBRC considers information of several layers

of the WSN and RFID. The informations used by FSBRC

travels in specifics fields inside of control messages of

the routing protocol or are collected together to the RFID

elements that compose the network. This information are:

energy level of route, hops number, LQI and tags density.

They are used for the Fuzzy System of the FSBRC for

determine the quality of each route.

Although the FSBRC can be utilized together with several

multipath based routing protocols, in this work it is used

together the Directed Diffusion (DD) routing protocol [17].

By means of their functioning, the DD can store different

routes for a destination and use them in case of failure or for

send redundant data. In this work, the proposed framework

utilize the FSBRC component together of the DD protocol

for provide the routing of packets exchange between nodes

RS, sensors and sink. The DD protocol was selected for be

one of the most utilized in WSN.

DD uses the FSBRC mechanism when receives a interest

message. Following is described the step sequence executed

by the RS node when receives a interest message:

• Begin: Having received a message at the physical layer,

the node calculates the LQI value that indicate the

communication quality between the sender and the

receiver. LQI value is sent to the network layer together

with the received message.

• Step 1: When receive the interest message on the

network layer, the node initially verify if the LQI value

calculated is highest of that the LQI value contained

in the message. If true, the LQI value of the message

receives the calculated LQI value.

• Step 2: the node collects the data of energy, hops

number, LQI and tags density contained in the received

message.

• Step 3: the node uses the values of energy, hops number,

LQI and tags density for determinate the route quality

using the FSBRC mechanism.

• Step 4: the node verifies if already have a entrance in

their cache to the received interest, if true the cache is

updated, verifying if is needed create a new gradient

or update a already existent. Posteriorly the message is

disposed.

• Step 5: if the interest was still not received, the node

inserts the interest in the cache together with the

informations of route quality and the ID of sender node.

• Step 6: the node verify if their residual energy is less

than the contained in the message, if true the node

changes the value of energy in the message with their

value of residual energy, otherwise the value is not

changed.

• Step 7: the node verify if their tags density is greater

than the contained in the message, if true the node

changes the value of tags density in the message with

their value of tags density, otherwise the value is not

change.

• Step 8: the hops number is incremented by one, the

value of sender ID in the message receives the node ID

and the message is re-sent in broadcast.

After the routes formation, whenever a node needing send

data messages its shall select the route with highest quality

among the available routes seeing the informations contained

in their cache. In a fixed time interval the RS nodes exchange

control messages for refresh the values of energy level, LQI

and tags density. This make with than the network can

change the sending path of messages case some route are

losing quality. With the utilization of FSBRC mechanism of

the proposed framework, it is expected improve the routing

protocol performance lowering the energy consumption and

decreasing the packet loss rate. In this way, like conse-

quence of the presented benefits, it is expected attend the

requirements of optimized energy solution and ubiquitous

data exchange through proximity wireless technologies of

IoT applications of most efficient form. In addiction, FSBRC

can have their functioning optimized using the algorithm

described in [18].
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4. Results and Discussions
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, it

used an extended version of Castalia simulator [19]. The

simulations were executed two hundred times, aiming to

obtain an margin error lower than 2% for the confidence

interval of 95%. The application of IoT that was executed

over the network is query-driven and aims to identify the tags

that are in the reading area of the RS nodes, and also the

local conditions (temperature, humidity and pressure) where

the tags are. With exception of the sink node, all other nodes

are deployed randomly and only tags have mobility. All the

data collected by the RS nodes are sent to the sink node

which is used as gateway to communicate with the Internet.

The other parameters of simulation are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
Simulation Area 50 m x 50 m

Time of Simulation 10 minutes

Base Station Location (25,25)

Number of Nodes 20, 40, 60, 80, 100

Number of Tags 50

Initial Energy 100 Joules

Query Duration 200 seconds

Frequency of

Sending Data
5 seconds

Mac Protocol Tunable MAC

The evaluation of the proposed framework was carried

by the comparing proposed framework against the state-of-

art protocols. We simulate four main scenarios, described as

follows:

• Scenario 1 (SC 1): the network uses RS nodes with DR

architecture, routing protocol Directed Diffusion and

anti-collision protocol EPC C1G2;

• Scenario 2 (SC 2): the network uses RS nodes with

SDR architecture, routing protocol Directed Diffusion

and anti-collision protocol EPC C1G2;

• Scenario 3 (SC 3): the network uses RS nodes with DR

architecture and the proposed framework. The protocol

used with the FSBRC is the Directed Diffusion.

• Scenario 4 (SC 4): the network uses RS nodes with

SDR architecture and the proposed framework. The pro-

tocol used with the FSBRC is the Directed Diffusion.

The metrics used for evaluate the proposed framework

are: query success rate (QSR), tag identification speed (TIS),

packet loss rate (PLR) and average energy consumption

(AEC). The QSR and TIS are obtained using the equations 1

and 2, respectively, where K is the number of inventories, Yi

is the number of query commands used during the inventory

i, Xi represents the number of tags identified successfully

during the inventory and Ti represents the length of inventory

i in seconds. PLR and AEC are traditional metrics used to

Fig. 1: Results for the metric of Query Success Rate.

measure the performance of WSN. They are obtained using

the equations 3 and 4, respectively, where N is the number

of nodes, Ecn is the energy consumed by each node n, Pr
represents the quantity of packets received by the sink node

and Psn represents the quantity of packets sent by each node

n.

QSR =

∑K
i=1 Xi∑K
i=1 Yi

(1)

TIS =

∑K
i=1 Xi∑K
i=1 Ti

(2)

PLR =
Pr∑N

n=1 Psn
(3)

AEC =

∑N
n=1 Ecn
N

(4)

The Figure 1 presents the results of QSR to the evaluated

scenarios. We can observe that the scenarios that use the pro-

posed framework have an increase in the QSR metric when

compared to scenarios that do not use the framework. The

QSR is improved, on average, in 24% in the scenario that

uses RS nodes with architecture DR and it improves 28%

in the scenario where the RS nodes use SDR architecture.

This improvement is justified due to dynamic definition of

the parameter c. It is possible to adjust the size of the round

in a more precise way, thus resulting in an increase of the

success rate of each query. As benefit, the IoT application

can collect data requested faster and more reliable. This

way, the proposed framework can make the tracking and

localization capability more efficiently and the ubiquitous

data exchanged through proximity wireless technologies,

which are important requisites of IoT applications.

The Figure 2 shows the results obtained in the simulations

to the TIS metric. The results show that the scenarios that use

the framework have a identification speed of tags bigger than

the scenarios that do not use the framework. In the scenarios
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Fig. 2: Results for the metric of Tag Identification Speed.

that use RS nodes with DR architecture, the one that uses

the framework achieve an superiority, on average, of 91%

compared to the scenario that do not use the framework. In

the scenarios that use RS nodes with SDR architecture the

superiority in the use of the framework is, on average 97%.

The use of the framework was capable of increasing in 115%

the TIS in scenarios with twenty RS nodes with architecture

SDR. Such results are justified due to fact that the framework

avoids the sending of redundant identification codes, thus

reducing the time necessary to finish the reading process.

The speed in which the tags are identified can interfere in

the power consumption and also in the rate of loss packets.

RS-DR nodes that have low TIS can increase the time of

the identification process thus resulting in an already bigger

power consumption, because two communication interfaces

were connected for a longer time. In RS-SDR nodes, low

TIS value can affect the packet routing through the network,

because when it is performing the identification process

of the tags, the RS-SDR nodes are unavailable to receive

packets from other nodes in the network. With the use of

the proposed framework these problems are minimizes, thus

making the IoT application may fulfill their goals in a more

efficient way. Good values of TIS, just like QSR can be

become more efficient the tracking and location capability

and the exchange of data.

The Figure 3 presents the results obtained in the simula-

tions for the metric of packets loss rate. The results show

that, in the scenarios evaluated, the use of the proposed

framework can reduce the rate of packets loss independently

of the type of architecture used by the RS nodes. By means

of the best route selection the proposed framework is able

to avoid the loss of packets from broken routes, with poor

quality of communication between the nodes or with high

density of tags. By considering the power levels of each

route, the framework avoid routes that have nodes with low

quantity of power, that possibly can lead to the disruption

of the route. The number of hops between the destination

node and its source is also considered by the framework, by

Fig. 3: Results for the metric of Packet Loss Rate.

selecting routes with the smaller number of hops. By using

LQI as parameter to qualify a route the framework proposed

considers the quality of the links between the nodes that

compose the route. Thus the routes with poor link quality

will be avoided thus reducing the amount of packets lost.

Another important factor considered by the framework in the

moment of measuring the quality of a route is the tag density

in the area of reader nodes. By considering these parameters

the framework can avoid that the packets be forwarded to

routes that have nodes which are overloaded with the process

of reading the tags. This analysis is even more important in

scenarios where the RS nodes use SDR architecture, once

those nodes that are reading cannot forward packets to other

nodes. This way, avoiding routes that have nodes in reading

state is extremely important to reduce the rate of packets

loss. Like benefits of this packet loss reduction, the network

used by the IoT applications can provide a most efficient

structure, enhancing the ubiquitous data exchanged through

proximity wireless technologies.

The results of average power consumption metric in the

nodes are presented in the Figure 4. The results show us

that the scenarios that use the framework have an average

consumption smaller when compared to the scenarios that

do not use the framework. Independently of the architecture

used by the RS nodes, the framework can reduce the

consumption of power in 5%, on average. This happens

because with the use of the framework o time spent in the

process of tag identification is reduced, resulting in a smaller

consumption of power during each identification process.

In some applications, the low rate of packet lost that was

mentioned before can also contribute to reduce the power

consumption. With the reduction in the number of packets

lost it also reduced the need to resend control messages,

causing a small use of the interfaces of communication thus

resulting in saving the power. Thus the proposed framework

can reduce the average power consumption proportioning an

optimized solution of power to IoT applications.
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Fig. 4: Results for the metric of Average Energy Consump-

tion.

5. Conclusions

IoT can be understood as the interconnection of different

types of objects and things that communicates through a

network infrastructure with the goal of cooperating for a

common objective. In order for IoT applications perform

their tasks, it is necessary that some requirements be pro-

vided by the network structure. However, these current tech-

nologies are rarely capable of providing all these resources.

Looking for the required resources of the IoT applications,

several works have proposed the integration of WSN and

RFID. However, these works generally do not consider the

problems that arise with the integration of the technologies

involved. In this way, this work proposes a framework to

offer a most efficient network structure for IoT applications

taking in account the problems that are augmented after the

integration of WSN and RFID.

Generally, it was observed that, for the scenarios assessed,

the proposed framework on this work can enhance the

performance of the network structure used by IoT appli-

cations. The framework was able to increase the query

success rate and the tag identification speed, reduce the

packet loss rate and decrease the energy consumption. These

benefits are very important for IoT applications. Thus, with

the utilization of the proposed framework it is possible to

improve the network and provide, with efficiency, some

required resources of the IoT applications, as: data exchange

among ubiquitous technologies, optimized energy solution,

localization and tracking capabilities and devices hetero-

geneity.

As future works, it is intended to perform simulations

considering denser scenarios (greater number of elements)

that better represent IoT scenarios. It is also intended to

perform new studies on the components that integrate the

framework with the purpose of searching improvements or

new mechanisms to compose them.
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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks encompasses a wide range of 
applications which not only covers a strong infrastructure of 
communication but also highlights the broader aspects of  
security, surveillance, military, health care and environmental 
monitoring. Among these applications of wireless sensor 
networks target tracking is very essential which is installed in the 
required areas of surveillance for tracking any attacker/intruder 
and habitat monitoring. Bandwidth and power consumptions are 
the two inevitable constraints for meeting the demand of 
localization and energy levels. This paper focuses on target 
tracking in WSNs using clustering and prediction based protocol. 
Base station acts as the cluster formation manger and indicates 
when the moving target is witnessed. 
 
Index Terms— Target tracking, intruder/attacker, clustering, 
prediction. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless sensor network is an assembly of special 

transducers with a capability of communication as well as 
monitoring and recording conditions at diverse locations. 
These multiple detection stations are called senor nodes, each 
equipped with a sensor, transceiver and a power source. On 
the basis of sensed circumstances around, this specialized 
sensor is believed to act as electrical signal generator which 
entirely depends upon physical effects encountered. These 
sensors communicate via radio waves and differs from place 
to place from hundred to hundreds of thousands based on the 
requirement of the environment. Sensors deployed have small 
size, limited energy and low memory.  
One of the most tremendous and vital applications of WSNs is 
target tracking that is very important issue with a wide 
spectrum of research and several applications. The concept is 
simple i.e. any moving target whether a person, vehicle or 
object can be tracked traversing in a WSNs with sensing 
capability of sensor nodes. Location and position of the 
moving object is constantly recorded, studied and compared 
each time unit with some reference point in order to declare 
the exact position and location of the target. It is similar to a 
feedback loop where a constant comparison is done between 
input and output. Therefore, it can be concluded that two 
critical tasks are involved in the object tracking management: 
 

 

1) continuous supervision and 2) broadcasting, where 
continuous supervision is the monitoring of sensor nodes to 
keep a track of moving objects while broadcasting means to 
report that a moving object is detected to the relevant 
application running.  
Clustering and prediction based protocols are presented in this 
paper, where the two critical parameters are distance and 
energy.  In addition to these two parameters, the involvement 
of base station gives the true sense of tracking an intruder or a 
moving object in WSNs. Base station manages the prediction 
and clustering formation therefore it has maximum 
information about energy levels of each node in the network.  

II. RELATED WORK 
WSNs can be categorized under two main headings i.e. 
hierarchical and peer-to-peer. Inside hierarchical network, a 
mesh oriented multi hop radio based connectivity among or 
between wireless nodes is employed. This is shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Figure 1: Hierarchal Network [2] 

 
In this network the nodes of level 1 are backbone nodes while 
the nodes of level 2 are sensor nodes. Any event in the vicinity 
of the nodes can be detected as well as reported to the sink by 
the nodes, and the sink can further communicate to the outside 
world such as laptop, mobile etc. 

The second category is peer to peer network in which, 
instead of a mesh based multi-hop radio connectivity there is 
flat single-hop radio connectivity among or between wireless 
nodes is deployed. This is shown in Figure 2. 
Peer to peer or point to point network uses static routing on 
wireless networks. Every node is only able to communicate 
with its neighboring nodes and information can be exchanged 
between neighbors. 
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Figure 2: Peer To Peer Network 

 
 

Hierarchal network can be further classified into four schemes 
as shown in Figure 3. These are Naive activation based 
tracking, tree based tracking, cluster based tracking and hybrid 
approaches [1]. In Naive activation based tracking scheme, 
every node of the network is in tracking mode all the time [6]. 
Each node sends its measured position of the target to the base 
station which further calculates and predicts the accurate 
position of the target on the basis of received information. 
This strategy is the simplest and offers best tracking results 
but has worst energy consumption as all the nodes are in 
tracking mode simultaneously, therefore reflects heavy 
computation and burden on base station. So this approach is 
not robust in case of link failure as well as in channel 
congestion scenario.  
In tree based tracking protocols, the nodes in the network can 
be organized as a graph in which the vertices can be 
considered the nodes and the edges can be viewed as the 
connections, which indicate the communication between 
nodes in the network.  Scalable Tracking Using Networked 
sensors (STUN) [2], [3] and Dynamic Convoy Tree-Based 
Collaboration (DCTC) [4] protocols are tree-based tracking 
approaches. In these schemes in addiction to nodes and 
vertices, a cost is also assigned to each communication. Leaf 
nodes are used for mobile target tracking and transmission of 
the collected data. Nodes then, send the information to sink 
through intermediate nodes.  
Cluster based tracking approaches provides not only 
scalability in networks in both terms i.e. addition or removal 
of nodes but also it helps in better bandwidth usage. Wireless 
sensor networks divide the nodes into several clusters each 
having a boss or cluster head which is elected randomly or on 
specific criteria. Each cluster head is responsible for collecting 
data from the nodes in its cluster and send it to the base station 
Cluster based tracking can be categorized into further three 
types: i) Static Clustering, ii) Dynamic Clustering, and iii) 
Space Time Clustering.  
In static clustering, clusters are formed at the time of network 
formation. The size of cluster, area it covers as well as the 
members under one cluster remains constant throughout the 
network. This simple approach has many drawbacks, such as it 
is not fault tolerant and any failure of cluster head renders all 
the nodes in the network useless. Due to the fixed parameters, 
this approach does not work well in the dynamic environment 
where a node is needed to be in awake mode or sleep mode 
[9]. 
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Figure 3: Categories of Target Tracking in WSNs 

 
Dynamic clustering is useful in several ways. Formation of 
clusters is purely conditional on the events happening in the 
surroundings [10].  Sensors which are near the active cluster 
heads are invited to become members of the cluster and 
respond to the cluster head. In this approach, nodes can belong 
to different clusters at different times. As, only one cluster is 
activated on the basis of maximum probability in vicinity of a 
target. Therefore, the contention at MAC level is completely 
mitigated and redundant data is suppressed. Information 
driven sensor querying (IDSQ) [11], is one of the examples of 
dynamic clustering.  Space time clustering is the third type of 
clustering technique in WSNs. [12] proposed this architecture 
in which clusters of space time neighboring nodes are 
organized dynamically and the information is propagated 
around on the basis of local messages in the space time 
cluster. Cluster head estimates the track of the target by this 
collected data. 
The infrastructure of hybrid methods relies on more than one 
type of target tracking schemes. Distributed predictive 
tracking (DPT) and Hierarchical prediction strategy (HPS) are 
the examples of hybrid methods. In DPT the issue of 
scalability is resolved using clustering based protocol and 
prediction based method is adopted for efficient energy 
solution [7]. In HPS, a cluster is formed using Voronoi 
division and next location to be targeted is predicted using 
least square method [8]. 
Peer to peer networks as shown in Figure 3 can be classified 
into two classes which are: embedded filter based consensus 
and Alternating-direction based consensus. The first technique 
is a two steps method in which every time on exchanging the 
information among nodes an update step is resided. In a 
nutshell, each step of the algorithm comprises an exchange of 
information exchange and update process. Gaussian random 
parameters for decentralized estimation was established in 
[13] by Delouille et al for stationary environments and 
dynamic case was considered in [14] by Spanos. The second 
method of peer to peer networks is Alternating-Direction 
based consensus; in this technique simplicity and flexibility is 
confirmed due to the presence of single hop communications 
among sensors. The algorithm makes sure that the mean 
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square error is minimized. A degree of parallelization is 
achieved in alternating-direction based consensus. Sensor 
failure is handled by using a subset of “bridge” sensors, as 
described in [15-18]. 
 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The main short coming of previous algorithms is that what if a 
target is there but it is missed by the nodes, i.e. target is lost 
due to several reasons. This paper designs a target recovery 
mechanism when a target is missed. Figure 4 shows the block 
diagram of steps involved in the target tracking algorithm. 

IV. METHODOLOGY  
 
This paper proposed a smart mechanism for target detection, 
prediction and recovery of a node is done using efficient 
energy clustering protocol. 
  
A. Clustering  
The main concept of clustering is to group the sensor nodes 
and collect information from neighboring nodes and send it to 
the base station. Information may include monitored 
environment or intruder tracking or an atmosphere where 
human access is not easily possible. Usually base station is 
outside the field area, which process the acquired data and 
reports to the user.  
There are number of protocols for clustering having different 
pros and cons. This paper suggests the most energy efficient 
protocol known as LEACH (low energy adaptive clustering 
hierarchy) as proposed in [16]. This is TDMA (time division 
multiple access) MAC protocol which is designed for 
clustering in wireless sensor networks.  The main focus of 
LEACH is pro-long the life span of a network by making it 
efficient in energy consumption.   It is hierarchical protocol in 
which the sensor nodes collaborate or respond to cluster head 
and then it is the responsibility of the cluster head to further 
transmit the data to the base station. In every iteration of the 
protocol, there is a kind of polling mechanism in which each 
node waits and determines whether it will become the next 
cluster head or not. Nodes except cluster heads communicate 
via cluster heads in TDMA fashion. LEACH is an iterative 
process, in which each round begins with a set up phase, then 
the clusters are organized and nodes inform the specific cluster 
head to which head they belong then comes the data 
transmission phase where TDMA is used to exchange 
information between heads [17-20].  
 
 
B. Target Detected 
Target is detected using Received Signal Strength Indicator 
(RSSI). It calculates the distance between two sensors by 
measuring the power transmitted from sender to receiver. It is 
logarithmic ratio of power of received signal and reference 
power. It is known that power dissipates from a point source 
when it moves further and has inverse relation with distance, 
therefore, distance can be easily computed using this 
relationship.  The main advantage of RSSI is low 
computational cost because most receivers are capable of 

estimating the received signal strength. Although in some 
cases inaccuracies of distance estimation is found but this can 
be improved by using RSSI with better transmission. The 
bigger the distance to the receiver node, the lesser will be the 
signal strength when it arrives. RSSI plays a significant role 
in deciding which link to use in order to make packet 
delivery optimal. Target localization can be optimized using 
other techniques showing best results. 

 

 
Figure 4:  Flow chart for target tracking 

 
 

C. Prediction 
Next possible location of the target can be computed using 
prediction mechanism. As prior knowledge can help in 
determining the posterior position, similarly prediction method 
computes the next position of the target.  This works in a 
linear fashion, for example at  instant, the co-ordinates of 
the target are , and at  instant, co-ordinates may 
shift to  which is calculated using two important 
parameters like target speed and direction. If the predicted 
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location is with in current cluster then cluster head informs the 
base station, else the command is given to the next nearest 
cluster head in vicinity of predicted co-ordinates of the target. 
After handing over the command, the current cluster goes to 
sleep mode in order to save as much energy as possible.  
 
 

D. Target lost 
Sometimes, a network fails to track the target properly and 
target is lost which has several possible reasons, following 
three can be few possible reasons behind target loss: 

 
1. Failure of nodes or network 

Sensor nodes are usually battery operated and when it comes 
to battery, there is a chance of low battery which in turns 
results in failure of sensors in the network. Network fails due 
to heavy traffic and physical malfunctioning 

 
2. Error in target detection step 

There is a possibility that measured distance is incorrect as the 
target enters the cluster and moves very fast so localization 
can be incorrect in such a scenario. This can also happen due 
to uncertain changes in target’s velocity and direction 

 
3. Handing over the command 

When the current location is estimated and found that target is 
not present in the current cluster, in such case, next command 
is handed over to next nearest cluster head. Due to energy 
issues, clusters involved in a network are not always in awake 
mode, this may result in target loss 
To handle such cases where target is lost there must be 
recovery mechanism as in real time applications, this can be 
hazardous. 
 
E. Recovery Mechanism 
As mentioned earlier, cluster head is responsible for predicting 
next location of the moving target and it keeps on sending 
warning messages to the next nearest cluster head in case 
when target is out of the reach of current cluster. It waits for 
the acknowledgment message, but if fails to receive any, then 
broadcast the target lost message to the entire network. This 
procedure is well described in [17] 
Immediate steps shown in Figure 5 are taken by current cluster 
when it realizes that by any means a target in the network is 
lost. 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presents different network schemes and their 
further classification according to characteristics and 
capabilities of sensor nodes. It highlights the concept of 
clustering of nodes in the network. One of the main constraints 
of WSNs is power limitation which can be reduced to some 
extent by using energy efficient protocol LEACH for 
clustering.   Localization of target can be achieved by received 
signal strength indicator. The method can be improved on the 

basis of experimental results on a network simulator by using 
different distance measuring schemes with different energy 
efficient protocols. The main objective of the paper was to 
introduce a mechanism for target tracking in wireless sensor 
networks as well as it discovers some of the scenarios in 
which target is lost and can be recovered.  
 

 
Figure 5: Steps taken by CH when target is lost 
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Abstract - In cluster-based protocols, cluster heads (CHs) 
located far from the base station (BS) always consume more 
energy than those nearby under single-hop transmission. 
These CHs reach their end of life earlier than others and limit 
the network lifespan. This study presents a new algorithm that 
attempts to achieve energy consumption balance of sensor 
nodes. An analysis is made on the basis of energy 
consumption difference of sensor nodes which is caused by 
diverse transmission distances. Furthermore, the optimal 
unequal cluster size is obtained according to the distance 
between node and the BS. The number of CHs has an 
increasing tendency along with increasing distance to the BS. 
By comparing our algorithm with LEACH, EECS and 
I-LEACH, the network lifespan is prolonged by up to 66.7%, 
51.8% and 33.1% respectively, and the proposed algorithm 
balances the energy consumption of nodes effectively. 

Key words: wireless sensor networks; unequal clustering; 
energy-balance; network lifespan 

1 Introduction 

As for WSNs, Real-time communication is essential in 
some applications, such as surveillance systems[1,2] and 
real-time patient monitoring[3]. Single-hop transmission 
clearly has minimum transmission delay. It is meaningful to 
prolong the lifespan of energy-limited WSNs under 
single-hop transmission. The Low-Energy Adaptive 
Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH)[4] is the first hierarchical 
architecture protocol. The cluster size of all clusters is equal. 

However, the many-to-one data transmission pattern in 
WSNs causes sensor nodes located far from the BS to 
consume more energy than those near the BS under 
single-hop transmission. The early death of nodes limits the 
lifetime of network. If the cluster size is unequal, then the 
CHs near the BS can extend their cluster sizes, and the CHs 
far from the BS can lessen their cluster sizes to conserve 
energy. The energy consumption balance of sensor nodes is 
thus achieved, and the lifetime of network will be prolonged 
finally. 

Many LEACH-based protocols[5-8] have been presented 
to promote its performance. Most of improvement studies 
focus on CH optimization. The expected number of CHs is 
close to five percent of the number of nodes in LEACH, but it 
cannot be guaranteed that the number of CHs is always 
optimal. For solving this problem, an improved protocol based 
on LEACH presented in [5]. CHs are elected dynamically 
according to the residual energy of sensor nodes, which 
stabilizes the expected number of CHs with the energy 
information. The number of CHs is varied with the number of 
living nodes that is fixed in LEACH. The optimal number of 
CHs under different scenarios is presented in [6], the optimal 
cluster size of each cluster is also obtained, but each cluster 
has the same size. The reference information that residual 
energy, number of neighbors, and distance to the BS are used 
to generate a threshold for each sensor node in the CH 
selection process[7], but the number of CHs cannot be 
guaranteed around an optimal value. EECS[8] selected CHs in 
an autonomous manner through node competition with energy. 
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Sensor nodes with more residual energy become the final CHs. 
All clusters are also assumed to be the same size. All of above 
mentioned protocols focus on the aspect of CH optimization. 
Actually, the size of each cluster should also be optimal, 
because the transmission energy consumption cost by the CHs 
near the BS is significantly less than that far from the BS. 
Thus, the number of cluster members in the cluster near the 
BS should be increased, and the number of clusters far from 
the BS should be decreased. In this way, the balanced energy 
consumption of nodes will be achieved. The network lifetime 
will not be limited by the early death of nodes. Motived by 
these factors, we present a new method called achieving 
energy balance with unequal clustering (AEBUC) for WSNs. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes the network and energy models used in 
this study. Section 3 presents the analysis on energy 
consumption of a cluster in the network and the computation 
of optimal cluster size for each node. Section 4 presents the 
AEBUC details, including setup and steady phases. Section 5 
analyzes the performance of AEBUC against three other 
algorithms. Finally, Section 6 provides some conclusions. 

2 System Model Assumption 

2.1 Network Model 

N sensor nodes are distributed randomly and uniformly 
on a monitored area with the length L and the width W. The 
BS is near the monitored area with a fixed location. The 
network parameters and conditions are assumed as follows: 

1. All sensor nodes with a unique ID are homogeneous 
and static after deployment.  

2. Each sensor node generates packets at the speed of k 
bits per second and sends packets to its CH. 

3. Cluster heads deliver their packets to the BS with 
single-hop. 

4. The transmission radii of sensor nodes are adjustable 
as illustrated in [9].  

5. The approximate distance can be computed based on 
the received signal strength between two sensor nodes.  

The network node density is given by the following: 

  = N
L W

               (1) 

2.2 Energy model  

The energy consumption of sensor nodes generally 
consists of three parts: transmission energy consumption Et, 
receiving energy consumption Er and sensing energy 
consumption Es. Es is frequently too small and is thus ignored, 
such as in [10-11]. Thus, Et and Er comprise the major portion 
of energy consumption in this study. Et is defined in [12] as 
follows when sensor node i transmits a packet with k bits to 
node j:  

2
0

4
0

,

,
elec fs

t
elec mp

kE k d if d d
E

kE k d if d d
          (2) 

0 fs mpd                 (3) 

Et is dependent on the transmission distance d between i and j. 
According to the value of d the propagation loss can be 
modeled as free-space model or muti-path attenuation model, 
where elec is the electronics energy, fs and mp denote the 
amplifier energy. Reception energy consumption Er is defined 
as 

 r elecE kE                (4) 

Data aggregation is used in this study for highly 
correlated of sensed data packets. Cluster heads are assumed 
to aggregate the data received from its cluster members into a 
single length-fixed packet. Energy consumption for data 
aggregation is equal to k*EDA(nJ/bit/signal). 

3 Theoretical analysis  

The energy consumption of a cluster in the network can 
be analyzed on the basis of the energy model described in 
Section 2.2. The transmission energy consumption of a cluster 
member is determined by the size of packet k and distance d 
between the CH and cluster member. This value can be 
expressed as follows:  

22( 1) ( )CM elec fs toCHE k R E d       (5) 

where toCHd  is the average distance between the cluster 

member and its CH. It is assumed that the cluster is a circle 
with a radius R and the CH is in its center. Any node in this 
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cluster can be expressed with coordinate of (x, y). Therefore, 

the expected distance, as well as toCHd  between any node 

and the center, can be expressed as  

2 2 2

22 2 2 2

0 0

( )= 1 ( )

21 1
3

toCH

R

E d d R x y dxdy

RR r drd R d r dr
   (6) 

Thus, the Eq. (6) can be expressed with the cluster radius R as 

 2 24( 1) ( )
9CM elec fsE k R E R      (7) 

Equation (7) shows that the energy consumption of 
cluster members in a cluster is related to the size of packet k 
and the radius of cluster R. 

The energy consumption of CHs consists of three parts, 
namely, reception energy consumption, aggregation energy 
consumption, and transmission energy consumption. Thus, 
ECH can be expressed as follows: 

2 2 2

2 2

( 1)

( )
CH elec DA elec fs toBS

elec DA fs toBS

E k R E k R E kE k d

k R E E k d
(8) 

Equation (8) shows that the energy consumption of CHs in a 
cluster is related to the size of packet k and distance dtoBS 

between the CH and BS. On the one hand, energy efficiency 
can be achieved by compressing the data packets, which are 
smaller packets with highly accurate information. On the 
other hand, distance affects energy consumption. Energy 
efficiency can be achieved by decreasing the number of 
cluster members in a cluster far from the BS. The size of the 
aggregation packet is k in this study which is the same as that 
used in [6]. Thus, the relationship among energy consumption, 
cluster size, and distance to BS is distinct. The energy 
consumption of a cluster can be expressed as follows: 

cluster CM CHE E E            (9) 

The energy consumption of a cluster is determined by the 
cluster radius R and distance dtoBS between the CH and BS. 
The distance between the CH and BS is definite once a 
network is deployed. Thus, the cluster radius R is the only 
parameter that affects the energy consumption of a cluster. 
Equation (7) shows that more energy is consumed by a cluster 
with bigger radius and a cluster farther from the BS. Thus, a 

tradeoff value of cluster radius R and distance dtoBS between 
the CH and BS can be determined to balance the energy 
consumption of each cluster. The lifespan of the network will 
be prolonged accordingly. 

The maximum and minimum distances between the CH 
and BS are definite once a network is deployed. Thus, Eq. (10) 
can be used to obtain the minimum cluster radius Rmin and the 
maximum radius Rmax with assurance of minimum energy 
consumption of a cluster.  

min max( ) ( )

min( ( ))

toBS toBS

toBS

MAXd MINd
cluster cluster

MAXd
cluster

E R E R

E R
        (10) 

2 2 2 2

min( ( ))
4( 1) ( ) ( )
9

toBSMAXd
cluster cluster

elec fs elec DA fs toBS

E E R

k R E R k R E E k d
(11) 

where, E(R) is the energy consumption of a cluster. The size 
of cluster with the farthest distance to the BS should be 
minimum and vice versa. The optimal cluster radius of each 
sensor node can be obtained simply by using Eq. (11), and 
applying in cluster formation process. 

4 AEBUC details 

4.1 Setup Phase 

The setup phase consists of CH selection and cluster 
formation. CH selection begins once the cluster size of each 
node is obtained, which is also named competition radius for 
each node to complete CH competition as in [8]. Several 
sensor nodes with a random value between 0 and 1 less than a 
threshold T are selected as candidate cluster heads (CCH) first. 
CCHs compete with their neighbors to select final CHs with 
higher energy.  

A
B C D

E

F

 
Fig.1 Node Competition Relationship 

An illustration is shown in Fig.1 to describe the 
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competition process. If the distance between CCH A and CCH 
B is less than the maximum radius of the two nodes, then 
nodes A and B are neighbors of each other. Figure 1 shows 
that CCHs B and E are neighbors of CCH A, but not CCH F 
because the distance between A and F is larger than the 
maximum radius of the two. CCHs A and E will quit 
competition if CCH B has the most residual energy among A, 
E and B. If the situation that the residual energy of CCH C is 
larger than CCH B and CCH D is greater than CCH C exist, 
CCH C becomes the final CH finally. The iteration 
competition is limited to two to avoid the spare distribution of 
CHs. Thus, the final CH C is excluded in the competition with 
CCH D.  

Cluster formation begins following the CH selection. The 
final CHs broadcast short packets that contain the node id and 
distance to the BS dtoBS to notify normal nodes to be the final 
CH. Normal nodes select an ideal cluster to join to accomplish 
cluster formation. The ideal cluster means that the cluster 
member consumes less energy to achieve packet transmission, 
and the joined cluster member does not cause the CH far from 
the BS to be burdened with excessive load. Thus, the cost 
expressed in Eq. (12) is used as the metric to evaluate which 
cluster is the ideal one for each normal node to join in. 
Normal nodes store all received broadcast packets to compute 
for the cost of the CH and then select one CH with the 
minimum cost to join in. 

( )
cos ( ) (1 )

( ) ( ) ( )

i i
toCH toBS toBS

toCH toBS toBS

d d MIN d
t i c c

MAX d MAX d MIN d
(12) 

where dtoCH is the distance between cluster member and CH. 
MAX(dtoBS) and MIN(dtoBS) are the maximum and minimum 
distances between the CH that normal node can hear and the 
BS. The cost computation includes two parts, the former part 
is to find the closest cluster head to join in, and the later part 
is to join in the cluster that its CH is nearer BS. A tradeoff 
consideration is made in Eq. (12) using parameter c, which is 
used to balance the CH load. The setup phase is finished when 
all normal nodes determine their ideal CH. 

4.2 Steady phase 

All sensor nodes are in the process of data packet 
transmission in the steady phase. Normal nodes transmit 
packets to their CHs based on the TDMA schedule allocated 
by their CHs. Cluster heads collect all cluster member packets, 

compress these packets into one packet, and finally transmit it 
to the BS directly. The network enters the setup phase again 
when the entire process is completed. Thus, the network 
lifespan is split into rounds. Each round is made up of setup 
and steady phases. 

5 Simulation results 

We simulate our algorithm and three other cluster-based 
algorithms (i.e., LEACH, EECS, and I-LEACH) with 
MATLAB. A performance comparison is conducted on these 
algorithms. Several characteristics of the four algorithms are 
listed in Table 1. Three types of CH selection methods among 
the four algorithms are considered in terms of load balancing, 
except for LEACH. The cluster sizes are the same in the three 
other algorithms but are unequal in AEBUC. The cluster size 
ranges from 25 to 28 in AEBUC, whereas it is set to 26 in 
EECS. 

Table 1 Characteristics of the four algorithms 
Protocols CH selection Load 

balancing 
Cluster size 

or Kopt  
LEACH Rotation 

without any 
information 

No 20 

EECS Competition Yes 26 

I-LEACH 

Rotation with 
energy, 
distance 

information 

Yes 20 

AEBUC Competition Yes 25~28 

5.1 Parameter Setting 

The parameters used in the simulation for the four 
algorithms are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Parameter value  
Parameter Value 

Monitor area (100×100) 
Node number  400 
BS Location  (50,200) 
Initial energy 0.5J 

Eelec 50 nJ/bit 

fs 10 pJ/bit/m2 

mp 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4 
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Parameter Value 
d0 87m 

EDA 5 nJ/bit/signal 
Packet size 400bits 

The values of parameters T and c used in AEBUC are 
obtained through a large number of experiments with the 
parameters set as Tab.2. The optimal value of T and c can be 
obtained when the network lifetime reach the maximum. The 
number of CCHs will increase with T increasing .The 
outcome by varying of the value of T depicted in Fig. 2 shows 
that the network lifespan reached the maximum value when T 
is set to 0.2. The cost for CH competition is added as the 
number of CCHs increases when the value of T is extended. 
However, the number of CCHs decreases and becomes 
insufficient for CH competition when the value of T is 
diminished to 0.1, which also decreases the network lifespan. 

 
Fig.2 Experiment of Parameter T 

The parameter c impacts on the transmission route 
selection. The setting of parameter c is also tested in Fig. 3 at 
the same time. The network lifespan reaches its maximum 
value when c is set to 0.9. Cluster members only consider the 
distance information to the BS for selecting CH when c is set 
to 0, which results in a large number of cluster members in the 
cluster near the BS. Such CHs will exhaust their energy fast. 
In contrast, it considers the distance information to CH only 
when c is set to 1.0, which merely results in a large number of 
cluster members in some cluster. Thus, the network lifespan is 
larger when c is 1.0 than when c is 0. 

 

Fig.3 Experiment of Parameter c 

5.2 Performance comparison 

Energy efficiency is an important matric to evaluate the 
algorithm performance. Several metrics are defined below to 
accomplish the performance comparison among four 
algorithms. 

(1) Network Lifespan (NL). NL is considered as the 
round when the first node is dead in this study. The later the 
death of the first node appears the better the performance of 
energy consumption balance. 

(2) Average Residual Energy (ARE). ARE reveals the 
average residual energy of nodes which can be expressed as 

 total residual energy of nodesARE
number of nodes

      (13) 

(3) Energy Balance Factor (EBF). EBF is used to 
measure the energy consumption balance of nodes that is 
defined as standard deviation of the residual energy of nodes. 

2

0

1 ( )
N

i avg
i

EBF E E
N

        (14) 

Where Ei is residual energy of nodes, and Eavg is average 
of residual energy of nodes. The performance of energy 
consumption balance is better when the value of EBF is 
smaller. 

First, the ARE of all CHs are compared among the four 
algorithms in Fig.4. AEBUC clearly performs better than 
other three algorithms because an unequal cluster size is 
enabled, which provides the CHs far from the BS with smaller 
cluster members than that near the BS. This scenario achieves 
the energy consumption balance in AEBUC. I-LEACH 
considers both energy information and distance information, 
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which makes the location of the selected CH superior to that 
in EECS and LEACH.  

 
Fig.4 Average residual energy of cluster heads 

Figure 5 shows the performance of energy consumption 
balance of the four algorithms. Fluctuation is shown in each 
algorithm, but it is clear in EECS and weak in AEBUC. The 
performance of another two algorithms is between them. 
Although load balance is considered in EECS, it focuses on 
the information of the distance to the BS to balance the energy 
consumption of CH when cluster members compute the cost 
to select CH. This condition increases the difference of cluster 
member energy consumption. Because many cluster members 
will join in the CH far from itself. The cost is computed in the 
opposite way in AEBUC that the information of the distance 
to CH is more important. An unequal CH distribution that in 
the region far from the BS distributes more CHs than the 
region near the BS also contributes to the energy consumption 
balance. The CH rotation mechanism is adopted in LEACH 
and I-LEACH, whose fluctuation is less than EECS.  

 
Fig.5 Energy Balance Factor 

The number of CHs is statistically illustrated in Fig.6. 

The downtrend is shown in four algorithms because the 
number of dead nodes increases gradually. Figure 6 also 
clearly shows that the number of CHs in I-LEACH is larger 
than that in the three other algorithms because the threshold 
used in I-LEACH for CH selection changes for each node. 
The number of CH has no significant difference in EECS and 
AEBUC. These algorithms also exhibit slight variation trends. 

 
Fig.6 Number of Cluster Heads 

Finally, NL is observed in Fig.7. AEBUC clearly 
prolongs NL effectively. Compared to LEACH, EECS, 
I-LEACH, AEBUC delays the death of the first node by up to 
66.7%, 51.8% and 33.1%, respectively. The transmission 
distance has a large effect on the transmission energy 
consumption under single-hop transmission in cluster-based 
algorithms as shown in Eq. (2). An unequal cluster size 
generates more CHs in the region far from the BS than that 
near the BS. Therefore, AEBUC has better performance on 
energy consumption balance than the three other algorithms, 
which attributes to extend the network lifespan. 

 
Fig.7 Number of Dead Nodes 
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6 Conclusion  

WSNs have been developed and applied in diverse fields 
for many years. Solving the issue of unbalanced energy 
consumption is always a hot topic. This study presents a new 
solution called AEBUC that partitions the network into 
unequal sizes to balance energy consumption and prolongs the 
NL effectively. The problem is depicted by Eq. (10), based on 
which the maximum and minimum cluster sizes can be 
obtained, furthermore, the optimal cluster size of each node 
can be obtained. The final CHs are selected after the CH 
competition process. The network partition is finished when 
each normal node determines its ideal CH. We simulate 
AEBUC and three other algorithms with MATLAB. The 
simulation results show that our algorithm prolongs the 
lifespan of network by up to 66.7%, 51.8% and 33.1% when 
comparing to LEACH, EECS and I-LEACH, which also 
decreases the difference of the energy consumption of sensor 
nodes.  
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Abstract—With the help of location-aware mobile devices users can
issue query and receive nearest point of interests from a location-based
services provider. User private information is needed to personalize
the service. If this information is compromised user’s privacy can
be exposed. In this paper, we propose idea to protect user private
information in location-based services continuous nearest neighbor query
focusing on moving query moving object. Some existing solutions works
like snapshot query and therefore inefficient. Our proposal combines
Voronoi tessellation and Hilbert curve order to create nearest neighbor
relationship. We treat object location as a function of time and introduce
transition and update time. We implement a database that scales to object
size, and then execute double private information retrieval protocol on
the server to periodically return to the user the exact nearest point of
interest through a path with acceptable performance without revealing
any user private information. Our complexity analysis and experimental
evaluation of the network transmission time using ns-3 simulator show
improvement over previous technique.

Keywords—Voronoi Cell; Hilbert Order; Transition Time; Update Time;
Quadratic Residuousity Assumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Location-based services (LBS) allow mobile device users to receive

the nearest point of interest (POI) to their location within a spatial

network. With the help of geographical information of the mobile

device LBS providers are able to provide location information to

subscribers. For instance; store locator application allow users to

quickly request and find nearest store location with the help of

location intelligence [1]. To effectively provide and customize the

service, LBS providers need the location and data profile of the user.

However, users will be reluctant to use the service if they believe that

doing so will expose their private information. Consider a situation

where Alice is searching for a specialized treatment health center.

To correctly answer her query Alice has to disclose her location

and information desired. This disclosure can reveal Alice’s ailment,

which may cause her embarrassment, unwanted attention or reprisal.

Alice’s query can be answered in of two ways known as snapshot

nearest neighbor query (SNNQ) or continuous nearest neighbor query

(CNNQ). SNNQ executes one time response to a user query and does

not update user as user or the POI location changes, while CNNQ

allows LBS server to continuously update the user with the nearest

POI as the user and POI changes their positions.

Several techniques have been proposed to prevent user private

information from been disclosed or exploited by adversaries like

proposals of [2] and [3]. However, they only addressed snapshot

query, and does not support moving query. As stated in [4] and [5], it

is inefficient and infeasible for a moving object to issue query at every

point of the line segment as in snapshot query, therefore solution that

works like snapshot will be inefficient. Several of the techniques also

rely on the honesty and integrity of the server or third party. In [6],

[7], [8] and [9], techniques were proposed for a moving query in

LBS, but they did not consider security and privacy of the user

In this work, we address privacy issue related to CNNQ. This

type of query can be divided into; (1) moving query static object

(MQSO); (2) moving query moving object (MQMO); and (3) static

object moving query (SOMQ). The focus of our work is on MQMO

which is a query where user and the POI locations are changing. Fig.

1, shows MQMO where user u in location l1 has p1 as the nearest

POI. When u location changes to l3, the nearest POI is still p1 due to

simultaneous movement of both objects. Private CNNQ shall be able

upon a single query request anonymously update u with the nearest

p as u or p location changes until query is specifically terminated or

u goes outside LBS coverage area.

Our technique combines Voronoi Diagram with Hilbert Curve

order to isolate objects. It provides transition and update time that

periodically allows database to return only a single nearest POI to a

user. To eliminate third party or the reliability on the server honesty

we employed cryptographic technique as in [2], [10] and [11] using

private information retrieval (PIR) protocol based on the intractability

of a large prime which allows user to retrieve information from

a database without revealing the exact information retrieved. The

database D as in Fig. 2 is of size n and is represented as a

square matrix of m bit string. If Alice wants to retrieve the value

represented by bit Di; to preserve privacy, she sends an encrypted

query E(D(q(i)) together with transition time, where E is used for

encryption. The server at each transition time responds with a value

r(E(D(q(i)))) as in Fig. 3, which allows Alice to compute Di.

Our contributions to private MQMO-CNNQ are as follows:

First, we propose plane partitioning and continuous fractal space

filling curve based on Voronoi diagram and Hilbert curve order to

create nearest neighbor relationship through a path.

Second, we propose to treat object location as a function of time

to create pre-determined transition and update time where nearest

neighbor changes.

Third, we provide experimental evaluation with respect to complexity

and network transmission time using ns-3 simulator to show a system

with promising performance that can scale for different environments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section II presents

the preliminaries. Section III discusses related work, while section

IV presents the design framework. The implementation is presented

in section V. Analysis and Results are discussed in section VI, while

conclusion and future work are stated in section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Continuous nearest neighbor is defined as the nearest POI in the

path of a moving using at each point of a segment as the user

moves along the segment. In this paper, we consider moving query

Fig. 1. Moving Query Moving Object CNNQ
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(user) moving object (POI). Security and privacy in CNNQ demands

that the private information from a user query as it moves within a

spatio-temporal network where differences exists between data object

distances be not disclosed to any party as user continuously receives

update on its nearest POI.

A. Modelling Moving User and POI Locations

Our model needs to account for the objects location at each time

interval. A spatial network (SN ) consists of user and POI objects.

Assuming they are statically or dynamically restricted within the

edges of the SN . If v is the velocity of a moving object at a location

l ∈ SN , then the object (user) position at time tick Ti can be

represented by;

lu(Ti) = f(v ∗ ti−1) (1)

Consequently object (POI) location can also be represented by;

lp(Ti) = f(v ∗ ti−1) (2)

where i represents the i − th location of user u and POI p at time

tick Ti, while Ti−1 is the previous location.

B. Problem Definition

The problem statement in a MQMO-CNNQ is such that user u
and POI p located in location l restricted to area A at time T and

individually moving with its own velocity v is at location l′ at a future

time T ′. If p represents the nearest POI to u in l ∈ A at time T , then

as the objects moves form l → l′ at time T → T ′, private MQMO-

CNNQ shall continuously return to u the static or dynamic p ∈ A
whose distance (d) from u ≤ ∀p ∈ A as u or p moves within the

spatio-temporal network until query termination without disclosing

l, l′ or p to another party.

C. Solution Overview

The strategy here is to create nearest neighbor relationship between

the POIs in a path by utilizing Voronoi diagram and Hilbert curve

order. The distances between the POIs are averaged and represented

as time intervals. Location of the objects within the spatial network is

treated as a function of time within the time interval, and in between

this time interval is the point where nearest neighbor will change. This

will allow the server to continuously update user with the nearest POI

within the path with only the initial query while still protecting user

privacy.

We partition an area with Voronoi diagram as in [10] using the

set of POIs, and then super-impose regular grid of size
√
n x

√
n

over the diagram. For every cell c in the grid determine all Voronoi

cell intersecting it, then bind the corresponding POI to c. Map all the

points in the bounded cell to Hilbert curve order as in [2]. Assign

Hilbert value to all the points in c, and transform these values which

represent set of points in a multi-dimensional space into records in a

database. Determine the transition and update time interval where the

nearest neighbor will change using user velocity and elapsed time.

After initialization, user sends the query message together with the

transition time to the server. Execute PIR protocol on user request

and then create array of size k (k is the number of POI in a user path

of travel) in ascending order, and have the pointer point to the first

element. Update the array at every update time interval and shift the

pointer by one. At each transition time interval send to the user the

element pointed to by the pointer.

III. RELATED WORK

Several solutions including [12] have been suggested to prevent

query from divulging user private information. The proposal partitions

area into cells using Voronoi graph. The contents of each cell form

cooperative group with centered common server (CS). User sends

request to CS. The CS takes its own location and a neighbor CS

location that the user is heading to as two anchor point and chooses

other continuous anchors in the line segment between them. The CS

organizes users to form cooperative k-anonymity group according to

their moving trend and sends request to LBS removing user identity

and actual location. Then CS sends each snapshot query of continuous

query request with an anchor which the user has not yet passed. The

problem with this technique is that it issues unnecessary query at each

segment of the anchor point. It also depends on third party which

may not be trustworthy and can provide single point of failure. It

also depends on other users having similar moving pattern.

A design that issue query based on pre-determined uniformly

distributed static point was proposed in [13]. It finds the vertex of a

cloaked area; it then finds the nearest static point to the vertex and then

finds the nearest object to the static query point as an approximate

answer for the vertex. It repeats the same process when the nearest

neighbor changes. This technique works like snapshot query and

therefore inefficient. The query response also will be approximate

and not exact nearest neighbor. Also, privacy depends on third party

anonymizer. Chow and Mokbel in [14] propose k-sharing region.

A cloaked spatial region contains at least k users, and the region

is also shared by at least k of these users. Query is issued based

on the cumulative cloaked region which will stop adversary from

linking query to a specific user. However, it does not say how a

user continuously receives nearest neighbor from LBS. It will also

be difficult to maintain exactly k users in the entire cloaked region;

therefore query may never be answered.

We propose idea that combines Voronoi diagram and Hilbert curve

order to create nearest neighbor relationship along a path. We then

create transition and update time where nearest neighbor changes to

eliminate the need for continuously issuing query. Server runs PIR

protocol of [15] on user request and creates array data structure. At

each update and transition time interval server updates the array and

pops the element pointed to by the pointer and sends to the user.

IV. FINDING DISTANCES BETWEEN NEAREST NEIGHBOR

To find distances between moving objects are challenging. A brute

force approach can be used to calculate the distances. This approach is

effective but inefficient. Work in [9] modelled distance as directional

weighted graph G(V,E), where V is the vertex, and E is a single

directed edge. If E is the empty set that contains no vertex and R
is the set for all the single directed edges, then all elements E ∈ R
corresponds to a single directed edge. If we assign the edges weight

w(vi, vi+1), then the length of a path P∀E ∈ R is;

P =
∑

w(vi, vi+1), (3)

Fig. 2. Matrix representation of database
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Fig. 3. User encrypted request and server encrypted response

We use this approach to model distances between objects. We

represent the vertices as the nodes (POIs), and the edges as the

distances between the POIs. The distance between two POIs is the

number of edges in a shortest path connecting them. The shortest

distance d(ni, nj) between two nodes (POI) is therefore defined as

min w(P) for all paths between ni, nj , where ni and nj are the i−th

and j−th node respectively. If a user is located between path ni, nj ,

then, the nearest POI to the u is the POI with minimum w(P) from

the u. The w(P) is treated as time interval between two POIs.

V. INDEXING CONTINUOUS NEAREST NEIGHBOR QUERY

The result of the query through P contains a set < Si, Ti > tuples

as described in [16], where Si is the ordered list (p1, p2, · · · , pk), and

k is the number of objects in the path. Ti represents the time interval

during which Si is the nearest POI to user u through the path. POIs p
are ordered by their increasing distance to u, i.e.,pi is the closest POI

to u, while pi+1 is the next closest POI to u, and pk is the k−th POI

closest to u in the interval Ti, Ti+1 and Tk respectively. The returned

sets through P in the interval or segment s̄e satisfy the conditions;

∪iTi = [ts, te] and Ti ∩ Tj = ∅, ∀i �= j where [ts, te] is the query

interval divided into non-intersecting sub-intervals n. T i = [ts, t1],
and Tn = [tn−1, te] for (ts < t1 < tn−1 < te). The time stamps

(t1, t2, · · · , tn−1) are known as the split or the transition time interval

where the nearest POI to u will change.

A. Private CNNQ Framework

We use Voronoi diagram and Hilbert curve order that scales and

align with database to isolate objects and then run PIR protocol to

secretly return a single nearest object to a user at each transition time

interval.

1) Voronoi Diagram: As shown in Fig. 4,Voronoi diagram allows

space to be divided into regions [17] and [18]. It uses the nearest-

neighbor rule. We implemented a Network Voronoi Diagram (NVD)

described in [17]. Aurenhammer [19] defined Voronoi diagram in

terms of dominance of two distinct points. We modelled the network

as weighted graphs where the intersections are represented by nodes

of the graph, and roads are represented by the links connecting the

nodes. The weights are the distances of the nodes that represent the

time it takes to travel between the nodes assuming a constant velocity.

2) Hilbert Space Curve: It is a space filling curve that preserve

spatial proximity [20]. Hilbert space partition is described in [21].

As shown in Fig. 5, Hilbert curve visits every point in n-dimensional

grid space exactly once without crossing itself [5]. It is used for

mapping multi-dimensional space to one-dimensional space while still

preserving locality [2]. That is, if two POIs are close in the 2-D space,

they are likely to be close in the Hilbert ordering as well; therefore,

nearest neighbor to a user is the point of interest whose Hilbert value

is closest to that of the user.

3) Private Information Retrieval(PIR) Protocol: PIR is a protocol

that allows a query to secretly retrieve nearest neighbor. We im-

plemented the flavor introduced in [15], and use it to retrieve user

requested information. It is based on the premise that a function

bounded in a polynomial time is not able to allow database of size

n to differentiate between a query for the i− th bit and a query for

the j − th bit ∀(1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) . PIR relies on Quadratic Residuosity

Assumption used in [22], which states that, it is computational hard to

find the quadratic residue in modulo arithmetic of a large composite

number N = q∗q′, where q and q′ are large primes. If N is a natural

number, Define

Z
∗
N = {x|1 ≤ x ≤ N, gcd(N, x) = 1} (4)

Let the quadratic residuosity predicate be defined as QN (y) = 0 if

∃x ∈ Z
∗
N such that x2 = y mod N and QN (y) = 1 otherwise. If

QN (y) = 0 (i.e. y is a square y), then y is said to be quadratic

residue (QR), and if QN (y) = 1 (i.e. y is a non− square y), then

y is said to be quadratic non-residue (QNR).

If

Z
+1
N = {y ∈ Z

∗
N|( y

N
) = 1}, (5)

is true, then half of the numbers in Z
+1
N are ∈ QR, and half are ∈

QNR. If q and q′ are large enough k
2

bit prime, for every constant

c and a family of computational bounded polynomial circuit Ck0(y)
there exist an integer k0 such that ∀K > k0

Pr
y∈Z

+1
N

[Ck0(N, y) = QN (y)] <
1

2
+

1

kc
(6)

If (6) holds, and for large enough k0, the probability of differentiating

between a QR and QNR is not better than guessing. Server will not

be able to determine if y ∈ QR or y ∈ QNR

4) structure of the Database: Similar to [10] and [11], space

partitioning is aligned with the database structure in order to provide

the desired privacy. The database is of size n and arranged as a square

matrix M =
√
n x

√
n indexed by Xi, where i = 1, · · · , n. The space

is mapped into grid G with cells c. Data objects representing POIs

are contained in the space. Each c ∈ G enclose set of POI. Each

entry in the database indexed by Xi represent the POI in c. Each Xi

can contain multiple POIs indexed by Xij . All objects have equal

number of bits; otherwise it may be exploited to expose user identity

or interest.

Fig. 4. Grid imposed on Voronoi Tessellation with 9 POI

Fig. 5. Hilbert curve of (a) order 1 and (b) order 2
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION

The steps for private MQMO-CNNQ of our design are threefold.

We assume that POIs of each segment are pre-determined.

First, server super-impose Voronoi diagram over area, and then map

the area to a
√
n x

√
n grid. All the POI in the area belongs to a cell.

The contents of the cell represents the two endpoints of a query line

segment s̄e , where s̄e contains p1→k (k is number of points in s̄e)

that satisfies dominance of [19]. Each c now contains k POIs which

is the answer set returned after all the points that intersect a Voronoi

cell are bounded to c.

Second, all the points pi ∈ X for i ∈ [1, · · · , k] in the interval I
are mapped to Hilbert Curve order as in [2] and partially in [23]

such that a one to one correspondence between the subintervals of I
and sub-squares of Q satisfy adjacency and nesting conditions which

determines a continuous function wf that maps I onto Q [21]. All

the points are assigned Hilbert values. For a path with 9 POI; c will

contain 9 POIs, and all POIs are assigned Hilbert value H based on

their distance to one another. For example, points p1, p2, p3, p4 have

H values of 50, 150, 200, and 85 respectively. Points with closer

values are closer in space.

Third, we transform these values which represent set of points in

a multi-dimensional space into records in a database akin to [24].

Queries on the records are queries on these sets of points which are

now represented by Hilbert values. We use B+tree structure for the

geometric data storage. Fig. 6, depicts B+ tree for k=4. Each key

value is greater or equal to the values in the left node which are

Hilbert values. The index key is the maximum Hilbert value in the

segment concatenated with the cell id, so that when a user identifies

its cell, the user can then use the value to determine which query set

belongs to its path. The cells are identified by the cell id, and each

cell contains k POI in s̄e representing the path of travel by a user.

The cells are padded if necessary to prevent server inference from

number of k transferred. Stored with the POIs are the weights w
which represent the time interval it takes to travel between adjacent

POIs known as transition time tt. We also partition the time axis into

different time duration, where each time tick is the update time tu,

i.e., the time the server updates database information. At each tu ≈ tt,
server computes l′0. If there is no change in velocity, there will be

no update from user. Server will use the stored value to determine

object location.

A. Processing Query

The following steps will be followed for a user searching for the

nearest POI:

Step 1;Server creates nearest neighbor record following the pro-

cedure described above and then builds B+ tree geometric database

storage of the POIs.

Step 2; Initialization: User in location l initiates a query to obtain

nearest POI along a path of interest. Server sends the grid, the key

(Maximum Hilbert value), k (number of POI), and w represented by

the average time interval tavg for (ts < t1 < tk−1 < te) for each

s̄e.

Note: It is assumed that the distance between POI and tavg can be

averaged such that tavg represents the transition time for all p from

p1, p2, · · · , pk for a known constant velocity v. If di is the distance

where the nearest neighbor changes from pi to pj for i ≤ j ≤ k ,

server computes average time for a query object travelling at constant

velocity v as

tavg =

∑k−1
i

di
k−1

v
(7)

where k is the number of objects in the path.

Step 3; Requesting POI: User receives the grid together with the

parameters and identifies the cell it belongs to. Focusing on that cell,

user use its velocity to find the average distance davg where the

nearest neighbor change will occur. The transition time tt at any

velocity v will then be calculated by the user as tt =
davg

v
as shown

in algorithm 1 . Using the key, user then request all the POI contained

in the set left of the key. For instance, if key of interest to a user is 60,

it will then request the values 40, 50 and 60, Fig. 6. With a database

s =
√
n, user randomly generates modulus N = q ∗ q′ with a query

message y = ([y1, y2, · · · , ys]k) and x = ([x1, x2, · · · , xs]
k) each

targeting the k− th element in the segment s̄e such that yb ∈ QNR,

while ∀j �= b, yj ∈ QR and xa ∈ QNR, while ∀r �= a, xr ∈ QR.

User then sends the query message together with the tt to the server.

Let the matrix column multiplication be represented as,

zr =
s∏

j=1

wr,j (8)

and row as,

Zα = zrr,j (9)

where output zr is masked by input xr to produce Zα. wr,j = y2
j if

Mr,j = 0, otherwise if wr,j = yj , Mr,j = 1 for all j = 1 → s. Also,

zrr,j = x2
r if Mr,j = 0, else zrr,j = xr if Mr,j = 1 for r = 1 → s.

Step 4; Using Algorithm 2 server runs PIR protocol on the user

request, and computes Zα using equations (8) and (9). Server then

creates array of size k as shown in Fig. 6. Initially, the pointer points

to j=0. At each tt interval server sends to the user the value at j=0.

Upon receipt of a nearest neighbor, user determines the validity of

the nearest neighbor by using its position and a flag with a value of

true or false, i.e. server updates the user with the nearest neighbor at

the user prescribed interval, in order for it to be the nearest neighbor

user must have reached the transition point which will result in setting

the flag to false, otherwise if the flag is true (meaning user has not

reached the transition point and therefore, previous POI is still valid)

user caches the nearest neighbor without decrypting it and use the

previous nearest neighbor since it has not reached the transition point

where the nearest neighbor will change. The flag will ensure that any

deviation by the user from the expected travel pattern will not result

in false positive. User computes equation (10) to find nearest POI.

(
Z

q−1
2

α = 1 mod q1

)
∧
(
Z

q′−1
2

α = 1 mod q1

)
(10)

If (10) is true then Zα ∈ QR, else Zα ∈ QNR. At each subsequent

tu ≈ tt, server updates the database and re-creates the array with

current order of object location for s̄e. It will again in ascending

order create array of Za of size k and shifts the pointer to j+1, and

then send the value at j+1 to the user at the corresponding tt. The

process continues until the last k is sent or termination of the query.

Algorithm 1: (User creating query message)

Input: grid G, k, keys, tavg
Output: tt, Y1→k, X1→k

//output transition time and query messages with modulus Yk and Xk

Procedure:
1) for each c ∈ G
2) if u ∈ c
3) davg = tavg x v;

4) tt =
davg

v
; //tavg and v is the average transition time

of the user cell and user velocity respectively.

5) generate Y1→k and X1→k;

6) return tt, Y1→k and X1→k;
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Fig. 6. B+ -tree representation of database matrix and Zα array for k=4 with
pointer at Zα[3] .

VII. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We present the results of our technique with respect to net-

work transmission time and complexity. We evaluate the trans-

mission time using different k and n values for both user

and database server. We then implement the design of [12]

and compare the network response time with our technique.

Algorithm 2: (Server responding to user query)

Input: n,Rtree, tt, Y1→k and X1→k

//n is the number of segments when mapped into grid.

//Rtree is the data structure representation of the database

//tt is the user transmission interval

//Y1→k and X1→k is the user message and encryption modulus

Output: arrayZα[k]
//k is the number of POI in user route

Procedure:
1) for i = 1 → √

n
2) for j = 1 → √

n
3) for s = 1 → k
4) do Zijs =

∏
wijs; //encrypt row and column

5) for i = 1 → k
6) do arrayZα = Zijs

7) for i = 1 → k
8) if time = tt
9) return arrayZα[i];

10) i++;

A. Experimental Setup

The algorithm was developed in C++ with little modification to ns-3

python script. The server and client experiment was conducted on ns-

3 simulator running on Ubuntu 9.04 Linux variant operating system

with intel-quad-core processor operating at 2.66GHz with 256MB

RAM. The server communication with the access point runs a CSMA

protocol with data rate of 100Mbps and 6500ns channel delay. Client

communication is Wi-Fi 802.11a standard with a stream data rate of

54Mbps. The payload is 1450 bytes. The Access Point (AP) shares the

same physical level and channel attributes as the client Wi-Fi device

which we default to ns-3. The AP is stationary and the client is mobile

and randomly wonders around at a random speed in a bounded box

defined by x and y coordinates. We varied the grid size from 16 up to

225. For the objects, we use Sequoia points in [25], which contains

62,556 California place names. We use query size of 100 Bytes and

object size of 10kB. The packet transmission interval was set to one

second. We use 768 bits for the encryption modulus.

B. Transmission Time

First, we present the transmission time for different values of k
as n changes from 16 upwards to 225, and then analyze the cost

impact of n. In Fig. 7, and Fig. 8, we show the time for server to

transmit the entire packet for different values of k and n. It shows no

significant difference for different values of k when n is small. At k
= 5, we saw proportional increase in transmission time; however as

n gets large we observe an increase in the proportionality of the time

increase compare to lower n. In Fig. 8, we consider the transmission

cost for three different values of k and n to determine the impact

of k. We made the following observations; First, for small n = 16,

the impact to transmission time is less significant with increase in

k. Second, for an increase in n = 64, k takes a sharp increase in

the transmission time at k = 10. Third, for an increase in n = 144,

transmission time increase is very minimal. What this means is that

in the first observation, for area of high concentration of k, large

number of k can be accommodated in a grid to make n small with

little or no impact on the transmission cost.

For the second observation, when n increases up to 64, k > 10

will have significant increase in transmission cost. Therefore it will

be more desirable to make n smaller, for instance n = 16 and k >10

will be more desirable. In the third observation, for larger n = 144,

the proportionality of the increase is less for k > 10 than for k <
10. This means that the design will scale well for large area with

large concentration of k. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show client transmission

time for different k and n. The result indicates negligible increase

in transmission time for different k when n is small. We saw large

increase at n =144 and greater. The query response time results shown

in table I indicates an increase with increase in length of modulus.

This offers privacy and efficiency tradeoff opportunity for a user. For

instance, a user searching for nearest gas station may have minimal

privacy requirement and for efficiency opt for smaller modulus than

a user looking for gambling center who may prioritize privacy over

efficiency and therefore choose larger modulus.

C. Complexity

The server and client communication and computation complexity

is analyzed and compared with [10] as shown in Table II. As already

stated, the database is of size
√
n x

√
n , and each cell content is

k ∗m bit long. The length of the modulus is P bits, and c(P) is the

computation function for the P bits. Our scheme shows improvement

over [10] in the user communication when
√
n > k which is

likely always the case. Our technique has downside in the server

computation caused by the double PIR. Nevertheless, the reduction

in the server transmission and user computation cost due to the double

PIR makes up for the downside. Since
√
n is always greater than k,

our scheme will always perform better.

D. Comparison with Previous Technique

We conducted experiments to compare our design with the design

of [12]. We did not consider offline activities, that is, events that

happen prior to user declaring intention for the nearest neighbor; such

as creating a square grid and super-imposing Voronoi diagram over
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Fig. 7. Server Transmission time for three different k as n changes from 16
up to 225

the grid and mapping all the POI to Hilbert value. In the case of [12],

these activities include using Voronoi to divide road network into cell

with centered Central Server (CS). We implemented both design in

ns-3 simulator. We implemented [12] based on author description and

as we understand it.

The design as described in [12] involves a three-way process. It

partitions the entire area into many cells centered with different CSs

using Voronoi graph. A user receives several broadcasting messages

from neighboring CSs, and determines the cell she is heading to, and

then computes the distance between each CS and herself, then register

to CS with minimum distance from her. Registration information in-

cludes user location, destination and history velocity. After successful

registration to a CS, a user will report her latest locations periodically

to the CS and drop broadcasting message from it until the user gets

out of the cell or registers to next cell. CS makes moving direction

prediction for the user using user history velocity. CS then organizes

k users to form a cooperative k-anonymity group according to their

moving trends. It takes its own location and a neighbor CS location

which the user is heading to as two elementary anchors and chooses

other continuous anchors in the line segment between them. CS picks

an anchor from anchor sequence to replace user’s location and send a

snapshot query of a continuous query request with k queries to LBS

Provider (LSP). The LSP uses the anchor point to perform incremental

nearest neighbor search (INN), and returns its results to the CS. The

CS then refines the result and then returns k-POI to the user.

For comparison; we measure the response time (i.e., from initializa-

tion to the time user receives the POI). In both designs, we assume

that a user is travelling through the same path with the POIs the

same distance apart. We compare the time for the initial response

and then subsequent responses until query terminates. For ns-3 client

and server module we use same parameters described above. We

compare [12] with three different lengths of modulus that we used

for encryption in our design and show the results in table I. For the

initial request, [12] performs better as the size of modulus increases.

However, our design performs better throughout the life of the query

as user continuously receives nearest POI. We believe that one of

the contributing factors to the high cost of [12] is due to the fact

that the design is basically a snapshot query rolled into continuous

query. Similar operation is performed throughout the segment, while

in our case, after initial operation server queues the encrypted k-POI,

and sends a single POI at every transmission interval without any

user action. Also, another downside is the k-anonymity requirement.

There are chances that a query may never be answered if it did not

satisfy k-anonymity. Also user privacy is at the mercy of the CSs.

Fig. 8. Server Transmission time for k = 5, 10, 15 and n = 16, 64 and 144

Fig. 9. FClient Transmission time with 96 Bytes Modulus for k = 5, 10, and
15

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We propose and evaluate a privacy protecting technique for

location-based services moving query moving object continuous

nearest neighbor query. We combine Voronoi tessellation and Hilbert

curve to map object from a 2-d space to 1-d space without altering

the proximity. The technique allows user to determine the interval at

which to receive the next nearest neighbor from the server. It also

allows user to authenticate server response. We conducted evaluation

on the user and server transmission time, and the results show

effective and efficient performance that can scale to environment.

We also perform complexity analysis and compare with [10], the

results for the most part also show improvement over [10]. Finally, we

Fig. 10. Client Transmission time with 96 Bytes Modulus and n from 16 up
to 225
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TABLE I. INITIAL AND SUBSEQUENT RESPONSE TIME USING DIFFERENT MODULUS IN OUR WORK COMPARE WITH PREVIOUS TECHNIQUE

Size of k, n and N Our Design, Initial (s) Our Design, Subsequent (ms) Previous Design, Initial (s) Previous Design, Subsequent (s)

k=10, n=144, N=768bits 3.536 0246 4.283 4.283

k=10, n=144, N=1024bits 5.130 0360 4.283 4.283

k=10, n=144, N=2048bits 9.104 0448 4.283 4.283

TABLE II. COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATION COST
COMPLEXITY

Type Previous Scheme Our Scheme

User Communication O(Pm
√
n) O(2Pkm)

User Computation O(c(P )m
√
n) O(c(P )m)k

Server Communication O(Pm
√
n) O(Pkm)

Server Computation O(c(P )km
√
n) O(2(c(P )km

√
n))

conduct experiments on the response time of the design and compare

with [12]. The results show performance improvement over [12].

For our future work, we hope to address the computational bottle-

neck involved in continuous nearest neighbor query by introducing

parallel programming utilizing graphical processing unit (GPU) and

compute device architecture (CUDA). We also hope to evaluate power

consumption of the mobile device for our design.
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Abstract-Mobile hosts have a new wireless networking 
paradigm, called ad hoc networks. These networks do not rely 
on fixed infrastructures, like traditional wireless networks. To 
sustain connectivity hosts rely on each other for all 
communication transactions. The unique properties of ad-hoc 
networks are promoting an increased trend towards their 
adoption. The military and other security sensitive operations 
were the main and first application areas of ad hoc networks, 
but the trend has shifted now, businesses are relying on them. 
Mitigating the vulnerability of these networks to security 
attacks remains the main design challenge for these types of 
networks. A serious problem common in mobile ad-hoc 
networks (MANets) is the black hole attacks. The challenge of 
detecting and eliminating blackhole attacks in mobile ad-hoc 
networks, has led to poor network performance. This paper 
focuses on vulnerabilities of MANets and in particular it looks 
at the blackhole attacks. We present the design of an 
improved Watchdog and Pathrater algorithm called Radical 
Watchdog and Pathrater Algorithm for detecting and 
eliminating Black hole attacks.   We carry out an extensive 
literature review and also make an analysis of the existing 
techniques for detection and elimination of Blackhole attacks 
in MANets. Our work culminates with the design of a RWP 
algorithm for improved security in MANets. 
 
Keywords: Mobile Networks, Black hole, MANets, Security 
technique, Intrusion detection, 
 

1  Introduction 
Technology is expanding every day, forcing a change in 

communication trends. Mobile Ad-hoc networks are a new 
paradigm of wireless communication, for mobile hosts. Unlike 
traditional networks, Mobile Ad-hoc networks do not rely on 
any fixed infrastructure, or any centralized control, such as 
base stations, or mobile switching centres. The mobile nodes 
communicate using a wireless network [1]. According to [2] 
the Mobile Ad-hoc network hosts are mobile and flexible, and 
they communicate with each other within radio range, through 
direct wireless links, or multi hop routing. Due to its mobility 
and portability in wireless communication, it introduces data 
security threats, and security attacks. Das [3] states that 
routing protocols in Mobile Ad-hoc networks are there to set 

up the most suitable path, between the source and destination, 
with minimum overhead, and minimum bandwidth 
consumption, so that packets are delivered in a timely manner. 
These suitable paths are known as “mini hops”. “Routing 
protocols are usually engaged to determine the routes, 
following a set of rules that enable two or more devices to 
communicate with each other” [4]. In MANets routes are 
enabled in between the mobile hosts, using multi hop, as the 
transmission range of wireless radio is limited. The mobile 
hosts are responsible for passing through packets over Mobile 
Ad-hoc networks, and they are not aware of the topology of 
the network. Routing plays an important role in the security of 
the entire network. The mobility and portability in Mobile Ad-
hoc networks introduces security threats and security attacks. 
A change in topology means that security will have to be 
accessible, as nodes may be mobile, entering and leaving the 
network [5]. Mobile Ad-hoc networks are vulnerable to 
attacks that can be categorized into two types: Passive attacks 
and Active attacks, where active attacks can further be 
subdivided into internal and external attacks. Mobile Ad-hoc 
networks routing protocols are exposed to different types of 
attacks, Black-hole attacks, being the most serious type.  
[6] states that “Black-hole attack is a specific type of attack, 
where a malicious node injects false route replies to the route 
requests it receives, by advertising itself as having the shortest 
path to a destination”. Therefore, the fake replies can be 
counterfeited to deflect network traffic through the malicious 
node, for eavesdropping, or simply to attack all traffic to it, in 
order to perform a Denial of Service (DoS) attack, by 
dropping the received packets. Although the performance of 
Mobile Ad-hoc networks under Black-hole attacks can be 
improved, by accurately detecting and eliminating Black-hole 
nodes, there are however indications  which specifically 
suggest that the inaccurate detection and elimination of Black-
hole attacks in Mobile Ad-hoc networks, can result in poor 
network performance [7]. 
     

1.1 Problem Statement 
 The increasingly developing trend of information and 
communication technology has not only provided our world 
with unequalled rewards, but has correspondingly created a 
conducive environment for manifold security challenges. Ad-
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hoc networks for instance, though a new and innovative 
wireless networking paradigm, are yet cheap prey to malicious 
attacks, due to their portability and mobility. This security 
weakness places huge demand for effective and accurate 
techniques, for detecting and eliminating threats such as 
Black-hole attack, to guarantee satisfactory performance in 
MANets. The concern here is to analyse existing security 
techniques in MANets, and suggest an approach to more 
effectively detect, and eliminate black hole attacks. 

2 Ad-hoc networks 
  Subir [8]  states, “Ad-hoc networks are a collection of 
wireless mobile nodes, which form  a network without the use 
of any fixed infrastructure, or  centralized control such as a 
base station”. Mobile nodes are free to move randomly, and 
organize themselves, therefore the networks wireless topology 
may change rapidly and unpredictably. The birth of Ad-hoc 
networks is informed by the desire to improve upon the 
operational efficiency, and indeed performance of mobile 
networks. Eliminating the need for huge infrastructure, and 
centralized controls in Ad hoc networks is one of the brains 
behind their exploit [9]. These networks are classified into 
First generation (used for different military scenarios e.g. 
Packet radio networks), Second generation (used for the same 
purpose as the first generation ad-hoc networks system, but 
included  further advancements, such as Global mobile 
information Systems, Near term Digital Radio (NTDR)), 
Third generation ad-hoc network systems, are also known as 
commercial ad-hoc network systems e.g. Bluetooth, ad-hoc 
sensor networks etc [10]. Such networks introduce redundant 
communication paths, which tend to improve fault tolerance 
for the network. Additionally, data packets are given the 
ability to "hop" from one user to another, thereby effectively 
extending the network coverage area; a solution to overcome 
non-line of sight (LOS) issues [9]. Computer devices and 
other devices operate in a peer-to-peer mode, in wireless 
topology without any access points, or centralized control such 
as base stations, as all devices communicate directly with 
other devices [11].  However, the deployment of mobile 
application required fast and widespread changes in topology, 
which possess a huge challenge to the mesh topology 
obtainable in ad hoc networks.  
This gave rise to the different categories of ad hoc networks. 
Ad-hoc networks can be categorized into static and mobile ad 
hoc networks.      

2.1 Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANets) 
According to [12], Mobile Ad-hoc Networks have 

attracted most attention  from many researchers world over. 
Deng [13] highlights that “Mobile Ad-hoc Networks are a 
collection of mobile nodes, which communicate with each 
other, and are connected to each other through wireless links”. 
These mobile nodes are not fixed to any centralized control, 
like base stations or mobile switching centres, and there is no 
restriction on the nodes to join or leave the network, therefore 

the nodes join or leave freely. In the work by Kumar [14], all 
mobile agents or devices in MANets, are described as being 
“autonomous”.  
As stated earlier, mobile ad hoc networks are innovative 
offshoots of the traditional ad hoc networks. The additional 
challenge of extreme network flexibility, placed upon ad hoc 
networks by mobile applications, requires a technology which 
ensures quick and accurate update of communication routes. 
Moreover, MANets have the capability to do so. “MANets are 
self-forming, self-maintained, and self-healing, allowing for 
extreme network flexibility” [9]. MANets can be implemented 
as self-contained networks, or linked up to the internet, or 
private networks. The second style of setup is called hybrid 
MANets. In MANets, a network of self-configuring routers, 
connected via wireless links, is created forming a random 
topology.  Furthermore, because such routers are highly 
mobile, and can quickly organize themselves at random, the 
topology of the wireless network changes rapidly and 
unpredictably. In a mobile ad hoc network there could be a 
great variety of mobile devices participating as autonomous 
nodes, either sending or receiving data from others within the 
network, as shown below. 
 

 
Figure 1: Mobile Ad-hoc Network          

2.2 Features of MANets 
The mobile ad hoc network has a number of features 

enumerated by [12] to include the following:     
 Constantly changing topology, due to the continuous 
motion of nodes 
 Unreliability of wireless links between nodes 
 Lack of incorporation of security features, in statically 
configured wireless routing protocol, not meant for ad 
hoc environments 
 Absence of Centralized Management 

The above features, according to [12], are the reason why 
Mobile Ad-hoc networks are more prone to suffer several 
security challenges, caused by the malicious behaviors of 
nodes,  other than the traditional wired networks.      
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2.3 Challenges of MANets 

The common challenges faced by MANets is summarized 
by the following list: 

 Limited bandwidth:  
 Dynamic topology 
 Mobility-induced route changes 
 Battery constraints  
 Security threats 

 
2.4 Vulnerabilities in MANets 

Every network is vulnerable in one way or the other, to one 
form of attack or the other. In the case of MANets, their 
vulnerability to attacks is higher than on the wired networks. 
In [15], some of the major vulnerabilities are listed as Lack of 
Centralized Management, No Predefined Boundary, 
Cooperativeness, Limited Power Supply, and Adversary inside 
the Network. The last weakness bothering security, forms the 
core of our work. As part of the multiple security concerns in 
MANets, we consider Black-hole attacks on MANets. 

2.5 Black-hole Attack 
The mobile nodes within MANets can freely join, and 

leave the network at any time [16]. This flexibility also 
introduces a security challenge, where a malicious node can 
pretend to be a legitimate member of the network, for purpose 
of compromising the security of the nodes.  It is hard to detect 
that the behaviour of the node is malicious. Thus, this attack is 
more dangerous than an  external attack [16]. The Black-hole 
attack actually falls under the category of attacks known as 
Network Layer Attacks.  
The basic idea behind this kind of attack is that the intruding 
node injects itself into the active path from source to 
destination, or to absorb network traffic[16]. Technically, in a 
black-hole attack, the malicious node claims to have an 
optimum route to the node, whenever it receives route request 
(RREQ) packets, and sends the response packet (REPP) with 
highest destination sequence number, and minimum hop count 
value, to the originator node, whose RREQ packets it wants to 
intercept. 
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Looking at figure 2 above, node “S” wants to send data to 
node “D”, the destination node. It first initiates the route 
discovery process. The malicious node “M” immediately 
sends a response to source “S”, when it receives the route 
request. If the reply from node “M” reaches the source first, 
then the source node “S” ignores all other reply messages, and 
sends packet via route node “M”. As a result, all data packets 
are consumed, or lost to malicious node. This can lead to a 
security breach of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. 
So, by implication, in black-hole attack, a malicious node uses 
its routing protocol  to advertise itself as  having the shortest 
path to the destination node, or to the packet it wants to 
intercept the network packets [17]. 

2.6 Types of Black-hole Attack 

There are two types of black-hole attacks described in ad 
hoc on-demand vector routing protocols (AODV in order). 
These are internal and external black-hole attacks. 

2.6.1 Internal Black-hole attack 

In this type of black-hole attack an internal malicious node 
fits itself in between the routes of a given source, and 
destination, as shown in figure 3b below. As soon as it gets the 
chance, this malicious node makes itself an active data route 
element [17].  At this stage, it gains the capability of 
conducting attacks against the network. This is an internal 
attack, because the node itself, at this point, belongs to the 
data route. Internal attack is more vulnerable to defend, 
because of difficulty in detecting the internal misbehaving 
node. 

 

2.6.2 External Black-hole attack 

In the case of external black-hole attacks, a malicious 
node simply stays outside of the network, and denies access to 

S 

M 

E 

B 
C 

D 

Figure 2: Black-hole Attack [16] 
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network traffic, or creates congestion in the network, or 
disrupts the entire network. External attack can become a kind 
of internal attack, when it takes control of a legitimate internal 
node and controls it maliciously to attack other nodes in 
MANets. The figure 3a below demonstrates an external black-
hole attack. 

 
Figure 3: External and internal attacks [17]  

2.7 Effects of Black-hole Attack on MANets 

The cost of security breach in information communication 
cannot only be measured in monetary teams, because the 
reputation, integrity of organizations, and even the lives of its 
staff, could also be at risk. This is so, because in the event of 
security compromise, following a Black-hole attack, all three 
fundamental components confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability, which make up information security are violated. 
Black hole attack creates an artificial packet end-to-end delay, 
by misleading the source node into discarding responses from 
the legitimate node, while on the other hand keeping the 
legitimate node waiting for a response. This could have 
negative implications on bandwidth, and overall network 
performance. Throughput is also affect since it depends on the 
real time data being transmitted through the network. In a 
simulated experiment by [17], it was shown that throughput is 
higher in the absence of black-hole attack. [17] also highlights 
that e of data transmitted through the network, is a function of 
the number of nodes. Therefore, the presence of an 
illegitimate node adds to the existing network load. In 
addition, in order to frustrate the entire network, the malicious 
node tries to intercept all other messages within the network, 
thereby consuming more bandwidth. 
 
3 Related work 
3.1 Security techniques in MANets 

Security always implies the identification of potential 
attacks, threats, and vulnerabilities of a certain system. In 
information systems, security is often defined in the context of 
being able to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability 
of network resources [18].  This fundamental requirement of 
computer security, as stated above is also valid when 

protection of correct routing behavior is to be considered, in 
any type of network [19]. This section surveys some security 
schemes, which have been deployed, or proposed to deal, with 
the attacks described in the earlier sections. 

3.2 Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) 
The security system in WLANS, based on 802.11 

standard, consists of a data encapsulation technique called 
wired equivalent privacy (WEP), and an authentication 
algorithm called shared key authentication [19].  
The weakness of WEP algorithm is that it can easily be 
broken. Introduced as part of the original 802.11 standard 
ratified, it was intended to provide data confidentiality, 
comparable to that of a traditional wired network. WEP, 
recognizable by 10 or 26 hexadecimal digits, was at one time 
widely in use, and often the first security choice presented to 
users by router configuration tools, but it has been observed to 
have several problems identified with 802.11 securities. 

3.3 Watchdog and Pathrater Techniques 
The Watchdog and Pathrater technique were introduced 

by [20] to improve throughput in a MANets, by identifying 
misbehaving nodes, which trick other nodes, by agreeing to 
forward the packets without   ever doing so. The security 
model is made up of two components, the watchdog and 
Pathrater. While the watchdog is used to identify misbehaving 
(malicious) nodes, initiated by a Replica server, Pathrater 
helps routing protocols avoid these nodes, by removing them, 
and creating a new path. The watchdog occurs in every node 
in the network. When a node forwards a packet, the nodes 
watchdog component verifies that the next node in the path 
also forward the packet. The only way a watchdog can do this, 
is by listening in a promiscuous mode, to the next node’s 
transmission. If the next node does not forward the packet, it is 
said to be a malicious (mischievous) node, and has to be 
reported. This is done by sending an alarm message to the 
other nodes on its friends list. When the nodes accept the 
alarm message, they check it, and change the status of the 
accused node, only if the alarm source is trusted, or a number 
of trusted nodes accused the same node. The previous status of 
the node is also maintained, where its structure contains server 
node ID, destination node ID, hop count and drop packets. 

3.4 Intrusion Detection and Response 
Mechanism (IDRM) 

IDRM security model for MANets [21] was first 
presented by Zhang and Lee. In its architecture, all the nodes 
take part in the intrusion detection, and response mechanism. 
Zhang and Lee worked with the basic assumption, that the user 
and associated program activities are observable, and under a 
cooperative distributed system. 
The intrusion detection and response mechanism, by [21] 
comprised two key modules – a data collector and local 
detector. The data collection mechanism present in every 
node, gathers streams of real-time audit data, from various 

3a) 
3b) 
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sources. Whereas the local detector analyzes the local data 
traces, gathered by the local data collection module, for 
evidence of anomalies. 

4. The Design of the Radical Watchdog
and Pathrater Algorithm

4.1 Overview of RWP algorithm 

The Radical Watchdog and Pathrater algorithm (RWP) is 
a hybrid technique built on the ideas of   Watchdog and 
Pathrater algorithm introduced by [20]. The RWP is achieved 
by extending the capabilities of the Watchdog and Pathrater to 
including a radical deletion of the malicious nodes up to the 
second hop in the network. The watchdog component on the 
malicious node detects the misbehaviour of node and then 
sends warning signals to its neighbouring nodes including the 
source node. On receiving this signal the source node stops 
using the malicious node as the link to its destination. All the 
first hop nodes including the source node delete the malicious 
node from their friends list and further send the warning signal 
to the second hop nodes. The second hope nodes respond by 
flagging the malicious node for future data transactions with it. 
Any attempt by the malicious node to send RREQ will be met 
with denial of access and deleted from the friends list. Once 
the deleted, a warning signal is sent to the next hope. The 
process will continue until the node is certified as clean by the 
watchdog component, the watchdog sends a clearance 
certificate to all its neighbouring nodes causing all the nodes 
to unflag the malicious node. 

4.2 Radical Watchdog and Pathrater algorithm 
The algorithm steps of the RWP are: 

1. Source node sends route request (RREQ)
2. Node with shortest route sends a (RREP)
3. Watchdog detects that the Node is malicious
4. Watchdog sends an alarm message to the other nodes in

first hop
5. Source node stops sending packets to malicious node
6. The nodes receiving the alarm delete the malicious node

from friend list
7. And forward the alarm to the second hop nodes
8. On receiving the alert, those nodes on the second hop flag

the malicious node, for future reference
9. Any request coming from the flagged node is not

entertained and the node is deleted form the friends list,
and further warning is send to the next hop nodes

10. Re-integrate the node when Watchdog sends a clearance
certificate the node.

4.3 The Sequence diagram

Figure 4: Sequence diagram for Radical Watchdog 
and Pathrater 

The sequence diagram in figure 4 above shows the interaction 
between objects in the sequential order. The node interaction, 
passing of messages and relevant alert signals is shown on the 
sequence diagram. 

5. Conclusions and recommendations
Black-hole attack is one of the biggest concerns in Mobile

Ad-hoc networks. It violates confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability; being the important three main components of 
information security. Black-hole attacks have a negative effect 
on the networks bandwidth, and the overall network 
performance is affected by the malicious nodes delaying the 
packets. The network throughput is reduced significantly. A 
number of researchers have made enormous contribution 
towards Black hole detection and elimination. It is hoped that 
the RWP algorithm presented in this paper adds to the list of 
techniques to handle the Black hole attack in MANets. RWP 
is an extension of the WP algorithm presented [20]. RWP 
algorithm is for detecting and eliminating the black-hole 
attacks in MANets. It controls the intrusion by the malicious 
node by deleting and sending warning alerts up to the second 
hop nodes. This extension ensures that the malicious node is 
eliminated not only within its surroundings but further across 
the hops in the mobile ad hoc network. Indications are that the 
RWP algorithm is an improved algorithm compared to the WP 
algorithm. Such claims need to be tested through simulation 
experiments. 
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Home Network Security:  
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Abstract - The world of technology is an ever advancing 
realm where companies are constantly fighting to put out the 
latest and greatest product or service. The issue that arises 
with this is that adequate research and development is not 
being conducted. With technology rapidly changing and the 
use of the internet ever growing, the need for higher internet 
and network security is at an all-time high. With computer and 
network hackers and malicious malware and viruses, personal 
information is getting more and more difficult to secure. 
Within this paper we will show you how an average home user 
would set up their home network and the security settings and 
measures that should be taken to safeguard their personal 
information. 

Keywords: Security, wireless, standards, Ethernet, signal 
strength 

 

1 Introduction 
  The connection for a home network is coming from ether 
dial-up, digital subscriber line (DSL), or a cable internet 
service provider (ISP). The link to the ISP is coming from the 
wall through a phone line or a coaxial cable to the modem. 
The modem is connected to a wireless router or directly to an 
end system using an Ethernet cable. End systems can include 
computers, printers, smart phones, tablets, game consoles, and 
smart televisions.  

When setting up a network for the first time the user will need 
to first ask themselves, “What kind of network am I setting 
up, wireless or wired?” Wireless will be easier when setting 
up a small network with only a few computers, phones, and a 
printer, but may not give all the security benefits as wired 
does. Using a wireless setup gives more flexibility for 
connections, but leaves the network open to many potential 
security cracks. “Data is sent and received using radio waves 
eliminating the need for Ethernet cables. You can connect to 
the network from anywhere within range of the wireless 
router.” (Verizon, 2014)  

1.1 Wireless or wired 

Using a wireless setup has advantages and disadvantages. 
Advantages can include flexibility, visibility, cost, and easier 
after the setup is completed. There are no cables or cords to 

hide or possibly trip over, therefore giving the mobility to 
move around the room with the computer and not have to sit 
at a desk and having the ability to print from anywhere within 
range of the wireless router. If the location is going to have 
many visitors, a wireless network will be a better choice. 
Renting equipment is an option when receiving an internet 
service, which may be a better option for users that would 
prefer to not have to buy something new every time an 
upgrade or improved service is available.    

Disadvantages can include lower connection speeds, 
disruptions and “dead spots” whereas a wired network would 
have fewer chances of these issues. Wireless connections “use 
802.11g wireless networking which transmits data at 2.4 GHz 
with a speed of 54 megabits. The newer wireless standard of 
802.11n is faster and has a longer range than 802.11g.”  
(Wilson & Fuller, 2001) More than likely, a wireless router 
and modem will be used when setting up a wireless network 
and they will be connected by an Ethernet cable; however 
sometimes the router and modem can be combined into one 
unit to simplify the installation. The router can send its signal 
up to 100 feet in all directions though there can be disruptions 
and dead spots due to walls and the layout of the home. 
(Wilson & Fuller, 2001) If the home owner has a two story 
house an upgraded router or a Wi-Fi router extender, which 
boosts signal strength, can be used to reach both floors. The 
location of the wireless router or extender has a huge effect on 
how strong the signal is throughout the home. Some older 
computers do not come with a built in wireless capability, so a 
wireless adapter will need to be installed. This will be plugged 
into a USB and will work like a built in component. (Netgear, 
2014) In a wired network, end users will connect to the router 
using Ethernet cables.  A wired setup is best for computers, 
printers, televisions and gaming consoles although cell phones 
and tablets do not have Ethernet capability.  

As with wireless, a wired network has advantages and 
disadvantages as well.  Advantages can include faster speeds 
with downloading and uploading data and an added layer of 
security. Wired networks provide more security for the user 
because they are not sending the information wirelessly but 
directly to the router or modem. The upload and download 
speed can depend on the ISP that the user has selected. The 
local cable ISP may offer up to 100 Mbps, while the local 
DSL offers around 12 Mbps. (Century Link, 2014)  
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When setting up more than one computer there are a few 
disadvantages to a wired network because there is more work 
that will go into it. The user will need to get longer Ethernet 
cables depending on how far apart the router and computers 
are and if the setup is going to have more than four computers 
then a switch or hub will be needed.  (Wilson & Fuller, 2001) 
Over time this can become more costly of a setup. Wired 
networks are good when setting up a single room for the home 
office. If the home office will be in more than one location 
and is not a desktop computer, then a wired network may not 
be the way to go.  

2 Setting up home network 
When setting up a home network for the first time, the local 
ISP will come to the home and set it up or send everything to 
the home for the home owner to set up themselves. The box 
may include a modem, wireless router, power cords, an 
Ethernet cable and some instructions on how to complete the 
install. The instructions are going to show what settings work 
best for the home network. We are going to first show the 
security settings that are requested from the ISP ‘Charter’ for 
a new user right out of the box. Then we are going to show 
some of the advanced settings to make the home network 
stronger, along with some applications the user can do to 
make their information more secure.     

The following will explain the procedures for setting up a 
typical wireless home network from the beginning, right out 
of the box. After calling Charter and requesting the service, 
we had to go down to Charter’s local office and get an internet 
modem that we would be using to connect our home to 
Charter’s internet service. The internet service we have 
chosen to go with has a download speed of 30 Mbps with an 
upload speed of 4 Mbps.  (Charter Communications, Inc., 
2014) We then received a box in the mail that included the 
router, router power cord, router stand and an Ethernet cable. 
The box also included a letter thanking us for choosing 
Charter and the instructions on how to set up the wireless 
router. The letter from Charter also explains that the router 
comes with a pre-set network name and network key. The 
letter tells us that all of the information for the router is 
printed on the router itself and that installation should take no 
more than 10 minutes. The letter also states that “Charter 
recommends that you do not change the pre-set Wi-Fi 
Network Name and Network Key”  (Charter Team, 2014). 

To start the installation process the instructions show us a 
picture on how and where the modem and router are to be put 
together. We started by attaching the coaxial cable to the 
cable wall outlet and then attached the cable to the modem. 
After attaching the power cord to the modem we then attached 
the Ethernet cable to the router connecting the two together. 
We then connected the power cord to the wireless router and 
put them in the location where we wanted it to be. For this 
home network the setup is going to be in the east corner of the 

living room and the house is single story and small so we do 
not need any router extenders.  

The Netgear wireless router that came with our installation 
has two types of Wi-Fi bands that can transmitted, known as a 
dual band router, provides 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands. The 
difference between 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz is the signal range 
and the bandwidth you receive for your network. 2.4 GHz can 
reach further than 5GHz but if the user needs more bandwidth 
than 5GHz is greater than 2.4GHz. (Netgear, 2013) Most 
computers and wireless devices run on a 2.4 GHz, so for this 
home network we will be adding all the devices to the 2.4 
GHz.  

During set up when connecting the primary computer to the 
wireless router we are asked to type in the pre-set password. 
In this case the router came with the service set identifier 
(SSID) “MyCharterWiFic1-2G” and a password of 
“aquaticink138”. These are both printed on the back of the 
router and on a sticker that we can attach anywhere else as 
needed. Netgear offers a user application interface that can be 
downloaded to your computer or smartphone to help run your 
network. We installed this on the primary computer that will 
be running the network and to an Apple smart phone. This 
application shows the status of the connection between the 
router and the computer, if the router is connected to the 
internet, a network map of all the devices that are connected 
to the network, router settings, a ready share link and parental 
controls.  

When using the Netgear application we are able to change the 
user name and password settings. This user name and 
password is prompted when devices are attempting to connect 
to the network. We changed the SSID to “MyCharter” and the 
password to “Password123”. By default the channel selection 
is set on auto and the wireless encryption option is set to 
WPA2-PSK. We did not change this setting, however, if we 
wanted our network to be open without a password being 
required to log on, we would choose “none” for the wireless 
encryption option. The router administration user name and 
password also came preset. The username is “admin” and the 
password is “password”. Notice in the log in window that 
Netgear tells us what the password is. We were able to change 
the password to “Password123” but were unable to change the 
username from admin. Take note that by default both 
“remember password” and the IP address is already entered 
for us and we did not change this setting.   

Not all the settings for the router are in the Netgear 
application. The application covers the simple settings for the 
router but to get into the administrative settings we need to 
use a web browser to log into the router itself. In the browser 
bar, type in the IP Address of the router, also known as the 
default gateway, where typically most routers are 192.168.1.1, 
but the default IP Address can also be found on the log in 
page of the router login. When putting the IP address into the 
browser bar a window pops up where we can put in the user 
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name and password. In our case the username is “admin” and 
password “Password123”. 

Some of the default settings are ‘Does your internet 
connection not require a login’, the default for this is no. 
There is also an option to change the type of internet address 
from ‘Dynamically from ISP’ which is automatically assigned 
from the ISP or a ‘Static IP Address’ which is manually set 
from the user. With our application we are using “get 
dynamically from ISP”. “…dynamic IP addressing allows for 
a new IP address to be assigned each time the user logs on...” 
(What Is My IP Address, 2014) Static IP allows the user to set 
and know what the IP address is at all times. This may be 
useful if the user is using the computer for gaming consoles to 
play online or if the user is using the computer as a server.   

 The default security setting can also be changed from the 
administrative location. Two default settings are to ‘enable 
SSID Broadcast’ and the wireless encryption which is set to 
WPA2-PSK [AES]. We are not changing any of these 
settings. The only one that we have changed is the SSID to 
“MyCharter”. From this location we can also set the 
password. This change can be done by both the application 
and the web browser link in the administrative location. We 
have set both 2.4 GHz and 5GHz to the same password but 
added 5G to the end of the user name to see each SSID.   

3 Setting up Security 
Now that you know the details of a beginner/low security 
network, let’s learn about the options the home user has to 
help protect their personal information and their network. 
There are many ways to accomplish this and we will discuss a 
few of them and provide some examples. To start with we will 
go over the different wireless encryptions available which are 
WEP, WPA and WPA2. 

3.1 Wired Equivalent Privacy  

Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is an easily broken 
security algorithm for Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 wireless networks. Introduced as 
part of the original 802.11 standard ratified in September 
1999, its intention was to provide 
data confidentiality comparable to that of a traditional 
wired network (Wikipedia, 2014). Even though WEP was part 
of the original IEEE 802.11 standard it fell short from the 
needed requirements of wireless security. Many hackers 
would find this as a very easy encryption to hack leaving 
virtually all wireless networks at risk.  

WEP would prove to have numerous flaws, one of which 
being it’s encryption process. WEP used RC4, which is a 
stream cipher that does not use the same traffic key twice. It 
also utilized a 24 bit initialization vector (IV) that is 
transmitted as plain text. The purpose was to prevent any 
repetition; however, 24 bits were just not long enough to 

make this happen on a busy network. After about 5000 
transmitted packets, there was a 50% chance that the same IV 
would be repeated. So a potential hacker would not have to 
wait very long to catch this and give themselves access to the 
network. “In 2005, a group from the U.S. Federal Bureau of 
Investigation gave a demonstration where they cracked a 
WEP-protected network in 3 minutes using publicly available 
tools”. (Wikipedia, 2014) 

3.2 Wi-Fi Protected Access 

Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) was intended by the Wi-Fi 
Alliance as an intermediate measure to take the place 
of WEP pending the availability of the full IEEE 
802.11i standard. WPA could be implemented 
through firmware upgrades on wireless network interface 
cards designed for WEP that began shipping as far back as 
1999. (Wikipedia, 2014) 

In April 2003, WPA was introduced as an interoperable 
security protocol based on draft 3 of the IEEE 802.11i 
amendment. WPA was designed to be a replacement for WEP 
without requiring hardware replacements, using a subset IEEE 
802.11i amendment. (Wright, 2006). WPA implemented 
Temporal Key Integrity Protocol which generates a new 128 
bit key for each packet. Having this prevented the types of 
attacks that affected WEP. Another addition to WPA is a 
message integrity check that would detect if messages had 
been altered during transmission. 

In July 2004, the IEEE approved the full IEEE 802.11i 
specification, which was quickly followed by a new 
interoperability testing certification from the Wi-Fi Alliance 
known as WPA2. WPA2 is based on the Robust Security 
Network (RSN) mechanism, which provided support for all of 
the mechanisms available in WPA. As of March 2006, the 
WPA2 certification became mandatory for all new equipment 
certified by the Wi-Fi Alliance, ensuring that any reasonably 
modern hardware will support both WPA and WPA2 (Wright, 
2006). 

3.3 Passwords 

When setting up both Wi-Fi and wired networks, a password 
can and should be used to connect to the router when 
accessing wireless connections and administrative settings. 
According to Network World, the four most commonly used 
passwords for 2013 were: ‘123456’, ‘password’,’12345678’, 
and ‘qwerty’ (Smith, 2014). Consumers have also been known 
to use their home phone number or their birthday as their 
password. These types of passwords leave the network open 
for someone to hack into it extremely quickly obtaining 
personal data to be used for identity theft and for personal 
information to be out in the open. A home user may not feel 
they have anything that a criminal would want, “I consider the 
detail of my life so boring to other people that I really 
couldn’t care less. I’ve got nothing to hide.” (Pogue, 2007) 
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Protecting the network is the first step in protecting your 
personal information.   

A long-lasting disadvantage when using a password that is 
easy, common or simple is this leaves the network open for 
the opportunity of sharing un-wanted information and data 
without anyone’s knowledge.  A study done from November 
22, 2010 to October 3, 2011 on 2,133 wireless networks, both 
consumer and corporate, identified the vulnerability the 
networks can have.  The study found that among the consumer 
user 61% used WPA/WPA2 encryption, 19% used WEP 
encryption, 11% used default credentials, 6% had no security 
on their network and 3% used a hidden SSID. The study 
found that business networks they surveyed had 58% were 
secured, 22% unsecured and 20% were considered poorly 
secured. (Botezatu, 2011) The home user may want the 
network to be easy for them to access, but also need to 
recognize how easy it is for someone that does not belong on 
their network to get in.  

Another disadvantage of simple passwords, are using 
passwords that have words from the dictionary in them. A 
very common attack on networks is a ‘dictionary attack’. “A 
dictionary attack is a technique used to breach the computer 
security of a password-protected machine or server. A 
dictionary attack attempts to defeat an authentication 
mechanism by systematically entering each word in a 
dictionary as a password.” (Janalta Interactive Inc, 2014)  
Dictionary attacks work well because many users insist on 
using a complete word from the dictionary for their password 
because it is easy to remember, however without having 
special characters with them, this makes the network easier to 
penetrate. 

There are many steps the home user can take to make their 
home network more secure and the first and easiest step is to 
create a strong password. Strong passwords consist of a 
minimum of 7 characters, containing numbers, symbols, and 
upper and lower case numbers. Do not use your name or the 
names of members of your family. Do not use the word 
“password” or variations of that word and do not use your 
street address. Also do not use the same password for all of 
your accounts or use complete words from the dictionary. 
Creating a password with multiple symbols, numbers, upper 
and lower case letters in a random order is the best way to 
have the strongest password possible. 

Examples of Strong Passwords: 

!e2X6ty#$fm%_RsJOk  07gfE#s&kw@PN$gswVW  

3.4 Security setup over router 

Having a wired home network instead of wireless is also very 
beneficial when it comes to security. Without a wireless 
network then your home network is much less susceptible to 
being infiltrated. However, if wireless must be used, there are 

multiple settings in the home router that can be changed to 
increase the level of security. An important setting to change 
is to not allow administrative access over a wireless 
connection. Most routers come with this setting defaulted to 
wireless access enabled but should be deselected (Appendix 
B1). However doing this requires the user to be physically 
connected to the router itself to make any future 
administrative changes. 

Changing your router to not allow guest access is another 
change that can be made (Appendix B2). Disabling this 
“feature” helps prevent unwanted access and keeps a person 
from having two options when trying to infiltrate your 
network. This way there is only one password that needs to be 
created and memorized and just one less door into your 
network. For a home network guest access is not needed due 
to the fact that you can choose who connects to your network. 
However, for a small business owner they can provide 
customers free internet access using the guest access. In this 
situation having guest access would be beneficial to providing 
good customer service, however it could leave your network 
more open to a possible attack.  

Next is choosing the wireless encryption that you wish to use, 
WEP, WPA or WPA2. Many routers offer all three in 
different variations (Appendix B3). You might ask yourself, 
why would WEP and WPA even be offered if WPA2 is the 
latest and best option? Well some devices still require the 
older encryptions so they still leave them as options, however 
most modern day devices will use WPA2. Some routers have 
the option to use both WPA and WPA2 to help work with 
older devices as well. 

One feature that many routers offer is a MAC address access 
list (Appendix B4). With this feature you can deny access to 
certain MAC addresses or allow a certain amount of MAC 
addresses to have access. At first glance this would seem like 
a very secure option for your home network, however many 
critics will say that this is one of the dumbest ways to secure a 
wireless LAN because all someone needs to do is watch an 
authorized person go in and the they can forge a MAC address 
with that person's address. The MAC address is just a 12 digit 
long HEX number that can be viewed in clear text with a 
sniffer (Ou, 2007).  

Another feature that many new routers have is the device list. 
With this list you can see what devices are connected to your 
network or have been connected to your network in the past. 
You can click on them and look up the MAC address of the 
device to figure out if it is one of yours, and if it is you can 
label it as such so for future reference when you look at it, you 
will know which devices are yours (Appendix B5). If you see 
a device that is unknown to you, you can then attempt to track 
down the MAC address (maybe it was your friend’s 
computer) and if you cannot, then you can take appropriate 
measures, such as changing your password. 
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Another security feature that most routers have is built-in 
firewalls (Appendix B6). “A firewall is a software or 
hardware-based network security system that controls the 
incoming and outgoing network traffic by analyzing the data 
packets and determining whether they should be allowed 
through or not, based on applied rule set” (Wikipedia, 2012). 
Assuring that the router firewalls are enabled can help secure 
your network traffic and prevent unwanted traffic from 
entering your network from the internet. Many home 
computers will have built in firewalls as well that will assist in 
securing the computer itself, but the firewalls in the router 
helps prevent malicious activity from even reaching the 
computer. 

3.5 Virtual Private Network  

Now that we have gone over strong passwords and typical 
home router settings, let’s look at what the consumer market 
can offer the average home user. The first item we will discuss 
is a Virtual Private Network or VPN. A VPN provides an 
encrypted “tunnel” into the internet from your personal 
computer out to the internet. So if there is anyone watching 
your network they will be unable to view what you are doing 
since it is encrypted and they would have to crack the 
encryption itself before being able to view your information. 
Using a VPN service will provide the ability block the users 
IP address allowing them to browse the internet anonymously. 
This would prevent the ability of websites and internet 
services from tracking your web browsing habits (Private 
Internet Access). This can also bypass an internet service 
provider’s firewall that blocks peer-to-peer networks like 
uTorrent. So there are many different uses for using a VPN, 
but a more secure internet browsing capability, in the home or 
public networks like at your local coffee shop, is a very 
enticing reason. 

There are many different providers out there offering VPN 
service so the user has different options on what they want to 
get out of the service and how much they are willing to pay. 
There are some services that are free, however I wouldn’t 
recommend those because free things in this world, like on the 
internet, will usually come with something else as well, like an 
abundance of advertisements. So I would recommend paying 
for an actual service. The VPN service I chose is available to 
numerous operating systems as well from Android on smart 
phones, to Windows, UNIX/Linux, and Mac OS (See 
Appendix B7). This offers various different users the ability 
to have this service making it easier on consumers. 

3.6 Private Internet Access 

One provider that is fairly inexpensive and very user friendly 
is Private Internet Access (PIA). We recently went through 
the process of setting up their VPN service on our personal 
computer and we are very satisfied with the product thus far. 
One key aspect that really caught our attention was that they 
offered one of the lowest prices but also the payment options 

they offered. The user can use a credit card like most online 
purchases, but they offer a much more secure option for 
method of payment, and that is a gift card. They have many 
different gift cards that are acceptable to include: Wal-Mart, 
Starbucks, Home Depot and Best Buy.  

PIA has made the purchase and installation process very 
simple. If the user chooses to use a gift card they can click on 
the link for it, input the card information, then a window pops 
up telling them what the balance on the card is and how many 
days of access it will give them. If the user chooses to use it, 
they will enter their email address, which is the only piece of 
personal information required, then the new username and 
password is sent to you. After that, downloading and installing 
is a breeze with detailed instructions and the program virtually 
installs by itself. After the installation is complete, the VPN 
will connect automatically, if the user chooses, when they log 
into their computer, and they can even choose which region or 
country they would like to “connect” too. 

3.7 Encrypt the hard drive 

Another option to safeguard the files on your computer is to 
encrypt the hard drive. There is actually a free download to 
make this possible from truecrypt.org. With this you can 
completely encrypt your computer’s hard drive or just a small 
portion of it that you can designate the size of (Appendix B8), 
this can be used on external hard drives as well. This option 
can be very useful if you constantly carry an external hard 
drive with you that has sensitive information on it such as: 
court documents, bank statements, job applications, even 
family photos. If you were to lose it and it is not protected, 
then the person that finds it now has access to all of that 
information contained on that hard drive. But using TrueCrypt 
can prevent that from happening. When setting it up you can 
even use triple the amount of encryption using 3 different 
encryption algorithms with 256 bit keys making it virtually 
un-crackable (Appendix B9). 

Another feature of TrueCrypt is that you can have multiple 
“partitions” on a single hard drive. With this you can separate 
your files into groups, encrypting them differently and 
creating new passwords for all of them. Doing this takes 
protecting your personal information and important files to the 
extreme and you could be rest assured that your files are 
secured. Breaking a 256 bit key encryption is difficult enough 
but to do that 3 times with 3 different algorithms would take 
someone months to do. The encryption process is done as you 
work as well. “Files are automatically being decrypted on the 
fly (in memory/RAM) while they are being read or copied 
from an encrypted TrueCrypt volume. Similarly, files that are 
being written or copied to the TrueCrypt volume are 
automatically being encrypted on the fly (right before they are 
written to the disk) in RAM” (TrueCrypt).  

Once the user downloads the program and goes through the 
steps to set up their “partitions” TrueCrypt is fairly simple to 
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use. When TrueCrypt is open, you find the file source that you 
wish to access, click mount, enter your password, and then the 
file storage is mounted (Appendix B10) and the drive that the 
file storage is mounted to is shown (Appendix B11). Once this 
is completed, the user now has full access to their files; they 
can modify them, delete them or even add more. When the 
user is finished, just simply select the drive that you wish to 
dismount, click dismount, and that’s all. Now you do not have 
access to your files and they are once again secure. These files 
cannot be accessed until the file storage is mounted back to 
the drive and the password is entered. Otherwise the would-be 
attacker is left to attempt to crack the encryption that has been 
placed on the files. 

4 Conclusions 
The internet was originally not designed with security in mind 
and therefor upgrades in cyber security will always been 
ongoing. Computer hackers and malicious viruses and worms 
will always be around and constantly evolving to the new 
changes to security. It is nearly impossible to completely 
protect your computer and home network, however in this 
paper we have shown you different ways to make the user’s 
computer and home network less susceptible to attack. Every 
user has the freedom to choose what they want to do when it 
comes to their own cyber security and we hope that we have 
provided enough information to educate users on different 
security measures that can be taken. 
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Abstract —While many works to date in wireless sensor 
networks (WSNs) security have focused on providing 
confidentiality for message contents, contextual information 
usually remains exposed. Thus the adversary especially the global 
eavesdropper can easily obtain the sensitive information such as 
the location of a target object in a monitoring application, which 
is critical to the mission of the sensor network. In this paper, we 
propose an energy-efficient scheme against global eavesdroppers 
for protecting location privacy and maximizing lifetime of WSNs. 
Our proposed technique builds fake source areas controlled by 
the Sink, which disseminates dummy traffic synchronized with 
real source area. Therefore, we create multiple candidate traces 
in the network to hide the real traffic generated by the real 
source. To ensure no impact on lifetime of WSNs, we minimize 
the energy consumption of hotspots.  Analysis and simulation 
results show that the proposed scheme can significantly improves 
the security in source-location privacy preservation without 
reducing the network lifetime. 

Keywords—source-location privacy; wireless sensor network; 
global eavesdroppers; fake source area; 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A wireless sensor network is composed of numerous cheap, 

small, energy-constrained, and spatially distributed 
autonomous sensors to monitor and study the physical world. It 
has gained more popularity in recent years and been widely 
used in lots of important applications such as environment 
monitoring, military surveillance, and target tracking. Sensors 
collaborate to gather data and disseminate the data to the sink. 
Since most of sensors are deployed in unattended or hostile 
environment, these applications are subject to a variety of 
security issues. 

Among all of these security threats, source location privacy 
is of special interest to us since it cannot fully addressed by 
traditional security mechanisms, such as encryption and 
authentication. Consider a simple example of target tracking in 
WSNs. A sensor sends a message which includes event-related 
information to the sink when it detects an event. After this, the 
location of the event source has been exposed to the adversary 
who might passively monitor the network traffic, no matter 
how strong the data encryption key is. Further, the adversary 
may find out more sensitive information: whether, when and 
where a particular event occurred, for example, the appearing 
of a soldier in a target tracking sensor network [1, 2]. This can 

help the adversary in attacking the soldier, an unfortunate 
occurrence.   

In the past two decades, a number of researches aiming at 
protecting source location privacy have been proposed. We can 
generally divide these works into two categories according to 
the capability of the adversaries: strategies against local 
eavesdroppers and those against global eavesdroppers. The 
local eavesdroppers have limited coverage, comparable to that 
of regular sensors. At any given time only a local area is under 
the adversary’s monitoring and the adversary tires to locate the 
source node hop-by-hop in a tracing back way. However, 
global eavesdroppers are much more powerful and formidable. 
They are able to monitor all the network traffic either by 
deploying their own cheap sensors that cover the whole area 
[3] or by employing a powerful site surveillance device with 
hearing range no less than the network radius.  

Several methods have been proposed to preserving the 
source-location privacy against local eavesdroppers. For 
example, [4-7]. Kamat et al. [4] propose a classic location 
protecting protocol based on Phantom Routing. Firstly every 
message is randomly routed for h hops to find a phantom 
source, and then the selected phantom source sends the 
message to the SINK node by flooding. However, both 
theoretical and practical results demonstrate that if the message 
is routed randomly for h hops, the message will be largely 
within h/5 hops away from the actual source [5]. Xi et al. [6] 
propose a two-way greedy random walk named as GROW. In 
GROW, greedy random walk first creates a static random walk 
(path of receptors) from the sink node. Subsequently, messages 
are sent from the source node on a greedy random walk that 
will eventually arrive at a receptor node, from which the 
message will be forwarded to the SINK node following the 
established path. In order to well balance the energy 
consumption and privacy protection, J. Ren et al. [5] propose a 
two-phase routing scheme. The source node randomly 
determines an intermediate node from a pre-determined region 
around the SINK node called the Sink Toroidal Region (STaR). 
From the random intermediate node, the message will then be 
routed to the sink node through the shortest path routing. In 
STaR, the entire network is divided into grids. One node in 
every grid is denoted as the head node. The source node 
randomly selects one grid in the constrained area, of which the 
head node becomes the random intermediate node. In [7], the 
authors propose a three-phase routing scheme that addresses 
the source-location privacy issue by using Radial Routing and 
Annular Routing based on the phantom source.  

* The corresponding author: huiliu@missouristate.edu. 
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The strategies mentioned above all have outstanding 
performances in location privacy preservation against local 
eavesdroppers. However, in order to effectively defend 
powerful global eavesdroppers, we have to design more 
suitable schemes to preserve location privacy against them.  

Mehta et al. [2, 8] first presented the global eavesdropper 
model, and proposed two techniques, called periodic collection 
and source simulation to prevent the leakage of location 
privacy. The main idea of the periodic collection method is to 
make the traffic pattern independent of the presence of real 
objects. However, this approach consumes a substantial 
amount of energy for latency sensitive applications and largely 
reduces the lifetime of network since each node periodically 
sends packets at a reasonable rate regardless of whether it has 
real data to send or not. The source simulation method creates 
multiple candidate traces in the network to hide the traffic 
generated by real objects by simulating the movement patterns 
of real objects. However, this approach has two problems. 
First, it is challenging to model the movement patterns of real 
objects. Second, fake sources also bring much extra energy 
consumption to the hotspots of the network, which reduces the 
network lifetime.  

The scheme based on proxy filtering is illustrated by Yang 
et al. [9], in which they select some sensors as proxies that 
proactively filter dummy packets on their way to the sink. Then, 
they proposed two mechanisms named as PFS (Proxy-based 
Filtering Scheme) and TFS (Tree-based Filtering Scheme). 
Because determining proxies (i.e. selection P elements out of V 
nodes) is an NP-hard problem as proved in [9], they adopted 
local search heuristics with no guaranteed maximal network 
lifetime. 

Bicakci et al. [10, 11] investigate the network lifetime in 
various different proxy assignment strategies and different 
deployment scenarios. They propose a new filtering idea called 
OFS (Optimal Filtering Scheme) to maximize the network 
lifetime of wireless sensor networks while preserving event-
unobservability against global eavesdroppers. Through a 
Linear Programming framework, they claimed that Linear 
Programming is an effective method to find the optimal 
locations of proxies under a set of linear constraints.  

Recently, Ju Ren [12] adopts cluster structures to construct 
cyclic interference routing paths, in which the cluster heads 
will act as proxies to filter fake message generated by the fake 
source. They allow only real traffic flow to cross the hotspots 
and build cyclic diversionary routing paths in areas where the 
sensors have enough abundant energy to support them to 
maximize the network lifetime. 

All of the above-mentioned researches do not solve the 
problem that the change of the real source location is ahead of 
that of the fake source location, therefore, the adversary easily 
detect the location of real source because of the abnormal 
operations of nodes. In this paper, we use the sink, the center of 
gathering data in the network, to guarantee the synchronization 
of data dissemination of real source and fake source, then 
ensure the preservation of location privacy. Our proposed 
scheme can achieve a significant improvement in network 
security without reducing the network lifetime since we take 
advantage of residual energy in non-hotspots. At the same 

time, we also consider to minimize the data transmission 
latency as one of our optimal goals.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, the system model is described. Details of the 
proposed location privacy scheme against global eavesdroppers 
are illustrated in Section III. Section IV compares and analyzes 
the performances of our scheme based on the simulation 
studies. Section VI concludes the paper. 

 

II. MODELS 

A. Network Model 
In this paper, we adopt a homogeneous network model, in 

which all of the sensors have roughly the same capabilities, 
power sources, and expected lifetimes. This is a common 
network architecture for many applications today not only 
because it is very simple for deployment and maintenance but 
also it has been well-studied and provides for relatively 
straightforward analysis. We make the following assumptions 
about our network model. 

 A wireless sensor network is deployed with equal 
density throughout a circular region with the radius R. 
The whole network is fully connected through multi-
hop communications [7]. The only SINK node is 
located at the center of the circular network that is the 
destination location that data packets will be routed to.  

 The appearance of the object is randomly distributed in 
the entire network, so the probability that each sensor 
detects the information of the object as well as sends 
data to the SINK is equivalent. We suppose that the 
time that the message delivered by the farthest sensors 
in the entire network arrives the SINK is denoted as T, 
and the sensing radius of the sensor is r. 

 We assume that a security infrastructure has already 
built in; that is, no information carried in the message 
will be disclosed. The key management, including key 
generation, key distribution, and key update, is beyond 
the scope of this paper.  

B. Adversary Model 
In this paper, we adopt the adversary model given in [12]. 

Adversaries are assumed to be external, passive and global. 
More precisely stated, adversaries cannot compromise or 
control any sensors. They do not conduct any active attacks 
such as traffic injection, channel jamming, or denial of service 
attack. However, adversaries can listen to all communication in 
the network, analyze the collect data and try to determine the 
location of each sensor node. We assume adversaries deploy 
their own sensors that cover the target WSNs in order to 
achieve eavesdropping all the communications of the whole 
target WSNs. 

C. Energy Consumption Model 
Energy consumption model [13] is adopted in this paper. 

We consider only the energy usage of transmitting and 
receiving messages. Energy consumption for transmitting 
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messages is shown in equation 1, and then equation 2 shows 
the energy spent for receiving a l-bit packet. 

 

Emember  lEelec  l fsd
2

      d  d0            (1) 
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4  ifd  d0 

 

elecR lElE )(                                           (2) 
 

     where Eelec is transmitting circuit loss. When the distance 
d between transmitter and receiver is less than the threshold 
d0, the free space (d2 power loss) channel model is considered. 
Otherwise, the multi-path fading (d4 power loss) channel 
model is adopted. fs and amp  are the energy required by 
power amplification in these two models, respectively. The 
above parameter settings are given in Table 1 [13]. 
 

TABLE I.  NETWORK PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

Threshold distance (d0)   (m) 87 

Sensing range rs              (m) 15 

Eelec                                  (nJ/bit) 50 

fs                                 (pJ/bit/m2) 10 

amp                              (PJ/bit/m4) 0.0013 

Intial Energy                  (J) 0.5 

 

 is used to measure the level of privacy 
preservation in [2]. Depending on the users and applications, 
this can be easily modified to support different kinds of privacy 
measurement models. For example, we can define high, 
medium and low privacy levels using appropriate values of b. 
ST is defined as a set of sensors that represent the set of 
possible locations for the objects sensed by the target network. 
Let SP be the number of real sources which the adversary finds, 
then the adversary knows the location of target object.  For 
example, the periodic collection method [2] has every sensor 
node independently and periodically send packets at a 
reasonable frequency regardless of whether there is real data to 
send or not, thus ST is a set of all the sensors in the network 
while SP is the set of potential real sources determined by the 
adversary. The source simulation method [2] randomly selects 
a set of sensors and pre-load each of them with a different 
token. These tokens will be passed around between sensors to 
simulate the behavior of real objects, thus ST is a set of sensors 
which simulate the real objects while SP is the number of real 
objects which is 1 in most scenarios. 

III. THE ROUTING SCHEME BASED ON FAKE SOURCE 
AREA (FSA) 

In this section, we illustrate our proposed routing scheme 
based on Fake Source Area (FSA) for location privacy 
preservation and lifetime maximization in wireless sensor 
networks. The principles of FSA can be summarized as the 
following three aspects. Firstly, FSA builds a number of fake 
source areas to generate interference data gathering areas by 
using the abundant energy in areas far from the sink, because 
the sensors in these areas always remain much energy when the 
network dies. Secondly, since only the center in every fake 
source area and real source area transmits data to the SINK, the 
number of transmitted packets as well as the energy 
consumption in hotspots is reduced, therefore our method 
increases the network lifetime. Finally, the SINK has 
knowledge of the movement pattern of real source sensors 
through data collections, it broadcasts the change to all the 
sensors and asks to change the locations of centers. Thus, from 
the view of the adversary, all the centers change at the same 
time which enhances the difficulty to detect the real source 
location. The main idea of FSA can be detailed as the 
following five phases.  

A. Deployment and initilization of network 
Before deployment, we randomly select a set of sensor 

nodes and pre-load each of them with a different token. Every 
token has a unique ID. For convenience, we call the node 
holding a token the token node. Token nodes are considered as 
fake sources and centers of fake source areas. The change of 
token nodes means the change of fake source areas. The 
number of token nodes indeed represent the number of fake 
source areas. The random deployment of token nodes can 
guarantee that when the real object appears anywhere in the 
network, it will be treated as same as the random fake sources. 
The forming of real source area and fake source areas are 
described as the following steps. 1) Each token node and real 
source act as the centers by broadcasting one data packet, 
which includes the location of centers and the number of hops,  
to all the neighboring nodes. For example, if we define the size 
of area is three hops within the centers, the number of hops will 
be set as 3 initially. Therefore, the number of hops starts from 
3, it decreases by 1 once the data packet is forwarded one more 
hop. When the number of hops reaches zero, the data packet 
will be discarded.  Only sensors within the area can receive this 
data packet. 2) When the neighboring nodes receive the 
broadcasted data packets, they know they are members of this 
area centered at the corresponding token node. Definitely it is 
possible that one sensor receives multiple data packets sent by 
different token nodes, the sensor will select the closest token 
node among them as its center. So far, fake source areas and 
real source area are established. 

B. Data gathering within areas 
Only real source transmits the real packet while all the 

other nodes send fake packets. As shown in Fig. 1, the data 
transmission is initiated by the most outside nodes, and 
continues to the centers within all the areas. Every sensor node 
checks whether the packet includes real data or dummy traffic 
when it receives one packet. If the packet is just dummy traffic, 
the senor node directly discards the dummy traffic and generate 
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a new fake one to send. Otherwise, the sensor node forwards 
real data to its neighbors until data packet finally arrives the 
center of its belonged area. 

 

 
Fig. 1, the data gathering within a single area 

 

C. Data transmission from centers to the SINK 
After the centers gather packets from their areas, the centers 

determine whether they obtain real packet. If the center has the 
real packet, it will transmit the real packet to the SINK along 
the shortest path between itself and the SINK. Otherwise, it 
discards gathered dummy packet, generates one new fake 
packet, and forwards the fake packet to the SINK also along 
the shortest path between itself and the SINK. Since the size of 
every area is fixed and every center sends packets to the SINK 
almost at the same time after they have gathered data from their 
area, all the packets sent by the centers arrive the SINK 
simultaneously. The adversary cannot tell the difference 
between real source area and random fake source areas because 
they are synchronized with each other in the aspect of data 
transmission. Eventually the SINK receives the real data 
packets which include data related to the tracking target such 
panda and location information of real source. Then, the SINK 
will decide whether the fake source areas need to move in next 
round by analyzing the change information of real source 
location. 

D. The changes of fake source areas 
     After the first round of data collection of the SINK as 

shown in Fig. 2, the SINK obtains the real source location. Our 
method continues the second round of data collection without 
making any changes of fake source areas. However, after the 
second round of data collection, the SINK conducts two 
possible actions according to the changes of the real source 
location. First, the real source location remains the same as 
before, which means the target object does not moves at all or 
maybe only moves within the monitoring area of the previous 
real source sensor. FSA continues next round of data collection 
without changes of fake source areas. Second, the real source 
location changes, which means the target object already moves 
out of the monitoring area of the previous real source node. So 

we can predict the real source area definitely changes in next 
round of data collection. But we can conclude that the next real 
source should be in one hop area away from the current real 
source under our assumption that the speed of target object is 
not very fast and the target object should still be in the range of 
one hop to two hops distance from the current real source. In a 
summary, the current fake source randomly select one node 
within one hop area from itself as the new fake source as the 
new center of fake source area in order to synchronize the 
movement patterns of fake source areas and real source area. 
The token will then be passed to the new selected fake source 
from the previous fake source. The delivery of such taken 
between sensor nodes will be always protected by the pairwise 
key established between them. 

 
 

 
Fig. 2, the data transmission model in the network 

 

E. New fake source areas  
After the selection of centers of new fake source areas, FSA 

continues the next round of data collection according to the 
above phases A, B, C, D, and E. 

 

IV. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
We use the discrete event-based simulator-OMNET++ [14] 

to simulate the two protocols, FSA and Source Simulation, 
comparing their energy consumption and network lifetime in 
order to achieve a certain level of location privacy b. 

A. Simulation Environment 
Assume there are 4000 sensor nodes uniformly distributed 

in a circular area with the radius of 600 meters, R. Every node 
can communicate with those nodes no more than 50 meters far 
from it given the assumption that the sensing radius is as the 
same as the transmission radius r = 50 meters. The node 
density of the network is 0.0035 sensors per square meters. 
We also suppose the size of source areas is 2 hops and the 
number of fake source areas is 10. Only one target object 
appears in the network. The initial location of the target object 
is random. If the target object moves from coordinates ( ,  ) 
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to ( , ), and . That means within 
the interval of two rounds of data collection, the moving 
distance of the target object is less than that of one hop. 

B. Performance Analysis 
It is known that the better the level of privacy 

preservation, the more the number of fake source areas or the 
larger the radius of fake source areas. Our experiments study 
the communication cost and network lifetime in order to 
achieve a certain level of location privacy preservation. 
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Fig. 3 the comparison of energy consumptions corresponding 

to different level of location privacy preservation. 
 

From Fig. 3 we observe that the energy consumption of 
source simulation method [2] is 4 or 5 times as high as our 
proposed scheme FSA in order to achieve the same level of 
privacy preservation. Because most nodes only transmit data 
in short distance in FSA while fake sources in [2] need to send 
data all the way to the SINK which involve more intermediate 
nodes and consume more energy compared with FSA. 
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Fig. 4 the comparison of network lifetime corresponding to 

different level of location privacy preservation. 

FSA has two ways to enhance the location privacy 
preservation, one is to increase the number of fake source 
areas, and the other is to increase the size of fake source areas. 
As we know that the network lifetime depends on the energy 
consumption of the hotspot and has no direct relationship to 
the whole network energy consumption. Therefore, increasing 
the size of the fake source areas do not reduce the network 
lifetime while the increasing the number of the fake source 
areas directly reduce the network lifetime. In order to prove 
the advantages of FSA, we adopt to increase the number of 
fake source areas to enhance the privacy preservation in our 
simulation experiments. As shown in Fig 4, the network 
lifetime of FSA is almost 80 to 90 times as long as the 
network lifetime in source simulation method since FSA fake 
sources gather packets within areas before sending packets to 
the SINK, which largely decreases the number of packets sent 
to the SINK, reduces the number of data transmission in 
hotspots, and then improves the network lifetime. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
Source-location privacy is significantly important to the 

successful deployment of wireless sensor networks. In this 
paper, we propose a novel routing scheme based on the fake 
source areas for protecting source-location privacy against 
global eavesdroppers named as FSA. We carry out extensive 
simulation experiments to compare our proposed method with 
other existing schemes. Our simulation results demonstrate 
that the proposed FSA can effectively enhance the privacy 
preservation as well as maximize the network lifetime.  
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Abstract: Multimodal systems are considered to be 
the most dependable among the other types of 
biometric systems because it is more difficult to 
forge multiple traits than a single one. Hence, 
having a fingerprint multi-algorithmic system 
would not make authentication more secure 
considering an attacker trying to gain unauthorized 
access provided with a fingerprint replica. 
Therefore, multimodal systems are widely deployed 
and the most generally accepted. 

Therefore, in this review paper we proposes an 
integration of fingerprint and face recognition 
systems to provide anti-spoofing and replay attacks 
measures making it difficult for an 
impersonator/imposter to steal multiple biometric 
traits of a genuine user. 

Keywords: Biometric, Multimodal Systems, 
Verification, and Authentication. 

1.  Introduction 
Biometric system is automated recognition of 
persons based on their biological and behavioral 
characteristics. This technique of physical and 
logical access controls to protect information 
systems from security threats such as spoofing and 
replay attacks is becoming increasingly popular 
compared to traditional token-based or knowledge-
based techniques. One of the main reasons for this 
popularity is the ability of the biometrics 
technology to differentiate between an authorized 
person and an intruder who fraudulently acquires 
the access privilege of an authorized person. Two 
primary uses of biometrics would be identity 
verification and user identification. Identity 
verification is a one-to-one comparison of a 

person’s ’biometric template’ with his or her 
original previously stored in the system. The 
verification result is a “match”/“no-match”, or a 
similarity measure or class membership degree [1]. 

Impersonation is a very big security threat to 
biometric systems. This is performed by the use of 
artifacts or by finding an existing person with a 
similar biometric data and then fraudulently 
assuming that identity to spoof a verification check. 
points out that a biometric-based verification 
system works properly only if the verifier system 
can guarantee that the biometrics data came from 
the legitimate person at the time of enrollment so 
that during verification when a user claims an 
identity it is validated by comparing the stored 
biometric data against their presented biometric 
features [2]. For example, wolf attacks use a 
biometric sample such that the similarities between 
this sample and a number of templates are resulting 
in high false matches with these templates; wolf 
attacks took advantage of vulnerabilities on the 
specific matching algorithms to achieve their 
purposes [1]. However, the assassination of Al-
Mabhouh, a co-founder of the military wing of 
Hamas in 2010 highlights the risk that sophisticated 
attackers can undermine existing identification 
systems by targeting individuals for impersonation. 
Interpol and the Dubai police believe the suspects 
which are up to 29 stole the identities of real people 
[3]. It is therefore important to examine the 
accuracy of biometric tools when subjected to such 
attacks. If biometric systems are to prevent these 
attacks, the systems need to be made complex for 
impersonations or impostors by combining more 
than one biometric data for verification and 
authentication purposes. 
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This incessant attack on biometric systems has 
increased demand of enhanced security systems 
consequently has led to an unprecedented interest 
in biometric based person authentication system. 
Biometric systems based on single source of 
information are called unimodal systems. Although 
some unimodal system have got considerable 
improvement in reliability and accuracy, they often 
suffer from enrollment problems due to non-
universal biometrics traits, susceptibility to 
biometric spoofing or insufficient accuracy caused 
by noisy data. Hence, single biometric may not be 
able to achieve the desired performance 
requirement in the real world applications. One of 
the methods to overcome these problems is to make 
use of multimodal biometric authentication 
systems, which combine information from multiple 
modalities to arrive at a decision. 

The use of multiple biometric traits (multimodality) 
is related to capturing more than one biometric 
characteristic. Some of the commonly used 
biometric characteristics are: face, fingerprint, hand 
geometry, palm print, iris, keystroke, voice and 
gait. However, fingerprint multimodal systems 
make user authentication more effective because 
impostors do not gain unauthorized access. Hence, 
in this review paper we propose Multimodal 
Biometrics as effective Attack Measures in 
Biometric Systems in other to guarantee quality of 
service.  
 

2. Problem Statement 
With the widespread deployment of biometric 
systems in a variety of applications, there are 
increasing concerns about the security and privacy 
of biometric technology using single biometric trait 
[4]. Despite the several advantages offered by these 
systems, there are challenges to be considered, such 
as noise in the sensed data, intra-class variations, 
inter-class similarities, non-universality, 
interoperability issues and spoof attacks. Therefore, 
a biometric system that employs one single 
biometric characteristic is constrained because all 
of these affect the performance, security and 
convenience of using such a system. Hence, there is 
a need to develop a system that are more reliable 
and provide higher verification rates due to the 
presence of multiple, independent pieces of 
evidence [5]. 

 

3. Related Work 
Several studies concerning integration of two or 
more biometric traits can be found in the literature 
[6] [7]. Advantages of using joint face and 
fingerprint biometrics have appeared in a number 
of studies. The proposed multimodal biometric 

method is designed to enhance real time 
verification and reliability rates by going beyond 
the technical limitations of single biometric 
verification methods. Laplacian face is used for 
face recognition, DFB for fingerprint recognition, 
and an artificial neural network employed to 
combine the two [8]. 

A multimodal authentication model using face and 
fingerprint on space specified tokens is reported. 
Space specified tokens require little data and have 
been used to minimize the data storage. Face mages 
are encrypted and encoded into fingerprint images. 
The verification accuracy provides a solution from 
spoofing and other attacks [9]. 

Fusion of face and fingerprint considers the 
fingerprint quality information and compared four 
different fusion methods. The authors also showed 
that fusion of multimodal biometrics using data 
quality information outperforms standard 
multimodal results and unimodal systems [10].  

The matching scores of three traits (face, 
fingerprint and hand geometry) to enhance the 
performance of a biometric system are combined. 
Three different techniques (sum rule, decision tree, 
and linear discriminant analysis) are used to 
combine the matching scores. Experiments indicate 
that the sum rule with normalized scores results in 
the best performance [11]. 

Another example of correlated work, which 
noticeably resembles ours, is the multimodal (face 
and fingerprint) biometrics verification system 
proposed and implemented by. Such a system is 
embedded in an Operating System (OS Linux 
kernel 2.4.26), in a way that the OS gets sensitive 
to the presence of the user and, therefore, protect 
users’ login sessions by continuously verifying 
their presence on this protected computer. The 
authors point out that their theory can be readily 
extended to include more modalities in the future, 
considering that they propose and use a new type of 
score-level fusion [12]. 

Fingerprint and face biometric authentication 
systems using state-of-the-art commercial off-the-
shelf products are studied in and it is confirmed 
that multimodal biometric systems outperform 
single biometric ones. In addition to examining 
well-known methods, a new normalization and 
multimodal fusion method is introduced based on 
matching score level fusion. The suggested 
normalization and fusion methods are used for 
authentication applications that deal with open 
populations (e.g. airports) [13]. 

A novel system for identity authentication based on 
multi-route decision is presented in [14]. This 
system also uses face and fingerprint information, 
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and includes three modules; an enrollment module, 
an image preprocessing module and a fusion 
module. An SVM authentication fusion strategy 
distinguishes real clients from imposters, 
depending on self-learning results of the SVM from 
the enrollment module. 

Multimodal biometrics uses a novel face and 
fingerprint fusion feature modeling approach, and 
explores using of ridge let and discrete wavelet 
transforms coupled with different classifiers. The 
confidence values from the classifiers are fused 
using various methods to decide the best method 
for classifier combination [15]. 

Some state-of-the-art methods are studied. The 
concept of ''uncertainty region'' is proposed as a 
novel serial scheme. This system considered that 
the case of the first matcher is incapable to obtain 
enough evidence to classify the subject matching 
scores. A simple mathematical model is used to 
simplify the design of the processing chain, and 
compared serial scheme performance with the best 
individual matcher [16]. 

 

4. Methodology 
In this research paper, we shall use the following 
research methodologies:  
4.1 Literature Survey 
A thorough literature survey will be conducted on 
previous research activities within our study with a 
view to improving our acquaintance with the 
subject matter and to serve as groundwork to our 
present investigation. 
 

4.2 Model Formulation 
A model will be developed based on the literature 
survey to serve as anti-spoofing and replay attacks 
measures. 
 

4.3 Algorithm Development 
Also, an anti-spoofing and replay attacks algorithm 
in a bimodal biometric systems to provide higher 
verification rates for fraud detection will be 
developed based on the literature survey. 
 

4.4 Metric Development 
A performance metric will be developed to 
evaluate the performance of the model formulated 
and algorithm developed. 
 

 
4.5 Model Implementation 
There will be provision of evidence on applicability 
of the model by showing results in a form of 
simulation. 
 
 

4.6 Model Evaluation 
The performance of the implemented model will be 
evaluated. Some of the metrics used to evaluate the 
model will be False Accepted Rate, False Rejected 
Rate, Failure to Enroll Rate and its susceptibility to 
artifacts or mimics. 

 

5 Conclusion 
Conclusively, the combination of multiple 
biometrics tends to improve the performance of the 
system and reduce the rate of attacks.. We have 
presented in general the Introduction, Literature 
Review, and the Methodology of the proposed 
Multimodal Biometrics as Attack Measure in 
Biometrics systems. The design and 
implementation of this system will reduce the high 
rate of attacks in biometrics systems in other to 
ensure efficiency and quality of service of 
biometrics systems. 

Future Work 
As a work in progress we intend to design and 
implement a multimodal biometrics system that 
combines, fingerprint and face characteristics to 
form a measure of verification and authentication 
of any system user before an access is either 
granted or denied. This shall enhance the 
effectiveness of the biometrics system that is being 
widely adopted around the world. 
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Abstract In recent years, Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks 
(VANETs) have become a popular research field. In addition, 
conditions happened surrounding our life often have the 
demand to be supported by other people, and these conditions 
often occur on the road. This study proposes an efficient 
crowdsourcing search scheme in VANETs to search objects 
and collect data. Our proposed mechanism is based on the 
virtual backbone construction in VANETs. The regional data 
exchange can be limited, and the packet transmissions can be 
reduced. We have established coordinator and header 
mechanisms to manage the information of region nodes, 
reduce the amount of packet transmission and improve 
searching efficiency. Experimental results show that our 
schemes can effectively provide assistance in terms of search 
efficiency and satisfactory ratio. 

Keywords: VANETs, crowdsourcing, search scheme. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks are emerging network 
architecture using wireless network technologies on the 
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) for mobile 
information communications. There are many VANETs 
applications, such as cooperative monitoring of traffic load, 
prevention and warning of vehicle collision, and location 
based services (LBS) combined with the nearby area 
information, etc. 

In addition, a model for problem solving is also 
developed with the Internet. Jeff Howe, a reporter of the 
Wired magazine has created a whole new jargon 
“Crowdsourcing” in 2006. Enterprise organizations solicit a 
large number of volunteers to help them to gather information, 
provide ideas and solve problems about technical through the 
Internet. Volunteers usually complete tasks in their spare time 
and charge a small reward or not, but there may be some 
opportunities to get more rewards in the future. This solution 
provides a new way of organizing labors, especially for the 
software industry and the service industry. For example, 
Wikipedia [20] is an Internet encyclopedia, and everyone can 
participate in online editing. 

In the past, when people got off a taxi and forgot 
something in the car, it is not only hard to find the lost 
property but also wasting time, especially when they do not 
know the taxi fleet and license plate number. Currently, some 

taxi fleets and radio stations provide services to help people 
finding their missing property online. However, it is not 
immediate when the messages are broadcasted until the driver 
finds the lost property and returns it. In recent years, with the 
development of the Internet and the popularity of smart 
phones, people began to help each other through exchanging 
messages over the network such as looking for an accident 
escape, animal abusing, bullying and other cases. These 
Internet users can assist in finding suspects as long as they 
have enough information. 

In fact, the concept of the crowdsourcing already exists 
in our daily life. Crowdsourcing mechanisms have been 
widely applied in many fields since created, and there were 
many applications developed with sensors on smart phones 
and tablets. However, in VANETs with crowdsourcing, how 
to choose the crowd to assist the task and communicate 
effectively to the demand for them, and how to make proper 
filtering and screening to ensure the quality and accuracy of 
the returned data by the crowd, are important issues about 
crowdsourcing. In addition, the concept of traditional practice 
of distribution of demand and recovery of data is similar to 
the broadcast or multicast schemes. It is easy to generate large 
amounts of streaming data. The influence is perhaps not 
obvious because there is enough bandwidth in the wired 
network architecture, but it is a serious problem in VANETs 
with limited bandwidth. 

If we want to provide applications with effective 
crowdsourcing, we need to reduce the time of request spread 
and data recovery. Both are closely related to the amount of 
packet transmission. Anycast [10] is a method of information 
spreading on the network. Its concept is that if there is anyone 
who can provide the required services, they will be accepted 
after the demand spread. This method not only can reduce the 
amount of packet transmission, but also can choose 
appropriate service providers. Thus, anycast is more suitable 
for applications in bandwidth limited wireless network 
infrastructure compared with the broadcast scheme. 

Considering these issues, the application and technology 
of taxi based VANETs with a group structure and high density 
to find and track the target in a city are worth a discussion 
among us. Therefore, we propose an efficient crowdsourcing 
search scheme in VANETs. It is a distributed searching 
system based on virtual backbone and geography information 
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in VANETs. It uses vehicles on the backbone to play the role 
of “crowd”, and apportions the searching tasks to the crowd 
through crowdsourcing in VANETs. The information of 
vehicles is integrated and exchanged with headers via 
coordinators in a geographic grid [9]. When there are 
searching demands generated, our system will ask the 
coordinators first, and then forward the packet to headers and 
request vehicles to join the searching task. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The topic of data searching has been engaged in network 
research. Lakas et al. [8] proposed a hybrid cooperative 
through cooperating vehicles using the store-and-forward 
technique to share collected information. Noguchi et al. [14] 
proposed a location-aware service discovery scheme. It 
spreads service discovery messages to nodes inside a 
geographical area with IPv6 multicast. Some research 
schemes [6], [13] improved AODV to propose methods to 
optimize the route of discovery. Lo et al. [12] enabled 
vehicles to cooperatively aid the source node to discover the 
location of the destination node without the support of 
location services. The geographic load balancing routing, 
namely GLRV is deployed to provide a virtual backbone. 
GLRV can increase delivery ratio and reduce the transmission 
latency in hybrid VANETs architecture.  

How to process the distribution of a vast number of 
information from different locations is an important issue. 
Data aggregation technique aims to solve redundant or 
distributed data problem to improve the communication 
efficiency. Tal et al. [16] analyzed various solutions by using 
Fuzzy Logic in data aggregation schemes is suitable to get 
benefits in the development process of traffic systems that 
relies on these schemes. Zhang et al. [19] presented a 
hierarchical data aggregation scheme to reduce the 
transmitting of the redundant data which resulted from multi-
source data collecting and multi-path data transmitting. 
Traditional data aggregation methods usually rely on a fixed 
routing structure to ensure data to be aggregated. However, 
they cannot be used in highly mobile vehicle environments. 
Catch-Up [17] dynamically changed the forwarding speed of 
nearby reports so that they had a better chance to meet each 
other and be aggregated together. Dietzel et al. [4] proposed 
a generic model to describe and classify the proposed 
schemes. DA2RF [18] is an infrastructure-free data 
aggregation scheme by restricting forwarders to limit the 
number of forwarders in VANETs. In this way, transmission 
collisions can be avoided as much as possible. 

With the increasing popularity of smart phones in recent 
years, there are many studies using crowdsourcing techniques, 
including the sensing data collection, transportation issues, 
data accuracy, and other interesting applications. CrowdITS 
system [1] used the smart phones to collect sensing data 
without additional sensors and communication equipment 
and make improvements to traffic by collection of traffic 
information. CrowdOut [2] is based on contributions made by 
mobile users equipped with smart phones. It allows users to 
report traffic offense in real time and to map them on a city 

plan. There are systems sought volunteers to mine the disaster 
sensing dead space by crowdsourcing [3] and create a noise 
map in the urban environment through mobile phones with 
crowdsourcing [7]. Huang et al. [5] presented selection 
methods of automatic sensor based on crowdsourcing models 
for unattended acoustic sensor selection. Furthermore, 
passengers can also be an effective statistical evaluation of 
the traveling road conditions through the triaxial sensors in 
the phone [15]. Liu et al. [11] combined people and mobile 
sensing devices into a live wireless sensor. It uses this 
combination to remedy the traditional sensor blind, and also 
conforms the concept of crowdsourcing. 

III. THE PROPOSED SEARCHING METHOD 

In this section, we introduce our proposed searching 
mechanisms, including virtual backbone establishment of the 
tree searching architecture and the design of the 
crowdsourcing anycast query spreading mechanism. Then, 
we formulate crowdsourcing data filtering mechanisms. 

A. The Virtual Backbone of the Tree Searching 
Architecture 

Traffic could change very often with complex road 
structure in urban environments as time goes by different 
distances, directions and speed of the vehicle will cause the 
network topology changes and affect the stability of the chain. 
If the city roads are divided by geographic grids to establish 
a backbone tree, we can limit the area of data exchange of 
information and reduce unnecessary traffic packets to achieve 
fast and stable data transmission. Exchanging and 
maintaining the data table between important nodes in the 
backbone can simplify data storage and management. The 
data can be found more quickly, and the searching time can 
also be reduced with precise management. 

The vehicle stays in each geographic grid longest will be 
elected as a header to manage the information of other 
vehicles in the grid to reduce the packet number of switched 
data. Normally, the vehicle closest to the center of the grid 
will be elected as a coordinator. As shown in Figure 1, 

, where  and  are 
coordinates of the center,  and  are coordinates of the 
vehicles in the same grid.  is the range of transmission to 
consider a vehicle as the header in the grid. As shown in 
Figure 1, we calculate the distance between each vehicle and 
the center, the header of the grid is D1 because it has the 
smallest distance. Headers within grids regularly gather 
information of vehicles in the same grid. 

As shown in Figure 2, the coordinator within the grid 
gathers information from adjacent grids in order to accelerate 
the speed of searching, but it will generate a lot of queries and 
return packets when there are too many coordinators. 
Therefore, development an appropriate number of 
coordinators is an important issue. As shown in Figure 3, 
considering the degree of branching of the tree and beginning 
with the smallest number of grids. If the degree of the header 
within the grid is greater than 2, it will be elected as the 
coordinator. Therefore, this step may lead to a coordinator 
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having too many nearby coordinators. For example, 
coordinator within grids 22 and 54 are superfluous, because 
there are too many coordinators. 

 

Figure 1 Grid Header Election 

 

Figure 2 Coordinator Collection 

 

Figure 3 Coordinator Establishment 

 

 

In order to avoid collecting unnecessary information 
from other paths, a coordinator is created every three hops. 
However, the coordinator cannot be established if it is located 
in the leaves of the tree (grids 20 and 58) to avoid excessive 
control overhead and reduce excess coordinators. Because 
grids 55 and 58 collect information on the same area, they 
will result in a large amount of duplicated information and 
redundant of transmission. 
B. The Crowdsourcing Anycast Query Spreading 
Mechanism 

 

 

 

 

The header or the coordinator within each grid maintains 
a reply table as shown in Figure 4 which contains detailed 
data fields of each informed object. Vehicles will periodically 
reply the information of board objects (such as lost and sensor 
data, etc.) to headers within grids, and forward the data to 
coordinators for management. When there is a task (object 
searching or data collection, etc.), our system will generate 
query packets as shown in Figure 5 to send to the nearby 
coordinator. These query packets contain the purpose of task 
(lost, target searching, data collection, etc.), content 
(including target characteristics, time, location, etc.). The 
coordinator receiving the query packet will be compared with 
the reply table, and then return to the source node. If the task 
needs to cooperate for finding the target, the header within 
the grid near the target area asks the vehicle within the grid 
for joining the task after receiving the query packet. When 
any vehicle responses content, the task starts. When the task 
is completed, the data will be returned by the header and 
coordinator. If there is no matching information, the 
coordinator passes the query packets to other coordinators 
through the adjacent headers within the grids, and they 
compare with the reply table. In order to maintain the 

Figure 4 The Reply Table 

Figure 5 The Query Packet 
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effectiveness of the searching mechanism, we have 
developed the threshold of searching time to avoid searching 
too long or endless searching. We will terminate searching 
and return results if time is over. 

Our crowdsourcing search mechanism is listed as follows: 

(1) Coordinators regularly update the reply form. 

(2) Source node generates a query packet, and delivers to 
coordinators for comparing data. In case of the data is 
matched, the coordinator returns to the source node. 

(3) If the data is not matching, the query packet will be 
passed to other coordinators for comparing data by 
neighbor headers. 

(4) After receive the query packet, the header of each 
neighbor will ask other vehicles if willing to assist or not. 

(5) The task starts when any vehicle responses content. 

(6) When the task completes, messages will be responded to 
the source node via headers and coordinators. 

(7) If searching time exceeds Tsearch, the task will be 
terminated. 

C. The Filtering Mechanism 

Although we have designed the query packet format and 
reply mechanism to provide the format of returned data. 
However, getting the number of requirements from the return 
data is also a problem. Hence we need to formulate the 
filtering mechanism to deal with these situations. If we allow 
the transmitted of data to be collected together, it would cause 
a considerable burden for the network. Thus, we must filter 
redundant information through hierarchical steps to reduce 
traffic and leave useful information.  

We divide data filtering into three types. For the first type, 
the searching condition given from the source node to the 
coordinator is precision and the searching condition given 
from the coordinator to the header is fuzzy. By this way, we 
can reduce the difficulty of searching by vehicles and increase 
the number of data. The coordinator can filter those data 
returned by headers before passing to the source node. The 
second type) where conditions given from the source node, 
and the coordinator are both precise. It increases the difficulty 
of searching by vehicles but reduces the amount of data and 
reduces the load of networks. The third type represents the 
conditions given from the source node and the coordinators 
are both fuzzy, the data returned by vehicles will not be 
filtered by the coordinator, and the source node can select the 
information which one does it wants. 

When the new beginning data is received, our 
mechanisms allow the same information received within the 
time threshold T for maintaining accuracy and reliability of 
the information. The number of repetitions will be recorded 
into the reply table and form a credit value. The higher credit 
value represents the higher reliability of the data. Each 
cumulative data will get a survival time, Tlife after time T, and 
it is not allowed to accept the same data. When the time Tlife 

ends, the extra data will be discarded or replaced by new data. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section is carried to evaluate our proposed 
crowdsourcing search scheme. We use the version 2.35 of 
Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) as our simulator. The simulation 
vehicular movement mode is generated by Simulation of 
Urban Mobility (SUMO). 

As shown in Figure 6, we compare the control overhead 
with the time change. At the beginning, since the purpose of 
our method is to establish the backbone, the amount of 
control packets required will be greater than AODV and 
Geogrid. However, once the backbone structure and 
information forms’ contents are completed, the needed 
amount of control overhead will gradually stabilize. 

 

Figure 6 Control Overhead vs. Time 

 

Figure 7 Successful Rate vs. Distance 

As shown in Figure 7, the success rate is compared to 
the change in distance. The range for distance is 500 to 2500. 
The success rate of AODV decreases as the distance increases, 
because AODV always starts a new search. Therefore, the 
success rate will decrease when the distance increases. On the 
other hand, when Geogrid perform a search, every point is 
looking for the nearest coordinator for inquiries. Thus, the 
success rate obtained will display a stable status. In our 
method, every coordinator works together to maintain and 
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exchange the reply tables. This reduces the search time, 
which also raises the level of efficiency. In comparison, 
Geogrid can find the target more effectively. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we propose an effective crowdsourcing search 
scheme in VANETs. It can reduce the number of transmission 
packets through the establishment of coordinator and header, 
and provide crowdsourcing search of the query instead of 
blind searching. The proposed scheme not only improves the 
results of discovery, but also reduces dissemination time and 
reply time. Design of the table information can help to 
exchange all reply discoveries. 

 As the future work, we intend to implement our 
crowdsourcing search scheme. However, not everyone is 
willing to participate in crowdsourcing tasks. Maybe we can 
combine incentives to promote the wishes of people, 
providing them with virtual or real currency. Furthermore, we 
will consider more methods for both data aggregation and 
data filtering in order to achieve more perfect results. 
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Abstract - Two conflicting objectives of mobile ad-hoc 
networks (MANET) are maximizing throughput while 
simultaneously minimizing power. This paper uses the 
geometry of the Power-Rate (PR) image to compute 
the best possible tradeoffs between throughput and 
power that any wireless power control (WPC) 
algorithm delivers in a given tactical RF scenario. 
These optimal power-rate tradeoffs are computed for a 
two-link tactical scenario to benchmark distributed 
WPC algorithms operating with delayed and noisy 
measurements.  
 
Keywords: Wireless Power Control, Tactical 
MANET, Network Performance, Pareto Front. 
 
1. Performance Bounds 

Tactical mobile wireless networks serving small 
unit ground forces operate with different requirements 
than commercial systems: The radios are single 
transceivers; hardware upgrades are not likely; 
frequencies differ from commercial systems; LPD may 
be critical so that the noise level may be extreme; 
battery power is always a problem; jamming will be 
intelligent and hostile; nodes routinely drop out; 
messaging priorities vary; and throughput 
requirements are increasing. These limitations point to 
software only solutions operating on the existing radio 
hardware. The Office of Naval Research (ONR) is 
developing dynamic spectrum access (DSA) for 
tactical wireless networks [1]. Assessing performance 
of these algorithms in tactical RF scenarios is a basic 
task to quantify their performance.  

 
Power and throughput are basic tactical network 

performance metrics. Well-designed algorithms lead to 
optimal power-rate tradeoffs [2]. Best possible bounds 
on the power-rate tradeoffs in tactical RF scenarios 
provide absolute benchmarks to rank system 
performance and guide development in these 
challenging RF scenarios.  
 

This paper develops power-rate bounds for a 
scenario: a two-link network where one node moves 
along a straight-line track. These bounds assume 
centralized control and computation, instantaneous 

messaging, and error-free measurements. The bounds 
quantify the loss of performance that distributed power 
control must incur.  
 

Section 2 introduces the RF urban scenario and 
two-link system. Section 3 develops the power-rate 
bounds for a single point on the straight-line track. 
Section 4 applies these bounds over the entire track. 
Section 5 makes explicit challenges that distributed 
adaptive algorithms must overcome in this tactical RF 
scenario and the narrowband modeling limitations. In 
particular, the single most important observation is that 
the substantial gain variations along the track point to 
robust WPC algorithms [3]. 
 

Symbol Description 
G Channel gain matrix 

pC Power control vector (W) 
pN Additive noise power vector (W) 

M Measured SINR vector 
X External or QoS SINR vector 

2. Wireless RF Link Model  
Figure 1 is a side view of the 3-D city that 

supports the RF propagation modeling [4]. The 
buildings are modeled with a flat plate dielectric 
corresponding to concrete. The ground plane is also a 
flat plate dielectric corresponding to wet earth.  

 

 
Figure 1: 3-D Urban Model. 

Figure 2 is the top view of the city showing the 
transmitters (TX-1, TX-2) and the receivers (RX-1, 
RX-2) of the 2-link network. All nodes operate at the 
street level (2 meters above the ground plane) 
excepting RX-2. This receiver operates at the edge of 
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the rooftop of the large building overlooking the 
downtown area. The network is mobile because TX-2 
moves along the x-axis track. 
 

 
Figure 2: Top view of the links; RX-2 is mounted on the 

rooftop (80m); the others are street level (2m). 

 
Figure 3 is a top view of the city showing the 

channel gain generated by TX-1 to any street-level 
receiver at 300 MHz. All nodes use a single ½ 
wavelength vertical whip antenna. The gain is 
computed from the input to the TX-1 antenna to the 
output of the receiver antenna—no amplifiers are 
modeling in the RF link. The 3-D propagation model is 
a collection of ray paths that approximate the 3-D 
wave equation [5]. These paths include not only 
multiple reflections off of the building plates and the 
ground plane but also encompass multiple edge and 
vertex diffractions. These diffraction terms allow the 
RF energy to propagate around corners and over 
building tops. The 3-D model produces magnitude and 
phase to coherently sum the complex-valued rays. The 
magnitude of the coherently summed rays is the 
channel gain between TX-1 and a receiver. 
 

 
Figure 3: Channel from TX-1 to street-level locations 

(2m); 3-D propagation. 

The channel gain matrix for this narrowband 
wireless network when TX-2 is located at the origin is  

 

 

 
More generally, when TX-2 drives along its track, the 
gain matrix has the form  
 

.                        (2)  

 
Any wireless power control algorithm must adapt to 
delayed, noisy, distributed and indirect measurements 
of this narrowband and varying gain matrix. The next 
section uses this gain matrix to compute bounds on the 
power and rate of this network. 
 
3. Power-Rate  Bounds 

Figure 4 is a schematic of a two-link network. In 
this two-link system, the 2×2 narrowband channel gain 
matrix G(t) maps the transmitted power to the received 
power 
 

pR(t) = G(t) pT( t  tD(t) )                   (3) 
 

subject to the downlink delay tD. This delay is on the 
order of a few micro-seconds for the small unit tactical 
scenarios confined to a few urban blocks.  Each 
receiver is equipped with power controller. The 
controllers control power command to the transmitter 
on its link. The transmitter actually broadcasts a 
delayed and noisy replica of the control power vector 
 

pT(t) =  pC( t  tU(t) ) + pE(t)                (4) 
 
subject to the uplink delay tU. This delay accounts for 
all the RF measurements and signal processing to 
estimate the SINR. Depending on the measurement 
scheme (e.g., each packet may have blank slots), this 
delay can range up to 10’s of micro-seconds. Figure 4 
shows the controllers setting the power control 
command by comparing the external SINR X(t) to the 
measured SINR M(t). The SINR on the l-th link is  
 

,        (5) 

 
where pN denotes the additive noise vector. Not shown 
is the messaging and schemes to measure the SINR.  
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Figure 4: Schematic of a two-link wireless network. 

The throughput is bounded by the capacity 
equation 
 

Rb(t)  =  fB × log2(1 + M(t) ),                (6) 
 

where  fB denotes the bandwidth. This throughput does 
not account for any messaging overhead or specific 
coding. Consequently, Rb(t) is the upper bound on the 
throughput. The total power of this model network is 
the sum of the transmitted power: 
 

.                      (7) 
 

This power does not account for any overhead 
power. Consequently, p (t) is a lower bound on the 
total power consumed by the network. 
 

Maximizing throughput Rb(t) and minimizing  
network power p (t) under a quality of service (QoS) 
constraint is a canonical WPC problem. The next 
section bounds the best possible power and 
information rates that wireless network could deliver. 
These bounds assume that the network has the channel 
matrix, that both messaging and optimization are 
instantaneous and without error. The instantaneous 
messaging removes the delays and therefore allows for 
optimization using a constant gain matrix. 
Equivalently, an all-knowing network “genie” inhabits 
the network to deliver instantaneous optimization. The 
subsequent feasible power vectors determine the 
power-rate image.  
 
3.1. The Power-Rate Image 

[6, Section 16.3.2] Let be a given 
channel gain matrix for L wireless links. Define the 
signal and interference matrices as 
 

   (8) 

 
Let  denote the constant noise vector. 
Let  denote the measured SINR vector 
 

                      (9) 
 
Let  denote a constant, user-specified SINR 
constraint vector. Let PC denote the set of feasible 
control vectors: 
 

           (10) 
 
Let  and denote the scaled interference 
matrix as  
 

.                          (11) 
 

If the spectral radius of F is strictly less than 1, the 
vector 
 

                (12) 
 
is well-defined, non-negative, and is the vertex of the 
convex cone of all feasible control vectors: 
 

.              (13) 
 

The network performance function is the mapping 
from on the set PC of feasible control vectors into the 
Power-Rate plane: 
 

N
p
p

.                 (14) 

 
All possible network performances are determined by 
the Power-Rate image: 
 

N(PC) = { N(pC) : pC PC}                (15) 
 
3.2. Example: Urban Links at 300 MHz 

The matrix equation pR=GpT models the RF 
channel as narrowband system. For TX-2 parked at 
x=0, the gain matrix is  
 

.   (16) 
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A bandwidth of fB=1 MHz bandwidth sets the 
standard noise power at pN= 131 dBW for suburban 
noise. Figure 5 shows the power-rate (PR) image for 
this gain matrix and noise level. The (blue) dots are the 
mapping of random feasible power vectors N(pC). The 
dense sampling of the feasible set PC near pmin “fills” 
in the PR image. The (green) line is the Pareto front 
computed by maximizing the single objective function 
constrained to each feasible power level: 
 

       (17) 
 
By construction, the Pareto front is an upper bound for 
network performance [7].  
 

 
Figure 5: Power-Rate Image for 300-MHz urban links 

(x=0) in standard urban noise. 

The plot also reports the external SINR vector X 
and a maximum SINR vector max.  The maximum 
SINR vector is an upper bound on the external SINR 
vector. Selecting X  max guarantees the scaled 
interference matrix F has spectral radius less than one 
so that the set of feasible power vectors PC is not 
empty. The external SINR vector X is also called the 
QoS vector because requested throughput Rb,X on each 
link is set as 
 

Rb,X  =  fB × log2(1 + X ).                  (18) 
 

Figure 5 reports that the external SINR vector was 
set by reducing the maximum SINR vector by 2 dB: 
Equivalently, the QoS in terms of throughput is 1.2 
Mbps on Link 1 and 0.1 Mbps on Link 2.  

 
The small unit tactical scenarios typically use low 

transmit power and uniform throughput on each link. 
For ease of discussion, the RF noise will be increased 
to 70 dBW. The external SINR vectors are set to 10 
dB or 0.1375 Mbps per link.  Figure 6 shows the effect 
of this high noise: for total network power of p =2 

Watts, network throughput of 0.5 Mbps may be 
realized—for the gain matrix G(x) at x=0. There is the 
substantial question of how this network performs 
when TX-2 moves along its track.  

 

 
Figure 6: Power-Rate Image for 300-MHz urban links 

(x=0) in high noise. 

 
4. Tactical High-Noise MANET 

Referring to Figure 2, TX-1, TX-2, and RX-1 are 
all at street level; RX-2 is on the roof of an 80-meter 
building and slightly back from the rooftop edge. TX-2 
travels along the x-axis track.  This example shows the 
variation of the gain matrix along the track and the 
subsequent variations in the SINR and throughput 
while operating in high RF noise.  
 
4.1. The Gain Matrix 

The gain matrix is determined by the position of 
TX-2 along the x-axis track and is plotted in Figure 7:  
 

.              (19) 

 

 
Figure 7: Gain matrix along the x-axis track. 
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The figure shows TX-2’s interference on RX-1 
maximizes around x=50 meters because the transmitter 
and receiver are within line of sight of and then 
sharply decreases when TX-2 is blocked by the 
buildings.  For communication between TX-2 and RX-
2, the TX-2 signal is weak at the start of the track 
because TX-2 is behind a building.  The signal gets 
stronger as TX-2 comes into view of RX-2, but then 
decreases around 50 meters due RX-2 sitting on top of 
the building that TX-2 is passing.  The sharp jumps in 
this graph are due to the blocking and unblocking with 
TX-2.   
 
4.2. SINR 

A tactical scenario typically uses low-power 
matched to the local RF noise. For convenience, this 
baseline case uses one Watt on each transmitter power 
but sets the RF power equal to the noise (pN= 70 
dBW). Figure 8 shows the SINR’s for both links as 
TX-2 travels along the x-axis track.  

 

 
Figure 8: SINR along the x-axis track; unit power on 

each TX; high noise. 

 
For Link 1, the power from TX-1 to RX-1 is not 

changing whereas the interference from TX-2 is rolling 
off as TX-2 travels along the x-axis (g12(x) ). In fact, 
the interference power rolls off well below the noise 
power. In these noise-limited regions, the SINR on 
Link 1 will be constant:  
 

             (20) 
 

For Link 2, the power from TX-1 to RX-2 is not 
changing whereas the power from TX-2 is increasing 
as TX-2 travels along the x-axis (g22(x) ). 
Consequently, RX-2 receives more signal power from 
TX-2 so its SINR will increase. 
 

4.3. Throughput 
The SINR’s on each link determine the throughput 

on each link. Figure 9 plots these link throughputs 
(Link 1: blue; Link 2: green) and their sum (black). 
The plot shows that Link 1 carries almost all the 
information whereas Link 2 is shut down in more than 
one location. Indeed, when one link is the strongest, 
maximizing throughput is accomplished by loading all 
the power on that link. Some fairness is achieved by 
forcing a quality-of-service constraint. 

 

 
Figure 9: Throughput along the x-axis track; unit power 

on each TX; high noise; No QoS. 

 
4.4. Quality of Service 

Figure 10 reports the throughput that the Pareto 
Font computation (Section 3) can deliver when applied 
to every gain matrix along the track under the 
constraints: 
 The total network power is fixed to 2 Watts for 

comparison with the fixed unit power of Figure 9.   
 There is QoS constraint that each link carry a 

minimum of 0.25 Mbps.  
 
The figure plots realized throughputs on each link 

(Link 1: blue; Link 2: green) and their sum (black). 
The plot shows that Link 1 typically reduces power 
and Link 2 increases power in comparison to the fixed 
unit power simulation. However, not every position on 
the track can support this QoS: only 61% of the track 
can deliver this QoS.  In comparison to the fixed 
power of Figure 9, this QoS is realized “by accident” 
over 31% of the track. 
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Figure 10: Throughput along the x-axis track; high RF 

noise; QoS constraint setting the TX power. 

 
5. Applications 

Figure 10 is the payoff for this paper. Best 
possible Wireless Power Control is computed with a 
QoS constraint assuming instantaneous messaging, 
perfect SINR measurements, and instantaneous 
optimization. Figure 10 sets an upper bound on 
network throughput and the subsequent benchmarking 
for DPC algorithms that are driven along the track. A 
lower bound is supplied by the fixed unit power of 
Figure 9. A credible DPC algorithm must deliver 
performance between these two extremes.  

 
This quasi-realistic simulation also shows that 

DPC algorithms that rely on forward predictions or are 
sensitive to stale measurements may be confounded by 
rapid and wide dynamic range of the gain matrix along 
the track. The rapid variations also highlight that the 
DPC algorithms must also have channel-adaptive 
update schedules.   
 

Figure 10 also highlights the non-trivial problem 
of setting the QoS constraint. The QoS must be 
dynamic [8], [9]. Indeed, Figure 11 shows that relaxing 
the QoS constraint to 0.1375 Mbps (See Figure 6) 
allows the network to deliver QoS performance over 
80% of the track while the fixed power increases to 
only 63% of the track.  
 

Figure 6 also offers another feature that is related 
to Pareto optimization. A close inspection reveals that 
the PR mapping is folding the 2-D feasible power 
vectors. This folding will be problematic for Pareto-
front algorithms: termination may happen at a local 
front rather than the global front. This folding may 
also explain problematic convergence for DPC 
algorithms. 
 

 
Figure 11: Throughput along the x-axis track; high RF 

noise; QoS constraint reduced to 138 kpbs. 

 
Figure 12 challenges the narrowband modeling by 

plotting the gain matrix over the 10-MHz band 
centered at 300 MHz. The plot shows that the 1-MHz 
band at 300 MHz has 5 dB variations across the band. 
Opening the bandwidth to 2 MHz incurs 20-dB 
variations across the band. Therefore, wideband 
wireless power control modeling must account for 
these tactical RF channel variations. 

Figure 12: Wideband Gain matrix. 

 
6. Conclusions 

 
The bounds developed in this paper show best 

possible power-rate performance any WPC algorithm 
could deliver in this tactical scenario. The power-rate 
image provides the wireless engineer with a practical 
graphic to quantify best possible network performance. 
The engineer must then decide if these best bounds are 
sufficiently strong to justify proceeding with algorithm 
development and the expectation that the realized 
network performance will still be “good enough” or 
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that another approach is needed. For example, Figure 
10 shows that QoS can be improved to cover 20% 
more of the track—at best. If this payoff is too small, 
no algorithm or associated tweaks will boost this 
payoff. Instead, the wireless network must employ a 
new gain matrix—obtained by CDMA coding, or DSA 
migration to another frequency band (See Figure 12) 
—or equip the radios with new antennas to deliver 
adaptive nulling, beamforming, MIMO and 
interference alignment, or polarization diversity—or 
the network must employ MAC-layer schemes to 
mitigate local interference.  
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Fault-Tolerant Wireless Multihop Transmissions with Byzantine
Failure Detection
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Abstract— Wireless multihop networks consist of numbers
of wireless nodes. Hence, introduction of failure detection
and recovery is mandatory. Until now, various failure detec-
tion and recovery methods such as route switch and multiple
routes detection have been proposed based on an assumption
with stop failure model. However, the assumption that failed
wireless nodes never transmit any messages is too restrict
the area where the proposed methods can be applied. In
order to solve this problem, we propose a novel failure
detection and notification method that supports not only stop
failure but also Byzantine failure. That is, it is possible for
failed wireless nodes to transmit malicious messages not
according to the data message transmission and the failure
detection and notification protocols unconsciously due to
failure or even intentionally. Here, the design of failure
detection and notification protocols is critical. In this paper,
Byzantine failures in an intermediate node are detected by
its multiple neighbor wireless nodes cooperatively since the
neighbor wireless nodes are also vulnerable and might trans-
mit erroneous failure notifications. From the performance
viewpoint, no additional control messages are required to
be transmitted while no failure wireless node is detected,
i.e., in usual data message transmissions.

Keywords: Ad-Hoc Networks, Fault-Tolerant Wireless Networks,
Byzantine Failure, Cooperative Watchdog, Protocol, Ad-Hoc Rout-
ing.

1. Introduction
In mobile wireless ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and wire-

less sensor networks, data messages are transmitted accord-
ing to wireless multihop transmissions where each intermedi-
ate wireless nodes along the wireless multihop transmission
route forwards them from the source wireless node to the
destination one. Usually, the wireless transmission range
of each wireless node is limited and the wireless nodes
are assumed to be distributed densely enough for all the
wireless nodes to be possible to communicate with some
neighbor wireless nodes directly and to communicate with
almost all the other wireless nodes by the wireless multihop
communication. This is because, all the observation area
is required to be covered by at least one sensor node and
the sensor data messages are required to be transmitted to
one of the sink nodes in sensor networks and enough high
connectivity by wireless multihop transmissions is required
in usual mobile wireless ad-hoc networks.

Such wireless multihop networks consist of numbers of
wireless nodes. Hence, it is impossible to operate such
wireless multihop networks continuously without failure
detection, notification and recovery mechanisms. That is,
higher resilient wireless multihop networks are required.
Until now, various techniques for fault-tolerant distributed
systems such as distributed failure detection, notification and
recovery algorithms and systems have been proposed [3],
[10]. For wireless multihop networks, only a naive watchdog
method and its slight extensions have been proposed. Here,
almost only the stop failure model in which failed wireless
nodes become silent and never transmit any data and control
messages is supported. Even though some methods support
the Byzantine failure model, desirable behavior such as
only erroneous data messages are transmitted is assumed.
As discussed in this paper, erroneous and/or malicious
data message transmissions deviated from the application
protocols and erroneous and/or malicious failure detection
and notification transmissions are required to be supported.
This paper proposes a novel cooperative watchdog method
and designs a data message transmission protocol with an
extension of the Byzantine failure detection and notification
and a routing protocol for detection of watchdoggable wire-
less multihop transmission routes based on flooding based
ad-hoc routing protocols such as AODV [7].

2. Related Works
Suppose a wireless multihop transmission route R :=

||N0(= Ns) . . .Nn(= Nd)〉〉 from a source wireless node
N s to a destination one N d in a wireless multihop network
such as a mobile wireless ad-hoc network and a wireless
sensor network. If one of the intermediate wireless nodes
Nf (0 < f < n) is detected to be failed by one of its
neighbor wireless nodes, a failure notification message is
transmitted to the source node N s and another wireless
transmission route R′ without Nf is searched and detected.
Then, data messages are transmitted through not R but R ′.
Until now, some failure detection, notification and recovery
by re-routing have been proposed [4], [9]. In addition, for
avoidance of high communication and time overhead for
search of a detour wireless multihop transmission route,
various multiple route detection protocol have also been
proposed where multiple wireless multihop transmission
routes are detected in a routing protocol and the routes are
switched each time a failed intermediate wireless node is
detected along an available wireless multihop transmission
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route [1], [5], [8]. These papers only discuss the methods to
switch wireless multihop transmission routes after detection
of failure of one of the intermediate wireless nodes. The
discussion of failure detection and notification is almost out
of range.

There are some various failure model for wireless nodes
[10]. Almost all of them assume that wireless nodes fail
according to the following stop failure model where the
failed wireless nodes become silent and the stop failure is
detected by at least one of the other wireless nodes by using
periodically transmitted "Hello" or "I’m alive" messages.
[Stop Failure Model]

A failed wireless node stops. It becomes silent, i.e., it
never transmits and receives any data and control messages.
�

A stop failure usually detected by using a timer [2]. A
neighbor wireless node Q of another wireless node P sets
its timer. If Q does not receive a message from P before the
expiration of the timer, Q detects failure of P . In wireless
multihop data message transmissions along R, in cases that
there are no failed wireless nodes in R, within a certain
interval after the time when an intermediate wireless node
Ni−1 forwards a data message m to its next-hop wireless
node Ni, Ni forwards m to its next-hop wireless node Ni+1.
As shown in Figure 1, under an assumption of the disk
model wireless signal transmissions, Ni−1 is surely within
the wireless transmission range of Ni and m transmitted
from Ni to Ni+1 is surely overheard by Ni−1. Hence, if
Ni−1 does not overhear m forwarded by N i to Ni+1 during
a certain interval after Ni−1 forwards m to Ni, Ni−1 detects
that Ni is failed.

Ni-2

Ni-1

Ni

Ni+1

Ni+2m

Ni-3

FnotFnot
Fnot

Fig. 1: Stop Failure Detection in Wireless Multihop Net-
works.

3. Proposal
3.1 Problems

As discussed in the previous section, the stop failure
model is supported in various fault-tolerant methods for
wireless multihop networks. The Byzantine failure model

is more general than the stop failure model and it is much
difficult to support [10].
[Byzantine Failure Model]

Failed wireless nodes do not always become silent. They
might transmit and receive data and control messages. In
addition, the transmission of the messages are not always
according to application protocols. The failed wireless nodes
might transmit erroneous and/or malicious data and control
messages. �

Different from the stop failed wireless nodes, the Byzan-
tine failed intermediate wireless nodes in a wireless multihop
transmission route might transmits different data messages
from those they have received to their next-hop wireless
nodes and might transmits data messages to their next-
hop wireless nodes even though they have not yet receive
any messages from their previous-hop wireless nodes. For
such problems, some watchdog methods by the previous-hop
nodes have been proposed [6]. If the wireless transmissions
are based on the disk model, the transmitted data message
from an intermediate node Ni to its next-hop wireless node
Ni+1 is overheard by its previous-hop node N i−1. As shown
in Figure 2, if Ni transmits a different data message m′ to
Ni+1 from m that Ni has received from Ni−1, Ni−1 detects
the failure of Ni by receipt of m′ different from m. That
is, the Byzantine failure in Ni is detected by Ni−1 by the
comparison of data messages received and transmitted by
Ni.

Ni-2

Ni-1

Ni

Ni+1

Ni+2m
m

m

Ni-3

FnotFnot
Fnot

Fig. 2: Byzantine Failure Detection in Wireless Multihop
Networks.

However, if two successive intermediate wireless nodes
Ni and Ni+1 simultaneously fail, it is impossible for Ni−1

to detect the failure especially in Ni+1 in Figure 3. Though
Ni correctly forwards a data message m received from
Ni−1 to Ni+1, a failed intermediate wireless node Ni+1

transmits a different data message m′ from m to its next-hop
wireless node Ni+2. Since Ni overhears m′ from Ni+1, it
can detect the failure in Ni+1 due to the comparison of m
and m′. However, if Ni also fails, Ni does not transmits any
failure notification control messages to its neighbor wireless
nodes and no failure recovery such as rerouting without
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failed wireless nodes is initiated. Generally, n−simultaneous
failure is defined as follows [3]:
[n−simultaneous Failure]

The number of failed wireless nodes are at most n at
any instance. Failed wireless nodes are never recovered by
themselves and removed from the wireless network system
by a certain maintenance procedure. �

Ni-2

Ni-1
Ni

Ni+1

Ni+2m
m

m
m

m

Ni-3

Fig. 3: Simultaneous Byzantine Failures in Wireless Multi-
hop Networks.

On detect the failure of an intermediate wireless node
Ni, a wireless multihop transmission of a failure notification
message Fnot to the source node N s is initiated by Ni−1.
On receipt of the Fnot, N s searches a wireless multihop
transmission route R′ to the destination wireless node N d

without the failed intermediate wireless node Ni. Until now,
the failure detection is assumed to be correctly done in any
intermediate wireless node. However, the failed intermediate
wireless node Ni−1 might erroneously detect a failure of its
neighbor wireless node especially its next-hop intermediate
wireless node Ni and initiate the transmission of the failure
notification control message by transmission of a failure
notification message Fnot of Ni+1 to its previous-hop
wireless node Ni−2 even though Ni does not fail as shown
in Figure 4. Since it is impossible for Ni−2 to find the Fnot
is transmitted by Ni−1 erroneously, Ni−2 and the other
intermediate wireless nodes forwards the message to their
previous-hop wireless nodes along R. Here, the source node
is notified for requirement of re-routing due to failure not in
Ni−1 but in Ni. Hence, newly detected wireless multihop
transmission route surely excludes not Ni−1 but Ni, which
is a serious problem to be solved.

The failure notification control message Fnot of N i

transmitted by Ni−1 is also received by Ni. Hence, it can
detect the erroneous or malicious transmission of Fnot. In
order to notify the failure of Ni−1 to N s, an additional
wireless transmission route from Ni to N s without Ni−1 is
required. In addition, since N s receives two different failure
notification messages from Ni and Ni−1, N s is required to
select one of them for recovery.

Ni-2

Ni-1

Ni

Ni+1

Ni+2

Ni-3

mm
m

FnotFnot
Fnot

Fig. 4: Erroneous Failure Detection of Byzantine Failure.

3.2 Neighbor Watchdog Wireless Nodes
In order to solve the problem discussed in the previous

subsection, that is, under the 1-simultaneous Byzantine fail-
ure assumption, one of the intermediate wireless nodes along
a wireless multihop transmission route might erroneously or
maliciously transmit a failure notification control message,
this paper proposes a cooperative watchdog method with
the help of a neighbor wireless node Oi of Ni−1 and Ni as
shown in Figure 5. Here, a neighbor watchdog wireless node
Oi is within the wireless transmission ranges of both Ni−1

and Ni. Hence, Oi overhears the data messages transmitted
both from Ni−1 to Ni and from Ni to Ni+1. Hence, same
as Ni−1, Oi also detects the failure of Ni by comparison
of data messages transmitted from Ni−1 to Ni and from Ni

to Ni+1. Therefore, even if Ni−1 erroneously or maliciously
transmits a failure notification message Fnot of Ni to Ni−2,
Oi detects that the Fnot message while Ni correctly works.

Ni-2

Ni-1

Ni

Ni+1

Ni+2

Ni-3

m
m

m
mm

Oi

Fig. 5: Cooperative Watchdog Neighbor Wireless Nodes.

In cases that Oi detects the erroneous transmission of
the Fnot message, Oi should prevent the wireless multihop
transmission of Fnot of Ni to N s and initiate the wireless
multihop transmission of Fnot of Ni−1 since Oi has de-
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tected the failure of Ni−1. Hence, a control message Fnot
for notification of failure of Ni−1 is transmitted from Oi to
Ns through Ni−2. However, Ni−2 is not always a neighbor
wireless node of Oi and the Fnot message is required to be
transmitted not through the failed intermediate wireless node
Ni−1. In order to realize the later discussed lower overhead
route detection based only on the neighbor node information
in each wireless node, Oi and Ni−2 are required to be 1-
hop neighbor or 2-hop neighbor through an intermediator
wireless node Ii as shown in Figure 6. The role of Ii is
only forwarding the Fnot message from Oi to Ni−2.

Ni-2

Ni

Ni+1

Ni+2

Ni-3

Ni-1

Ii
Oi

Fnot Fnot

Fig. 6: Intermediator Wireless Nodes for Notification.

Now, we discuss the procedure in wireless nodes Ni−1,
Ni, Oi and Ii for detection and notification of the 1-
simultaneous Byzantine failure of one of these nodes to
Ni−2. In the following discussion, the Fnot message from
Oi is transmitted to Ni−2 through Ii; however, almost
the same procedure is possible to be applied without the
intermediator node Ii.

First, in the cases free from the Byzantine failures of all
the intermediate, the neighbor watchdog and the intermedia-
tor wireless nodes, a data message m is transmitted through
the wireless transmission route R according to the forward
of m by the intermediate wireless nodes Ni as shown in
Figure 7. There are no additional control message is required
to be transmitted.

In cases that the intermediate wireless node Ni fails
according to the Byzantine failure model, the data message
m forwarded from Ni−1 to Ni is not transmitted from Ni

to Ni+1, a different data message m′ from m is transmitted
from Ni to Ni+1 or a data message m′′ is transmitted from
Ni to Ni+1 even though no data message is transmitted
from Ni−1 to Ni. Anyway, as shown in Figure 8, both
Ni−1 and the neighbor watchdog wireless node O i detect the
difference of data messages transmitted through the wireless
links from Ni−1 to Ni and from Ni to Ni+1. At this time,
the same failure notification control messages Fnot for the
failure of Ni are transmitted from Ni−1 to Ni−2 and from
Oi to Ni−2 through Ii. Thus, Ni−2 receives these two Fnot
messages.

Ni-2

Ni

Ni+1

Ni+2

Ni-3
Ii

Oi

m m
mNi-1

m

Fig. 7: Data Message Transmissions with No Node Failure.
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Ni-1
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Fnot Fnot
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Fig. 8: Detection of Failure in Ni.

In cases that Ni−1 transmits a failure notification message
Fnot for Ni to Ni−2 though Ni works correctly, Ni−1

fails according to the Byzantine failure model as shown
in Figure 9. Due to the 1-simultaneous Byzantine failure
assumption, Ni does not fail. Oi detects that Ni−1 transmits
the Fnot message for Ni to Ni−2 though Ni does not fail
by overhearing the transmitted data and control messages.
Thus, Oi transmits a failure notification message Fnot for
Ni−1 to Ni−2 through Ii.

Same as the previous cases, even though Ni does not fail
and works correctly, Oi erroneously detects the failure of
Ni and notifies it to Ni−2 through Ii as shown in Figure
10. Due to the 1-simultaneous Byzantine failure assumption,
Ni−1 does not fail. Ni−1 detects that Oi transmits a failure
notification control message Fnot for Ni though Ni does
not fail by overhearing the transmitted data and control mes-
sages. Then, Ni−1 transmits a failure notification message
Fnot for Oi to Ni−2. Thus, Ni−2 receives two different
failure notification messages Fnot for Ni from Oi and for
Oi from Ni−1.

Finally, in cases that Ni does not fail and one of Oi and
Ni−1 fails according to the Byzantine failure model and
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Fig. 9: Detection of Failure in Ni−1.
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Fig. 10: Detection of Failure in Watchdog Neighbor Wireless
Nodes.

transmits a failure notification control message Fnot for the
other to Ni−2 as shown in Figure 11. Here, the correct wire-
less node detects the erroneous or malicious transmission of
the failure notification control message Fnot from the failed
one. Thus, it transmits another failure notification control
message Fnot to Ni−2. Hence, Ni−2 receives two different
Fnot messages for Ni−1 and Oi.

The following Table 1 summarizes the above discussion. If
one of the wireless nodes Ni−1, Ni and Oi fails, two failure
notification control message Fnot from Oi and Ni−1 are
transmitted to Ni−2. Thus, when Ni−2 receives one Fnot
message for one of the wireless nodes Ni−1, Ni and Oi from
Ii or Ni−1, it waits for receiving another Fnot message.
Then, Ni−2 determines the really failed wireless node in
accordance with Table 1 and transmits a composite failure
notification control message to Ni−3, which is transmitted
to N s along R for re-routing for the removal of the failed
wireless node.

Usually, a failure of an intermediate wireless node Nj is
detected by its neighbor watchdog wireless node Oj and/or
its previous-hop wireless node Nj−1 and a transmission of a

Ni-2
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Ni+1

Ni+2

Ni-3

Ni-1

m m
m
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Fnot

Fnot Fnot
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Fig. 11: Failure Detection and Notification in Oi or Ni−1.

Table 1: Failure Node Determination in Ni−2.
Failure Node in Fnot

from Ni−1

Failure Node in Fnot
from Oi

Failure Node
Ni Ni Ni

Ni Ni−1 Ni−1

Oi Ni Oi

Oi Ni−1 Ni−1 or Oi

failure notification control message Fnot is initiated. Based
on the 1-simultaneous Byzantine failure assumption, all the
intermediate wireless node between Nj−2 and N s are surely
correct. So that, these intermediate wireless nodes safely
forward the failure notification control message to their
previous-hop nodes. However, since the Byzantine failure
model is assumed, a transmission of a failure notification
message for an intermediate node Nj might be initiated by
another intermediate wireless node Ni (i < j − 1) erro-
neously or maliciously. As a result, an intermediate wireless
nodes in a wireless multihop transmission route R might
forward an erroneous or malicious failure notification control
message which increases the communication overhead in the
wireless multihop network.

The unique chance to detect the erroneous or malicious
failure notification control message is when the message is
initiated. If the Fnot message for Nj is initiated by Ni, Ni

transits a Fnot message for Nj though it has not received
the message from Ni+1, all of which is observed by the
neighbor watchdog wireless node Oi+1. Hence, it is possible
for Oi+1 to transmit the Fnot message for Ni to Ni−1 and to
induce the confirmation procedure in N i−1. However, if this
confirmation procedure is introduced in each intermediate
wireless node for transmission of Fnot message hop-by-hop,
longer transmission delay is required for Fnot transmission
since transmitted Fnot message and the additional Fnot
message from Oi+1 are required to be synchronized at N i−1

for confirmation. The transmission delay overhead for the
failure notification control message is too high for realization
of fault-tolerant wireless multihop networks. Thus, in our
protocol, for confirmation of the failure notification message,
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digital signature of the initial wireless node of the failure
notification control message is attached to the Fnot control
message.

m
m

Fnot
Fnot

Fnot

N0
Nj+1m

m

Nj-2 Nj-1

Ij
Oj

Ni-1
Ni

Ni-2

Fnot

Nj

Fig. 12: Erroneous or Malicious Failure Notification to
Source Node.

3.3 Watchdoggable Wireless Multihop Trans-
mission Route

As discussed in the previous subsection, for realizing 1-
simultaneous Byzantine failure detection in wireless mul-
tihop transmissions, all the wireless communication links
|NiNi+1〉 in a wireless multihop transmission route R =
||N0 . . . Nn〉〉 should be watchdoggable . The condition for a
watchdoggable wireless communication link is as follows:
[Watchdoggable Wireless Communication Links]

A wireless communication link |NiNi+1〉 is watchdog-
gable if and only if there is a neighbor watchdog wireless
node Oi+1 satisfying the following conditions (Figure 13):

• Oi+1 is a neighbor wireless node of Ni+1.
• Oi+1 is a neighbor wireless node of Ni−1 or there is

a intermediator wireless node Ii neighboring to Ni−1,
Ni and Oi+1. �

Ni-1
Ni+2

Ni

Ii+1

Ni+1

Oi+1

Fig. 13: Watchdoggable Wireless Links.

For determination whether a wireless communication link
|NiNi+1〉 is a watchdoggable one or not, the neighbor
relation with Ni−1 is required. Hence, in order to determine
the possible next-hop wireless nodes satisfying the watch-
doggable wireless communication links, each node requires
the neighbor relation of two hop neighbor wireless nodes.
Thus, each wireless node achieves its location information
by using GPS and advertise the location information to its
2-hop neighbor nodes.

The detailed proposed protocol would be discussed in our
future research papers.

4. Evaluation
By using the data message transmission protocol with

the Byzantine failure detection and notification, fault-tolerant
wireless multihop transmissions of data messages are pro-
vided. In order to apply the proposed failure detection
and notification, the wireless multihop transmission route
is required to consist of only watchdoggable wireless com-
munication links. Such a route is able to be detected by
a flooding-based routing protocol such as AODV. Here, the
protocol has two phases; a flooding phase for a route request
control message Rreq transmissions and a unicast phase for
a route reply control message Rrep along a detected wireless
multihop transmission route R. There are no additional con-
trol message transmissions and no additional synchronization
overhead for data message transmissions without failure of
intermediate wireless nodes.

However, in order to detect the watchdoggable wireless
multihop transmission route based on the flooding of an
Rreq control message as discussed in the previous section,
each candidate of an intermediate node is required to keep
the two-hop neighbor relation as discussed in subsection 3.3.
That is, each wireless node broadcasts its location informa-
tion to all its 2-hop neighbor nodes by using TTL centric
broadcasts independently of the transmission requests. For
data message transmissions, no additional data and control
messages are required to be transmitted. Additional control
message transmissions are only required to detect and notify
the failure of Ni−1, Ni and Oi to N s. These Fnot control
messages are transmitted to Ni−2 and synchronized there
which requires communication and synchronization over-
head.

In the proposed method, a wireless multihop transmission
route is required to consist of only watchdoggable wireless
communication links. Hence, a part of wireless communica-
tion links are not included in the wireless multihop transmis-
sion routes and the available wireless communication links
ratio is expected to depend on the density of wireless nodes.
Thus, we evaluate the effect on the route detection ratio
by the restriction on the wireless communication links in
the proposed method in simulation experiments. Figure 14
shows the simulation settings. N d is a destination wireless
node and N s

i s are a source wireless node or intermediate
ones. Additionally 1,000–20,000 wireless nodes are ran-
domly distributed in the 600m×600m simulation area whose
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wireless transmission ranges are 10m.
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Fig. 14: Simulation Setting.

Figure 15 shows the simulation results. The x-axis repre-
sents the numbers of wireless nodes, y-axis represents the
distance from the source wireless node to the destination
one, and z-axis represents the successful route detection
ratio. For comparison, the route detection ratio in AODV
is also evaluated. In both method, the route detection ratio
monotonically increases according to the number of wireless
nodes and is almost independent of the distance from the
source wireless node to the destination one. In highly dense
and sparse distribution of wireless nodes environment, the
route detection ratio is almost constant. In the middle range,
the route detection ratio steeply changed. In AODV, the
threshold of high route detection ratio is 8,000 and the
threshold of low route detection ratio is 6,000. On the other
hand, in the proposed method, the threshold of high route
detection ration is 11,000 and the threshold of low route
detection is 6,000. Thus, in the range 8,000-11,000, the
proposed method reduces the route detection ratio, which
is almost only the disadvantage of the proposed method.
The detection, notification and recovery of the Byzantine
failed wireless nodes are critical technique for achieving the
fault-tolerant wireless multihop networks and the merits of
the proposed method surpass the disadvantage for reliable
wireless multihop transmission requirements.

5. Concluding Remarks
This paper has proposed a novel communication protocols,

i.e., for wireless transmission route detection and for data
message transmissions in wireless multihop networks with
failure detection, notification and recovery. Though almost
all the conventional methods only support the stop failure,
the proposed method supports the Byzantine failure where
failed wireless nodes does not become silent and continues
to communicate with the others out of their application
protocols, i.e., erroneous and malicious data messages are
transmitted independently of the application protocols. In
addition, various erroneous and malicious control messages

Fig. 15: Route Detection Ratio (Simulation Results).

are also transmitted. This makes difficult to realize the
failure detection and notification. The proposed method
introduces the cooperative watchdog method where two
successive intermediate wireless nodes and an additional
neighbor watchdog wireless node cooperate. In the proposed
protocol, no additional control message transmissions are
needed and the failed wireless node is correctly removed. In
addition, the simulation experiments show that the proposed
method has a little disadvantage on the successful route
detection ratio. However, in the usual density of wireless
node to assure the wireless multihop connectivity, almost no
reduction in route detection ratio is expected.
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Abstract: The challenge of wireless communication is that, 
the environment that wireless communications travel through 
is unpredictable. Wireless networks that fix their own broken 
communication links may speed up their widespread 
acceptance. An effort has been made to propose an on-
demand distributed algorithm for self-organizing, multihop, 
mobile packet radio large network. These nodes are 
independently controlled and are dynamically reconfigured as 
nodes may move from one range to another.  It is seen that 
when the network size increases, per node throughput of an 
ad hoc network rapidly decreases. This is due to the fact that 
in large scale networks, flat structure of networks results in 
long hop paths which are prone to breaks. A weight factor has 
been added that will be broadcast to each node in the 
network. The proposed algorithm is robust due to the motion, 
failure, insertion or deletion of nodes. This non periodic 
algorithm reduces the cost due to computation and 
communication. Simulation experiments evaluate the 
performance of the proposed scheme.  
 
Keywords: Mobile Ad Hoc networks, Self healing, Load 
balancing, Mobile computing, Routing 
 
1.    Introduction 
 
In developing broadband digital networks, a short service-
outage such as a link failure or a node failure can cause a 
serious impairment of network services. It is due to the 
volume of network traffic carried by a single link or node. 
Moreover, the outage can stimulate end users to try to re-
establish their connections within a short time. The retrials, 
however, make the problem worse because the connection 
establishment increases the traffic volume further. Fast 
restoration from a network failure becomes a critical issue in 
deploying high-speed networks. Self-healing algorithms have 
been recognized as a major mechanism for providing the fast 
restoration.  A self-healing system [1,2,8] should recover from 
the abnormal  state and return to the normal state, and should 
start functioning as it was prior to failure. One of the key 
issues associated with self-healing networks is to optimize the 
networks while expecting reasonable network failures 
[3,4,5,8]. Self-healing network (SHN) [6,8] is designed to 
support transmission of messages across multiple nodes while 
also protecting against recursive node and process failures. It 
will automatically recover itself after a failure occurs. The 

problem of self-healing is in networks that are reconfigurable 
in the sense that they can change their topology during an 
attack. One goal is to maintain connectivity in these networks 
[9], even in the presence of repeated adversarial node 
deletion. Modern computer systems are approaching scales of 
billions of components. Such systems are less akin to a 
traditional engineering enterprise such as a bridge, and more 
akin to a living organism in terms of complexity. A railway 
overbridge must be designed in such a way that, key 
components never fail, since there is no way for the bridge to 
automatically recover from system failure. In contrast, a living 
organism can not be designed so that no component ever fails: 
there are simply too many components. For example, skin can 
be cut and still heal. Unfortunately, current algorithms ensure 
robustness in computer networks through hardening 
individual components or, at best, adding lots of redundant 
components [7].   
 
 
  
 
      

  
 
 Figure 1: Self healing cycle 

 
Self  healing cycle has been shown in Figure 1. Critical issues 
[10] in self-healing systems typically include ; Maintenance of 
system health, recovery processes to return the state from an 
unhealthy state to a health one. Self-healing components or 
systems typically have the following characteristics [10] : (a) 
perform the productive operations of the system, (b) 
coordinate the activities of the different agents, (c) control and 
audit performance, (d) adapt  to external and internal changes 
and (e) have policies to determine the overall purpose of the 
system.  Most of the self-healing concepts are still in very 
early stages; still some possible areas explored are Grid 
computing, software agents, middleware computing, ad hoc 
networks. Emphasis here is on ad hoc network self healing 
characteristic.  
A Mobile Ad Hoc Network, properly known as MANET [20] 
is a collection of mobile devices equipped with interfaces and 
networking capability. Hosts [19] can be mobile, standalone 
or networked.  Such devices can communicate with another 
node within their radio range or one that is outside their range 
by multi hop techniques.  An Ad Hoc Network is adaptive in 
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nature and is self organizing. It is an autonomous system of 
mobile hosts which are free to move around randomly and 
organize themselves arbitrarily. In this environment network 
topology may change rapidly and unpredictably. The main 
characteristic of MANET strictly depends upon both wireless 
link nature and node mobility features. Basically this includes 
dynamic topology, bandwidth, energy constraints, security 
limitations and lack of infrastructure. MANET is viewed as 
suitable systems which can support some specific applications 
as virtual classrooms, military communications, emergency 
search and rescue operations, data acquisition in hostile 
environments, communications set up in exhibitions, 
conferences and meetings,  in battle field among soldiers to 
coordinate defense or attack, at airport terminals for workers 
to share files etc.  

In this paper an efficient weighted probabilistic algorithm 
for Mobile Ad Hoc network has been proposed to self heal, 
which considers the number of nodes in routing which can 
handle ideally, transmission power, mobility and battery 
power. The proposed algorithm selects a node with 
probabilistic weight considering effect of the three factors as 
Power factor, stable routing and backbone nodes on Ad Hoc 
networks. The rest of the paper is organized as: Section 2 
presents a review of significant contribution in the area of 
routing for Ad Hoc networks and their limitations. In Section 
3, the design philosophy and the Methodology of the routing 
scheme has been presented. Section 4 discusses the 
Simulation results and performance evaluation. Conclusions 
are given in the last section. 

 
2.    Routing   
Routing protocol is needed whenever a packet needs to be 
handed over via several nodes to arrive at its destination. A 
routing protocol finds a route for packet delivery and delivers 
the packet to the correct destination. Routing Protocols have 
been an active area of research for many years; many 
protocols have been suggested keeping applications and type 
of network in view. Routing protocols can broadly classify 
into two types as (a) Table Driven or Proactive Protocols: 
here each node maintains one or more tables containing 
routing information to every other node in the network. All 
nodes keep on updating these tables to maintain latest view of 
the network. Some of the existing table driven or proactive 
protocols are: DSDV, GSR, WRP, ZRP and STAR. and (b) 
On Demand or Reactive Protocols:  here  routes are created 
as and when required. When a transmission occurs from 
source to destination, it invokes the route discovery 
procedure. The route remains valid till destination is achieved 
or until the route is no longer needed. Some of the existing on 
demand routing protocols are: DSR, DDR , TORA, AODV  
and RDMAR.    
Study has been concentrated for reactive protocols because 
they work well in dynamic topology. Surveys of routing 
protocols for ad hoc networks have been discussed in 
[18,19,20].   

2.1  Self  Healing Issues 

This section provides an analysis of various schemes that can 
be used as self healing schemes. 

a)  Self Healing in Routing : The most promising 
developments in the area of self-healing wireless networks are 
ad hoc networks. Automated network analysis through link 
and route discovery and evaluation are the distinguishing 
features of self-healing network algorithms. Through 
discovery, networks establish one or more routes between the 
originator and the recipient of a message. Through evaluation, 
networks detect route failures, trigger renewed discovery, and 
in some cases, select the best route available for a message.  

b)  Self healing in RF: Environmental radio-frequency 
(RF)[10,11] “noise” produced by powerful motors, other 
wireless devices, microwaves—and even the moisture content 
in the air can make wireless communication unreliable. 
Despite early problems in overcoming this pitfall, the newest 
developments in self-healing wireless networks are solving 
the problem by capitalizing on the inherent broadcast 
properties of RF transmission. The changes made to the 
network architectures are resulting in new methods of applica-
tion design for this medium.   

c)  Self healing in Power efficiency:  As the network is always 
on, conserving power is more difficult. One solution is On-
demand discovery [11].  On-demand discovery networks are 
only “on” when called for. This allows nodes to conserve 
power and bandwidth and keeps the network fairly free of 
traffic. Once routes have been established, they must gener-
ally be maintained in the presence of failing equipment, 
changing environmental conditions, interference, etc. This 
maintenance may also be proactive or on-demand. Another 
solution can be Single-path routing[11].  As for routing, 
network algorithms that choose single-path routing, as the 
name suggests, single out a specific route for a given source-
destination pair. Sometimes, the entire end-to-end route is 
predetermined. Sometimes, only the next “hop” is known. The 
advantage of this type of routing is that it cuts down on traffic, 
bandwidth use, and power use. If only one node at a time 
needs to receive the packet, others can stop listening after they 
hear that they’re not the recipient. 

3. Design Philosophy and Algorithm of a WNA 
 
The objective of the proposed algorithm is to get a stable, 
power efficient protocol.  To perform this role, however, a 
node does not require additional resources (e.g. buffers, 
processing power etc) since protocol support functions are 
well distributed among all nodes.  
 
The network formed by the nodes and the links can be 
represented by an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V 
represents the set of nodes vi and E represents the set of links 
ei. Note that the cardinality of V remains the same but the 
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cardinality of E may change with the creation or deletion of 
links [5].  
To decide the probability of a node to participate in routing,  
four main factors as its degree, transmission power, mobility 
and battery power are taken into account. Unlike other 
existing algorithms which are invoked periodically resulting 
in high communication overhead, proposed algorithm is 
adaptively invoked based on the mobility and battery power 
consumption of the nodes. Thus, concern is more on power 
awareness of each node so that node remains alive for the 
longer period of time. The Proposed algorithm is divided into 
two parts. In first part we consider the weights of nodes using 
parameters like mobility, degree, and its distance from its 
neighbors. In second part the available battery power of each 
node has been considered.  
The battery power can efficiently be used within certain 
transmission range, i.e., it takes less power for a node to 
communicate with other nodes if they are within close 
distance to each other.   However if nodes have maximum 
battery power to start with, then it would be more accurate 
metric to measure the power currently available at the node. 
This in turn depends on the node’s initial power and the 
power expanded based on the actual network traffic and 
length of the links used to support it. Battery power of a node 
depends on two factors i.e. transmission range and type of 
applications.  Mobility is considered as an important factor. It 
uses Random waypoint model. It is desirable to elect a node 
that does not move very quickly. Radio signals transmission is 
affected by interference, diffraction and shadowing. There 
should be some limit of speed so that transmission occurs 
effectively. Less mobility may cause more stable of topology 
also.  

 Whenever need for a new route arises in case of route break, 
check for network nodes are made, and a new route is 
established.   Route tables are updated at each hello interval as 
in AODV with added entries for network nodes.  Whenever a 
break in the route phase occurs due to movement of 
participant node, node damage or for other reasons; these idle 
nodes which have been termed as network nodes take care of 
the process and start routing. The whole process becomes fast 
and more packet delivery is assured.   Each route table has an 
entry for number of network nodes surrounding it and their 
hop distance from the node.   

 
 
 

 
Figure 2:  creation of virtual network, It is two hop situation. 

Figure 2 represents creation of virtual network . Route 
established will be S-5-9-D. In case of failures of network, 
self healing nodes will be from virtual network established i.e. 
nodes 8,11,13. This is case of 2 hop situation. In case of multi 
hop refer to figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3:  creation of virtual network for multi hop. 
  
Now weight factor is calculated as per algorithm, this factor is 
updated in each route table at each beacon.  
    
 

 
 
Figure 4:  underlines nodes are weighted nodes to participate in case 

of failures. 
 
In case of failures nodes that are ready to participate are 
11,13,8’,11’,8”,13”,8”’ and 13”’.  
Based on these features, an algorithm called weighted 
Network algorithm (WNA) is designed. It effectively combines 
each of the above system parameters.  
To select a node in a route, it is to be seen that it can remain 
for some specified period of time. It is assumed same battery 
power of all nodes at the initial stage. This assumption helps 
to consider the battery drainage which gives a direct measure 
of the available battery power. However, if the nodes have 
different battery powers to start with, then it would be a more 
accurate metric to measure the power currently available at 
the node. This in turn depends on the node’s initial power and 
the power expended based on actual network traffic and 
length of the links used to support it. 

Virtual 
network 

Virtual 
network 
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The minimum probabilistic weight Wm of a node m is 
determined by ∆m, the probabilistic degree, Bm the 
probabilistic mobility and Sm the probabilistic distance of the 
node m. The probabilistic degree ∆m of a node can be defined 
by the ratio of the capacity of the node to the degree of the 
node dr where dr is given by [5] 
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A node having degree less than the threshold value δ 
always has ∆m=0. As number of degree increases, it increases 
load on channel access. The probabilistic mobility Bm of the 
node is incorporated by the ratio of the actual mobility of the 
nodes Br to the maximum allowed mobility of the nodes Be. 
The value of Br can be computed as follows [5] 
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Where (ut-1, vt-1) and (ut, vt) are the coordinates of the node r 
at time (t-1) and t, respectively and T is the time period. Also, 
it is assumed that 
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The third component, Sm plays the role of power 
consumption. The probabilistic distance Sm is given by the 
ratio of the sum of distances Sr with its neighbors and the 
maximum distance sum Sn. The sum of the distances Sr with 
its neighbors is defined by 
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The motivation of Sr is mainly related to energy consumption. 
It is known that more power is required to communicate to a 
larger distance. And, the maximum distance sum Sn is given 
by 

rxrangen dtS       ---   4 

As the nodes moves, communication may become difficult 
due to mainly signal attenuation with increasing distance. 
Like in [13], Et  is assumed as energy cost to communicate 
information through free space directly between two nodes. Et  
is a strong function of distance d  between the nodes. More 
precisely, Et is defined by  

dEt ,     ---   5 

Where γ >1 as path lose exponent and β is a proportionality 
constant describing the overhead per bit. 
Based on the above discussion the algorithm has been 
designed which consists of following steps. 
 
1. Compute the probabilistic degree ∆m by (δ / dr) where  
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and δ is a threshold value. If  dr ≤ δ, ∆m is assumed to be 0. 
2. Compute the probabilistic mobility Bm = Br / Be, where Br is 
the running average of the speed for every node till current 
time T. 
3. Compute the probabilistic distance sum Sm= (Sr / Sn) 

4. Compute the combined probabilistic weight Wm for each node m 
as the sum of three factors ∆m, Bm and Sm. 
5. Compute the energy Preq of the node m by 

tmareq ECTdP  where da is the delay between the 
signal propagation, Tm is txrange / Be,  c is the link capacity for a 
given physical range and Et is the energy per bit. 
6. Broadcasts its id, Wm and Preq by each node at each beacon .  
 
The weight factor is added to routing table of each node. This 
broadcast occurs at each beacon of AODV. The algorithm has 
been incorporated on AODV. Changes have been made and 
protocol is executed on simulator to check its efficiency.  
 
4.     Simulation  
 
This section deals with the simulation of an environment 
having nodes on a 1Km ×1 Km  grid. It is assumed that the 
nodes can move in all possible directions with displacement 
varying uniformly between 0 to a maximum value in one unit 
of time.  
Simulation study has been carried out to study the 
Performance study of proposed protocol. Simulation 
Environment used is NS-2 (network simulator) version 
NS2.34 to carry out the process. Simulation results have been 
compared with AODV. Simulation study has been performed 
for packet delivery ratio, Throughput and End to End delay 
evaluations.  
In simulation study 100 nodes were taken in a random 
scenario of size 1 km  × 1 km. Two parameters have been 
taken as Pause time and speed. The study has been conducted 
at different pause times. Pause time of 0 means maximum 
mobility and 500 is minimum mobility. The sources 
connected are 20-24 using TCP connection. 

 
Graph 1:   delay for 100 nodes using speed as function 

 
This graph represents delay calculated at various speeds. It is 
clear that WNA actually has more delay. But the reason is 
obvious that it requires more calculations. But in the end it 
provides better routes. Graph 2 has been used to show the 
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effect of delay using various size of network nodes. Number 
of nodes have been varied and effect has been depicted in 
Graph-2. Delay is more and it is as per the theory expected.  

 
Graph 2:   Delay calculated using various network size. 
 

 
Graph 3:  PDR using speed as function 

 
Packet delivery ration denotes that WNA is much better in 
terms of packet delivery. Moe packets have been delivered. 
Same is case with Throughput. Graph-4 indicates that WNA 
has better throughput than AODV at all speeds. 

 
Graph 4:  throughput using speed as function 

 
 

 
    Graph 5: comparison using pause time as function  

 
Using pause time as a function a scenario has been generated 
using various network sizes. Use of AODV and WNA has 
been shown in graph-5. It is evident from the graph that WNA 
outperforms AODV in all cases and at all intervals of pause 
time.  
 
5. Conclusions 
 
 A new scheme has been presented that utilizes weight as a 
factor for better routing.  The scheme can be incorporated into 
any ad hoc on-demand unicast routing protocol to improve 
reliable packet delivery in the face of node movements and 
route breaks. Alternate routes are utilized only when data 
packets cannot be delivered through the primary route. As a 
case study, the proposed scheme has been applied to AODV 
and it was observed that the performance improved. 
Simulation results indicated that the technique provides 
robustness to mobility and enhances protocol performance. It 
was found that overhead in this protocol was slightly higher 
than others, which is due to the reason that it requires more 
calculation initially.   This also caused a bit more end to end 
delay.  The process of checking the protocol scheme is on for 
more sparse mediums and real life scenarios and also for other 
metrics like Path optimality, Link layer overhead.  
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Baseband Modem Design for Multiparty Voice 
Communications

Dong Jegal and Byoungchul Ahn 
Department of Computer Engineering, Yeungnam University, Gyungsan, Korea 

Abstract - This paper presents a design of the TDMA 
baseband modem to support 4-party voice communications. 
The baseband modem supports an ad-hoc function to join the 
voice networks. The designed baseband modem is expandable 
by adding slots up to 8 nodes since the bandwidth is limited   
TDMA method and voice quality. To implement the 4-party 
communications, the baseband modem has a cycle network 
controller, a sync time controller, a buffer controller and an 
asynchronous serial device. The sync time controller is 
implemented to synchronize precisely to the master’s control 
signal for slaves. The protocol is programmed on Xilinx Zynq 
7000 with Verilog HDL. The baseband modem is tested and 
verified its functions for voice communications, and its 
measured maximum delay time is less than 30msec for voice 
transmission. 

Keywords: Ad-hoc Network, Multi-party, TDMA, Baseband 
Modem, WPAN 

1 Introduction
  WPANs(Wireless Personal Area Networks) are applied 
to many places such as small group meetings, short distance 
multi-way communications, remote speakers and so on. 
Typically WPANs do not have a multiparty communication 
function. Also it does not have functions to join networks or 
voice data using an ad-hoc function. Also the communication 
distance of WPANs is very limited because of sharing ISM 
bandwidth. For small group communications, it is much 
efficient to use TDMA technology than CDMA technology 
since TDMA increases the efficiency of the channel by 
removing collisions.  

 To implement the ad-hoc function for voice 
communications, there are several technical challenges in ad-
hoc networks. First, ad hoc networks are characterized by 
high bit error rates and path breaks due to changing network 
topology. High bit error rates reduce the quality of the 
network service. Second, the transmission frame of wireless 
networks are included not only preamble for synchronization 
but also a payload of limited length. Therefore the length of 
the data packets that are available in the ad-hoc network is 
short in the wireless network. There is a disadvantage in 
multi-hop wireless networks. This is why the throughput of 
data is reduced as the number of nodes increases. In 

particular, the transmission delay of wireless network 
communication is increased as the number of hops is 
increased. But there is no product to support the relay 
protocol and the ad-hoc function for WPANs. 

As processors speeds are increased, it is possible to 
overcome the above technical challenges. This paper presents 
multiparty voice communications with a relay protocol based 
on the TDMA technology and the ad-hoc function[1].  

This paper presents a design of the baseband modem for 
multiparty voice communications. The basic protocol is 
described in Section 3 and the design of baseband modem is 
described in Section 4 and 5. 

2 Related work 
There are many researches for ad-hoc networks. For 

real-time speech on wireless ad-hoc is studied by Kargl, 
Kwong and Venkat[4][5][6]. Frank Kargl et al. have 
discussed voice transmission over Bluetooth and presented a 
new routing protocol called Bluetooth Scatternet 
Routing(BSR)[4]. But they have discussed its possibility, and 
the chip of BSR has not been implemented. Kwong et al.
have used multi-path routing protocol called MSDR to 
improve speech quality[5].   But processing overheads have 
not been solved.  

G. Venkat Raju et al. have proposed a Localized 
Distributed heuristic for Minimum number of 
Transmissions(LDMT)[6]. In order to reduce transmission 
delay, this algorithm minimizes voice retransmission only. 
Several researches have studied to solve the problem of 
capacity reduction in multi-hop wireless networks[11][12].  
They have observed that the performance degrades quickly as 
the number of hops increases due to using a single radio for 
transmitting and receiving packets. A good way to improve 
the capacity of wireless is to use more network interfaces or 
to use speech compression in the case of voice applications. 
Another way to improve the capacity of wireless is to use 
schedule transmission slots in time and to use multiple non-
interrupting frequency channels[13]. Chen et al. have 
observed transmission traffic is decreased as the number of 
hops increases when single frequency is used in wireless 
networks[12]. There is no related paper which has been 
implemented the baseband modem with multi-party 
communications and ad-hoc function. 
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3 Network protocol 
 The proposed network cycle time is 92.5msec and 
expandable up to sixteen slots to communicate 4 persons at 
the same time as shown in Figure 1. The time length of each 
slot is 18.5msec and each slot has 5frames and each frame is 
3.7msec. Each node uses one of its own control section 
assigned in its frame. Slot 0 is used for the start of cycle(SoC) 
and allocated for contention slot. If a new node requests to 
join the network, it should use this contention slot. If there 
are collisions, random back-off time is used to join the 
network. The first frame of each slot is used for control frame, 
which is used by the master node and all slave nodes to 
receive network information.  

 In Figure 1, 5 slots are designed to implement the 
TDMA network cycle for four-party voice communication. 
First slot is used SoC and four slots are used for voice 
communications. The second slot is the master slot, and other 
slots are slave slots under the control of the master.  

Figure 1. Network Cycle of Relay Protocol 

Figure 2. Basic Structure of Frame 

 The basic structure of each frame as shown in Figure 2 
consists of six sections, which are two Tx/Rx guard time, 
preamble, sync word, header, and payload. Two Tx/Rx guard 
time is 500 sec of Tx/Rx turnaround time of RF modules 
and 500 sec of guard time for adaptive synchronization of 
slave nodes.   2msec guard time can adjust synchronization 
timing among nodes like the IEEE802.15.4e-2012 TSCH. 
The preamble is used for stabilizing time of the frequency 
generator of RF modules and users can specify the length of 
preamble for specific RF chips. Sync word is 4-byte and has a 
special pattern in order to synchronize the payload data.  

                       

 Frame time = 2 (Trf + Tg) + Tb                 (1)  

where, Tg is guard time for adaptive synchronization of slave nodes,
Trf is guard time for transmission and reception time,                     
Tb is frame time except guard time. 

 The header has frame type, the addresses of the sender 
and receiver, sync time, network routing information and join 
request information. Sync time measures the transmission 
time of the master and make slaves adaptive synchronization. 
Payload is for 64Kbps voice data. The voice is sampled 8-bit 
8KHz sampling frequency and 80 Bytes can be sent in 10 
msec. When communication bandwidth is 500Kbps and the 
size of payload is 80Bytes, Tb is 1.7 msec and frame time is 
3.7 msec from Equation (1). The time length of each slot is 
18.5 msec and one network cycle time is 92.5 msec for four-
party communication.  For N-party voice communications, it 
is easy to expand easily by adding N frames. All joined nodes 
can transmit voice data every 18.5 msec. The number of 
party is limited up to 8 by the TDMA method and voice 
quality. 

3.1 Start of cycle 
 The SoC(start of cycle) is generated and transmitted by 
the master. It indicates the start of the network cycle and all 
slave nodes should be synchronized to this signal to work on 
the network. This includes sync time code for 
synchronization, which is the actual transmission time 
calculated by the internal timer. To synchronize this cycle, 
the default common frequency is used to all nodes.  

 The contention frames followed by the SoC are used to 
request to join the network and total contention frames are 4 
frames. The slave which joins the network sends the message 
“connection request (JoinREQ)” to the master and the 
master replies back the message “connection permission 
(JoinACK)” with its node number and network address for 
routing. After the number of joint slaves is equals to the 
number of 4 frames, the contention slot can be used for voice 
communications.  

3.2 Control  frame and data frame 
 The control frame is generated and sent by the master. 
The control frame is used to manage the network using the 
common frequency. This includes frequency and hopping 
data. The master node uses the header of the control frame to 
exchange routing information. All Slave nodes can join the 
network after they look at routing information of the header.  

 Data frames are divided into 4-party. Nodes at the 
network have their assigned frame number from routing 
information and transmit their voice data at the assigned 
frame number. Slaves are at listening mode and receives 
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voice data from other nodes. Nodes not joined the network 
can receive only voice data even though they cannot transmit 
voice data.  

4 Modem design 
 The baseband modem for 4-party voice communication 
protocol is implemented on Xilinx Zynq 7000 using Verilog 
HDL. The baseband modem block diagram is shown in 
Figure 3. The modem has a network cycle controller, buffers 
and a buffer controller, a sync time controller, an 
asynchronous serial transceivers. 

Figure 3. Block Diagram of the Baseband Modem 

4.1 Asynchronous serial transceivers 
 The baseband modem is designed to communicate an 
asynchronous RF module chip. The RF frequency is 
ISM(Industrial Scientific and Medical) band. The 
asynchronous serial transceiver uses a message-bit counter 
and a comparator to detect a Sync word and a shift register is 
used to convert serial data to parallel data or vice versa. 

4.2 Buffer memory and controller 
 To interface the baseband modem with the processor 
and a RF module, buffer memories are implemented. The 
buffer memories store voice data from the processor and send 
them to the RF module. They store data from the RF module 
and pass them to the processor to play voice data. Therefore, 
one Tx buffer and four Rx buffers are implemented to handle 
data from four slaves simultaneously. Each buffer is assigned 
to one of four data sections and is used to a dedicated voice 
data. Nodes have one transmission buffer because they 
transfer one voice data at a given time but they have N-1 
receive buffers to receive data for 4-party communications. 
The header data is updated and transmitted according to the 
network cycles and the status of nodes. All data is designed to 
access AXI bus of the Zynq 7000 chip. To meet the 

processing time of the baseband modem, a special function 
register is designed for fast memory access. 

4.3 Network cycle controller 
 The network cycle controller controls the basic cycle 
function of the baseband modem. It enters a state of 
frequency search after it is initialized. In this state, the 
modem determines whether it is the master node or not. If the 
master mode is set, immediately it transmits the SoC to 
provide a service to slave nodes to operate TDMA network 
cycles.

 If the slave mode is set, it searches the SoC with the 
common frequency. After it receives the SoC, it synchronizes 
the network cycle times by the sync time controller. When 
slave nodes are scanning mode, the sync time controller stops 
an internal timer for synchronization and set a timer to the 
sync time data of the header. The master and slaves maintain 
the network cycle time. In Figure 4, if slaves do not receive 
signals of SoC and control frame from the master during one 
network cycle time, slave nodes stop the network cycle and 
start scanning mode again to synchronize again. Each slave is 
synchronized for one network cycle time.  

 And then it sends out the message “connection 
request (JoinREQ)” and searches the control frame of the 
master and retrieves its routing address assigned by the 
master. If a slave node receives routing address from the 
master, it works for transmitting and receiving voice data by 
joined node. 

Figure 4. State Diagram of Network Cycle 

5 Implementation 
  In order to evaluate relay protocol functions of the 
baseband modem, it has been assembled on the system board 
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shown in Figure 5. The system board has a Zynq 7000 SoC 
chip from Xilinx, a CC2500 chip and a CC1200 chip from TI 
and an ADAU1761 audio codec chip from Analog Devices. 
The Zynq 7000 SoC integrates an ARM dual Cortex-A9 
based processor system with Xilinx 7-series FPGA and 
Xilinx Vivado ver14.2 is used as a design tool.  

 The baseband modem is programmed on Xilinx Zynq 
7000 SoC using Verilog HDL. The CC2500 chip is a 2.4GHz 
RF module and the CC1200 chip is a Sub-1GHz RF module. 
The ADAU1761 chip is used for encoding and decoding 
voice data. Voice data and routing and the baseband modem 
controlled by ARM dual Cortex-A9 based processor system. 

Figure 5. Design Evaluation Board 

 In order to evaluate the performance of the modem, 
experiments have been carried out as shown in Figure 5. First, 
the master node sends the first frame with the SoC and the 
control frame according to the network cycles. Typically, 
slave nodes received voice data from the master and other 
nodes. At transmission mode, slave nodes transmit voice data 
at the designated slot from 4 data frames. 

Figure 6. Output Signals of  the Network Cycle Controller 

 Figure 6 shows simulation output signals measured on 
FPGA pins when the master node transmits data to Slave 
node #1. The master sends out the start of cycle signal after it 

starts power-on or the network cycles. Slave nodes starts 
scanning mode to find the start of cycle. The sync time 
controller waits the SoC and stops the internal timer. It 
synchronizes by receiving the start of cycle and keeps 
synchronizing precisely as shown in Figure 6. And it 
synchronizes to the control signal of the master. Slaves send 
“Join request” signal during the contention period. After 
slaves join the networks, they send out their voice data to the 
networks at the designated frame and receive voice data.  

6 Conclusion 
 In this paper, a TDMA baseband modem has been 
designed on Zynq 7000. Its performance has been verified by 
experiments and tested its performance to four-party voice 
communication. The voice data is sampled at 8-bit 8KHz 
sampling rate and the tested RF frequency is 900MHz. Each 
node can send and receive signals by its assigned time slot. 
To implement the 4-party communications, the baseband 
modem has a cycle network controller, a sync time controller, 
a buffer controller and an asynchronous serial device. The 
sync time controller is implemented to synchronize precisely 
to the control signal of the master for slaves. The protocol is 
programmed on Xilinx Zynq 7000 with Verilog HDL. 
Experiment results show the stable communication channel 
and the synchronization of the network cycle between the 
master and slaves.  

 The WPAN network can be configured as various 
topology such as line, star or tree and so on. Also the modem 
can be used with various RF modules for specific applications 
with different data rates.  

Please address any questions related to this paper to 
Byoungchul Ahn by Email (b.ahn@yu.ac.kr). 
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Abstract - This paper presents a survey of the latest 
technologies that have been advanced by both academia and 
industry in an attempt to reduce the energy consumed by 
Base stations (BS) in cellular networks. Since BSs are the 
primary energy consumers in cellular networks, BS sleeping 
technologies are promising proposals in reducing BS energy 
consumption. The main goal of the survey is to gain an in-
depth understanding of the benefits and shortcomings of 
these proposed technologies. The survey presented the 
authors with an opportunity to offer clear insights to 
researchers working on Green Cellular Networks for them to 
choose and adapt the most efficient ways of reducing BS 
energy consumption without compromising Quality of Service 
(QoS). 

Keywords: Green Cellular Networks, BS sleeping, energy 
efficient networks, green base stations, cell zooming. 

 

1 Introduction 
  Lately, there has been an exponential growth [1] in 
mobile cellular systems as mobile data services are well on 
their way to becoming necessities for many network users. 
Many people nowadays are ever demanding ubiquitous 
wireless and Internet services. Cisco, in [2] predicts that 
globally, mobile devices and connections will grow to 10.2 
billion by year 2018. Authors in [3] forecast that by 2020, 
over thirty billion things with over two hundred billion 
intermittent connections will be in place. Demand for 
multimedia-rich mobile communication devices like smart 
phones has been on the upward trend. Figure 1 shows this 
enormous growth as predicted by CISCO. 

One network provider, China Mobile, has been doubling 
its number of BSs [4] in order to provide better network 
coverage and capacity. The operators are forced to deploy 
more and more BSs per unit area to meet the ever increasing 
traffic demand.  The tremendous increase in BSs has resulted 
in an exponential increase in energy consumption and carbon 
footprint especially in remote areas that rely on diesel 
generators for their power requirements. [5]  
 

 

 
Figure1: Global mobile devices, connections growth [2] 

Renewable power sources like solar and wind generators 
are being used though to a limited extent in cellular networks 
but their only problem is that of uncertainty. They are 
weather driven. Weather is highly unpredictable and this 
makes the amount of generated energy also to be 
unpredictable. For solar energy, the amount of energy 
produced depends on the availability of the sunlight.  

The main power supply for BSs comes from the 
electrical grid. Most of the electricity generation methods 
produce emissions. Nuclear generation for example, 
produces  emissions in the uranium enrichment process.  
Authors in [5] give a figure of 650Kg   /MWh. Japan’s 
Central Research Institute of the Electric Power Industry 
published a life cycle  emission figures for the various 
electricity generation technologies and the results are as 
shown in table 1. 

 
Table 1:  emissions of various electricity generation technologies in 

Japan, Sweden and Finland [5] 
g/kWh CO2 Japan Sweden Finland 
coal 975 980 894 
gas thermal 608 1170 (peak-load, reserve) - 
gas combined 
cycle 519 450 472 

solar 
photovoltaic 53 50 95 

wind 29 5.5 14 
nuclear 22 6 10 - 26 
hydro 11 3 - 
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The figure for British Energy’s Torness Nuclear in 2002 
was 5.05g/KWh [5]. All this proves that even electricity 
production technologies that do not seem to result in 

emissions actually do emit the gas.  

From table 1, it can be seen that coal, gas thermal and 
gas combined cycle, produce the highest percentage of  
emissions. As of 2010, according to statistics that was availed 
by the International Energy Agency (IEA), slightly over 81% 
[6] of the world-wide energy consumption comes from oil, 
gas and coal which happen to be the sources of energy that 
have highest  emissions. Scientists have estimated that 
ICT (with cellular communication systems included) will be 
responsible for 3% [7] of all global emissions by year 2020. 
This figure is the same as the percentage that is contributed 
by all the airlines combined. It is not only the environment 
that is affected by the high energy consumption, operational 
expenditure, commonly known as OPEX is substantially 
increased. Authors in [4] reported that a collective cellular 
network OPEX of USD22 billion was incurred in 2013 alone.  

This has led researchers from industry to team up with 
academia to carry out research projects on what has been 
coined “Green Cellular Communication” [8]. Green Cellular 
Communication refers to the practice of using energy 
efficient cellular communication technologies, minimising 
resources whenever possible thereby limiting the amount of 

 greenhouse gas emissions. The EARTH (Energy Aware 
Radio network technology) [9] under the European 
Framework Program 7, was a major European research 
project that had 15 partners that included 10 countries which 
focussed in energy efficiency in the next generation access 
networks.  

Reducing the energy that is consumed by BSs has 
recently become a very important research topic. This is 
because a BS is the greatest energy consumer in a cellular 
mobile network and as such produces the highest  
emissions as shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 Network components,  emissions [5] 

According to [5], a BS can consume 60-80% of the total 
energy that is consumed in a cellular mobile network. 
Several methods have been identified that are all aimed at 
reducing BS energy consumption. Scientists estimate that 

65% of energy consumed by a BS is consumed by a power 
amplifier (PA). For this reason, several methods have been 
suggested to improve the efficiency of the power amplifier. 
Special materials that include Si and GaAs can be used for 
the construction of the amplifier. The Doherty amplifier [10] 
is one amplifier that has been designed with efficiency as a 
prerequisite and a drain efficiency of 50% can be achieved. 
Some methods involve the reduction of energy lost in the 
AC/DC conversion in the power supply section. Scientists 
have also designed high efficient air conditioning systems for 
cooling BS components.  Beam forming and OFDMA 
technologies are other methods that are used to reduce 
energy consumption at the BS site. There have been quite a 
number of surveys on technologies that can be used to reduce 
BS energy consumption. Most of these 
surveys[7,11,12,13,14,15,16,16,17,18,19] have tended to 
include a cocktail of schemes used to reduce energy 
consumption. This paper will only focus on the latest BS 
sleeping technologies. Section 2 will give the various recent 
BS switching technologies that have been proposed. The 
benefits and shortcomings of these technologies are discussed 
in this section. Section 3 gives the concluding remark, 
implications and applications of the research survey. 

2 BS SWITCH ON/OFF TECHNOLOGIES  

 Authors in [20] proposed a method of switching 
underutilised BSs in a smart way in a bid to save energy. 
Their first method makes use of the distance between the BS 
and the UE. The algorithm proposed switches off BSs that 
have the maximum average distances after estimating 
distances of associated UEs. They reasoned that a higher 
power is naturally required by both BSs and UEs to connect 
distant users. The remaining BSs are then made to cover 
those areas where BSs would have been switched off. The 
scheme involves BSs estimating the distances of UEs they are 
serving and then taking an average which they share amongst 
themselves. The BS with the highest average is the one to be 
switched off first provided that action does not result in the 
degradation of QoS. According to the authors, energy savings 
of 40% were achieved using this method.                   
  

The authors in [20] went on to propose another BS 
sleeping algorithm that switches off BSs according to traffic 
load variations. Certain BSs are switched off from 7pm to 
7am when traffic is very low. In the morning, BSs are 
switched back on, gradually to follow the rate at which traffic 
will be picking up. With this strategy energy saving of 70% 
was achieved.                                   

Their last proposal was an algorithm that they used to 
find the maximum number of BSs to be switched off. The 
algorithm involves the selection of the most energy efficient 
combination of active BSs to be switched off.  
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This combination is then switched off. This last 
algorithm that the authors used is very effective as the 
maximum number of BSs at any given point in time is 
switched off. This results in considerable amount of energy 
savings. The authors managed a 71% energy saving using the 
scheme. Their solution is also not so complex hence 
implementation is very easy. However, the solution is silent 
on the actual process involved in re-associating UEs to the 
remaining active neighbouring BSs. This is a very delicate 
process which, if not handled properly will result in a 
compromised QoS.    

The scheme that was presented by authors in [1] 
involves the monitoring of individual BS activity and the 
moment inactivity or underutilisation is detected, the BS is 
switched off. The underutilised BS goes into wilting or a 
progressive switch off to prevent call interruptions and 
subsequently call drops. During the wilting phase, the few 
UEs within the cell in which a BS is switching off , are 
handed over to still active neighbouring BSs that have to 
increase their transmit powers slightly to cover those areas. 
Figure 3 shows an example of cell wilting. 

 

 
Figure 3: Cell wilting [1] 

 
With this proposed solution, if a UE encounters some 

unacceptable degradation with no possibility of being handed 
over to a willing neighbour, it alerts the about to switch off 
BS and the switching off process is halted. On switching on a 
sleeping BS, the process is such that the BS power is raised 
slowly through a progressive switch on process the authors 
called BS blossoming. This process prevents denial of service 
and call drops. 

 
This ensures that an acceptable QoS is maintained at all 

times. From the case study that the authors carried out on a 
portion of Munich in Germany, they came to the conclusion 
that wake up transients associated with the system are very 
short and thus are acceptable in a network where wilting and 
sleep modes technologies are used.          

                            
The biggest benefit scheme has is its mechanism to 

handle BS sleep and switch on transients. A strong signal 
from a BS that is switched on too fast can cause a UE to lose 

connection that might be receiving a weak signal from a 
distant BS because of the generated strong interference.  The 
scheme handles this process very well. On the negative side, 
the proposed solution does not adequately address the 
problem of inter-cell interference and coverage holes. As BSs 
gradually increase their spheres of influences, their areas of 
overlap increase and hence mutual interference also increase. 
It is not mentioned in the report how this problem is dealt 
with.       

                                            
In [21], authors proposed a distributed BS switching 

algorithm that they called SWES where BSs and UEs 
periodically share amongst themselves information such as 
signal strength and system load. There is no central 
controller required. The BS that has the least network impact 
is switched off and users served by that BS are handed over to 
the second best BS. Network impact helps to quantify how 
the switching off process affects the system load. 
Mathematically, it is given by: 

 
) , .                    (1) 

Where   is network impact,                               
 is the internal system load of BS n,                                      
  are neighbouring BSs,                                         

 is the external load from b to n.    
 

Using the network impact, each BS decides whether it 
has to switch off or to remain on. Before a BS switches off, it 
sends a request to switch off to neighbouring BSs and then 
switches off after being cleared to do so by the neighbours. 
This is done to ensure that the neighbouring BSs do not end 
up being overloaded by the extra traffic load coming from the 
switching off BS. For the BS to switch back on, neighbouring 
BSs play a leading role in the process by ensuring that the 
sleeping BS is switched on when the traffic load reaches the 
same value that it was originally switched off on. This 
algorithm the authors are proposing here is the same one that 
they proposed in [22]. With their algorithm, the authors 
claimed that 80% energy savings can be achieved which is 
quite substantial. The fact that the algorithm does not require 
a central controller means it does not suffer from problems 
associated with failure of a central controller that tends to 
bring down the whole network in the event that the controller 
fails. 

However, since the switching ON and OFF is not 
centrally controlled, there is a strong possibility of having 
coverage holes in the cellular network using this scheme. 
Also, in the event that the Request to Switch off (RTSO) and 
the Clear to Switch off (CTSO) signals are exchanged 
simultaneously, the proposed algorithm might operate 
ineffectively leading to a compromised QoS. 

 
Researchers in [23] developed an algorithm that can be 

used to switch ON/OFF BSs in densely deployed networks 
where each BS would be serving a reasonably small number 
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of UEs. A decision to switch off a BS is reached after 
considering the traffic load of neighbouring BSs. The 
proposed heuristic algorithm involves ranking the BSs 
according to their traffic load and BSs whose traffic load is 
below a certain prescribed threshold; taking into 
consideration a certain call blocking probability constraint, 
are switched off. The proposed algorithm also considers a 
minimum holding time during which time a BS cannot 
change its state. This prevents frequent mode switching so as 
to save equipment. A BS can only be switched off if all its 
current UEs can be handed over to neighbouring active BSs 
otherwise the switch off process is halted. The proposed 
scheme, when simulated, was able to maintain a target of 1% 
blocking probability almost all the time. The authors however 
could not guarantee the target blocking probability if system 
is monitored over an extended period of time. Their results 
show that the proposed algorithm leaves the network with a 
number of active BSs that matches the varying network 
traffic. This ensures that the energy the network consumes at 
any given point in time is the energy that is required at that 
time. There is no wastage and that is Green Cellular 
Communications at its best. The scheme has an element of 
holding time during which time the BS cannot change state. 
This is good for the equipment since there is no frequent 
mode switching. The proposed scheme is not so complex 
hence implementation is easy.   

 
The holding time can also work against the system in 

that BSs might fail to switch ON or OFF at the time they are 
supposed to do so in order to observe the holding time. This 
can result in coverage holes which are one of the biggest 
problems in schemes that in involve temporarily switching 
OFF BSs. 

 
Another BS sleeping algorithm was advanced by 

researchers in [24]. The algorithm makes use of two 
thresholds, the lower and upper thresholds. The difference 
between these two limits should be large enough to prevent 
the so called ping pong effect. Under this scheme, BSs in a 
cluster of seven BSs share information pertaining to their 
traffic loads. BSs with an utilisation that is lower than the 
prescribed lower threshold broadcast their utilisation values. 
From these broadcast messages, a BS that has the lowest 
utilisation then broadcasts intention to switch off. If 
neighbouring BSs after checking their own utilisation, agree 
to take over the extra load from this BS, they give thumbs up 
signal for the handover and the switching off procedure to 
commence. This long process ensures that no two BSs can 
switch OFF at the same time within the same cluster 
otherwise some handovers might be affected in the process. 
When the BS finally switches OFF, then the remaining BSs 
memorise the status of this sleeping BS. The authors 
simulated the proposed solution on a homogeneous network 
of fifteen macro BSs and the results obtained showed a 
marked reduction in energy consumption in a cellular 
network. Again, due to the presence of a long holding time, 

the equipment is saved from frequent mode changes and this 
increases the equipment’s reliability. The system is 
decentralised as switching ON/OFF decision can be taken for 
a cluster of seven cells. This makes manageability easier 
because of the modularity that the system uses. The system 
also posted substantial energy savings from the simulations 
made.    

                          
On the negative side, the system was simulated on a 

homogenous network and considering that future networks 
are most of them going to be heterogeneous networks, its 
performance on such networks remains unknown.           
         

Authors in [25] proposed a centralised algorithm where 
BSs share their ON/OFF status with a central controller unit. 
This information sent to the controller is sorted out using the 
following sorting rules: 
 Least-Load (LL) - In this sorting, BSs are arranged 

starting with a BS with the smallest number of 
associated UEs to the one that has the highest number of 
UEs. 

 Most-Overlapped (OV)-This strategy takes into 
consideration overlapping coverage areas among 
neighbouring BSs. 

 
The algorithm then checks whether there is a candidate 

BS that can be put out to sleep. A candidate BS, if found, is 
removed from the current BS topology. If this residual 
topology can still fulfil coverage and capacity requirements, 
then the candidate BS is switched OFF after its few users 
would have been handed over to neighbouring BSs. From 
simulations conducted by the researchers, it was discovered 
that there were significant energy savings during the time 
when the network is not so busy. They discovered that the 
energy that is consumed by a network using their proposed 
solution is 50% of the energy that is consumed by a network 
where an Always-ON scheme is used during the time that 
traffic is very low. With LL being used, energy savings of 
between 17% and 28% can be achieved. 

 
Since the system is centralised, it can effectively deal 

with the issue of coverage holes. By making use of the OV 
strategy, the proposed technology also caters for interference 
that is likely to creep into the system when BSs increase their 
transmit powers to cover areas where BSs would have 
switched OFF. 

 
The solution is however silent on issues of BS-UE 

association which is very critical in BS sleeping technologies. 

The researchers in [26] came up with a BS sleeping 
algorithm that makes use of an adaptive threshold. The 
authors combined BSs and Relay Stations (RS) in their 
proposed network. RSs are located at the edges of cells. The 
BSs and the RSs on the cell edges cannot be ON at the same 
time, which means that if the central BS is on, the 
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surrounding RSs will be in dormant mode. The RSs may at 
certain instances amplify and forward, or decode and forward 
signals between BSs and UEs. The algorithm uses the 
prevailing network traffic to fix the switching ON/OFF 
pattern of the central BS dynamically. The decision to switch 
off is made at fixed intervals. The authors managed to 
evaluate the performance of their proposal and they 
compared it to other modes of BS operation by using 
extensive simulations. The adaptive threshold scheme 
managed a 53% energy saving. Figure 4 shows a comparison 
of the adaptive threshold method compared to the fixed 
threshold of 0.5. 

 
Figure 4: Normalised traffic profile of the centre BS with fixed and adaptive 

switching thresholds levels [26] 
 

As can be seen from figure 4, high thresholds can be 
achieved with the adaptive threshold scheme. A higher 
switching threshold maintains the desired QoS and allows a 
longer interval for the BS to stay in either the RS or sleep 
mode thereby ensuring a higher energy saving. The energy 
savings are summarised in Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Energy saving percentages in different operation modes with fixed and 
adaptive thresholds [26] 

Switching 
algorithm 

Always on 
(%) 

BS sleeping 
(%) 

BS-RS 
switching 
(%) 

Fixed-
threshold 

        0 20.4 39.4 

Adaptive -
threshold 

        0 32.8 53.4 

 
The adaptive threshold method results in substantial 

energy savings as can be noticed on table 2. 
 

The adaptive threshold method, though being effective 
for energy savings, is a rather complex mechanism which 
makes implementation on an extensive scale very difficult. 

In  [27] researchers came up with a Dynamic Traffic 
Aware (DTA)  and Dynamic traffic and Interference Aware 
(DTIA) algorithms that can be used together with BS 
sleeping schemes to decide on the best BS to switch OFF for 
maximum energy saving. DTA switches off BSs if traffic has 

gone below a prescribed threshold. Before a BS is switched 
OFF, it has to be ascertained that the neighbouring BSs can 
handle the extra traffic coming from the BS that has to be 
switched OFF. The set of BSs that are put to sleep however 
might not be the best since the DTA only uses the fixed 
threshold to switch OFF the BSs. To always have a situation 
where the best set of less active BSs being switched OFF, the 
authors introduced DTIA which incorporates interference 
into the switching off process. With this scheme, each active 
BS collects information pertaining to the prevailing traffic 
and also interference levels from UEs in their neighbouring 
cells. This information is then used to prepare a utility 
function for each BS that takes into consideration the impact 
of both interference and traffic. The authors then went on to 
simulate 5 by 5 hexagon cells having an inter-side of 
1.732km and they chose 0.6 as the traffic threshold and 
produced the results in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Comparing DTA and DTIA over a 24 hour period [27] 

 
It can be seen from figure 5 that DTIA keeps more BSs 

in the sleep mode in the morning while it switches off less in 
the evening.                            

 
The energy savings are quite significant. The system 

also uses interference in deciding when to switch off BSs and 
this assists in maintaining the QoS at the desired levels.  

 
The process of BS-UE association is also thoroughly 

dealt with and this is good for QoS. The strategy introduced 
in [28] makes use of Holt-Winter forecast method to decide at 
what point to switch off BSs. The technique is a recursive 
scheme that updates at each observation of the phenomena in 
question. This technique is an extension of exponential 
smoothing that is used to forecast future values using past 
values. This prediction is then used to decide the points at 
which certain BSs have to be switched OFF. 

 
 If it so happens that the number of channels needed at a 

certain time is far less than what the network can offer, then 
the BS with the lowest load is switched OFF first. The BS is 
switched OFF after verifying that all communications 
currently using the BS are successfully handed over to 
neighbouring BSs.  The authors evaluated their proposed 
scheme by use of software simulations and concluded that it 
produced greater energy savings at night. 

Where the prevailing traffic conditions differ slightly 
with the norm, the proposed solution is likely to introduce 
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some degradation in the  QoS since the system makes use of 
the Holt-Winter forecast method to decide on the threshold.    

 
3.   Contributions of this paper 
             

In this paper several methods that have been specifically 
been advanced by researchers that deal with the reduction of 
energy consumption by the BS have been investigated and 
analysed. This makes it easier for researchers to find 
information of BS sleeping technologies in one place and 
they can then use the information to come up with the best 
scheme that can be used. 

 
4.    Conclusion 
 

In this paper, the latest technologies that researchers 
have proposed with regards to BS sleeping technologies have 
been investigated. Most of these technologies result in a 
significant amount of energy saving. However, there have not 
been many proposals specifically for heterogeneous networks, 
which are networks of the future. More still needs to be done 
in this regard. 
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Abstract— Hyper-dense deployment of base stations (BSs)
with carrier aggregation (CA) is being considered as a
promising technique to improve the capacity and coverage
for Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) user equipments
(UEs). However, the increasing energy consumption used to
support this type of structure might lead to a significant im-
pact on operating expenditure of their service providers. To ef-
ficiently leverage energy for network throughput enhancement,
a weighted energy efficiency (EE)-based resource allocation
(WEERA) algorithm is proposed to improve network EE
under the quality-of-service (QoS) requirement. The proposed
algorithm is a desirability-based heuristic method together
with convex optimization over the subset of decision variables,
which can efficiently perform BS association, component
carrier (CC) assignment, resource block (RB) scheduling, and
power allocation. Simulation results show that our method
enjoys higher EE in CA-based cellular networks.

1. Introduction
Carrier aggregation (CA) is an important feature of cellular

networks, which is supported in 3rd Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP) Release 10 to allow cellular networks to make

the best use of spectrum. The component carrier (CC) can

have a bandwidth of 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15 or 20 MHz and a

maximum of five CCs can be aggregated, thus up to 100 MHz

of spectral chunks can be aggregated for data transmission.

Besides, cellular networks using small cells drawn much

attention recently due to their potential gain to bring network

closer to user. Both small cells and CA technique are viewed

as a key revolution to enhance the capacity and coverage in

next generation wireless networks.

While the conventional approach of providing more re-

sources for Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) user

equipments (UEs) can result in more diversity gain for

scheduling, the complexity in processing such as energy

consumption and interference management might lead to the

degradation of energy efficiency (EE). Therefore, the energy

saving is investigated as well as data capacity enhancement in

this paper. Considering the heterogeneous network (HetNet)

structure with multiple low power base stations (BSs), a

1This work was in part funded by the Aiming for the Top University
and Elite Research Center Development Plan, NSC 102-2221-E-009-018-
MY3, the MediaTek research center at National Chiao Tung University, the
Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI), and the Telecommunication
Laboratories at Chunghwa Telecom Co. Ltd, Taiwan.

joint BS association and radio resource allocation method is

discussed in [1] to choose suitable serving BSs and maximize

network throughput. Since the energy conservation is quite

as important as spectrum efficiency, the literatures [2] and [3]

paid attention on EE optimization problem. The above studies

tend to translate a combinatorial optimization problem with

convex relaxation, but the globe optimal solution cannot be

found in polynomial time since the computational complexity

is still high. Therefore, many heuristic approaches with sub-

optimal solutions have been proposed to schedule resources

[4][5].

In order to efficiently achieve the potential gain from

hyper-dense deployment with CA technology, the design of

resource allocation optimization should be considered. The

EE maximization problem in this paper is addressed as a

joint problem of BS association, CC assignment, resource

block (RB) scheduling and power allocation. To realize the

EE enhancement under the consideration of computational

complexity, a joint operation of heuristic algorithm and con-

vex optimization method is proposed, called weighted EE-

based resource allocation (WEERA). The desirability-based

heuristic algorithms are employed to make the decisions of

BS association and CC assignment. Desirability is proposed

as a performance metric in [6] to realize interference reduction

and more efficient resource utilization. Furthermore, a convex

relaxation is introduced to solve the remaining subset of

variables, namely, the policies of RB scheduling and power

allocation. Since the combinatorial problem is transformed

into a concave one, the dual decomposition approch can be

utilized to find the decision strategies for EE maximization.

The overall description of our work is illustrated in the

following sections.

2. System Model and Problem Formula-
tion

Consider a cellular network with M evolved Node Bs

(eNBs) aim to serve K UEs. Both eNBs and UEs are equipped

with a single antenna and share the frequency resources for

data transmission. The bandwidth in LTE-A system consists

of J CCs. The CCs utilized in LTE-A standard can be

categorized into primary CC (PCC) and secondary CC (SCC),

the former is picked to handle control information as well

as quality-of-service (QoS) support, and the latter is used as

supplementary spectrum resource for data transmission. Each
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CC j is divided into Rj RBs with equal bandwidth W . In this

section, an overview on the transmission model and the design

of EE optimization problem for downlink cellular network

with CA are described as follow.

It is assumed that open access is supported for all eNBs, but

each UE belongs to exactly one cell. UE can make connection

with eNB and handle the network entry process in the control

channel through PCC. As LTE-A system can leverage CA for

multi-CC transmission, the eNB first configures a suitable CC

set for each associated UE. The CC configuration involves

two-step procedures to select one PCC and supplemental

SCCs. Then RB assignment is introduced to avoid mutual

interference among UEs within the same cell, whereas there

exists inter-cell interference. To further enhance the network

performance with the consideration of QoS requirements,

power allocation is adopted for each transmission link.

The main goal of our discussion is to maximize network

EE, denoted as ψ, under the data rate requirements and re-

source limitations. This can be achieved by optimally solving

the decision policies of BS association, CC assignment, RB

scheduling, and power allocation. The corresponding variables

of this problem are listed in Table 1. For simplicity, it is

desirable to symbolize these solution sets as α, β, ρ, and

P. Note that α, β, and ρ are binary indicators for resource

allocation as either assigned (equal to one) or not (equal to

zero).

Per aforementioned definitions, the QoS-aware EE maxi-

mization problem can be modeled mathematically as

max
α,β,ρ,P

ψ(α,β,ρ,P) (1a)

s.t.

M∑
m=1

αm,k ≤ 1, ∀k, (1b)

J∑
j=1

βm,k
j [1] ≤ 1, ∀m, ∀k, (1c)

2∑
l=1

βm,k
j [l] ≤ 1, ∀m, ∀k, ∀j, (1d)

J∑
j=1

L∑
l=1

βm,k
j [l] ≤ J(max), ∀m, ∀k, (1e)

K∑
k=1

ρm,k
j,r ≤ 1, ∀m, ∀j, ∀r, (1f)

Pm
(T)(α,β,ρ,P) ≤ Pm

(max), ∀m, (1g)

Ck
(P)(α,β,ρ,P) ≥ Ck

(th), ∀k, (1h)

where (1b) and (1c) restrict that each UE is only allowed to as-

sociate with one eNB and can be configured at most one PCC

respectively. Constraint (1d) excludes the CC repeatability and

(1e) means that each UE can be assigned at most J(max) CCs,

which is defined in standard [7]. (1f) implicitly imposes a

fairness constraint since no UE can dominate the RB reuse

process within the same cell. The maximum allowed transmit

power constraint for each eNB, i.e., Pm
(max), is limited in (1g),

Table 1

DECISION POLICIES

Variable Definition

αm,k Tendency to associate UE k with eNB m

βm,k
j [1] Tendency to configure CC j as PCC to UE k served

by eNB m

βm,k
j [2] Tendency to configure CC j as SCC to UE k served

by eNB m

ρm,k
j,r Tendency to assign RB r within CC j to UE k served

by eNB m

pm,k
j,r Transmit power for eNB m to UE k on RB r within

CC j

where the transmit power allocated to eNB m is written as

Pm
(T) =

K∑
k=1

αm,k
J∑

j=1

2∑
l=1

βm,k
j [l]

Rj∑
r=1

ρm,k
j,r pm,k

j,r . (2)

The condition in (1h) specifies that each UE is required to

satisfy its target data rate Ck
(th) on PCC according to the QoS

requirement. Ck
(P) in (1h) is the achievable data rate for UE

k on PCC, which is formulated as

Ck
(P) =

M∑
m=1

αm,k
J∑

j=1

βm,k
j [1]

Rj∑
r=1

ρm,k
j,r cm,k

j,r , (3)

where cm,k
j,r is the capacity for each transmission link. Denoted

Im,k
j,r as the interference experienced by UE k in a specific

channel, cm,k
j,r can be expressed as

cm,k
j,r = W log2(1 +

pm,k
j,r gm,k

j,r

Im,k
j,r +WN0

). (4)

For downlink transmission, the network EE is conventionally

defined as the ratio of average sum rate to the total transmit

power consumption. Therefore, the objective function in (1a)

is given by

ψ =
C(total)

M∑
m=1

Pm
(T)

, (5)

where

C(total) =
K∑

k=1

M∑
m=1

αm,k
J∑

j=1

2∑
l=1

βm,k
j [l]

Rj∑
r=1

ρm,k
j,r cm,k

j,r . (6)

The optimization problem (1) is treated as a mixed in-

teger programming problem that is in general NP-hard for

the optimal solutions. For reducing the computational cost

and realizing comparatively efficient resource allocation, a

weighted EE-based resource allocation method is proposed

in next section.
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3. Weighted Energy Efficiency-Based Re-
source Allocation

In this section, a polynomial-time algorithm is proposed

for EE maximization under the QoS constraint. We illustrate

this algorithm with two main concepts, called desirability-

based decision strategy and convex optimization over subset

of variables. The former is employed to efficiently utilize the

resources on both BSs and CCs, and the latter is introduced

to meet the constrained optimization by dynamic allocating

RB and power. The decision strategy which results in better

EE can be determined by the joint operation of the above-

mentioned ideas.

3.1 Desirability-Based Base Station Association
(DBSA)

In multi-cell scenarios, the received reference signal re-

ceived power (RSRP) is viewed as a measurement of channel

quality. While a UE performs cell selection or handover, the

eNB with highest RSRP is conventionally expected to be

associated. However, the interference from neighboring cells

might result in serious performance degradation. As a result,

the BS desirability is developed into

d̄m,k =

J∑
j=1

Υm,k
j

M∑
m=1

J∑
j=1

Υm,k
j

, (7)

where Υm,k
j is the RSRP received by UE k from eNB m on

CC j. The eNB m∗ with the largest d̄m
∗,k will be selected

by UE k, that is,

αm∗,k = 1 with m∗ = arg max
m

d̄m,k, ∀k. (8)

From the perspective of a certain UE, the BS desirability

provides additional information when RSRP is not sufficient

to make a reliable BS association.

3.2 Desirability-Based Component Carrier As-
signment (DCA)

After the procedure of BS association, eNBs tend to desig-

nate a suitable CC set for their corresponding UEs. The CC

desirability for UE k served by eNB m is given similarly to

(7), namely,

d̃m,k
j =

Υm,k
j

K∑
k=1

αm,kΥm,k
j

. (9)

It can be observed that the developed CC desirability can

prevent the load imbalance problem since it is preferred to

configure different CCs to UEs within the same cell.

CC assignment involves two-step procedures to configure

one PCC and supplemental SCCs. The PCC is selected for

Initialize

i = 1 and ψ(th) = 0

Switch on one more

CC for each UE 

by (9) and (10)

Calculate ψ by RSPA

ψ ≤ ψ(th) ψ(th) = ψ

Finish

Start

i = i+1

Yes

No

Yes
i > J(max)

No

Fig. 1

FLOW CHART OF DCA SCHEME.

each UE with the highest d̃m,k
j , which can be presented as

βm,k
j∗ [1] = 1 with j∗ = arg max

j
d̃m,k
j , ∀m, ∀k. (10)

Then the remaining CCs will sequentially turn on as SCCs

as the same manner in (10). Each time that one more

CC switched on, the RB scheduling and power allocation

(RSPA) scheme is performed for EE maximization, which is

introduced in next subsection. The remaining CCs will stop

switching on as EE limits up or (1e) is unsatisfied.

The detailed procedure for DCA algorithm is described in

Fig. 1, where i is the number of active CCs configured to

each UE. Note that i of all UEs are set up with the same

value in this paper. Dynamically modified i for each UE can

get better performance, which is leaving for future work.

3.3 Resource Block Scheduling and Power Allo-
cation (RSPA)

In this section, the non-convex combinatorial problem in

(1) is transformed into a concave optimization by introducing

fractional programing (FP) [8] and the relaxation of discrete

variables. Then, the resulting RB and power allocation prob-

lem is solved by Lagrangian dual decomposition method [8].

FP is an iterative algorithm that can be used for solving

a non-linear problem. The objective in (1a) expressed in a

fractional form can be rewritten as a subtractive form by

adopting FP. Without loss of generality, the following holds

true at the optimal EE value of ψ∗

max
ρ,P

C(total)(ρ,P)− ψ∗
M∑

m=1

Pm
(T)(ρ,P) = 0. (11)
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Dinkelbach [9] had proposed an iterative method to find the

feasible ψ values by solving the equivalent subtractive con-

cave problems. Since α and β can be obtained by employing

the algorithms of DBSA and DCA, the optimization problem

in (1) can be reformulated as

max
ρ,P

C(total)(ρ,P)− ψ
M∑

m=1

Pm
(T)(ρ,P) (12a)

s.t. 0 ≤ ρm,k
j,r ≤ 1, ∀m, ∀k, ∀j, ∀r, (12b)

(1f), (1g), (1h),

where (12b) is generated by relaxing the RB scheduling

constraint into a continuous variable.

A dual decomposition method, called Lagrangian, together

with a sub-gradient method [8] are then introduced to solve

(12). The Lagrangian function is given by

L(ρ,P;σ,η,λ,φ,θ) = C(total) − ψ
M∑

m=1

Pm
(T)

+
M∑

m=1

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

Rj∑
r=1

σm,k
j,r ρm,k

j,r

−
M∑

m=1

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

Rj∑
r=1

ηm,k
j,r (ρm,k

j,r − 1)

−
M∑

m=1

J∑
j=1

Rj∑
r=1

λm
j,r

(
K∑

k=1

ρm,k
j,r − 1

)

+
K∑

k=1

φk
(
Ck

(P) − Ck
(th)

)

−
M∑

m=1

θm
(
Pm
(T) − Pm

(max)

)
,

(13)

where σ, η, λ, φ, and θ are the sets of Lagrangian multipliers

associated with the resource limitations and the required

minimum data rate constraints with non-negative elements

σm,k
j,r , ηm,k

j,r , λm
j,r, φk, and θm respectively. For notational

brevity, denoted Δ = {σ,η,λ,φ,θ} and the actual transmit

power on a certain RB as

εm,k
j,r = ρm,k

j,r pm,k
j,r . (14)

According to standard optimization techniques and the

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, the optimal transmit

power and RB allocation, denoted by ε̂m,k
j,r and ρ̂m,k

j,r , should

satisfy

∂L(ρ,P,Δ)

∂ε̂m,k
j,r

{
= 0, ε̂m,k

j,r > 0,

< 0, ε̂m,k
j,r = 0,

∀m, ∀k, ∀j, ∀r, (15)

∂L(ρ,P,Δ)

∂ρ̂m,k
j,r

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

< 0, ρ̂m,k
j,r = 0,

= 0, 0 < ρ̂m,k
j,r < 1,

> 0, ρ̂m,k
j,r = 1,

∀m, ∀k, ∀j, ∀r, (16)

which are first-order sufficient and necessary conditions for

optimality. The optimal allocated power p̂m,k
j,r for all m, k, j,

and r can be readily obtained as

p̂m,k
j,r =

ε̂m,k
j,r

ρm,k
j,r

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
W

(
2∑

l=1

βm,k
j [l] + φkβm,k

j [1]

)

ln2
2∑

l=1

βm,k
j [l] (ψ + θm)

− Im,k
j,r +WN0

gm,k
j,r

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

+

.

(17)

It can be observed that (17) follows as a multi-level water-

filling.

From (16), the following first-order derivation with respect

to ρ̂m,k
j,r can be obtained by

∂L(ρ,P,Δ)

∂ρ̂m,k
j,r

= Rm,k
j,r + σm,k

j,r − ηm,k
j,r − λm

j,r, (18)

where

Rm,k
j,r =

W

ln2

(
αm,k

2∑
l=1

βm,k
j [l] + φkαm,kβm,k

j [1]

)

· ln
(
1 +

p̂m,k
j,r gm,k

j,r

Im,k
j,r +WN0

)

− (ψ + θm)αm,k
2∑

l=1

βm,k
j [l]p̂m,k

j,r .

(19)

Each RB r within CC j is allocated to a specific UE k having

the highest value of Rm,k
j,r in each cell m for the purpose of

achieving the highest increase in L(ρ,P,Δ). The optimal

scheduling for RBs is decided as

ρ̂m,k∗
j,r = 1|k∗=arg max

k
Rm,k

j,r
, ∀m, ∀j, ∀r. (20)

Furthermore, a sub-gradient method that exploits iterative

approach as in [10] is utilized to update the Lagrangian

multipliers, which is given by

σm,k
j,r (n+ 1) =

[
σm,k
j,r (n)− s(n)ρm,k

j,r

]+
, (21a)

ηm,k
j,r (n+ 1) =

[
ηm,k
j,r (n) + s(n)

(
ρm,k
j,r − 1

)]+
, (21b)

λm(n+ 1) =

[
λm
j,r(n) + s(n)

(
K∑

k=1

ρm,k
j,r − 1

)]+
,

(21c)

φk(n+ 1) =
[
φ(n)− s(n)

(
Ck

(P) − Ck
(th)

)]+
, (21d)

θm(n+ 1) =
[
θm(n) + s(n)

(
Pm
(T) − Pm

(max)

)]+
, (21e)

where n is the iteration index. s(n) = κ√
n

is the step size

and κ is a tunable constant. The detailed procedure for RSPA

scheme is described in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: RSPA Algorithm

1: Initialize iteration counter τ = 0 and the maximum

number of iterations T(max)

2: Initialize the maximum energy efficiency ψ = 0 and

the maximum tolerance ε
3: repeat
4: Initialize Lagrangian multipliers Δ
5: repeat
6: Maximize: Calculate p̂m,k

j,r and ρ̂m,k
j,r by (17) and

(20)

7: Tighten : Update Δ with p̂m,k
j,r and ρ̂m,k

j,r by (21)

8: until Lagrange convergence

9: Calculate the objective in (12a) with p̂m,k
j,r and ρ̂m,k

j,r

10: if Objective in (12a) < ε then
11: FP converge = true
12: Calculate optimal EE ψ∗ by (5) with p̂m,k

j,r and

ρ̂m,k
j,r

13: return ψ∗

14: else
15: Reset ψ by (5) with p̂m,k

j,r and ρ̂m,k
j,r

16: increment τ
17: FP convergence = false
18: end if
19: until FP convergence = true or τ > T(max)

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, simulation results are provided. Consider

the HetNet system consisted of five small cells underlying one

macro cell with inter-site distance 500 m. The macro eNB can

be viewed as three independent BSs since it is equipped with

three-directional antennas. The maximum allowable transmit

power Pm
(max) for macro and small BS are 49 dBm and

24 dBm respectively. Moreover, the channel model used for

simulation is referred to [11], and the available CCs which

can be aggregated for downlink data transmission are referred

to [7].

In Fig. 2, the EE of proposed WEERA and RSRP-based

scheme versus the number of available CCs is plotted under

K = 10 and J(max) = 5. The RSRP-based scheme is designed

by replacing the desirability in our proposed scheme with

RSRP. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm can provide

better EE than RSRP-based scheme due to the consideration

of interference. As the increase of J , the flexibility of CC

assignment becomes higher and the co-channel interference

might be lower. Therefore, the EE provided by our method

will increase with J , while the EE in RSRP-based scheme will

saturate since all UEs are extremely possible to choose the

same CCs for data transmission. Also, the outage probability

is analyzed in Fig. 3, which is defined as the chance of QoS

unsatisfaction for UEs. It can be observed that the RSRP-

based scheme is challenged by higher outage probability

since the same CC might be configured as PCC for UEs as

mentioned previously.
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EE COMPARISON OF PROPOSED WEERA SCHEME TO RSRP-BASED
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OUTAGE PROBABILITY COMPARISON OF PROPOSED WEERA SCHEME TO

RSRP-BASED SCHEME UNDER K = {10, 15, 20}, J = 8, AND

J(max) = 5.

Fig. 4 depicts EE versus J(max) under K = {10, 15, 20}
and J = 8. While the less CCs can be configured to each UE,

the spectrum used for each UE will decrease as K increases.

Therefore, the more energy would be consumed to guarantee

data rate requirements, which leads to lower EE gain. How-

ever, the reversal performance will appear with higher J(max)

since the resources are sufficient enough to realize multi-user

diversity gain. The merits of proposed scheme in CA-based

cellular network can therefore be observed.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the EE maximization problem has been

investigated to improve network performance under the QoS

constraints. The BS association and radio resource alloca-

tion problem are modeled as a mixed-integer programming

problem, and then a joint operation of both desirability-

based heuristic algorithm and convex optimization method

is proposed to efficiently assign resources. Contrasted to the
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conventional RSRP-based resource allocation algorithm, the

proposed desirability-based scheme can achieve higher EE

and finalize more efficient resource utilization. Furthermore,

an analysis of outage probability have also provided. Sim-

ulation results show that the proposed WEERA is able to

provide satisfactory performance in cellular networks with CA

technology.
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Abstract— A wireless sensor network enables monitoring
in a wide area by distributing many sensor nodes. The typ-
ical method of wireless communication in sensor networks
is flooding. In flooding, each node broadcasts data. This
method requires each node to transmit data many times and
entails such problems as low energy efficiency and packet
collisions. An alternative method of indoor communication
is visible light communication; however, visible light com-
munication has a low cost-effectiveness for a sensor network
which handles small-size data, considering the requirement
of devices such as a modulator. Hence, the authors propose
a data communication method which does not use wireless
communication but uses commonly available lightings and
illuminance sensors. This study examines a communication
scheme which transmits data to illuminance sensors by
causing continuous variations in illuminance within a range
not sensible by human eyes in an environment free of external
light, and methods to increase the communication speed.

Keywords: sensor networks, sensor nodes, lights

1. Introduction
In recent years, wireless sensor networks have drawn

attention as a technology to control office or home appli-

ances, control crop production facilities in agriculture, traffic

monitoring or natural disaster monitoring [1]．A wireless

sensor network enables wide area monitoring by placing

many sensor nodes in the space which transmit sensing

data. Each sensor node has such capabilities as sensing

the temperature/humidity status of the target under monitor-

ing, sending and receiving the sensing data and arithmetic

processing. Meanwhile, being wireless means that wireless

sensor nodes have limited power supply. Hence, to prolong

the life and minimize the operating cost of a wireless sensor

network, a high level of energy efficiency is needed in sensor

nodes control. In sensor networks, flooding is the most

typical method of wireless communication for transmitting

the status information from sensors. While flooding is the

simplest and strongest method of communication between

nodes, all sensor nodes comprising the network are subject

to communication loads because all sensor nodes broadcast

status information. In a sensor network composed of sensor

nodes with restrained power supply, flooding causes heavy

communication loads. To solve these problems, there have

been many research endeavors to develop more efficient

methods of communication between sensor nodes based

on flooding [2][3][4]．However, as long as using wireless

communication, the possibilities of change in the commu-

nication environment from obstacles or node arrangement

as well as packet losses, cannot be neglected. Hence, we

propose a communication method not relying on wireless

communication, to alleviate communication loads on a sen-

sor network and increase the energy efficiency of sensor

nodes. This study proposes a data communication method

which does not rely on wireless communication, but uti-

lizes the luminance control features of commonly available

dimmable ceiling lights and luminance sensor nodes. The

proposed method transmits data to the sensor nodes within

the radiation of a lighting fixture all at once, eliminating the

need of broadcasting and realizing high energy efficiency.

We will also examine a communication algorithm without

regard to effects of external factors other than the luminance

of lighting fixtures such as daylight, and approaches to

considering a higher communication speed.

2. Related work
2.1 Visible light communication

In recent years, the advancement of communication tech-

nologies has made wireless communication ubiquitously

available. Meanwhile, for the users of wireless communica-

tion, there are no means to know from where data are sent

or where they are going. To solve this problem in wireless

communication using radio waves, research in visible light

communication has been underway [5]．Visible light com-

munication is a communication method which uses lighting

for data communication. Visible light communication is

considered to have the following three advantages: first,

users can visually know that a transmitter is sending data.

The sender can recognize by light that the data are being

sent while the receiver can know the sender by recognizing

the light source. Secondly, it enables secure communication.

Since the communication is visible, just physically blocking

light is enough to realize secure communication. Thirdly,

visible light communication using the light from lighting

fixtures can be used safely in areas where the use of

radio waves is restricted, such as hospitals and airplanes.

Conventional methods of visible light communication use
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visible light, which is an electromagnetic radiation of 0.4

-0.7 micrometers in wavelength to communicate informa-

tion. By flashing an LED at a speed too high for human

eyes to recognize, it communicates information to terminals

equipped with a receiving device. The receiving device

is typically a high-resolution photo diode or a high-speed

image sensor. Hence, it is difficult to apply these methods to

an existing network consisting of illuminance sensors. This

study intends to realize a communication method applica-

ble to existing common sensor networks by realizing data

communication using illuminance sensors.

2.2 Flooding
Flooding is a method commonly used for transmitting

status information obtained by sensors. In flooding, since

packet communication to the whole sensor network is en-

abled by all sensor nodes broadcasting status information,

all sensor nodes comprising the network are subject to

communication loads. Meanwhile, the power consumption

by packet communication shares a large part of the whole

power consumption by sensor nodes. Hence, for a sensor

network with restraints on power supply, energy efficient

control of packet communication is essential. Against this

backdrop, researches have been undertaken on ways to

increase energy efficiency by improving the methods of

route search in flooding [6]．However, power is nonetheless

consumed as long as the communication uses a wireless

technology. Therefore, we propose a communication method

which does not use wireless communication to reduce

communication loads on the sensor network to increase

the energy efficiency of sensor nodes. In this study, the

authors propose a data communication method which uses

no wireless communication but uses the luminance control

of commonly available dimmable ceiling lighting fixtures

and illuminance sensor nodes. In data communication using

luminance control, data transmission from the sink node

to sensor nodes will be possible: for example, this may

be used for sending commands to change the sampling

frequency to each sensor node or to operate the power

supply. When the luminance of a lighting fixture is altered,

the illuminance measured by sensor nodes will change; then

each sensor node refers to the luminance trend, and interprets

and receives it as a transmitted data. This method, sending

data to all sensor nodes within the area of radiation of a

lighting fixture at once, eliminates broadcasting to increase

energy efficiency.

3. Scheme of data communication using
ceiling lighting luminance control
3.1 Overview

In the data communication scheme using ceiling light-

ing luminance control, the system alters the luminance of

lighting fixtures so that the illuminance measured by sensor

nodes will change, and sensor nodes calculate luminance

changes, which realizes data communication. A possible

problem from illuminance changes is that user comfort

may be sacrificed if illuminances changes are sensed by

users. Hence, the illuminance changes need to be within the

range unnoticeable to users. Preceding studies have verified

that illuminance changes within 7% from the current value

cannot be sensed by human eyes [7]．Hence, assuming

an indoor environment, the data communication scheme

using ceiling lighting luminance control causes illuminance

changes within 7% of the current illuminance to realize data

communication. In order to propose a data communication

algorithm using ceiling lighting luminance control, the au-

thors investigated the trends of illuminance measured by

sensor nodes at lighting luminance changes.

3.2 Illuminance trend experiment using wire-
less sensor nodes

An experiment was conducted to verify how the illumi-

nance values measured by an illuminance sensor mounted

on a wireless sensor node change when changes within

about 7% of the current illuminance were given. For the

experiment, Crossbow’s MOTE MICAz was used as wireless

sensor nodes [8]．On a MOTE MICAz node, a general-

purpose external sensor board MDA088 was installed and

a lead-type NaPiCa [9] illuminance sensor was mounted

for obtaining illuminance values. The resistance between the

MDA088 and the NaPiCa illuminance sensor here is 430Ω.

The experiment was conducted in the laboratory at Doshisha

University, using 28 sets of a fullcolor LED lighting (DLA-

016E, SHARP Corporation), a wireless sensor node with

NaPiCa and a sink node. The illuminance measurement

interval for the illuminance sensor was set to 0.1 second.

Fig. 1 shows the plan of the experimental environment.

Fig. 2 shows a photo of a scene from the experiment.

The distance between a lighting and a wireless node placed

perpendicularly below the lighting was 1.9m. As shown in

Fig. 1, the wireless sensor node was placed right below the

lighting.

Sensor Node

Full-color LED

Figure 1: Environment for the illuminance measurement

experiment
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Figure 2: A scene from the illuminance measurement exper-

iment

It should be noted here that the values obtained by a

NaPiCa illuminance sensor do not directly show the illumi-

nance values themselves. Besides, this experiment does not

require accurate illuminance values because it is intended

to enable the reception of data from a lighting by having

a sensor node comparing illuminance values on relative

terms. Hence, for the purpose of this experiment, the values

obtained by a NaPiCa were corrected against a general-

purpose class A, ANA-F11 illuminance meter; using an

ANA-F11 illuminance meter capable of measuring illumi-

nance with high precision. The illuminance values obtained

from NaPiCa were corrected in this experiment. Equation 1

below is the correction formula.

Illana ≈ 2.096 ∗ Illnapica + 17 (1)

Illana : illuminance obtained by sensor ANA-F11 [lx]

Illnapica : value obtained by NaPiCa illuminace sensor

In an environment where the original desktop illuminance

is 500 lx, the illuminance was raised by 15 lx, 3% of

500 lx, and then brought down to the original value in 1

second, while the taking illuminance data. The experiment

was conducted in an environment in which the illuminance

sensor is free from effects of external light such as daylight.

Fig. 3 shows the history of illuminance measured at 0.1

second intervals.

As is indicated by Fig. 3, the illuminance changes sharply

when a luminance change is detected. In addition, there

constantly are small fluctuations in illuminance, which need

to be recognized as no change in illuminance. Based on the

experiment, a data communication algorithm using ceiling

lighting luminance control is proposed.

3.3 Data communication algorithm using ceil-
ing lighting luminance control

Since the illuminance measurement trend experiment us-

ing wireless sensor nodes demonstrated the existence of

constant illuminance fluctuations, it became clear that there

is a need of an algorithm which neglects these fluctuations

Figure 3: History of illuminance measured at 0.1 second

intervals

but regards only large illuminance changes as significant

illuminance changes. An algorithm of a data communication

scheme using ceiling lighting luminance control satisfying

this condition is described below. The proposed algorithm

assumes an environment in which illuminance sensors are

free from the effects of light other than from the lightings

such as daylight.

From Fig. 3, when the sensor detects a luminance change,

the illuminance value changes sharply, while some errors

in illuminance measurements occur even while the lighting

is kept on at a constant luminance, causing fluctuations

in illuminance values. Hence, it needs to be ensured that

sensors recognize only those illuminance changes occurring

upon a luminance change as illuminance changes caused

by data communication. For this purpose, in the proposed

method, the measured illuminance value is differentiated

from the previous illuminance value, and the algorithm

judges based on the gradient whether it is an illuminance

change caused by a luminance change or not.

The following paragraphs describe the algorithm more

specifically. The proposed algorithm is premised on the

condition that the data transmission interval is already known

to sensor nodes. The data transmission interval here is T[s].

The illuminance sensor obtains illuminance values n times

within T[s], and retains the current illuminance value and the

previous illuminance value. Then the gradient of illuminance

change is calculated using the current illuminance value

and the previous illuminance value: if it is not below the

threshold α, then it is deemed an illuminance change from

a luminance change. Meanwhile, the lighting converts the

data to transmit into a binary bit sequence and sends it bit

by bit. For the purpose of this method, the bit is "0" if the

gradient is below the thresholdα or "1" if it is not below the

threshold α. To indicate the start of communication to the

sensor node, "1" is sent as a start bit. When bits of the same

values are sent serially, the lighting is kept on at the same

luminance, resulting in no change in illuminance. Hence, it

determines whether 1 or 0 at the point of T seconds from the
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reception of a start bit, using the current illuminance value.

（1）The illuminance sensor obtains the current illuminance

value

（2）The lighting raises the luminance by x1%（when x1 <
7%） from the current luminance

（3）When the illuminance sensor detects a change in

illuminance, the gradient between before and after the

change is calculated.

（4） If the gradient is within the threshold, data communi-

cation is started.

（5）The lighting resets the luminance to the original lumi-

nance value.

（6）The gradient is calculated at every illuminance mea-

surement interval. Then the system waits for T/2

seconds.

（7）Upon detecting a gradient, the system calculates the

amount of change from the maximum illuminance and

minimum illuminance in the last T seconds, and deter-

mines received bit against the preconfigured threshold.

（8） If the gradient remains below the threshold for T

seconds after bit reception and the illuminance value

is in the original range, it is deemed 0.

This algorithm enables data communication using changes

in illuminance obtained by a sensor node as a communica-

tion medium, realized by changing the lighting luminance.

4. Increasing the speed of data commu-
nication using ceiling lighting luminance
control
4.1 Outline of the strategy for speedup

The speed of communication using the data communica-

tion algorithm based on ceiling lighting luminance control

depends on the bit transmission interval (T seconds) and the

notation of the bits transmitted at T second intervals. Hence,

this chapter examines approaches toward increasing the

speed of data communication when a data communication

algorithm based on ceiling lighting luminance control is

used. For the purpose of this study, two approaches to

speedup are verified: shortening the transmission interval and

sending more information with one luminance control. In the

method using a shorter transmission interval, the interval T

was shortened from 1 second by 0.1 second in an attempt

to realize a higher speed in binary data communication. In

the method transmitting more data at a time, illuminance

levels graded in multiple stages as shown in Fig. 4 were

used to increase the amount of data transmitted by one step

of luminance control to realize a higher speed.

4.2 Experiment of higher speed communication
using shorter transmission intervals

A data communication experiment was conducted using

the data communication algorithm based on ceiling light-

ing luminance control, varying the transmission interval

Figure 4: Speedup by graded illuminance changes

(T second) between 1.0 second and 0.1 second by 0.1

second increments. The experimental environment was the

same as that used in the illuminance trend experiment. The

sample data used in the data communication are 100 bits of

randomly generated binary data.

Fig. 5 shows the resulting average matching rates. From

Fig. 5, with transmission intervals between 1.0 second

and 0.2 second, the communication is successful with a

matching rate of 99% or more. However, at an interval of

0.1 second, the matching rate is 52.5%, indicating that the

communication was unsuccessful. Checking the illuminance

measurement intervals in communication with a transmission

interval of 0.1 second revealed that the interval between

illuminance measurements exceeded 0.01 second, and judg-

ment on one bit took 0.1 second or longer, which disabled

successful communication. Because the average minimum

interval between illuminance measurements for a NaPiCa

sensor is 0.0084 seconds, it was considered that individual

differences and application delays may have disabled illumi-

nance measurement at a transmission interval of 0.1 second.

Figure 5: Average matching rates in data communication

experiment at different transmission intervals

These results show that the communication speed can be

increased by using shorter transmission intervals, of which

limit depends on the minimum measurement interval of

a NaPiCa illuminance sensor. Also where an illuminance
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sensor other than NaPiCa is used, the communication speed

can be optimized by appropriately setting the transmission

interval T. In the case of NaPiCa, since the average minimum

measurement interval is 0.0084 seconds, it is considered that

the limit of speedup may lie somewhere around 0.0084 sec-

onds; but because a higher speed means a higher error rate,

the transmission interval needs to be selected appropriately

for the purpose of communication.

4.3 Experiment of higher speed communication
using graded illuminance changes

In this experiment, by converting every 2 bits of the binary

sequence into a quaternary equivalent to make a quaternary

bit sequence, the luminance controlling side transmits more

data with each luminance control, to realize communication

at a higher speed. The luminance controlling side transmits

bits using luminance levels graded in four stages as shown in

Fig .4. The sensor node calculates the illuminance gradient

after each measurement interval, and then identifies it with

one of the four grades referring to three thresholds as shown

in Fig.4. The gradient is judged to mean 0 if illuminance

remains unchanged from the reference illuminance level L

[lx] for T seconds; 1, 2 or 3 when it has changed from L [lx]

to L+a, L+2a or L+3a respectively. Fig. 4 shows an example

in which illuminance L is set at 500lx.

An experiment was conducted with a configuration to dis-

criminate received bits as shown in Fig. 6. In the experiment,

every 2 bits of the 100 bits of a binary bit sequence were

converted into a quaternary equivalent to make a quaternary

bit sequence, which were transmitted at 1.0 second intervals.

The experimental environment was the same as the one used

for the illuminance trend experiment using wireless sensor

nodes. The data used in communication were randomly

generated 100 binary bits. Fig. 7 shows a chart of average

matching rates in the cases of two-stage grading and four-

stage grading at a transmission interval of 1.0 second. Fig.

7 reveals that communication in four-stage grading was as

successful as communication in two-stage grading.

5. Conclusion
This study examined a data communication sheme using a

MOTE MICAz wireless sensor node, a NaPiCa illuminance

sensor and the luminance control of dimmable ceiling light-

ings as well as approaches to increasing the communication

speed. First, to realize a data communication scheme based

on luminance control, the trend of luminance values obtained

by a NaPiCa luminance sensor was investigated. The lumi-

nance values obtained by the NaPiCa sensor showed some

fluctuation even while the lighting luminance was constant.

Hence, sensor nodes need to disregard the fluctuation in illu-

minance value occurring under a constant luminance, but to

recognize an illuminance change only when the illuminance

trend indicates that it is from a luminance change. An algo-

rithm was developed in which a sensor node calculates the

Figure 6: Illuminance values obtained at a sensor node and

received bits

Figure 7: Average matching rates with two-stage luminance

grading change and four-stage luminance grading change

gradient by differentiating the illuminance value obtained,

and determines whether there was an illuminance change by

comparing the gradient against a preconfigured threshold.

As a method to increase the speed of data communication

based on ceiling light luminance control using this algorithm,

two approaches were proposed – using shorter transmission

intervals and transmitting more data at once – for which data

communication experiments were conducted.

The experiment using shorter transmission intervals

demonstrated that the interval can be 0.2 seconds at the

shortest. The transmission speed (T seconds) depends on the

illuminance sensor’s performance rating on the minimum

illuminance measurement interval. This means that even

when using an illuminance sensor other than NaPiCa, the

communication speed can be increased by appropriately

configuring the transmission interval (T seconds) according

to the sensor’s minimum illuminance measurement interval.

In the experiment of improving the communication speed

by graded illuminance changes, the authors tried to improve

the communication speed by increasing the amount of infor-

mation sent at once by grading the illuminance in multiple
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stages. The result demonstrated that communication using

illuminance changes graded in multiple stages was as suc-

cessful as the high-speed communication at a transmission

interval of 1.0 second.

The future themes for study will include developing

communication methods which can cope with changing

communication environments. Although the experiments for

this study were conducted in an ideal environment free from

the effects of daylight, illuminance sensors may be affected

by a workers’ shadow or display lights: hence, methods with

considerations for these influences need to be developed. A

disturbance such as a worker’s shadow on an illuminance

sensor is expected to cause a sharp change in illuminance

measurements. A possible solution to his problem is to

configure sensor nodes so that they will disregard such sharp

changes, judging that no change in illuminance has occurred.

Incorporating a process to cope with disturbances like this

is expected to enable data communication based on ceiling

lighting luminance control taking account of disturbances.
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Abstract - The purpose of this paper is to design and 
implement a vehicular network platform based on Wi-Fi 
Direct. The platform can provide variety of services for 
vehicles such as information-sharing or safety service. In the 
platform, Wi-Fi Direct is a communication method of the 
network. However, Wi-Fi Direct is not suitable for the 
vehicular environment because it has difficulty of making a 
connection at high speed. So, we propose two adaptive 
methods to environment; first is fixed channel allocation with 
constant search technique (FAST) for device discovery and 
another is preparation for group formation in vehicular 
environment (PRE) for group formation. Experimental results 
show that the FAST and PRE respectively reduce the delay of 
device discovery and group formation. 

Keywords: vehicular network platform; wi-fi direct; fast 
connection; scanning; grouping

1 Introduction
According to the advances in technology, there is a 

growing interest in a smart vehicle such as a Google’s 
driverless car. Because the smart vehicle is based on the 
communication and computing technology, management for 
safety and information on the smart vehicle is required. 
However, the infrastructure or platform for vehicle-to-vehicle 
(V2V) network is not sufficient. The technology for this has 
to be developed. We design and implement a platform for 
these services. Based on the characteristic of vehicular 
environment, we propose two methods; first is the method to 
quickly search the communication devices on vehicles and 
another is the group formation method minimizing the delay 
of group owner selection and establishing network group 
simultaneously. Through the experiments, we will verify the 
performance of these methods. 

2 Vehicular Network Platform 
In the section, we describe structure of the vehicular 

network platform and rapid network formation methods, 
called FAST and PRE. 

2.1 Structure of the platform 
 Vehicular network platform is an infrastructure 
collecting useful information via the sensors and delivering it 

to the wireless network. Each vehicle may have to send the 
information extracted from the sensors to a management and 
service application. The communication between vehicles is 
based on the Wi-Fi Direct [1], also called Wi-Fi P2P [2]. As 
shown in Fig. 1, each vehicle has dual communication 
interfaces. Wi-Fi Direct network consists of group owner and 
group client. One interface is set to group owner and another 
interface is set to group client. Through the connection 
between the interfaces, vehicles make a series of networks. If 
there are many group owners, the vehicle must select the 
group owner in consideration of the distance, wireless signal 
strength, relative speed and direction. In addition, each 
vehicle should not form the cycle through a proper 
connection.  

2.2 Rapid network formation methods 

2.2.1 Fixed channel Allocation with constant Search 
Technique (FAST) 

 FAST is a way to simplify the device discovering 
process through the usage of a fixed channel and continues 
searching. In conventional method, the way of the device 
searching uses a number of channels and random delay. It is 
based on probability; the two devices may take a long time to 
search for each other. It is one of the reasons why the 
traditional searching mechanism is not suitable for vehicular 
environment. Reducing the time to searching devices is very 
important to communicate each other, because the vehicles 
are driving on the road at high speed. So, FAST is designed 
to optimize searching the target device. Each device 
determines an agreed single channel, and it searches the 
channel without the random delay. 

2.2.2 Preparation for gRoup formation in vehicular 
Environment (PRE) 

 PRE is a method to reduce a group formation time and 
group owner selection time, and to form a pre-group. By 

Fig. 1. Multi-hop communication with dual interfaces 
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fixing the role of each interface, the predetermined interface 
is possible to form a pre-group. In conventional method, there 
is a process of determining group owner with negotiation 
before creating the group. In the negotiation process, there 
are a lot of communications in order to exchange information 
with each other. Unlike traditional methods, the proposed 
method can accommodate clients immediately. In terms of 
group formation time, it is obvious that PRE is more efficient 
than the traditional method. 

3 Performance evaluation
 In the section, we evaluate the performance for device 
discovery time and group formation time using open source 
hardware: Raspberry Pi Model B. The evaluation was 
performed with two devices based on Debian wheezy OS. 
And a wpa_supplicant [3] was used; it is IEEE 802.11x 
supplicant for implementation of FAST and PRE methods. 
Proposed methods were evaluated with default IEEE 802.11n 
setting of wpa_supplicant without channel scanning method 
and group formation order. 

We performed evaluation of device discovery time with 
records of the 100 experiments based on UNIX time. Fig. 2 
shows the cumulative delay of device discovery. Since FAST 
method is better than conventional one, a time difference is 
growing increasingly.  

We also evaluate the group formation time with 50 records 

with actual measurement through the experiments. Fig. 3 
shows the result of evaluation for PRE method. Similarly, the 
time difference is growing because average delay of PRE is 
shorter than average delay of conventional method. 

We calculate the average of these evaluations at the Table 
1. Average discovery time of FAST was much shorter than 
conventional method, and average formation time of PRE 
was shortening than conventional method about 1.42 seconds. 

4 Conclusions 
In this paper, we have carried out the design and 

implementation of the vehicular network platform using the 
Wi-Fi Direct devices. The platform is designed to use a 
specific network formation method, FAST and PRE. FAST is 
rapid device discovery method, and PRE is the early group 
formation method by forming a group in the preceding time. 

We evaluate both methods through open source hardware. 
Through the results, we confirmed that the device discovery 
time is reduced 2.92 seconds when using the FAST, and 
group formation time is reduced 1.42 seconds when with PRE 
method. 

The rapid network formation of our platform provides 
variety of services in vehicular environment. We have a plan 
to expand the research to combining our platform with 
cellular networks. 
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TABLE I
RESULT OF EVALUATIONS OF FAST AND PRE 

 Avg. discovery 
time 

Avg. formation 
time 

Conventional 3.06s 5.06s 
FAST
PRE

0.14s 
-

-
3.64s 

Fig. 2. Cumulative delay of device discover 

Fig. 3. Cumulative delay of group formation 
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Abstract - As ubiquitous networked devices continue to play 
an increased role in the daily lives of most people, there is a 
growing desire to share ever more information and 
perspectives from across the world. However, two major 
problems lurk behind both social networking and community-
based classified systems: privacy and security. To address this 
need, we propose a trustworthy and communal social 
classifieds, named TCSC using HTTP and SMS, allowing 
users to access TCSC network using a variety of devices from 
traditional computer desktops with wired networking to 
mobile ad-hoc wireless devices such as mobile phones. We 
hope that such infrastructure will ultimately encourage more 
contributions to the community, and allow users to get to 
know their neighbors by increasing their level of contact with 
users in their geographic areas. 

Keywords: Distributed System, Social Networks, Peer-to-
Peer Networks, information retrieval, Privacy. 

 

1 Introduction 
  Traditional social networking services, such as those of 
Facebook and Twitter, allows people to share and exchange 
information with their friends. Similarly, online classified 
systems like Craiglist and ebay, helps people to buy, sell, or 
trade items with others [9]. However, both privacy and 
security problems lurk behind social networking and 
community-based classified systems. First, there is no similar 
service or method that enables people to share personal 
information directly and easily in a distributed and de-
centralized manner. Furthermore, the dissemination of 
information in centralized networks can be subverted or 
restricted by governments or corporations if the information is 
deemed undesirable [11]. According to [1], some countries, 
such as China, block or restrict access to Facebook and 
Twitter in order to curtail protests and political discussions. 
Second, the anonymity inherent in the community-based 
classifieds does not provide any safeguard to the users. 
According to [13], the anonymity feature on Craigslist has led 
to many crimes such as kidnapping, threats, and prostitution. 
The problem is that there is no way for the buyer to know the 
seller, or vice versa, and thus the entire transaction contains 
an element of risk.  

2 Related Work 
2.1 Peer-to-Peer Network 
 [10] provide comparisons of distributed search methods 
for peer-to-peer networks. The structured approach, like 
[2][5], requires the nodes to be organized in an overlay 
network based on distributed hash tables (DHTs), trees, rings, 
which is efficient but is vulnerable to manipulation by 
untrustworthy administrators. The unstructured approach, like 
[3][6], is typically based on gossiping, uses randomization, 
and requires the nodes to find each other by exchanging 
messages over existing links. Our TCSC uses the unstructured 
approach, which is less vulnerable to manipulation. 

2.2 Combining Social Network and Communal 
Classifieds 

 Yang [14] proposes a search mechanism for unstructured 
peer-to-peer networks based on interest groups, formed by 
nodes with similar interests. Tiago [12] describe a system for 
mobile search in social networks based on the Drupal content 
site management system using the network of social links 
formed from the mobile phone's address book. Rather than 
integrating social network searches with Web searches, our 
TCSC utilizes social networking services with the community-
based classifieds to provide users to perform searches on a 
particular advertisement. 

 Some social-networking websites have recently begun 
providing a framework for third-party classified applications 
to combine their efforts with its existing social graph. For 
example, Facebook Marketplace simply connects Facebook 
and eBay. Similarly, [13] present an interesting application 
called Serefind, which combines social networking and online 
classifieds. However, none of the above applications 
addresses the problem of distrust of the centralized site - not 
the way our TCSC does. In TCSC, we don't tackle the security 
problems by having an administrator to trace individuals. 
Rather, we utilize feedback mechanisms for users to acquire 
more information about others before a transaction is started. 

2.3 Mobile Services over Cellular Networks 
 The Mobile Agent Peer-To-Peer (MAP2P) system [8] 
supports mobile devices in a Gnutella file-sharing network 
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using mobile agents which acts as a proxy for the mobile 
device. Mobile social networking (MSN) applications, like [7], 
emerges social communication infrastructures, have attracted 
great attention recently and have been implemented 
pervasively. They help users to find old or new friends 
through similar interests, through location, through mutual 
friends, or through similar topics of conversation. 

 Some existing systems try to limit privacy leaks of social 
networking applications by decentralizing the social network 
and providing users more control over their data. Examples 
include decentralized social services on personal mobile 
devices [4]. Similarly, TCSC is based on a decentralized 
online social network where we aim to make distribution and 
requests through a subset of randomly chosen nodes to get rid 
of censorship, filtering, and subversion.  

3 Research Method and Research Plan 
 In this paper, we proposed a Trustworthy and Communal 
Social Classifieds (TCSC) using HTTP and SMS, where users 
may access the system using a variety of devices from 
traditional computer desktops with wired networking to 
mobile ad-hoc wireless devices. We will first construct our 
TCSC such that it allows users to use mobile phones to 
connect to TCSC over HTTP via the Short Message Service 
(SMS). We will design the SMS interface and connect the 
TCSC SMS-HTTP bridge, which would allow any SMS-
capable mobile phones to communicate with and obtain 
information from HTTP nodes in the TCSC network. In 
addition, we will design an Android user interface that builds 
on the basic SMS capabilities of mobile phones and that 
offers a user-friendly way of accessing TCSC using HTTP or 
SMS. After that, we will consider an environment in which 
nodes join or leave the network rapidly. We will design TCSC 
membership protocol, determine the parameters of the 
membership protocol, conduct performance evaluations, and 
discuss performance metrics for this membership protocol. 
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Abstract— The risk involved in human activities is an issue
not widely addressed by the ubiquitous computing community.
So, this paper proposes an approach to detect the risk in
activities considering the actions composing them. In order
for the system to be able to aid the user, it must predict
his future actions/activities and the associated risk. For that,
we developed a model for action prediction based on the
user’s normal behavior. Our work has its foundations in the
Activity Theory [1] for modeling actions and activities and
determining the normal and abnormal subject’s behaviors.
Experiments were made for the action prediction, with an
accuracy of 78,69%, and for the detection of risk situations,
with an accuracy of 98,94%.

Keywords: Action Prediction, Activity Theory, Context-awareness,

Risk prediction.

1. Introduction
The growth in the availability of low cost and reduced size

sensors as well as the established mobile devices technologies

has enabled advances in researches in the ubiquitous and

pervasive computing area [2]. Currently, mobile devices are

equiped with sensors that can gather different types of data that

can be used to represent the user’s state and the environment

in which he is inserted into. Advances in microeletronics

contributed to researches in the creation of smart environ-

ments, such as smart houses, healthcare systems and service

recommendation systems. This way, for providing customized

services such as the ones previously cited, it is necessary

to comprehend how the user interacts with the environment.

For such, the systems must have access to data related to

the context where the users are inserted into and, especially,

analyse the interaction between a user and the environment by

the detection of the activities executed by the person [3].

Therefore, the detection of activities is a crucial point in

smart environments, since it is the context in which the user

is inserted into [4][5]. In this sense, the detection of risk situ-

ations from an activity presents a role equally important, due

to the fact that besides allow to obtain contextual information

about the situation of the user while he performes an activity.

The recognition of risk activities permits determining the qual-

ity of the interaction between the user and the environment.

Besides that, this recognition allows the contextual information

itself to be improved in a way to establish a cycle, where each

activity performed by the user improves the understanding of

the personal context and its relationship with the environment

[3].
This work presents a model for determining risk situations

based on the actions performed by the user. By analysing the

user’s normal behavior and based on the Activity Theory (AT)

[1] and the contextual model Hyperspace Analogue to Context

(HAC) [6], the proposed model is capable of infering the

probability of execution of the next actions to be performed.

Whereas the determination of risk situations is performed

by the monitoring of physiological data while the user is

performing the activity. This way, it is possible to associate a

risk situation for each action or activity to be developed based

on the user’s normal behavior. This work falls under the project

for the detection of risk situations Activity Project, which has

a context-aware middleware (Figure 1) that encompasses the

proposed model in its layer Activity Manager [7], [8].

Fig. 1. Architecture from the Activity Project.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the

background needed for the understanding of the proposed

model; section 3 describes the proposed model and its func-

tioning; section 4 relates the evaluation for the action predic-

tion and the detection of risk situations; section 5 outlines

related works to action prediction and risk detection and
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compares them with our work; and section 6 draws our final

considerations and future works.

2. Background

2.1 Activity Theory (AT)

Based on the AT, an activity is composed by actions that

are considered atomic units, that is, they can not be divided

in more actions and its basic notion is that the subject is

participating in a activity and wants to achieve some specific

goal [1]. The subject’s interest is focused on the object of

an activity that he wishes to use and/or modify in order to

achieve some expected result. The interaction between the

subject and the object is mediated by artifacts. Thus, a basic

triangle between subject, object and the mediation artifacts is

formed (Figure 2).

Fig. 2. Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (CHAT) [9].

Although it is possible to recognize activities based on

the basic model of the AT, it does not encompasses all

the components that influence this recognition. The subject

also has social and cultural contexts that must be taken into

consideration in the mediation with the community in which

he is inserted into. For this reason, the Cultural-Historical

Activity Theory (CHAT), presented in Figure 2, covers the the

community component mediated by rules and the division of

labor [9]. Due to the difficulty in representing computationally

these concepts, the context taxonomy (Figure 3) was developed

in a way to provide a pragmatic view in the construction

of artifacts and incorporates general concepts of the AT to

context-aware systems [10]. Thus, the CHAT components can

be related to the knowledge context taxonomy, as presented in

Table 1.

Table 1: BASIC ASPECTS OF AN ACTIVITY AND THEIR RELATION TO A

TAXONOMY OF CONTEXTUAL KNOWLEDGE [11]

CHAT aspect Category
Subject Personal Context
Object Task Context
Community Spatio-Temporal Context
Mediating Artefact Environmental Context
Mediating Rules Task Context
Mediating Division of Labour Social Context

2.1.1 Composition of Activities

This work uses the AT to contextually model an activity.

However, since the relationship among actions and how they

compose an activity for the AT are not defined from the

computational point of view, it is necessary to define the

structure that composes an activity. This way, a hierarchical

model of activities for the activities of daily living (ADL)

is used [12] which can be extended to any system that

defines an activity as a composition of actions. The ADLs

are composed of many actions and an ADL can compose

another ADL of a higher level. For such, they are elaborated in

a hierarchical plan-representing language, called Asbru, task

specific and intention oriented. In Asbru, an ADL can be

classified as mandatory or optional. If an ADL has sub-goals

(or sub-activities, or actions) that are classified as mandatory,

these actions must be performed before labeling the ADL as

executed. If it is optional, the action does not have to be

necessarily executed for an activity to be recognised.

Besides that, actions can be ordered in different ways.

For example, in a sequential manner with a strict order of

execution, in parallel when they are performed simultaneously,

in any order with only one action being performed at a time

and not ordered that is performed without synchronization.

So, it is possible to develop a model for each of the activities

that the system detects and, this way, define if an activity

has restrictions in the order of exection of its actions or if

they are mandatory. Lastly, it is important to highlight that the

model allows the addition of temporal restrictions, enabling

the implementation of a time window for the detection of the

activity. This temporal restriction can be applying to the ADL

or for each action that composes it.

2.2 Hyperspace Analogue to Context (HAC)
In order to detect human activities, it is necessary to detect

the context attributes that occur in a pervasive environment.

For this purpouse, we opted for utilizing the HAC model [6],

which uses multiples dimensions for the characterization of

the context with values that can vary between pre-defined

thresholds. Thus, if a value is outside the threshold for some

context attribute, an action can be performed. The HAC

presents a well defined sintax and defines operations that allow

dealing with the context data.

However, its main advantage is the possibility of capturing

every context change, allowing the understanding of the user’s

behavior. This way, the context historical information of the

user and the environment can be used to determine the risk

of each action that composes the activity being developed, as

well as the risk in the possible infered future actions. Thus,

if a user performes an action that yields a specific context

change, it is possible to evaluate if such change would yield

a risk situation. Performing the simulation of context changes

permits unknown scenarios to be verified with the intention

of probabilistically predict if a certain action will yield a

risk situation from the generated context. This work uses the

context changes to infer if the change in a certain context
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Fig. 3. Context Taxonomy. Source: [10]

attribute can result in a future context change that can harm

the user, that is, if it puts him in a risk situation.

3. Proposed Model
The proposed model in this paper represents the layer

Activity Manager of the Activity Project (Figure 1) and has

as goal the realization of different task, which are: (i) the

detection of actions and activities; (ii) the assignment of a

risk situation for each action; (iii) and the inference of future

actions and activities, so it is possible to predict risk situations.

The structure of our model is presented in Figure 4 and it

works in the following way: after receiving the aggregated

sensor data (1), the first step is to recognize the action being

performed (2) and infer the next action (3) to be performed

from this action and based on the history of actions and

activities executed by the user.

Next Action InferenceAc
tiv

ity
 P

re
di

ct
io

n Action Risk Inference sub-system

Context Change

Future Contexts
Visualizer

Action Recognition

Activity Predicted Risk Situation Predicted

Activity Manager

Aggregated Data

Fig. 4. Proposed model for the Activity Manager layer.

With the next action to be detected, two distinct process are

initiated in parallel order: (i) the activity prediction and (ii)
the action risk inference.

For the activity prediction (i), the Activity Prediction com-

ponent (4) receives the probable next action and assumes it

indeed happened, and requests to the Next Action Inference

component (3) a new future action, using as the current action

the one that was previously detected. The Activity Predicition

Component (4) repeats this process until a sequence (3 − 4)
of actions that represents an activity is recognized (6).

In order to clarify this process, one can imagine that the

Action Recognition component (2) recognized the current

action a1, and the Next Action Inference component (3)
detects that the probable next action to be performed by

the user is the action a2. The Activity Prediction component

(4) requests to the Next Action Inference component (3) the

probable next action using as the base current action the action

a2. The process used to make this inference is explained in

section 3.3; (ii) besides that, the Action Risk Inference sub-

system (5) associates a risk situation to each infered action

based on the context changes and on the future contexts

yielded by these changes (7). Each of these componentes is

explained in the next subsections.

3.1 Activity Recognition
Our model assumes that the activities are composed of

actions and that the releationship between these actions de-

termine how an activity happens. This way, if a certain set of

actions is performed in a established time window, it is said

that an activity has happened. In order to model the registered

activities in the system, we used an approach similar to the

one in reference [12], which permits to define if actions are

or not mandatory and if they must be performed in a defined

order.

With this, two types of actions are defined: (i) core actions

and (ii) secondary actions. The former represents the actions

that are essential in order to achieve the goal of the activity,

and, therefore, necessary for its recognition. The latter are

actions that are related to some activity, but are not essential

for its recognition, they are useful for adding meaning to the

activity. For an activity to be recognized, each action that

composes it must be performed in a pre-defined time window.

This way, an initial time window is determined and in the

preliminary phase it is adjusted for the system’s calibration.

Since this window depends on the frequency of each activity,

it varies according to the user’s behavior.

Figure 5 presents an example for the activity recognition. In

the example, there are three activities that the system is able

to recognize: X , composed by the actions a1 and a5, with a

time window of 3 periods; Y , composed by the actions a2, a3
and a4, with a time window of 5 periods; and Z, composed
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Fig. 5. Example of the used method for the activity recognition based on the AT.

by the actions a1 and a4, with a time window of 2 periods.

The detected actions in a certain period ti are arranged inside

a box. For example, in the period t4 the detected actions are

a1 and a7, because the time window is only considered with

the last detected actions. This way, it is possible to note that

the activity X was detected, since during its time window the

actions that composes it were performed and detected (a1 in

t4 and a5 in t5). The same happens for the activity Y , but not

for the activity Z.

An activity is initiated when an action is detected during the

time window and it is considered as finished with the detection

of the last pending action that composes the activity. If not

all of the actions are detected during the time window, the

activity is said as not complete, meaning that only some of

its parts were performed. This is the case of the activity Z in

Figure 5. In the shown example, X , Y and Z are happening

simultaneously, althought the activity Z is not complete.

3.2 Action Recognition
The component Action Recognition receives the aggregated

data from each type of sensor and, based on classification

algorithms, compares the received data with the already

classified data for each action registered in the system. In

short, the set of sensor data will be classified according to

the similarity that it has with the registered data for each

action. In reference [13] are presented six machine learning

algorithms for classification based on raw sensor data for the

recognition of actions: Multilayer Perceptron, Naive Bayes,

Bayesian network, Decision Table, Best-First Tree and K-star.

The authors used the software WEKA in order to apply these

algorithms over the raw data, with default patterns associated

with each of the classifiers and applied to the data after the

feature extraction process. The algorithm that was able to

classify the highest number of samples correctly was the K-
star and was the choosed algorithm for our model.

3.3 Next Action Inference
The inference of the next action to be performed by the user

is based on the historical data of his already performed actions

in order to reflect his usual behavior. For such, the algorithm 1

is based on the search for patterns of activities in the history

H of the user, that is, the search for certain sequences of

activities with the objective of discovering which action is the

next one to probably be executed after these patterns.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for the action prediction.

Require: Max Pattern Lenght MPL
Require: History of performed actions H

1: Np
a ← initZero()

2: A ← H.getLastActions(MPL);
3: P ← getPatterns(A);
4: for all a ∈ A do
5: for all p ∈ P do
6: Np

a ← getNumOccurrences(H, a, p);
7: end for
8: end for
9: ap ← max(N)

10: return ap

This way, the algorithm 1 searches the list A of the last

MPL performed actions, where MPL is the window size or

the quantity of actions to be analyzed. Afterwards, a search

is made for the list of patterns p in the user’s history for

each of the actions in A previously found. Thus, the number

of occurrences for each of the actions a is updated for each

pattern p found and related to at most MPL periods with each

action a. The highest occurence found is the probable future

action.

3.4 Action Risk Inference
The determination of risk situations in actions and activities

proposed assumes that each user has his own bahavior pattern,

since people are considered beings of habits [14]. In order to

determine the risk, the changes that each activity causes in

the context has to be analized. It is worth mentioning that

this analysis has to occur before an action is executed by

the user. That is, it is necessary to predict the actions and,

consequently, activities (composed of actions) that could be

performed and this way identify if the user will be in a risk

situation when he performs a certain action or activity. This

approach implies in the need of (i) capturing the current user

context, (ii) infering which is the next action to be executed,

(iii) applying the context changes resulting from this action
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in the current context and (iv) evaluating the resulting context

while looking for risk situations.

In order to achieve this goal, we proposed a solution to

predict actions with a (i) component to discover the context

changes (Context Change component) and a (ii) component to

simulate future contexts (Future Contexts Visualizer) resulting

from these changes (Action Risk Inference sub-system, Figure

4). From the predicted action, the Context Change component

searches in the user’s historical data which context changes

were previously caused by it. Therefore, the Future Contexts

Visualizer applies the context changes found in the current

user context in order to generate a new context that represents

the future state of the current context if the predicted action is

performed. Based on this future context, the Future Contexts

Visualizer looks in the user profile to see if it is not outside

the safety tresholds preset for the user. If it is not, the user is

considered to be in a risk situation.

4. Evaluation
The detection of risk situations proposed in this work is

based on the prediction of actions performed by an user’s

previous behavior, as well as in context changes yielded by

such action. In this sense, it is necessary the system to be

(i) able to correctly predict the probable next actions to be

executed, as well as (ii) estimate if the context changes yielded

by an action will imply in a risky context for the user. In order

to validate the proposal of this work, we conducted two distinct

experiments. The first one intends to analyze the accuracy of

the presented prediction model, while the second one intends

to validate the model for the detection of risk situations based

on the context changes yielded by actions in the user’s context.

4.1 Evaluation of Actions Prediction
In order to evaluate the proposed model in this work, we

opted for the usage of public dataset, called Aruba Dataset

[15], because it allows the results of the model of actions

predictions to be compared to other correlated proposals, since

it is a widely used dataset in researches of activity recognition

in the ubiquitous computing area. The dataset has 11 different

activities registered using 42 sensors. Thus, in this work, the

obtained accuracy from the used dataset was 78.69%.

4.2 Evaluation of the Risk Situation in Actions
The evaluation of risk in actions was made in a dataset of

our own, since we did not find public datasets with relevant

information, that is, with annotated actions and some user’s

physiological data. In this sense, the dataset is composed

by the actions walking, sitting, running, lying and standing,

which where captured from accelerometer and gyroscope data

coupled in a smartphone. The physiological data gathered was

the heart rate obtained from a sensor connected to an Arduino.

This way, from the 2455 entries, the model detected 49
risk situations and had an accuracy of 98.94%. This accu-

racy was measured based on the values true-positives (36),

true-negatives (2393), false-positives (13) and false-negatives

(13). These values were obtained from the analysis of the

comparison between the values for the current heart rate,

the predicted thresholds for the current action and the real

thresholds for the current action. The predicted thresholds are

determined based on the preceding action, such that it is used

the median of the context changes performed by it and the

value of the heart rate while it was being developed. The

real thresholds are measured from the average of the historical

values of the heart rate for the current action, using 3 times

the standard deviation for these values, since thresholds that

consider the average of the values subtracted and add to 3
times the standard deviation represents almost the entirety of

the values in a normal distribution.

5. Result Discussion
The discussion of our results is made by comparing our ap-

proach with works that address similar problems. These works

are briefly described in subsection 5.1 as well as the results

each of them obtained. In subsection 5.2 the comparison is

made.

5.1 Related Works
A system for classification of emergency situations for

people that risk their lives in the line of duty, such as the

firemen and the Civil Protection rescuers is presented in

[16]. The operatores are equipped with two sensors in their

protection clothes, an accelerometer and a ECG sensor. The

system is composed by a classifier capable of recognizing

many user states that correspond to many ADLs in real time.

Tests were conducted in laboratory and the presented system

had about 88.8% of accuracy in the activities classification.

A distributed approach that employs the computing and

storage resources in each node of the wireless sensors network

to detect abnormal activities is presented in [17]. In the work,

an activity is defined as the combination of the trajectory and

duration and an abnoraml activity is defined as the activity that

deviates significantly from the trajectories and durations of the

normal activities. In order to determine the normal behavior

of the user, the authors performed a frequent pattern mining to

find the patterns of normal activities considering their duration

and trajectory. This way, if the frequency of an itemset (in this

case, it is considered as an activity) exceeds the minimum

threshold defined, it is classified as a normal activity. In an

environment simulated by software, the accuracy was 96.2%

[17].

A proposal for the prediction of household activities in a

smart home is presented in [18]. The goal of the authors is to

adapt the behavior of the house applications from the predicted

human activities, in order to correct the behavior of devices

and prepar the rooms to receive people in a pleasent condition

to them. The proposal for the activities prediction is based on

the construction of a directed graph for each occupant from

the statistical analysis of the activities performed by him. The

graph nodes represent the tasks and the edges represent the

sequence of execution between two tasks, where they have

the probability of execution of their sequence assigned to

themselves. This way, since each task is performed in a given
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Table 2: COMPARISON OF THE RELATED WORKS WITH OUR APPROACH.

Work Accuracy Dataset Category Algorithm Attributes
Act. Pred. Risk Det.

[16] 88.8% Own (in lab) Rule Based
Accelerometer,
ECG

[17] 96.2% Own (by software) Distributed
Trajectory,
Duration

[18] 61.28% Aruba [15] Directed Graph Action Sequence

Our Work
78.69% (action prediction)
98.94% (risk detection)

Aruba [15] (act. pred.)
Own (risk det.)

Patterns (act. pred.)
Thresholds (risk det.)

Action Sequence,
Physiological Context

environment, it is possible to predict the next displacement in

the graph from the current task, characterizing the prediciton

of activities.

5.2 Comparison
In order to compare our proposal with the related works

presented in subsection 5.1, we considered some aspects,

such as: accuracy of the approach, dataset used, category

(for risk detection or action prediction), algorithm used and

attributes used for the risk detection. Table 2 summarizes this

comparison.

In reference [16] the detection of risk situations is made by

the usage of a pre-determined set of combinations between

known activities, similar to a rule system. For this system to

be able to identify new kind of risk situations, it is necessary

the addition of new possible combinations between activities.

In our approach, we consider the variation in the user’s

physiological data while he is performing some activity, which

allows the definition of adjustable thresholds (for the risk

situation detection) based on the user’s history. That is, the

system is able to adapt itself to changes in the user’s execution

of his activities, making the system more flexible.

The work presented in reference [17] uses an approach

similar to ours, which considers deviations in the user’s normal

behavior as a risk situation. However, in such work, the authors

only consider the trajectory and the duration of the activity’s

execution. This way, they do not account for the physiological

aspects of the users that are performing activities, thus, risk

situations related to changes in such physiological aspects are

not detected.

The approach based on the usage of a directed graph for

action prediction that considers as parameter for the measure-

ment of the probability the ratio between the number of times

that a sequence (two actions) was performed by the person

and the number of times that he performed the initial action

in the same edge [18], was worse than our approach because

it only considers the last action performed for the inference

of the next action. In this sense, we obtained better results by

using an approach that allows the discovery of an appropriate

pattern length for each case (based on the user’s historical

data), which can be used to consider not only the last action,

but also a higher number of previously performed actions.

This way, considering the algorithm 1, the best value for

the MPL is 2 with an accuracy of 78.69%, higher than the

result obtained from the directed graph algorithm proposed in

[18], which was 61.28% for the same dataset. This represents

a gain of 28.41% in the future actions inference.

6. Conclusion
The prediction of risk situations is important in order to

allow context-aware system to act in a preventive manner,

aided in the user’s decision making. Thus, this work presented

a model for the action prediction and detection of future risk

situations based on the Activity Theory and on the Hyperspace

Analogue to Context. The used techniques were superior to

other related works, since in the actions prediction we obtained

an accuracy of 78.69% and in the evaluation of risk situations

we obtained a accuracy of 98.94%. In future works we intend

to improve the approach for actions prediction, considering the

evaluation of the performance of the algorithms. Besides that,

we intend to perform tests in public datasets with a higher

number of the user’s physiological information in order to

allow a more complete evaluation of the calculated risks.
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Abstract - The livestock record tracking system to manage 
the record of domestic livestock transparently discloses 
overall distribution process from livestock production to sales. 
In addition, barcode printed on ear-tag of livestock is used to 
monitor livestock to prevent false sales such as false labeling 
of origin. In the case of one-dimension barcode, however, it 
has the weakness of not being able to store data and restore 
data upon contamination or damage. As a new technology to 
substitute such bar code, the attention is paid to NFC, a near 
field communication device, with the highest potential to 
replace bar code and RFID. This paper will proposed an 
information of livestock traceability managing method in the 
server environment using NFC (Near Field Communication). 
By utilizing smart devices equipped with NFC function, 
scanning NFC tag, and using wireless connection method 
such as 3g, LTE, and Wifi, a user can monitor the information 
as it is synchronized with the traceability information of 
server server. NFC based livestock tracking system is divided 
into raising, butchery, processing, and sale and the 
information collected in each stage is saved to traceability 
server. Then, the management information saved can be 
monitored through smart devices of user or web portal. Also, 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is used and managed in 
order to convert livestock information into electronic 
documents. Based on this, the information being sold is 
provided to consumers to allow safe purchase and when 
sanitation and safety issue occurs, it allows swift response 
such as collecting or discarding beef by tracking livestock 
record information.

Keywords: NFC; Livestock; Traceability; XML; Mobile

1 Introduction
  A lot of issues are raised in regards to livestock industry 
recently including the outbreak of livestock diseases such as 
BSE, foot-and-mouse disease, and others in and outside 
countries and fraudulent sale of livestock product including 
false notification of country of origin. Also, in order to 

resolve tracking problem in distribution process of imported 
beef which has been a political issue between Korea and 
United States or prevent safety related accidents caused by 
contaminated food, production information and distribution 
path shall be opened to the public. In addition, the tracking of 
distribution path of food shall be available when the safety 
accidents occur. Thus, there is a necessity to introduce 
systematic distribution management system for livestock 
products in relevance to such safety issues[1][2]. For the 
livestock tracking management system, an ear tag is attached 
to the ear of livestock for individual identification. Individual 
information of livestock can be confirmed through bar code 
printed to ear tags. However, in case there is no ear tag on the 
ear of livestock or ear tag has been damaged, it is banned 
from entering the butchery and it cannot be sold. A bar code 
printed to the ear tag is one dimensional bar code and it has 
shortcomings in that data cannot be read when the part of bar 
code is contaminated or damaged and it cannot be 
restored[3][4][5]. 

  As a new technology to substitute such bar code, a great 
attention is paid to RFID and NFC. NFC has been an issue in 
smart device market together with server and LTE (Long-
Term Evolution) and it is a near field communication device 
with the highest potential to replace RFID. In addition, it can 
support Card mode, RFID Reader mode for external 
information acquisition, and P2P mode which can transmit 
and receive information between devices [6].  

  The purpose of this study is to propose NFC based 
livestock traceability information management system 
utilizing smart devices equipped with NFC function in order 
to resolve such problems. NFC based livestock information 
management system in proposal saves and manages 
individual and traceability information. The data saved to 
traceability server can monitor the information through smart 
devices and web portal. Individual information of livestock in 
each stage from production to butchery, processing, and sale, 
class information based on butchery, and information on 
processing and sale are input and output by the manager of 
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each stage. The information based on data update can be 
confirmed through smart devices and web portal. 

 In case of utilizing smart devices, the information can be 
monitored by scanning the NFC tag attached to the body of 
livestock or sold products and searching for individual 
identification number. Web portal can monitor the 
information in more detail compared to smart devices by 
searching individual identification number. Also, the 
management XML technology is to be utilized for the 
livestock information. XML is a technology which 
supplements the shortcomings of HTML that are the 
expression of document, structural problem, and others. In 
addition, it has advantage in that it is easier to produce than 
HTML and data can be exchanged on the web with the same 
method. The web document can be monitored by converting 
and providing individual identification information of 
livestock from the smart devices with the utilization of 
XML[7][8]. 

 Through the livestock traceability management system 
in proposal, the problems of previous method can be resolved, 
information from production in livestock farm to sale stage 
can be provided to the consumers, and the safety and 
reliability can be assured.  

  This study is composed as following. Chapter 2 gives an 
explanation on relevant studies and Chapter 3 presents NFC 
based livestock tracking management system in proposal. 
Chapter 4 illustrates the implementation result of proposed 
system and Chapter 5 concludes this study by giving a 
conclusion and contents of follow-up studies. 

2 RELATED RESEARCH 
2.1 NFC(Near Field Communication) 
 With the recent expansion in mobile payment market, 
PayPal, Telefonica/O2, and Best Buy introduced the payment 
system which uses NFC technology. Also, Google, ISIS, and 
Visa used NFC as a main technology to develop solution to 
call upon the wallet [9][10][11][12]. 

 Fig. 1 illustrates the cloud based NFC payment system 
utilizing the POS terminal and smart devices equipped with 
NFC. 

 The contents of secure storage in smart device of user 
can be examined after synchronizing NFC smart device to 
POS terminal and utilizing the application. 

Fig. 1. NFC Service 

 POS terminal determines the reliability of secure 
contents through the communication with server supplier and 
transmits necessary information. Afterwards, the payment 
status is determined through POS terminal and data saved 
within server is updated accordingly with the transaction 
details. The utilization of NFC smart payment and range of 
utilization in commerce are estimated to expand through such 
NFC based payment system [13]. 

3 LIVESTOCK TRACEABILITY 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 The configuration of livestock traceability management 
system proposed in this study is as Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. System conceptual diagram 

 Individual and traceability information for each stage 
from the production of livestock to sale is as Table 1. 

TABLE I. INFORMATION OF LIVESTOCK STEP

Division Contents 

Breeding Step 
Object identification number, Date of birth, Sex, Kind, 
Area of Production, Origin information, Disease, 
Vaccination 

Slaughter Step Slaughter house, Date of slaughter, Information of 
slaughter, Sanitation class 

Process Step Rendering works, Working days, Processing 
information, Cut of meat 

Sale Step Sale information, Sale dates 

 In production stage, basic information for raising the 
livestock is managed and the data saved to traceability server 
is updated with the utilization of smart devices or PC in case 
of detecting abnormal symptoms in each individual. In 
butchery stage, the butchery related information for each 
livestock and hygiene information are handled and 
information on processing and sale is managed in processing 
and sale stage. 

 The information from production to sale stage is saved 
to traceability server and saved data can be monitored using 
smart devices and PC of user. The monitoring is available 
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with the utilization of smart devices with NFC function by 
scanning the tag attached to the body of livestock or tag 
attached to product label or searching individual identity 
number by accessing to web portal. 

 The information of livestock saved to traceability server 
is managed as data in XML format and it can be examined by 
downloading it in document format. Then, it provides alarm 
accordingly with each individual when abnormal symptoms 
occur. Also, the infection status and path can be traced by 
monitoring the information on individual and information on 
the disease in case of disease outbreak. 

 The proposed system operates with processes such as 
Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Process of the system 

 A user scans RFID scan or input individual identification information 
by utilizing NFC function of smart devices in order to search individual 
information of livestock. Then, the manager inputs or revises individual 
information of livestock through log-in process. 

 The collected data is processed and saved to traceability server. 
Individual information saved to traceability server is output to smart devices. 
Also, when abnormal symptoms of each individual occur, the alarm function 
is performed and information of each individual and disease related 
information are output. Through such livestock traceability management 
system, a user can monitor the information collected from production of 
livestock to sale stage and information related to traceability for each stage 
with the utilization of smart phones. 

 Elements to convert information related to individual 
and livestock into electronic documents shall be analyzed and 
electronic document element and XML tag are defined based 
on it. Elements to manage the livestock information are 
divided for each stage from the production to sale. The basic 
information and information on livestock husbandry is as 
Table 2. Basic information of livestock and information 
generated during the husbandry are managed. Basic 
information is divided into individual information, livestock 
species, sex, and date of birth and it can be searched through 
individual identification number. 

TABLE II. BREEDING STEP OF LIVESTOCK

Object XML tag Information 

Object identification 
number <id> Object identification number 

Document name <title> Document name 

Identification 
information <Object> Identification information of 

livestock

Kind <Kind> Kind of livestock 

Sex <Sex> Sex of livestock 

Date of birth <Birth> Date of birth 

Origin information <Breed> Origin information of 
livestock

Area of Production <O_House> Area of Production 

Fodder <Fodder> Fodder of livestock 

Manager <O_Manager> Manager of production 

Phone number <O_Phone> Phone number of Manager 

Transfer <Transfer> Transfer of livestock 

Car number <O_Car> Car number 

 The information on the husbandry is divided into place 
of husbandry, feed, and manager information of each 
livestock. Also, vehicle information shall be input when it is 
forwarded from the livestock farm 

TABLE III. SLAUGHTER STEP OF LIVESTOCK

Object XML tag Information 

Information of slaughter <Slaughter> Information of slaughter 

Slaughter house <S_House> Place of Slaughter 

Date of slaughter <S_Date> Date of slaughter 

Sanitary inspection <Sanitation> Sanitary inspection 

Label print <S_Label> Whether to print labels 

DNA analysis <DNA> Whether to DNA analysis 

Class <Class> Class of livestock 

Car number <S_Car> Car number 

 In order to manage the information of livestock 
advanced to the butchery process, the object called butchery 
information was created and the information on butchery is as 
Table 3. 

 It confirms the attachment of label containing the 
information on place and date of butchery, hygiene test of 
butchery, and livestock information and determines the class 
of livestock. 

TABLE IV. PROCESS STEP OF LIVESTOCK

Object XML tag Information 

Information of process <Process> Information of Process 

Rendering works <P_House> Rendering works 
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Slaughter inspection 
form <Application_form> Slaughter inspection 

form 

Each part number <Numbers> Each part number 

Parts of packing 
number <P_PSN> Parts of packing number

Whether boxed <BOX> Whether boxed 

Working days <P_Date> Working days 

Car number <P_Car> Car number 

 The livestock which went through the butchery process 
is transferred to processing factory and numbering is 
conducted for each body part of livestock. It is moved to 
packaging stage accordingly with the numbers given for each 
part and it is transferred to the shop after it is put into the 
boxes. 

TABLE V. SALE STEP OF LIVESTOCK

Object XML tag Information 

Information of sale <Sale> Information of sale 

Information of Shop <Sale_House> Information of Shop 

Each part number <S_Number> Each part number 

Whether to print labels <S_PSA> Whether to print labels 

Manager <S_Manager> Manager 

Phone number <S_Phone> Phone number of Manager 

 The livestock which went through stages from 
production to butchery and processing reaches the shop in a 
package. The shop checks the sale management number and 
attachment of label for each part of livestock displayed. The 
manager and phone number of shop are input as well. 

TABLE VI. DISEASE STEP OF LIVESTOCK

Object XML tag Information 

Information of Disease <Disease> Information of Disease 

Name of Disease <D_Name> Name of Disease 

Cause <Cause> Cause of Disease 

Symptom <Symptom> Symptom of Disease 

Treatment <Treatment> Treatment of Disease 

Shipment <Shipment> Shipment of Disease 

 In addition, the information on the disease which 
generated in the production process and its treatment shall be 
checked by handling the disease information of livestock. 

 In case problem occurs for the meat of relevant 
livestock, prompt correspondence is available such as 
collection, disposal, or others by tracing the information. 

 Electronic documents using XML are as Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4. Electronic document capitalize on XML 

 It is output of individual information and information of 
livestock on Explorer and XML is divided into total 6 areas. 
Id of electronic documents for livestock traceability 
management is determined accordingly with individual 
identification number of livestock and it is devised to manage 
the information for each individual. It manages the individual 
information of livestock and information from production to 
butchery, processing, and sale stage. The information input 
by the manager of each stage and it is output by the device 
selected by the user. Also, by handling the information 
related to the disease, the information of relevant livestock 
can be traced for countermeasure upon the outbreak of 
disease. 
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4 MOBILE APPLICATION 
IMPLEMENTATION

 Mobile application for livestock traceability 
management proposed in this study is as Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6. Mobile Application for Livestock Traceability 
Management System 

 Eclipse 4.2 (Juno) was used as a system development 
tool for the development of mobile application for livestock 
traceability management and Android SDK 4.1.2 (Jelly Bean) 
version was used for Android OS.  

 Initial screen of mobile application for livestock 
traceability management is composed of individual 
identification number and NFC Tag. A user can monitor 
individual information of livestock through a desirable 
method. Individual information of livestock is divided into 
individual identification number, type of livestock, sex, date 
of birth, owner, place of husbandry, butchery, date of 
butchery, and processing factory. 

5 Conclusions
 Domestic livestock industry insists the attachment of 
label which contains the livestock information in order to 
prevent false notification of livestock distribution market and 
place of origin.  

 A NFC based livestock traceability management system 
proposed in this study can monitor individual information of 
livestock with the utilization of NFC tag. Individual 
information is saved and managed to traceability server with 
division into production, butchery, processing, and sale stage. 
The data saved to server can be monitored through smart 
devices or web portal. Also, the disease related information 
can be monitored by providing alarm function together with 
data update when abnormal symptoms occur for each 
livestock. By supplementing the problem of previous system 
and monitoring the information on each livestock through 
proposed system, the information of livestock sold to the 
consumer can be monitored and it makes consumer feel at 
ease of purchasing. Also, information can be traced for 
countermeasure when hygiene related problems occur.  
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The Link List with Wormhole Mechanism for Wireless 
Data Collection Network

Abstract - Out of the 50 billion predicted nodes to be 
connected to data network. Data collection addressed by 
outdoor low-data-rate, wireless, smart metering utility 
network requirements is one of important applications in 
Internet of Things (IOT). How to provide a low-cost way to 
collect data within a duty time is an important issue in
particular on the Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks 
(LR-WPANs). However, the existing routing protocols are
mostly on the opinions for data transmission with complex 
routing protocols and more hardware cost, and it’s inefficient 
if used in data collection with polling manner. In this paper, 
we proposed a linked list routing algorithm with wormhole 
mechanism for data collection application. Using linked list 
topology to construct a data collecting network, where data 
collecting behavior can be completed on the same path so that
we can gather data at one time by data fusing operation.
Because the excessive hop counts of traditional linked list 
topology, we use the concept of wormhole to construct 
shortcuts to the destination node to reduce hop counts. Data 
can travel back to data collector quickly through shortcuts, 
therefore data collecting time decreases. The simulation 
results show that our protocol is more efficient than existing 
mechanisms for data collection application.

Keywords: Internet of Things, data collection, Liked list 
network, wormhole

1 Introduction 
Wireless sensor networks [1] (WSN) is composed of 

many small, low cost and low power consumption embedded 
sensor device. A WSN typically has no infrastructure and 
nodes communicate with the other node through wireless. It is 
originally used in military intelligence gathering. In recent 
year, WSN is gradually widely used in many ways such as 
industrial automatic control, data collection and monitoring in 
many different kinds of field like environment, ecology and 
electricity. The architecture is shown in figure 1.  

This study is conducted under the “Project for Research on International 
Energy Policy and Technologies Development on AMI Value-Added 
Services” of the Institute for Information Industry which is subsidized by the 
Ministry of Economy Affairs of the Republic of China. 

Generally there is a data collector to give a command or 
gather data and a sensor field consists of many wireless sensor 
devices. Users or managers can control the data collector via 
internet to communicate with another node, gather data from 
each node and monitor its condition. Thus, the range of data 
collection and monitoring can be extended to difficult 
environment and it is unessential that users or managers must 
be in the place where the data collector is. To achieve this 
purpose, sensor devices must be capable of self-organizing 
themselves and there must be a good routing protocol, which 
can let sensor nodes automatically organize a communications 
network between sensor nodes. Nodes can send its data 
through this communications network to data collector if they 
receive command. 

Therefore, a routing protocol is an important research in 
wireless sensor network. The architecture of a wireless ad-hoc 
network (WANET) is the most similar architecture to a WSN. 
They both have no infrastructure. There are many proposed 
routing protocol like AODV, DSR and so on used in WANET. 
With this paper, we discuss problems we may meet if we use 
these routing protocols for data collection in section 2. Then 
we propose a new routing protocol for data collection in 
section 3 and simulate it by NS2 in section 4. Section 5 
concludes the paper and the future work. 

Fig. 1. WSN architecture 
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2 Related research 
2.1 Overview of the existing routing protocol 

and comparison 
In the application of the data collection, due to the range 

of network is wild and nodes are deployed far from the sink 
node, we need a routing protocol which supports multi-hop 
manner to fit in with this topology. The existing routing 
protocol used in wireless sensor network and supports multi-
hop manner includes mesh routing and tree routing. In this 
section, we discuss the difficulty we may meet when those 
routing protocols are used for data collection and compare 
with the linked list routing protocol. 

In traditional tree routing [2], it is not easy to define 
parameters like Cm or Rm in advance because the number of 
sensor nodes may change. Though it takes less time in path 
discovery, a simple selection of the next hop address that is 
either parent node or child node may cause a lot of delay. 
Thus, many improved tree routing is proposed such as shortcut 
tree routing [3] and RPL [4], [5]. A shortcut tree routing is a 
tree routing that contains neighbor table in each node. 
Whenever a source node needs to transmit data to another 
node, every source node’s neighbors calculate the route cost to 
the destination and choose a node which has the less route cost 
as source node’s next hop. Therefore, the next hop address is 
not just parent node or child node, it can be every node in its 
neighbor which has the less hop count. However, if the 
quantity of nodes is huge, it takes too much time in calculating 
the route cost. RPL routing protocol is a protocol used in 
directed acyclic graph. RPL is a routing protocol that each 
node contains its own neighbor table and routing table. But 
there is no appropriate transmission protocol used for data 
collection. It takes too long to collect each node’s data by 
using polling manner.  

A mesh routing protocol is used in WANET and it is 
generally divided into three types. These three types of routing 
protocol are proactive [6], reactive [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] and 
hybrid routing protocol [12], [13], [14], [15]. In proactive 
routing protocol, each node has to maintain a routing table 
which contains route information to another node and it needs 
to upgrade the routing table frequently. It is not appropriate 
using in wireless sensor network because the architecture of 
the WSN is not stable and the bandwidth is small. A reactive 
routing protocol whereby routes are created on-demand like 
AODV is better than proactive routing protocol using in WSN. 
Thus, we compare AODV routing protocol with linked list 
routing protocol when using in a data collecting wireless 
network. The comparison is shown below

 
          Protocol 
 
Comparison 

AODV Linked list 
routing 
protocol 

Construct route 
in data 
collection. 

It takes some time in 
path discovery 
whenever a sink node 
needs to collect data 

It doesn’t take 
additional time 
in reconstruct 
route because 

once a linked 
list network is 
constructed. It 
won’t change 
unless there is a 
new node. 

The different in 
when a new 
node want to 
join an existing 
network. 

When a new node 
wants to join an 
existing network, data 
collector needs to 
construct a path to this 
node. 

When a new 
node wants to 
join an existing 
network, it only 
communicates 
with nodes 
nearby. 

The stability of 
data collecting 
time. 

The path is unstable, 
resulting in an unstable 
data collecting time. 

The path is 
simple and the 
data collecting 
time is stable. 

The manner of 
data collection. 

Using polling manner 
in data collection to 
avoid collision, 
resulting in worse 
overall network 
performance. 

Collecting data 
at one time by 
using only one 
command. 

Application Mostly used in data 
transmission. 

 

 

2.2 General discussion 
Based on the above comparison and discussion, we know 

that the characteristics and advantages of a linked list network 
is shown below

 To avoid unnecessary time of the route construction, 
the route doesn’t change after finishing constructing a 
route unless there is a new node. 

 A new node joins a network quickly and doesn’t 
interfere with other irrelevant nodes. 

 The routing table and the neighbor table are simple 
and stable. 

 It will not take too much time on searching the 
route. 

 Due to the memory capacity of the routing table 
is stable, it will not limit to hardware memory 
capacity. The routing table doesn’t become 
larger if the quantity of nodes rise. The 
expansion of the network is high. 

 The path is simple and it is suitable for data 
collection. As long as a node can join to this 
path, we can collect its data. 

 Using the concept of the wormhole to construct the 
shortcut between nodes in order to reduce the hop 
count, reducing data collecting time. 
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3 Linked list routing algorithm with 
wormhole mechanism 
We know about the architecture and its operation of the 

wireless sensor network and the problem we may have when 
using in data collection through the analysis of the previous 
section. Hence, we propose a linked list routing protocol with 
wormhole mechanism. 

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the Linked list routing 
algorithm with wormhole mechanism. We have one data 
collector and several wireless sensor nodes. Data collector 
sends a command to collect data. The command goes through 
nodes according to the direction of linked list topology path 
and finally reaches the final node. Each node prepares its data 
when receiving this command. When the final node receives 
command and finishes its data preparation, it initiates a data 
returning packet. As the data returning packet travels back 
from the final node to data collector, it fuses each node data 
along the path. The more nodes the data returning packet goes 
through, the greater data size it will be. When the size of data 
reaches the limit of packet, it travel back to data collector 
through wormhole and informs that the second data can begin 
collecting (see section 3.5.2). 

In this section, first, we show that how to construct our 
linked list architecture and how to construct a wormhole 
mechanism. Second, we show that how a new node joins an 
existing linked list system. Third, we show that how to 
maintain a route when link failure. 

 
Fig. 2. The architecture of the linked list routing algorithm with 

wormhole mechanism 

3.1 The construction of the Linked list 
architecture 

Whenever a node starts, it requests to join an existing 
network by broadcasting a packet called Ask_Pkt to its 
neighbors. An Ask_Pkt contains its own address. Each 
neighbor searches its routing table when receiving an Ask_Pkt. 
If routing table exists that node’s information, it responds a 
packet to let the node join network. And the node joins the 
network in the same place as before. The Ask_Pkt is used 
when a node restart, it joins the same place of the network 
because we do not want a node changes its place whenever it 
restarts, in particular the master node.  

If a node doesn’t receive any response after broadcasting 
the Ask_Pkt, then it broadcasts another packet called Join_Pkt 
so that it can connect with other nodes. The following steps 
show that how to construct a link with other nodes when a 
node is turned on  

When Node1 is turned on, then
1. Node1 broadcasts Join_Pkt to its neighbor. 
2. Receiving nodes respond a packet back called 

Join_r_Pkt that contains its own address and 
Next_addr. 

3. Node1 receives the Join_r_Pkt which is the first 
packet and takes two addresses out from the packet as 
its Prev_addr and Next_addr, respectively. Now 
Node1 knows who its next node and previous node 
are. 

4. Node1 sends Join_0x08 to its previous node. Its 
previous node updates its Next_addr as Node1 when 
receiving Join_0x08 and there is a connection 
between Node1 and Node1’s previous node. 

5. Node1 sends Join_0x0a to its next node if Node1 
isn’t a final node. Its next node updates its Prev_addr 
when receiving Join_0x0a and there is a connection 
between Node1 and Node1’s next node. 

Every node follows the above steps after it is turned on 
to make a link connection with other nodes. 
3.2 The construction of the wormhole 

mechanism 
After finishing constructing the linked list architecture, 

then we construct the wormhole mechanism.  
Data collector initiates a wormhole construction 

command. When the next address of the data collector 
receives the command, it broadcasts the Worm_Pkt which 
contains its own address to its neighbors. Node which receives 
the Worm_Pkt takes the address out from the packet as its own 
wormhole address (Worm_addr) and continues broadcasting 
Worm_Pkt to its own neighbor if receiving node is a next node 
of source node. Its neighbors receive Worm_Pkt and update 
the Worm_addr if its Worm_addr is 0x00. If receiver’s 
Worm_addr is not 0x00, it discards the Worm_Pkt because its 
Worm_addr has already been updated. The rest can be done in 
the same manner. Broadcasting the Worm_Pkt one by one 
followed the sequence of the linked list architecture. 

After finishing constructing the wormhole mechanism, 
data can go back to data collector through the Worm_addr as 
figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Node2 broadcasts Worm_Pkt. Node3, 4, 5 upgrades its 

Worm_addr as node2. Thus, node5 originally has a path to node4 
(green arrow) and there is a new path to node2 (red arrow). 
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3.3 Data jumping 
If one of a node in linked list gets broken, the operation 

of the whole network also gets broken. Thus, we must adopt 
some method to avoid this condition happening.  

Whenever a node sends packet to another node, the 
source node waits a short time in order to receive the 
acknowledge packet (ACK_Pkt) from destination node. If the 
source node does not receive the ACK_Pkt, the data jumping 
mechanism starts up. Source node broadcasts a packet called 
Find_Pkt that contains broken node’s address to search 
another reachable node, which Prev_addr is the same as 
broken node’s address if it is a forward direction (from data 
collector to final node) or Next_addr is the same as broken 
node’s address if it is a reverse direction (final node travels 
back to data collector). Receiving nodes that satisfies the 
condition updates its Next_addr or Prev_addr (depends on the 
transmission direction) as source node address and then 
responds Find_r_Pkt to source node. The source node updates 
its Next_addr or Prev_addr(depends on the transmission 
direction) as the address in packet after receiving Find_r_Pkt. 
Figure 4 gives an example of data jumping mechanism. 

  

Fig. 4. Suppose node4 is unreachable so node3 broadcasts Find_Pkt. 
Node5 responds Find_r_Pkt because its Prev_addr is node3. Node5 
updates its Prev_addr as node3 after receiving Find_Pkt and node3 

updates its Next_addr as node5 after receiving Find_r_Pkt. 

3.4 Node restart and a new node 
Once a broken node restarts, it broadcasts an Ask_Pkt 

and a Join_Pkt as we said in the previous section. Except the 
Next_addr and Prev_addr need to be updated, its Worm_addr 
must be updated too. In the previous section, node broadcast 
Worm_Pkt one by one followed the sequence of the linked list 
architecture. If we use the same manner to deal with a node 
whenever it restarts, it is inefficient. So we use another way to 
deal with a node which restarts. After finishing joining a 
network, it requests a wormhole address from its previous 
node. If it can reach it, then its Worm_addr is the same as its 
previous node. If it cannot reach it, it requests a wormhole 
address from its next node and updates its Worm_addr if it is 
reachable. If both of the wormhole address of the next node 
and the previous node is unreachable, its Worm_addr is the 
same as Prev_addr. 

3.5 Data transmit and data collecting 

3.5.1 Modbus extended command 
We aim at the modbus protocol as application layer, 

developing two modbus extended command named Gather 
and Scatter used for data collection(see section 3.5.2) and 
overall data write(see section 3.5.3), respectively. The format 
of the Gather is the same as the format of the modbus read. 
The difference between them is the function code. The 
destination address in Gather is set to 0x00 because it doesn’t 
matter who the destination is. The destination node is always 
the final node.  

The format of Scatter command is shown in figure 5. It 
can write data to all of nodes or write data to part of nodes at 
one time. Scatter command carries modbus write command, 
using station number to determine whether the modbus read 
command should be executed or not. 

 
Fig. 5. The format of the Scatter command 

3.5.2 Data collection using Modbus extended command 
As shown in figure 6. Data collector initiates a packet of 

Gather command. Node which receives command prepares its 
data. Eventually, a Gather command will arrives at the last 
node. After the last node finishes preparing its data, it 
propagates data returning packet that contains its own data to 
its previous node. As the returning packet travels back, it fuses 
every node data into the returning packet along the path. 

 
Fig. 6. Example of data gathering 

When the amount of data reaches the limit of packet size, 
we send this first full data to data collector through wormhole 
and inform that the second data can start to be collected. An 
example is given in figure 7. Assume each node has 10 bytes 
data to be read and the maximum size of an IEEE802.15.4 
packet is 100 bytes. As a result, node15 receives a 100 bytes 
packet and its own data can’t fuse into it. Thus, node15 sends 
this first full data returning packet to node4 (assume node15’s 
Worm_addr is node4) and then node4 sends this packet to 
node1 (data collector). After node4 sends packet to node1, it 
informs node15 that the second data returning packet can start. 
Similarly, the second data returning packet fuses node data 
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from node15 to node5 and node5 propagates the second data 
returning packet to node1. Node1 informs node5 that the third 
data returning packet can start after receiving the second data 
returning packet. Finally, node1 receives the third data 
returning packet that contains data of node5, node4, node3 and 
node2. 

 

Fig. 7. After node4 sends the first returning packet (the black 
arrow) to node1, node4 sends a message (the red arrow) to 

node15 that the second returning packet can start. 

4 Simulations and results 
We have simulated the linked list routing protocol with 

wormhole mechanism using a simulator called NS2. The main 
objective of our simulations is to show that our routing 
protocol is much more efficient than AODV polling by the 
analysis of the data collecting time. 

Nodes are placed fixedly as shown in figure 8 left. Data 
collector is placed at the middle of square. Arrows represent 
the direction of the transmission of linked list routing protocol. 
Each node has 10 bytes data to be read and the limit of the 
packet size is set to 100 bytes. In AODV polling, fist the data 
collector constructs the path to all nodes and collects data by 
polling. In our routing protocol, we construct the link and 
wormhole address first and then use the Gather command to 
collect data. The result is shown in figure 8 right. Originally, 
the data returning packet travels back to data collector through 
wormhole when its size reaches the maximum. We also 
simulate some conditions that the data returning packet travels 
back to data collector when fusing 9 node data, or 8 node data, 
or 7…... even 1 node data as figure 9. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Simulation result 

 
Fig. 9. A simulation that traveling back to data collection through 
wormhole in different timing. Generally they are almost the same, 

except the condition of fusing 1 node data and 2 node data. 

5 Conclusion and future work 
Our proposed routing algorithm aims at data collection, 

proposing a linked list routing algorithm with wormhole 
mechanism. Based on data collection, wish that it can be 
developed to a routing protocol that is used for Internet of 
Things in the future.  

In this paper, we use the advantage of linked list 
network’s simple path to gather data on the same path and 
then we can gain information about each node’s data at one 
time by using Gather command. The construction of the 
wormhole mechanism indeed achieves the purpose of data 
transmission quickly, making the data collection much more 
efficient. The simulation results also verify that our routing 
protocol is efficient than the existing routing protocol. By 
using the advantage of linked list routing algorithm with 
wormhole mechanism in data collection, we wish that it can be 
applied to power consumption monitoring of streetlights and 
home appliances or any wireless sensor network fields that 
need data collection or monitoring. In the future, we keep 
researching and doing some improvements which may support 
mobile objects and further reduce the data collecting time 
without collision. 
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Abstract - The progress of civilization and technical 
improvement changes the systems in many fields of study at its 
own breakneck speed. In agriculture of these fields, many 
studies are proceeded to prepare the future food problem. 
Especially, the studies such as glasshouse and plant factory 
are vigorous to overcome the land question and the 
environmental problem by the progress of civilization. 
However, general vinyl greenhouse that has been used since 
the past is very much part of the present environment of 
domestic facility horticulture, and early cost of glasshouse 
and plant factory is expensive, so it is quite difficult to use 
glasshouse and plant factory in general farm. This study 
suggests a ventilating system based on IT in general vinyl 
greenhouse used at present to solve such problem. The 
suggested system maintains the best temperature to grow 
crops in general vinyl greenhouse, so collects environmental 
data by installing environmental sensor within vinyl 
greenhouse, and ventilates automatically through collected 
data. In addition, a ventilating control system based on web is 
developed not to activate an automatic ventilating system and 
to make user ventilate in person. The study established the 
system in an attached farm of Sunchon National University, 
and then verified the system through a challenge test. This 
study proceeded an experiment targeting 2 kinds of vinyl 
greenhouse, so the first building collected environmental 
information by sticking environmental sensor in vinyl 
greenhouse used in general farm in reality, and the second 
building collected environmental information by sticking 
environmental sensor in vinyl greenhouse with a ventilating 
system based on IT. As a result that compares and analyzes 2 
data, temperature falls by 23%, and humidity falls by about 
13%. Carbon also falls by 31%, and is with the largest drop. 

Keywords: Greenhouse; ventilation; ventilation control; 
Optimal environment;  

1 Introduction
   Domestic vinyl greenhouse grows up as the cultivation area 

of controlled horticulture started to be expanded from the 
open culture oriented agriculture in 1980s. With the 
government supported facility modernization project, in early 

1990s, the domestic vinyl greenhouse area expanded further 
and now the total area of controlled horticulture is 76,580 ha, 
1.8 times larger than 41,744 ha in 1990, however, it reached 
its peak of 93,963 ha in 2000s and has been stand still. 
Especially, due to its energy-intensiveness and high-cost, 
domestic horticulture business contracted by increase of oil 
price and agriculture material cost. Domestic consumption 
and export situation are very unstable, too. [1].  
To solve the problems above, modernization of production 

facility is essential. However, mechanization/automation of 
ventilation system including automatic switchgear of 
astrodome and tunnel is insufficient while other basic works 
including plowing and soil preparation are fairly well 
mechanized for domestic controlled horticulture in present.  
The most crucial works for the cultivation in vinyl 

greenhouse are temperature control and ventilation. However, 
most of domestic vinyl greenhouses are using motor-driven 
astrodome switchgear or manual open/close door by laborer. 
[1][2]. 
In this paper, a vinyl greenhouse management system with 

IT based ventilation system which provides the optimized 
environment control for cultivation is suggested.  
The suggested system stores optimum temperature for 

cultivation on database and, through the unified server, 
notifies laborer when changes of temperature occur so more 
immediate response relative to existing system is available. 
Therefore, higher productivity and quality of horticultural 
products are achievable by reducing the products’ stress and 
can decrease production cost by reducing energy waste.[2].  
This paper is composed as follows. In chapter 2, related 

researches are explained. In chapter 3, the design of system is 
explained. Finally, conclusion wraps up this paper. 

2 Related Research 
2.1 Status of domestic horticulture 
 Domestic horticultural facilities by area is presented in 
Table 1. 
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Domestic controlled horticulture can be roughly divided 
into automated vinyl greenhouse general vinyl greenhouse 
and glass greenhouse and general greenhouse occupies 81% 
of total domestic controlled horticulture but in downtrend 
while the other two in upward trend. However, the most of 
domestic horticulture facilities are general vinyl greenhouses 
not automated/mechanized. Since general vinyl greenhouse 
occupies the biggest portion of domestic controlled 
horticulture, modernization of environment control system 
which is suitable for domestic climate, in present, most of 
controlled horticulture facilities in the countries with 
advanced technology are modernized in opposite to domestic 
situation. Therefore, researches for modernized ventilation 
system and optimized environment management will be 
required. [3] 

2.2 Greenhouse ventilation panels refraction 
development 

Every year, large scale facilitated cultivation which 
requires stable production, shows lowering of the quality and 
quantity of product due to the high temperature and the 
ventilation of the interior/exterior of greenhouse.  

Since forced ventilation system using air cooling apparatus 
consumes a lot of energy, maximizing natural ventilation is 
preferable but, most of ventilation windows of span-roof 
greenhouses are installed in lengthways along the ridge of 
roof and ventilation effect is insufficient.  

For this reason, the newly developed greenhouse with 
folding panels is designed to have more than 2 times better 
ventilation capacity than existing greenhouse by bending 
middle of unit panel attached from the ridge of roof to eaves 
to open/close the roof. [5] 

Fig. 1. Panel articulated greenhouse 

A lot of research for the design of ventilation system for 
greenhouse is conducted in overseas countries. The future 
greenhouse which can be opened by lifting up whole side 
panels using the upper part of the side panel as a hinge and 
opening the ridge of roof and the Caprio greenhouse which 
can fully open roof side by moving along inner side and using 
the ridge of roof as a hinge were developed as a result of such 
research. [5] 

One of the main objectives of greenhouse ventilation using 
ventilation window is all year round use of the greenhouse by 
maintaining similar temperature between interior/exterior of 
greenhouse while minimizing the energy consumption in the 
high temperature season. 

2.3 Priva system
Priva system opens the ubiquitous ear of horticulture 

business.  
In controlled horticulture including glass greenhouse, 

automation of all the system and the support for the internet 
based network function can provide monitoring/controlling of 
the greenhouse at anywhere in the world. Also, by linking 
with nutrient solution supply system, temperature and 
humidity of facilitate horticulture products can be check and 
controlled with ease. This was achieved by unification of 
atmosphere control, ventilation control, heating, energy 
management and water management by Priva system. 

With this, the Priva system can control environments from 
small to middle size facilities to large scale facilities over 100 
thousand  and keeps pace with the farm scale-up project. 
On the other hand, the Priva system is compatible with 
existing usual desktop PC and usual farmers or users can 
control the system easily. [4]. 

TABLE I 
Area of domestic horticulture. 

                                                                               (Unit : 
ha) 

 2000 2005 2010 
Greenhouse 51,967 

(99.5%) 
51,517 
(98.7%) 

52,850 
(97.9%)

Automated 
greenhouses 

 4,466 7,790 

General 
greenhouses 

51,967 47,051 43,326 

Glass
greenhouse 

235 
(0.5%) 

330 
(1.3%) 

329 
(2.1%) 

Total 53,388 
(100.0%) 

53,388 
(100.0%) 

53,388 
(100.0%)
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Fig. 2. Priva system. 

Figure 3, shows actual display for the priva system’s multi-
variable controller software. Temperature, humidity, CO2, the 
amount of water and etc. can be controlled through sensor by 
direct input of data values with PC. And if inputted value has 
a problem, the user-defined control program solves the 
problem by sounding three times of alarm[4]. 

Fig. 3. Priva system operation screen. 

3  IT-based ventilation system for optimal 
environment management of single span 
greenhouses 

The biggest problem for domestic vinyl greenhouse 
environment management is the imprecise management since 
the farm owners check temperature and ventilate by their own 
decision. It leads inefficient management of vinyl greenhouse 
and decrease of productivity and quality of horticulture 
products due to the stress.  

To solve the problem, the new system which is different 
from existing system collects exterior/interior temperature 
data through sensors and transmits the data collected to user 
while carrying out open/close of astrodome window and 
ventilation and solves the problem of the existing system.
Length
 The maximum allowed number of pages is seven for 
Regular Research Papers (RRP) and Regular Research 

Reports (RRR); four for Short Research Papers (SRP); and 
two for Posters (PST). 

Fig. 4. System organization. 

Figure 4 shows the organizers of the paper. The system 
manages ventilation effectively by collecting exterior/interior 
temperature data through sensors and transmitting the data 
collected to the farm owners, immediately. The farm owners 
set the required temperature for the cultivation and the system 
is comprised of PC or smart phone device which can control 
open/close of the window and ventilation. The vinyl 
greenhouse is comprised of sensors collecting the temperature 
of inside of the greenhouse and control sensors which 
controls with the data collected. Environment management 
server informs the farm owners with the data collected after 
comparison/analysis. 

Fig. 5. architecture of system.

Architecture of this paper is shown in Figure 5. 
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The system is divided into physical layer, middle layer and 
application layer. The physical layer is comprised of sensors 
which can measure inner greenhouse’s environment 
information and control part which can control environmental 
apparatus with the data collected. The middle layer 
stores/manages the data collected and is comprised of server 
which transmits the data to farm owners and facility manager 
which controls according to the data collected. The 
application layer is comprised of equipment which can 
confirm the farmer owners with the environmental 
information like PC, smart phone device, web and etc. and 
service which provides the greenhouse environmental data. 

Fig. 6.  Processes in the system.

Figure 6 shows the operation process of the system 
suggested. Data collected by environment sensors in vinyl 
greenhouse are transmitted to server. And then, the server 
compares the data with user defined temperature. After the 
comparison, the sever keep collecting unless any difference 
detect. When temperature difference is big enough to harm 
the cultivation, the server notifies the farm owner to activate 
ventilation system through the ventilation control sensor.  

The productivity/quality of horticultural product which is 
not suitable for domestic climate can be improved with the 
effective temperature control by using the system. The 
application of IT is the best way to maintain the suitable 
cultivation status in domestic farms which use vinyl 
greenhouse a lot. With the system suggested, increase of 
production and cost reduction are achievable by carrying out 
ventilation method which is fit for domestic climate. 

The database for the proposed system was constructed as 
follows using Mysql Community Server 5.6.19 

table 1 Configure the manager table. 

Manager table can be configured with the IP of the user 
number, username, password, and greenhouses. In contrast to 
later users to increase the user was configured to be able to 
add subscribers.  

table 2 Configure the Sensor table. 

Sensor table is composed of number and type of sensors, 
were configured to be able to distinguish the control for each 
sensor. By specifying the type of sensor in the collected data, 
see table FOREIGN KEY. 

table 3 Configure the data collection table. 

Collecting data table was configured to store data received 
from the sensor to the environment over time. Refer to the 
data in the setting data table by specifying the sensor ID to the 
FOREIGN KEY. 

table 4 Configure the sensor data table. 

Table name TB_USER 

No Column name Type Lengt
h Null P

K
F
K

1 USER_IDX VAR 10 N Y
2 USER_NUM INT  N Y
3 USER_PW VAR 10 N  
4 USER_NAME VAR 20 N  
5 GREENHOUSE_IP CHAR 20 N  
6 GREENHOUSE_NAME VAR 20   

Table name TB_SENSOR 

No Column name Type Length Null P
K

F
K

1 SENSOR_NUMX VAR 20 N Y
2 SENSOR_NAME VAR 20 N 
3 SENSOR_TYPE VAR 20 N Y

Table name TB_DATA_TYPE 

No Column name Type Length Null P
K

F
K

1 SENSOR_IDX VAR 20 N Y
2 SENSOR_NUM INT  N  
3 DATA_TYPE VAT 20  Y  
4 DATA_DT DATE    

Table name  

No Column name Type Length Null P
K

F
K

1 DATA_NUM INT  N Y  
2 SENSOR_ID VAR 20 N Y
3 DATA_TEMP INT    
4 DATA_HUMI INT    
5 DATA_CO2 INT    
6 DATA_INTM DATE 10   
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The sensor data table stores data received by broken down 
from the sensor environment temperature, humidity. The 
configuration data set with reference to the table via a sensor 
data table. 

4 Conclusions
 The most important factor in vinyl greenhouse cultivation is 
the maintenance of suitable cultivation status and 
improvement of productivity/quality by increasing of the 
vitality and energy of horticulture products. The objective of 
the system suggested in this paper is to maintain suitable 
temperature through the ventilation system with sensors. The 
existing manual ventilation method needs unnecessary labor 
and due to its inefficient temperature control, stress of 
horticultural products increases which leads decrease of 
productivity/quality. With the system suggested, providing 
suitable environment for the cultivation and improvement of 
productivity/quality will be achieved. 
For the future, application of the IT based vinyl greenhouse 
for actual farm and further improvement is expected.
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 – Efficient data gathering via a heterogeneous 
wireless sensor network (WSN) is a challenging research area 
due to the limited energy of the battery used inside the tiny 
sensor nodes. This paper proposes a novel tree-structure 
based data gathering technique for WSNs called Energy 
aware Bottleneck-nodes Avoidance Data Gathering (EBA-
DG) tree minimizing energy wastage to ensure maximum 
utilization of each node energy before terminating the 
exploration process under the network. Theoretical analysis 
and simulation results confirm the superior performance of 
the proposed EBA-DG over an existing data gathering tree-
based algorithm.
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Abstract - Recently, Korea greenhouse area has sharply 
increased 52,393ha in 2011. The meteorological factors 
damaging the structure of agricultural facilities are mostly 
strong wind and heavy snow. The damage due to a heavy rain 
has an effect on the structure of agricultural facilities 
sometimes, but has a large effect mostly on the crops and 
domestic animals growing inside the facilities. In greenhouse 
cultivation, the most economical ventilation method is to 
maximize the natural ventilation performance. Greenhouse 
industry and farmers recognize the necessity of ceiling 
ventilation, and the number of farms installing the ceiling 
ventilation device increases. In order to solve these issues, 
this paper is intended to study of Greenhouse Meteorological 
disasters Prevention System using Sensor. The greenhouse 
ceiling automation system perceives that snow accumulates on 
the ceiling of greenhouse using a pressure sensor, and 
informs a user of this, and makes a hot wire work at the same 
time.  The system suggested by this paper can reduce cost 
necessary for restoration through reduction in damage to 
facilities by rapidly providing measures to cope with disasters 
when the manager of greenhouse cannot manage the 
greenhouse. 

Keywords: Greenhouse, Skylight, Sensor, Automation

1 Introduction
  Recently, many greenhouses were installed so as to 

improve the competitiveness and productivity of agricultural 
products in Korea. Their area has sharply increased from 
25,450ha in the early 1990s, to 52,393ha in 2011. And it was 
shown that double layer plastic film greenhouses occupied the 
largest area of 51,754ha.[1]  

 However, due to the socio-economic development all 
over the world, energy consumption has rapidly increased. 
Accordingly, the concentration of greenhouse gases causing 
the global warming has increased in the atmosphere. As a 
result, climate change has occurred in temperature, 
precipitation, and sea level, and has produced profound effect 
on ecosystem and economic areas. Recently, in Korea, the 
number of natural disasters and their effects have continued to 
increase. According to recent studies, it is reported that the 

number and intensity of disastrous meteorological phenomena 
increases as climate changes. The meteorological factors 
damaging the structure of agricultural facilities are mostly 
strong wind and heavy snow. The damage due to a heavy rain 
has an effect on the structure of agricultural facilities 
sometimes, but has a large effect mostly on the crops and 
domestic animals growing inside the facilities. Most of 
damage to plastic greenhouse is caused by a heavy snow and 
strong wind. Most of damage due to a heavy snow occurs 
when snow falls more than the safety snow depth on the 
installed plastic greenhouse. Snow is generally classified into 
dry snow and wet snow. Dry snow doesn't easily accumulate 
on the plastic greenhouse, and easily runs off. However, wet 
snow accumulates on the greenhouse as it is. In the last 5 
years, the extent of damage to greenhouses due to 
meteorological disasters is 12,110ha. And damage repeatedly 
occurs in 2,422ha of greenhouses on average each year. A 
total of KRW 1,113 trillion is paid for repairing the damage to 
greenhouses due to these meteorological disasters. And it 
costs KRW 226 billion each year.[2]  

 In greenhouse cultivation, the most economical 
ventilation method is to maximize the natural ventilation 
performance. And in order to induce sufficient natural 
ventilation, it is necessary to install a ceiling ventilation 
system. However, a single-span plastic greenhouse has a 
structure that makes it difficult to install the system on the 
ceiling. And it is not easy to install a ceiling ventilation device 
in assembling, dismantling, and moving the greenhouse. 
Accordingly, there are many farms that install and operate a 
side wall window. Recently, greenhouse industry and farmers 
recognize the necessity of ceiling ventilation, and the number 
of farms installing the ceiling ventilation device increases. 
However, there is no standard for its installation. So, there are 
many issues in installation interval, the number of systems, 
and the specification and operation of ventilation device 
(ventilation window, ventilation funnel, ventilation fan, 
etc.).[3]  

 In order to solve these issues, this paper is intended to 
design a greenhouse ceiling automation system using a sensor. 
The greenhouse ceiling automation system perceives that 
snow accumulates on the ceiling of greenhouse using a 
pressure sensor, and informs a user of this, and makes a hot 
wire work at the same time. Besides, when rain falls and 
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when a strong wind blows, it is intended to detect this through 
a rain sensor and wind speed sensor, and is intended to 
automatically open and close the ceiling in order to reduce the 
risk of damage to the ceiling and in order to prevent rainwater 
from coming in. Through this, it is intended to automatically 
detect a dangerous condition by utilizing a sensor from a 
remote place at night or dawn when a manager is absent, and 
it is intended to reduce the risk of damage to the greenhouse 
by operating various control systems. Besides, it is intended 
to avoid reduction in the amount of daylight by rapidly 
clearing snow that has accumulated on the ceiling, and it is 
intended to protect the inside of greenhouse from the outside 
environment through automatically opening and closing the 
ceiling when rain falls 

2 Related research 
The sensor used in this paper is a pressure sensor and 

rain sensor. A pressure sensor is a device and element that 
detects the pressure of liquid or gas and converts pressure 
into an electric signal easy to use in instrumentation and 
control, and transmits the electric signal. It means the same 
thing as a pressure transducer in a broad sense. A pressure 
sensor is one of 4 major sensors that support the process 
automation with flow rate, liquid level, and temperature 
sensor. Pressure sensors are widely used from 105 bar level 
for making a synthetic diamond to 10-10Torr for a mass 
spectrometer or electron microscope. With regard to the 
principle of measurement, so many types are used such as 
what uses thermal conductivity due to a change in the density 
of molecules, including displacement or strain. Putting the 
measurement principles and transducers together, those are as 
shown in Table. Recently, a strain gauge-type pressure sensor 
made of silicon has been developed and used for precision 
pressure measurement. Besides, an integrated pressure sensor 
that also carries out signal processing by installing an 
integrated circuit into the same substrate has been 
developed.[4][5]  
 A rain sensor is a sensor that generates an electric signal 
after detecting the start and intensity of rainfall. And electric 
resistance type and piezoelectric type is representative type. 
In case of electric resistance type, a counter electrode is 
installed on an insulated substrate, and electric resistance is 
measured between them. It detects electric resistance rapidly 
decreasing due to short between two electrodes by a raindrop. 
Though the method is simple, there are many malfunctions 
due to stain. Besides, once it gets wet in the rain, it is slow to 
be restored to the original condition. In case of piezoelectric 
material type, a raindrop impacts a piezoelectric material such 
as what is used in a piezoelectric microphone, and then the 
generated voltage pulse is measured. It is possible to 
distinguish between rain and other factor by the magnitude or 
frequency of voltage pulse, the integrated voltage pulse, and 
so on. And it is possible to know the intensity of rainfall to 
some extent. A rain sensor of this type is used for the control 
of windshield wiper, and the low and high speed and stop of 
windshield wiper is controlled according to the amount of 

rain that contacts with the rain sensor. It is also used for 
warning that it starts to rain so that the washing doesn't get 
wet in the rain.[6][7] 

2.1 Data Format & Sensor Network 

2.1.1 Data Format 
 The data format used was compliant with Korea standard 
(TTAK.KO-06.0288-Part1). And following is a detailed 
specification of the data format used to the system. Structure 
of a typical frame transmitted between the sensor node and 
the server is shown in Figure 1. The first transmission frame 
is leftmost field. The length of the sensor node between the 
greenhouse server and the greenhouse to data frames is 
changed variably.  

Fig. 1 Datea Structures 

"Request" message is "Request-Command-Type" of 1 byte, 
20-bit "Sensor Node ID", is made up of "Sensor Value" of 
variable length. 

Fig. 2 Request Message 

 The sensor node in a response message to the "Request" 
message sent by the sensor node in the server transmits a 
"Response" message to the server. It is passed through the 
status information of the sensor node.[8] 

Fig. 3 Response Message 

2.1.2 Sensor  Network  
 The system used a mesh network technology. A mesh 
network is a network topology in which each node relays data 
for the network. All nodes cooperate in the distribution of 
data in the network. Every node in a mesh network is called a 
mesh node. Mesh networks can relay messages using either a 
flooding technique or a routing technique. With routing, the 
message is propagated along a path by hopping from node to 
node until it reaches its destination. To ensure all its paths' 
availability, the network must allow for continuous 
connections and must reconfigure itself around broken paths, 
using self-healing algorithms such as Shortest Path Bridging. 
Self-healing allows a routing-based network to operate when 
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a node breaks down or when a connection becomes unreliable. 
As a result, the network is typically quite reliable, as there is 
often more than one path between a source and a destination 
in the network. Although mostly used in wireless situations, 
this concept can also apply to wired networks and to software 
interaction.[9][10] 

Fig. 4 Illustration of a mesh network 

3 Greenhouse Meteorological disasters 
Prevention using Sensor System 

3.1 Configuration of system 

Fig. 5 configuration of system 

 A ceiling automation system using a sensor is a system 
that makes a hot wire and motor work, which is collaterally 
installed on the ceiling through information collected from 
the sensor. Fig. 5 shows the whole system configuration of 
this system. If a pressure sensor detects the weight of snow 

on the ceiling, its signal is sent to a gateway, and the gateway 
transmits information to PC or smart device that controls a 
hot wire. A controller makes the hot wire work through the 
gateway, and then its operating time is set according to the 
incoming information. Besides, when it rains, a rain sensor 
detects rain falling, and then a signal is sent to the gateway, 
and the gateway transmits information to the controller. The 
controller operates a motor that opens and closes the ceiling 
through the gateway, and then it decides how widely and 
when the ceiling is opened and closed according to the 
incoming information. 

3.2 System User Interface 
  Fig. 6 shows a screen working in PC. And a real time 
incoming value from a receiver is displayed. (a) shows the 
access status of application, and displays information about a 
place that it accesses. (b) shows a system operating status 
displayed in text format. It was so made that a user could be 
informed of its operating status by displaying a signal sent by 
each controller and received by the same with the Korean 
alphabet. (c) shows a system operating status displayed in a 
graph. Daily operating status is displayed. And a  full line 
indicates whether a motor for opening and closing the ceiling 
works. Left Y axis shows how widely the ceiling is opened 
and closed in operating a motor for opening and closing the 
ceiling in %. A dotted line shows whether a hot wire works, 
and is displayed in a graph of toggle type. High visibility is 
provided for a user by displaying its status with "On" and 
"Off" in the right Y axis. 

Fig. 6 PC User Interface 

3.3 Android Message Service 
  This system used SMS message. The Android SDK is 
defined function API for sending and receiving text messages. 
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The following source is an example of one of the sources used 
by the system. 

Fig. 7 Android Message Send Sources 

 Fig.8 shows an Android application established for a 
test. In case an IP address is set, at first, and then 'Connect' 
button is pressed, the application works. And the control of 
each device is shown. The user is informed of its operating 
status through push up message. And "Automatic" or 
"Manual" is selected in the application. And in case 
"Automatic" is selected, it is automatically managed by a 
value set in PC. Besides, in case "Manual" is selected, it is so 
designed that a user can operate a device with an arbitrary 
value.  

Fig. 8 Android Message(example) 
3.4 System Flowchart 
 Fig. 9 shows a flow chart of operation in case the 
outside environment changes. In case of a change in the 
outside environment such as a tremendous snowfall or 
rainfall, this is detected by each sensor (pressure sensor, rain 
sensor), and information about this is transmitted through a 
gateway to a controller. The controller controls a hot wire or 
motor for opening and closing the ceiling through the 
transmitted information. 

Fig. 9 flowchart of operation in case the outside environment 
changes 
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4 Conclusions
 This paper designed an automation system on the ceiling 
of greenhouse by using a sensor, and tested the system 
through an arbitrary value. A signal making a hot wire work 
was generated by a controller approximately 3 seconds after 
the incoming value of snow depth producing an effect on the 
durability of facilities was changed to 23mm. Besides, it was 
possible to find that a signal making the hot wire stop 
working was generated when snow depth went down to 5mm 
or less. And when the value of rain was set for 3mm and that 
of wind speed was set for 13.5m/s so as to carry out a test in 
case of rain, it was possible to find that a signal making the 
ceiling closed was generated in order to prevent the ceiling 
from being damaged and rainwater from coming in. The 
system suggested by this paper can reduce cost necessary for 
restoration through reduction in damage to facilities by 
rapidly providing measures to cope with disasters when the 
manager of greenhouse cannot manage the greenhouse. 
Besides, management effective in the growth of crops is 
provided by preventing rainwater from coming into a 
greenhouse. As future research, we plan to check how widely 
the ceiling is opened and closed according to wind speed and 
whether a motor and hot wire is controlled after establishing a 
test bed, and plan to check the results after applying this 
system to a real farm. 
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ABSTRACT-Wireless communications presents the 
platform for remote communication amongst users. It 
commands applications within spheres such as wireless 
local area networks (WLANS), Blue tooth (WI-FI, 
WIMAX), radio frequency identification (RFID), etc, It 
has subsequently penetrated the consumer electronics 
market such that they are now the status quo in several 
industrial, domestic, military as well as aviation oriented 
wireless communication applications. Consequently, the 
field of antenna engineering has witnessed a continuous 
refinement in both theory and practice (Since antennas 
constitute an integral part of wireless communication 
systems); this is necessary if the stringent requirements 
demanded by these 21st century cutting edge wireless 
technologies must be attained. Thus, this work is focused 
on the simulation of a broadband linearly tapered 
(conical) helical antenna for wireless local area network 
applications. Modeling of the antenna behavior and 
operation are achieved through the use of the Electric 
Field Integral equation (EFIE) in conjunction with the 
Method of Moments (MOM). The computer simulation of 
the antenna with respect to this model is achieved using 
several efficient MATLAB scripts based on the so called 
Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) surface patch modeling 
scheme/strip model and basis functions. The work finally 
shows that this broadband antenna exhibited suitable 
characteristics (unidirectional  

 

 

 

 

radiation and purity of circular polarization) confined 
within a fairly broad frequency sweep (900MHz-3.5GHz) 
and optimal at the design frequency. 

Key words: RWG basis functions, Moment Method, 
Integral equations, helical antennas, wireless 
communications. 

 

 1.0   Introduction 

WLANS and many other wireless technologies 
usually operate in the microwave region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, mostly in the range of 
900MHz-2.4GHz as specified by the I.E.E.E 802.11 
standard for WLAN applications. The design of an 
antenna that can effectively radiate and receive signals for 
such applications basically involves the determination of 
the pertinent operational dimensions vis-à-vis parameters 
of the antenna (including feed design [1]) with respect to 
a particular frequency within the microwave regime. 

Hence the computer simulation of the antenna will 
basically involve the determination of the radiation 
characteristics with respect to the pertinent parameters 
which include the turn circumference, turn spacing and 
total wire length for a conical helix antenna situated on an 
infinite ground plane[1,2], at an operational frequency of 
2.1GHz and an impressed Delta-Gap voltage of 1Volt.The 
motivation for the design of a helical antenna for WLANS 
lies in the fact that the helical beam antenna (invented in 
1946 by John D.Krauss [2]) and its modified versions (the 
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tapered monofilar and multifilar axial mode helical 
antennas [7-10]) have proved to be the most acceptable 
and indispensable set of antenna’s in space and terrestrial 
microwave satellite communications. 

 In particular, these antennas due to t

heir elliptical polarization property are utilized 
extensively in space probes and ballistic missiles to 
transmit and receive signals that have undergone Faraday 
rotation in the ionosphere [1]. 

 

2.0   The Problem Geometry and Edge 
 Elements 

Fig.1 below shows the general structure of a 

tapered helical antenna on a finite ground plane (a 

monopole helix) with the basic dimensions which are 

germane to the analysis and design of a conical helix 

antenna. Fig.2 shows the RWG edge element [3] 

equivalent of a conical helix antenna with a continuously 

varying radius ‘a’ on an infinite ground plane. 

 

                   

  

 

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE HELIX DIMENSIONS ARE STATED BELOW [1, 
2], where; 

d = diameter of cone on which the wire is wound  

C = circumference of cone on which the wire is wound  

D = diameter of one turn (center to center) 

c = circumference of one turn = πD 

S = spacing between turns (spacing between turns) 

α = pitch angle = tan-1 (S / πD) 

Fig.1: Tapered helical antenna. 

Fig.2: RWG edge element equivalent of tapered helical  

antenna with continuously varying radius ‘a’ [4].                       
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 L0 = Length of one turn 

 N = number of turns 

 L = total length of antenna/axial length =NS. 

 The RWG edge elements constitute a subclass of the 

surface patch modeling technique in which an arbitrary 

surface is partitioned into triangular piecewise smooth 

patches. Each pair of triangles attached to any non 

boundary (i.e. interior edges) edge of the surface 

constitutes the so called edge elements. Fig.3 below 

shows two such triangles 
nT  and 

nT  corresponding to 

the nth edge of a triangulated surface.  

 

         

                Fig.3: Triangle pair and geometrical parameters 

associated with interior edge [1].                                       

Points in 
nT may be designated either by the position 

vector r  defined with respect to point O or by the 

position vector 
n


defined with respect to the free vertex 

of 
nT .Similar remarks apply to the position vector 

n


 

except that it is directed towards the free vertex of the 

triangle 
nT . The plus or minus designation of the 

triangles is determined by the choice of a positive current 

reference direction for the nth edge, the reference of 

which is assumed to be from 
nT  to 

nT [3]. 

 Most importantly, a basis/expansion function is defined 

for an interior edge of the patch model such that it 

vanishes everywhere on the arbitrary surface except in the 

two triangles attached to that edge. The basis function 

associated with the nth edge is defined as [3-6]: 

       














 





otherwise

TinrA
l

TinrA
l

r nn
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n

nn
n

n

0
2

2

ƒ n









………………………….. (1) 

Here n  is the length of the nth edge, 
nn andAA  are the 

areas of triangles  
nT  and 

nT  respectively. With 

reference to [1], the subscripts refer to edges while 

superscripts refer to faces. The basis function nf


 is used 

to approximately represent the surface current. Certain 

properties which make the basis function in (1.0) uniquely 

suited to its role were enumerated in [3]. 
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In Fig.4 below, the normal component of 
nn 
 /  along 

edge n is just the height of triangle 
nT  / 

nT  with edge n 

as the base and the height expressed as 2 
nA /

nnn Aor  /2  .This latter factor normalizes nf


 such 

that its flux density normal to edge n is unity, ensuring 

continuity of current normal to the edge; this result 

together with the two potential expression for the electric 

field implies that all edges of  
nT  and 

nT  are free of line 

charges [3,4].   

                        

 

                  Fig.4: Geometry for construction of 

component of basis function normal to edge [3].   

3.0 Materials and Methods  

In order to simulate the radiation phenomena, 

short MATLAB scripts/surface patch codes [4, 5] based 

on the integral equation-moment method technique [8,11] 

was utilized. The surface patch codes were implemented 

and executed on a MATLAB 7 software package running 

on a windows 7 operating system environment. The 

source code can be classified into two types; one tagged 

with the identity/source file name ‘rwg’ and the other 

denoted as ‘efield’. The codes bearing the identity ‘rwg’, 

deals with the physical structure of the antenna while 

codes bearing ‘efield’ deals with the radiation 

characteristics. Two main subroutines  ‘impmet’( which 

executes the impedance matrix computation) and ‘point’ 

(concerned with the antennas radiated fields), run as the 

core of  rwg and efield  respectively. 

 These source codes are stored in the MATLAB 

environment as the scripts rwg.m, efield.m, Impmet.m 

and point.m. The figure below shows the algorithm for 

the system; the first step in executing the algorithm 

involved creating the antenna surface patch model which 

was shown in fig.2 using surface patch codes with the file 

source name ‘mesh’. Once the antenna mesh is fed into 

the file ‘rwg.1’ the code sequence of Fig.5 can be 

executed. 
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 4.0 System Implementation  

Fig. 5 reveals that the first step in the simulation 

process involves generating the antenna mesh; before the 

mesh can be generated, the helix strip dimensions must be 

fed into the mesh generator script. In this section, an 

attempt was made to provide the approximate dimensions 

for a 7½ turn conical helix antenna on infinite ground 

plane with respect to the axial mode of operation. 

The speed of the signal radiated by the antenna is given 

as: 

fc  ………………………….. (2) 

Where c= 3.0x108m/s and  .1.2 GHzf   

   Therefore λ= m143.0
101.2
100.3

9

8





. 

 The helix dimensions is determined from the range 

3/4<C/λ<4/3, where C is the turn circumference. Circular 

polarization of the main lobe is achieved by setting C ≈ λ 

and S ≈ λ/4, [1, 2, 4], where S is the helical antenna turn 

spacing.  

In general, C and S are chosen as large fractions of the 

wavelength for the generation of the  

axial mode of radiation [1,2]. Running the scripts in fig.5 

within the specified circumference to wavelength ratio 

reveals that an optimal gain value of about 9.2 decibel is  

 

 

obtained at a circumference of 0.92λ.  

Thus C can be computed as follows: C= 0.92λ, since the  

Value of λ obtained at model frequency = 0.143                                       

Then C= 0.92x0.143 ≈ 0.132m. 

Hence, the top/bottom turn radius with respect to fig.2 

will be amax ≈ 0.02m; if amin or center turn radius is 

assumed to be 1/10th of amax then amin ≈0.002m.                                

In addition, running the scripts of fig.5 with approximate 

turn spacing values of about λ/4 also revealed that a turn 

spacing of 0.03m was largely responsible for the optimal 

gain of 9.2 decibel. 

Fig.5: Code Sequence [4]. 
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Thus, the turn spacing can be computed as S =
4.4

143.0 m
 

≈ 0.03m. 

Assuming that the helical windings are made from an 

AWG wire of diameter=1.6mm, 

The strip width can be determined from [4] as,                    

widthstriptheishwherehaeqv )3....(..............................25.0
 

 Thus: h = 4x 0.0008m ≈ 0.003m. 

It was observed that slight variations in the strip width 

produced very minute or no significant change in the gain 

value and radiation pattern. Now that the strip dimensions 

have been determined, the Delta gap excitation voltage of 

1Volt was impressed on the antenna structure. 

Observance of the code sequence in Fig.5 reveals that the 

script rwg4.m is responsible for the determination of the 

excitation voltage and the computation of the input 

impedance. In this script, the source is conventionally 

placed closest to the point (a min, 0, 0) [4, 5]. In the 

present work, the feed voltage will be placed at the point  

(-1, 0, 0). 

5.0  Testing and Simulation Results 

The antenna radiation pattern or directivity plot 

at a single frequency is obtained by running the script 

efield3 in Fig.5. The script yields 2D radiation patterns in 

the xy, xz and yz planes. The radiation pattern at different 

frequencies within the specified bandwidth is displayed 

below in Fig.6. 

From the 2D directivity patterns displayed below, Fig.6, it 

can be observed that at 0.9GHz the pattern has its major 

lobes almost evenly distributed in the four quadrants; this 

feature almost approximates to an omni-directional mode 

of radiation. At 1GHz, the axial mode of radiation is not 

yet well formed; the pattern transformation seems closer 

to the normal mode of radiation. The 1.5GHz plot shows 

an axial mode of radiation but the end fire character is not 

yet optimal. At 1.9GHz, the axial mode of radiation is 

well formed but a considerable amount of power is spent 

in the side or minor lobes. The 2.1GHz plot shows an 

optimal end fire radiation and minimized side lobes 

relative to 1.9GHz. The 3.0 and 3.5GHz plots depict an 

axial mode of radiation with reduced end fire directivity 

relative to the 2.1GHz plot. 

6.0 Conclusion 

An attempt has been made in the present work to 

simulate a conical helix antenna over an infinite ground 

plane in terms of a thin strip model (RWG edge 

elements); the results obtained (radiation patterns) are 

encouraging and show that the RWG edge elements 

surface patch modeling technique can be applied 
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successfully in the design of a conical helix antenna for 

wireless communication applications. 

  

X
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 (e) 2.1GHz                                                                                                   (f) 3GHz             

Figure6:Directivity Patterns in the xy-plane at (a) 

900MHz, (b) 1GHz, (c) 1.5GHz  (d) 1.9GHz, (e) 2.1GHz, 

and (f) 3GHz. 
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Abstract - Korea hog industry has grown with the biggest 
product scale. However, the current circumstance is that it is 
lagging behind in market share by imported livestock 
products as the market has opened as a result of the recent 
FTA signing, and it is experiencing difficulties due to 
increased production cost that resulted from the increase in 
international grain price. In addition, productivity of farms is 
not being improved due to low level management technology. 
To solve such problem, this paper proposed IT-based hog 
breeding management application. The proposed application 
has been developed at the eye level of farms for conveniently 
and easily managing the items required by hog farms. In this 
application, items were determined by focusing on the sow, 
market pigs and feed feeding directly connected to the income 
of hog farms, and shipment prediction item was inserted to 
allow users to pay attention to business management by being 
aware of income for each month. In addition, feed cost that 
currently occupies 60~70% of production cost could be 
reduced through feed feeding management. Based on this, it is 
expected to improve the productivity of hog farm and increase 
the competitiveness of domestic livestock products through 
systematic breeding management.  

Keywords: IT, Application, Breeding, Pig, Management 

1 Introduction
  Korea hog industry has been continuously growing by 

becoming a main protein supply source of people[1]. In 
addition, it has grown into most competitive industry with 
largest production scale in livestock industry next to rice in 
agriculture[2].  

In spite of this, hog industry of our country is experiencing 
many difficulties domestically and internationally[3]. First off, 
the market share is lagging behind due to the incoming of 
cheap imported livestock products. And 60~70% of business 
cost is being spent for feed due to the increase in feed price as 
a result of the increased international grain price[4][5]. 

In addition, productivity of farms is low due to insufficient 
level of facilities and breeding management technology 
compared to that of livestock advanced countries[6]. 

To overcome such situation and increase the safety and 
profitability of farms, there is a need to improve productivity 
and reduce production cost. For the purpose of improving 
productivity, it is necessary develop hog breeding 
management program that is easy to use by farms. Hog 
management programs have been developed domestically by 
integrating IT but they were very inconvenient to use by 
actual hog farms as their IT part has been emphasized. 
Accordingly, they should be developed as the eye level of 
farms to allow them to conveniently and easily use while 
managing the items that hog farms actually need.  

This paper proposed IT based hog breeding management 
application according to such situation. Through the proposed 
application, sow and market pigs information can be seen via 
smart phone, as well as the market pig information of farms 
per month through shipment forecast. In addition, it can 
reduce the loss in feed by setting food intake amount 
according to each entity. Based on this, it is expected to 
provide convenience to hog farms and reduce production cost. 

2 Related research 

2.1   Sow Breeding Management  

The first goal of a pig farm is to produce a large number of 
healthy pigs. To do so requires a systematic management of 
sows breeding, and this breeding management is directly 
related to farm productivity[7]. High productivity and nursing 
ability of sow is made through the systematic management of 
breeding[8]. In this paper, I assumed that the breeding 
environment is same, and focus on the breeding date and 
farrowing date.  

2.2   Piglet Breeding Management 

Subcutaneous fat in piglets are physiologically less dense and 
they have weak temperature control capability for the external 
environment. And do not have immunity against the disease. 
Also should be keep optimum environment always because 
piglets is exposed to digestive and respiratory disease. 
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Especially when temperature is falling because of wide daily 
temperature range,  piglets are very dangerous. Thus,  the 
weight is light and weak piglets must be managed carefully 
according to temperature and humidity shown in table 1[9]. 

Table 1. Date or weight condition 

Date or 
weight 

Titration 
temperature 

range( )

Optimum 
temperature( ) Humidity(%) 

Immediat
ely after 
birth

30 ~ 35 35 60 ~ 70 

1 week 25 ~ 30 25 60 ~ 70 
Before 
weaning 20 ~ 25 20 ~ 25 60 ~ 80 

Immediat
ely after 
birth

30 ~ 35 35 60 ~ 70 

Weaning 25 ~ 30 25 60 ~ 80 
Weaning 
~ 45kg 18 ~ 22 21 50 ~ 80 

45kg ~ 15 ~ 20 18 40 ~ 60 

Growth of piglets change according to nursing ability of sow 
and breeding environment. In particular, after birth piglets 
must manage to intake of  colostrum. Because the creation of 
immunity antibody is to provide from colostrum. In addition, 
sanitary management of hog farm is very important. If farm is 
dirty or the humidity is high, piglets increased the risk about 
disease. 

2.3   Market pig Breeding Management 

The immunity system of finishing pigs has been strengthened 
than that of piglets. However, those should be well raised and 
should be shipped in accordance with shipping schedule. 
Therefore, special care is necessary. Because the shipping of 
finishing pigs has a great effect on the monthly management 
of farm, it should be systematically managed. The 
environmental factors that have an effect on the productivity 
and health of pig include temperature, humidity, ventilation, 
wind velocity, and stocking density, and so on. And the 
factors that have the greatest effect on the productivity and 
health of pig at the turning of seasons are temperature and 
ventilation among these surroundings. Generally, sufficient 
ventilation should be possible besides temperature in 
consideration of a point that the maintaining of temperature 
inside the pigpen is greatly influenced according to the 
outdoor temperature and facility environment of each farm. 
And in case of finishing pigs, appropriate temperature of 17

20 C is set up, and then they should decide whether 
temperature and ventilation volume is set again and whether 
the pigpen is heated and should check whether something is 
wrong with machine on occasion by surely measuring the 
concentration of ammonia gas and carbon dioxide gas. If a 
draft comes in the pigpen at the turning of seasons, and pigs 
are exposed to the condition of extreme temperature 

variations between day and night, a great effect is produced 
on the feed intake, and moreover, productivity is decreased. 
Generally in case of finishing pigs, if temperature is 1°C 
below the appropriate temperature, one pig takes more feed 
by 25 g a day. On the contrary, if the remaining feed is not 
taken, weight gain is decreased by 11g. And a major 
contributor to the decrease of pig productivity is a respiratory 
disease under the confined environmental condition. And the 
respiratory disease of pigs may generally occur when 
temperature is low or diurnal temperature variation is large. 
Generally in case of growing pigs, if temperature inside the 
pigpen is 5°C and below, or diurnal temperature variation is 
10°C and above, the incidence of respiratory disease severely 
increases. Together with this ambient temperature, what is 
important is sensible temperature that pigs feel. And if the 
skin of pigs is directly exposed to the cold wind, pigs have 
more stressed than that of low temperature in the pigpen. 
Therefore, pigpen management requires careful attention at 
the turning of seasons[10].  

2.4   Korea Smart Phone Subscriber Present Condition 

The number of smart phone terminal users domestically is 
over 36 million people as of August 2013, as shown in Table 
1. It is continuously rising as about 500,000 users as of 2009 
increased exponentially to 20 million users as of October 
2011[11]. In developing and applying livestock raising IT 
convergence technology using mobile application, it is very 
effective with many advantages in our country since there are 
many users. According to such domestic condition, IT 
convergence technologies are being developed by using smart 
phone application in various areas. 

Table 2. Korea smart phone subscriber present condition      
(Unit : Person) 

Division 2011.12 2012.12 2013.8 

SKT 11,085,192 15,978,717 17,756,369 

KT 7,653,303 10,250,998 11,012,233 

LGU+ 3,839,913 6,497,534 7,552,372 

Total 22,578,408 32,727,249 36,320,974 

3 Application Design

3.1   Application Configuration 

The hog breeding management application proposed in this 
paper has been composed as shown in Figure 1. First off, hog 
information entered by user is saved in Database to 
distinguish between sow and market pigs.  
In the case of sow, entering crossbreeding date will 
automatically calculate and display farrowing date. In the case 
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of fertilization failure, it has been developed to display 
crossbreeding once again. As for farrowing date, it was set as 
115 days after crossbreeding upon inquiring Korea Pork 
Producers Association and calendars currently being used by 
hog farms. 
In the case of market pigs, shipment forecast has been set as 
24 weeks after weaning. Market pigs are shipped when they 
are about 110~115kg and when they pass this range, their 
price decreases thereby affecting the income of farms. 
Accordingly, they should be shipping according to the 
condition of market pigs by conducting feeding management 
for 24 weeks.  
The shipment forecast allows users to know market pigs per 
month according to the date of shipment. Shipment forecast 
allows users to manage their business to become aware of 
their farm fund that is sufficient or lacking in a particular 
month for advanced preparation by manager. In addition, feed 
loss can be reduced through feeding amount adjustment menu 
to adjust the feed amount of sow appropriately.  

FIgure 1. Configuration of the hog breeding management 
application

 The number of smart phone terminal users domestically is 
over 36 million people as of August 2013, as shown in Table 
1. It is continuously rising as about 500,000 users as of 2009 
increased exponentially to 20 million users as of October 
2011[11]. In developing and applying livestock raising IT 
convergence technology using mobile application, it is very 
effective with many advantages in our country since there are 
many users. According to such domestic condition, IT 
convergence technologies are being developed by using smart 
phone application in various areas. 

3.2   Service Process  

 The proposed hog breeding management application 
operated through the process shown in Figure 2. First off, 
when user enters data information on the pigs at pigsty 

through application, it is stored in database. Stored data is 
distinguished in server on its type and calculated according to 
situation to display necessary information.  

FIgure 2. Process of hog breeding management application

In the case of data on crossbreeding date of sow, farrowing 
date is calculated and shown and in the case of data on piglet 
after weaning, shipment forecast date is calculated and shown. 
When time passes and farrowing date or shipment forecast 
date approaches, it notifies user to take necessary action.  

In the case of data on the feed feeding amount of sow, it 
allows user to check the date to reduce feed loss by adjusting 
feeding amount according the intake amount of sow. 

4 Implementation and Result  
 Specifications of system used to collect pig data in the 

proposed system are as shown in Table 2.  

Table 3. Development environment

Type Version 

Windows 7 Ultimate K 32 bit 

Java JDK 1.7.0.2 

Eclipse Kepler 

Android 4.1.2 Jelly Bean 

Tomcat 7.0.42 

Database Mysql 5.6 

VM ware 5.0.2 

Smart Phone LG optimus G pro 

Figure 3 is the hog registration screen of the hog breeding 
management application that has been developed. The hog 
registration consists of entity number, gender, hog 
classification and feeding amount, and user needs to directly 
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enter the initial data. Entered data is stored in Database server 
and the registered content is shown at bottom of screen that 
can be revised and deleted.  

FIgure 3. Hog registration screen of application

Figure 4 is a screen of sow information. The success or 
failure of crossbreeding can be seen by selecting the 
registered sow order number, entity number, feeding amount, 
expected date of crossbreeding and crossbreeding status after 
crossbreeding, and it notifies expected farrowing date based 
on the registered expected date of crossbreeding.  

FIgure 4. Sow information screen of application

Figure 5 is a screen of market pig information. Registered 
market pig's order number, entity number, expected date of 
weaning, expected date of shipment and feeding amount can 
be seen, and it notifies expected date of shipment and weekly 
unit based on registered expected date of weaning.  Market 
pig that has undergone shipment processing can be deleted 
from the screen using shipment completion button. 

FIgure 5. Market pig information screen of application

Figure 6 is a screen of shipment management. It shows the 
number of hogs being shipped each month by calculating 

expected shipment date based on the registered market pig 
information. Based on this, user can manage the business of 
farm based on the number of market pigs per month. 

FIgure 6. Market pig information screen of application 

5   Conclusions 

This paper proposed IT based hog breeding management 
application. The purpose of this paper was to allow user to 
use breeding management that is currently being written 
manually with application in a convenient way. In addition, 
application items were selected based on the fact that the most 
important area of the proposed application is to increase the 
productivity and reduce production cost of hog farms.  
To verify hog breeding management application, test was 
conducted at actual hog farm. The rest result showed that the 
manger of hog farm was able to easily adapt to it because it 
was much more convenient to use than the existing breeding 
management program. In addition, it was also very helpful in 
business management by allowing user to identify the number 
of hogs being shipped each month upon adding shipment 
forecast function. 
 The hog breeding management application can meet the 
needs of farms, improve the productivity of hog farms and 
provide convenience, and it is expected to reinforce the 
national competitiveness of domestic livestock products 
through systematic breeding management. 
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Abstract - In present situation of data 
communication Datacenters are utilizing faster 
Ethernet and unlocking new capabilities with the 
pushing east-west bandwidth demand for big data 
analytics, social media, and other new applications. 
Ethernet uses optical fiber to interconnect fabric to 
connect servers and networking and storage 
equipment. After years of 1 G bit/s Ethernet (GbE) 
connections linking servers, datacenters are utilizing 
10GbE and this is enhanced to 40GbE today. In near 
future real-world deployment of 100GbE is possible. 
               Ethernet is replacing the traditional storage 
networking technologies like Fiber Channel and 
Infinite band in Datacenters. The main important 
characteristic of these traditional technologies that 
make them suitable for datacenter is their less-loss 
and low-delay operation. Consequently IEEE 
802.1standards committee is developing new 
specification for congestion management for Ethernet 
networks. The two new approaches for congestion 
management for Ethernet networks are: Backward 
Congestion Notification (BCN) and Forward Explicit 
Congestion Notification (FECN). Each approach has 
its own advantages and disadvantages. FECN 
outperforms BCN in fairness and response time while 
BCN is able to respond to sudden increases in load in 
less than a round trip time. In this paper, the authors 
proposed an enhanced version of FECN that takes 
the best of both proposals and appends BCN if severe 
congestion arises suddenly. It is shown that E-FECN 
performs better than the previous proposals. 
 
Keywords: Congestion Control, Congestion 
Notification, FECN, enhanced FECN, BCN, and DCN 
 
1 Introduction 

Congestion control has traditionally been 
handled at the transport (TCP) layer [1]. TCP New 
Reno, TCP SACK, and TCP Vegas for wired 
networks, I-TCP, MTCP and Freeze TCP for wireless 
networks, TCP-F, ELFN, and ATCP for ad-hoc 
wireless networks, E-TCP, STCP, Fast TCP, and 
High Speed TCP for high-speed networks are 
examples of such proposals [2, 3, 4]. However, the 

storage traffic in datacenter networks does not use 
TCP. So, data link level algorithms have been 
developed which control all types of traffic regardless 
of the transport (or even network) protocol. 
Datacenter networks (DCNs) are used for data 
storage and file transfers. These applications require 
a high throughput and a low latency. The 
transmission speeds of links used in DCNs are 1-10 
Gbps. To maintain a low latency and to avoid 
extensive large queuing delay, queue lengths should 
be kept low. Moreover, packet loss is unacceptable 
since every packet is critical and will need to be 
retransmitted resulting in unacceptable delays. 
Therefore, IEEE 802.1Qau group has been formed in 
IEEE 802.1 standards committee to develop new 
congestion control schemes specifically designed for 
datacenter networks. Backward Congestion 
Notification (BCN) and Forward Explicit Rate 
Notification (FECN) are two of the proposals made 
in IEEE 802.1Qau group. BCN has many variations 
with optional features such as BCNMAX, BCN00, 
and BCN with drifting and over-sampling. The main 
issues of BCN are its unfairness and large oscillations 
in throughputs. FECN, on the other hand, is fair but 
has a slower start. In this paper, we propose 
Enhanced Forward Explicit Rate Notification (E-
EFCN) scheme, which is basically FECN mechanism 
with BCN sent back to the source under severe 
congestion. We show that E-FECN can achieve 
perfect fairness like FECN and allows a fast start. 
 
2  Related  Work 

 David Bergasamo and his colleagues at Cisco 
[5 and 6] has proposed BCN mechanism for Ethernet 
datacenter networks. BCN is a rate-based closed-loop 
feedback control mechanism. BCN system model is 
shown in fig.1. As illustrated in figure 1, at the 
sources, rate regulators are used to adjust the 
individual flow rate according to the BCN messages 
received from switches. The switches are referred as 
congestion points (CPs) while the sources are the 
reaction points (RPs). The buffer utilization is 
supervised by the switches and sends BCN messages 
back to the source based on the status and variation 
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of the buffer queue. Two thresholds Qeq (equilibrium 
queue length) and Qsc (severe congestion queue 
length) are used to trigger BCN messages. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: BCN System Model 
 
Several variations of the basic BCN scheme have 
also been proposed, such as BCNMAX, BCN00, and 
BCN with drifting and over-sampling. The purpose 
of BCNMAX is that it prevents the system from 
severe congestion. When the queue length reaches 
2×Qeq, a BCNMAX message is sent back to the 
source. The source is expected to reduce the 
transmission rate substantially. This helps in avoiding 
severe congestion. Similarly, a BCN00 message from 
the switch causes the source to reduce to a very low 
rate. It is observed that, BCN is unfair in the sense 
that once a source reduces its transmission rate; it 
remains low. To avoid this problem, BCN with 
floating or drifting feature is introduced, which 
allows the sources to enhance their transmission rate 
randomly [7]. In order to keep the overhead low, it is 
necessary to keep the queue sampling rate low or at 
minimum. However, during severe congestion, it is 
necessary to react quickly, so an “over-sampling 
feature” was added to allow more frequent sampling 
during severe congestion. BCN is also known 
Ethernet Congestion Manager (ECM) [8]. It has been 
shown that BCN achieves only proportional fairness 
not max-min fairness. Furthermore, BCN is slow in 
convergence to fair state and has large oscillations in 
throughput. FECN was proposed to deal with the 
fairness and oscillation issues [9]. Figure 2 shows 
FECN, FECN is a close-loop explicit rate feedback 
control mechanism. The sources periodically send 
inquiry or probe messages that pass through the 
switches and returns back to the sources from the 
destination. On the forward path, the switches reduce 
the rate field in the probe and when the probes return 
to the sources, they contain the exact rate that the 
flow should follow. Therefore, the sources change 
their rate according the probes. The switches 
announce the same rate to all the flows passing 
through the switch. This ensures that all flows are 
treated equally and fairly. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: FECN System Model 
 
Cyriel Minkenberg and Mitch Gusat introduced 
E2CM [10] probing idea of FECN to ECM along 
with a few other enhancements. For example, E2CM 
computes per flow loads at the source, determines 
forward latency with the help of source clock, 
performs continuous probing, and accelerates rate 
recovery. Technically, E2CM is much like ECM but 
with probing technique and also tuning up some 
parameters such as additive increase gain parameter 
and multiplicative decrease gain parameter. Figure 3 
illustrates FECN and BECN mechanisms in a 
network. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Network with FECN and BECN mechanisms 
 
 
3  Comparison of BCN and FECN 

BCN and FECN are designed to fix congestion 
problem in datacenter networks. Each has their own 
advantages and disadvantages. Table.1 shows some 
of the characteristics of BCN and FECN. For 
example, BCN messages can reduce the source rate 
quickly because the message is sent directly from the 
congestion point. On the other hand, with FECN, the 
sources need to wait for one round trip time in order 
for FECN probe message to come back. However 
FECN can reach the perfect fair state within a few 
round trip times because all sources get the same 
feedback. Unlike BCN, FECN does not have large 
oscillations in source throughput. The overhead of 
FECN is low and can be predicted because FECN 
message is sent every 1 ms and the message size is 
small with a payload of about 20 bytes. 
From Table 1, it is seen that FECN outperforms BCN 
in several ways, but there are a few issues that still 
need to be considered, e.g., fast start, link 
disconnection, and the number of rate regulators. 
FECN was designed for congestion avoidance while 
BCN was designed for congestion control. In FECN, 
the sources start at a low rate and move to the 
equilibrium rates as successive probes return. Thus 
FECN starts each flow with a rate regulator. In BCN, 
the sources start at full rate and come down if a BCN 
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is received from a switch. Thus, in some cases, they 
may not need the rate regulator at all. Secondly, if a 
link breaks, the FECN probes may not return and the 
source may continue to send at the current rate. BCN 
can issue a control message to the source in order to 
decrease or stop the source transmission. To deal 
with such situations, FECN has a timeout feature, 
which requires the sources to return to lower rate if 
the probes are not received. But, there is some packet 
loss. Finally, FECN, as originally proposed, requires 
as many regulators as the number of concurrent 
flows. This is because each flow starts in a regulated 
state. E2CM, an enhanced ECM, limits the number of 
rate regulators to equal to a number of congested 
flows. A variation of FECN in which the number of 
rate regulators is equal to the number of congestion 
point has also been introduced [11]. An internal 
mapping mechanism is needed to be implemented in 
the Networks Interface Card (NIC). It turns out that 
this mapping scheme can be applied to both BCN and 
FECN. 
 
Table 1: A Comparison of BCN, FECN, and E-FECN 
 
Parameters BCN FECN E-

FECN
Fairness Unfair (better 

with drift) 
Perfect Perfect 

Feedback 
Control 

Backward Forward Forwar
d with 
becon 

Overhead High 
(Unpredictabl
e) 

Low 
(predictabl
e), 20bytes 

Mediu
m 

Load Sensor Queue based Rate based Rate + 
Queue 
based 

Link 
Disconnecti
on 

Support N/A Suppor
t 

Fast Start Support N/A Suppor
t 

Number of 
Rate 
Regulators 

Variable 
(E2CM) 

Fix (= 
number of 
source 
flows) 

Variabl
e 

 
4 E-FECN : Enhanced  Explicit 

Congestion Notification 
Enhancement of FECN is described in this 

section which allows fast start and thereby reduces 
the number of rate regulators, and also allows FECN 
to cope with link disconnection. This enhanced 
version of FECN is called E-FECN. 

E-FECN is shown in Figure 4, in this mechanism, in 
addition to the normal probing mechanism of FECN, 
the switches are permitted to send BCN messages 
under severe congestion. E-FECN allows sources to 
start sending the data at full rate (Fast Start) without a 
rate regulator. If this results in congestion at any 
switch, that switch sends a BCN00 message so that 
the source reduces to a low initial rate. 
 

 
 
Figure 4: E-FECN System Model 
 
The algorithm of E-FECN is as follows: 
1. The process at the sources: 
a. All flows start sending at the full rate. Similar to 
BCN, the sources start at full rate and come down 
due to the congestion if either a BCN or FECN is 
received. Thus, in some cases, they may not require 
rate regulator at all. 
b. Some congested flow rates are limited by the rate 
regulators. 
c. Flows are set to the proper rates once the source 
receives FECN control message, and it behaves the 
same as that in FECN mechanism. 
2. At the switches: 
a. Almost all E-FECN operations are same as in 
FECN. 
b. The switches also monitor their queue length. 
c. If the queue length exceeds the severe congestion 
threshold (Qsc), a BCN00 message is sent to the 
source. The source then reduces the rate to Rmin 
(C/N0). 
d. If a BCN00 message is sent to one source, to 
maintain the rate consistency, the switch also sets the 
advertised rate for all sources to Rmin. This is the rate 
that is sent in FECN messages. 
 
5  Performance Evaluation 

To evaluate the performance of E-FECN, 
Network Simulator Version 2 (NS2) is used for the 
simulations work. One sample simulation result is 
presented in this paper. Figure 5 shows the network 
configuration. Networks parameters are listed in 
Table 2. There are four source nodes (SU1, SU2, 
SU3, and SU4) and only one destination node (DU). 
Each source node is linked to an edge switch (SW1, 
SW2, SW3, and SW4). All edge switches are linked 
to a single core switch (CS). Link propagation delays 

 
speeds are 10 Gbps. At all switches, a drop-tail queue 
mechanism is used if the buffers overflow. The 
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switch output buffers can hold 100 packets of 1500 
bytes each, i.e., the buffer size is 1,500×100 = 
150,000 bytes). Ethernet’s standard PAUSE 
mechanism is not used. The traffic generation is at a 
constant bit rate (CBR) with UDP traffic over 
Ethernet. One CBR continuous flow is used per 
source node. The simulation duration is 100 ms. All 
four flows start at the 5 ms and two out of four ends 
at 80 ms. Other parameters are shown in Table 2. We 
used BCNMAX option with BCN, the maximum 
negative feedback is send back to the source at a 
threshold of 2×Qeq, because it improves BCN and 
has been used by their developers in all recent 
simulations [12]. Together with oversampling 
technique, BCNMAX results in a faster response to 
sudden and quick positive changes in queue length. 
Rmin is set to 500 Mbps since FECN recommends N0 
= 20 for small topology and in FECN with slow start, 
the initial rate is set to C/N0, which is 500 Mbps. 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Network configuration 
 
Table 2: BCN, FECN, and E-FECN parameters 
 
Parameters BCNMAX FECN E-

FECN 
Qeq 
(equilibrium) 

16 packets 
(24,000 
bytes) 

16 
packets 
(24,000 
bytes) 

16 
packets 
(24,000 
bytes) 

Qsc (severe 
control) 

80 packets 
(120,000 
bytes) 

80 
packets 
(120,000 
bytes) 

80 
packets 
(120,000 
bytes) 

Sampling 
Rate 

2% (every 
75,000 
bytes) 

N/A N/A 

Over-
sampling 
(Q>Qsc) 

10% 
(every15,000 
bytes) 

N/A N/A 

W, Ru W = 2, Ru = 
1 Mbps 

N/A N/A 

Gi, Gd Gi = 0.533 , 
Gd = 
0.0002667 

N/A N/A 

a, b, c N/A a = 1.1, 
b=1.002, 
c = 0.1 

a = 1.1, 
b=1.002, 
c = 0.1 

Initial rate 10 Gbps 10 Gbps 10 Gbps 

(Fast Start) (N0=1) (N0=1) 
Tagging 
frequency 

N/A Every 
1ms 

Every 
1ms 

Rmin (E-
FECN) 

N/A N/A 500 
Mbps 

Timeout N/A 2 ms 2 ms 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Source rates 
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Figure 7: Queue length at the core switch 
 
5.1     Simulation Results 

 
Figure 6 shows source rates for the schemes. Left 
most graphs are for BCN, middle graph is for FECN 
and the right most graphs is for E-FECN. Notice that 
the four sources get very different rates with BCN. 

This shows the unfairness of BCN. The lowest rate 
source gets to increase at 80 ms when two of the four 
flows stop. Even after that the remaining two sources 
have different rates. With FECN, the four curves (for 
four sources) are on the top of each other and so it is 
fair but there are large transients in the beginning 
before steady state is achieved. With E-FECN, the 
transients are eliminated and fairness is maintained. 
Thus, we get both fast convergence and fairness. 
Note that the convergence time for fair and efficient 
throughput for FECN is around 20 ms, while for E-
FECN; it is only 15 ms. Figure 7 shows queue length 
at the core switch for the three schemes. Note that all 
three schemes can stabilize the queue at the desired 
Qeq (24,000 bytes). BCN has a few packet losses at 
the beginning (spike). FECN has high queue for 
around 10 ms. E-FECN has no packet losses at all. 
 
6  Conclusions and  Future Work 
 
BCN and FECN are two proposed schemes for 
congestion notification in datacenter Ethernet 
networks under IEEE 802.1Qau group. There are 
several variations of BCN and there are issues of 
parameter selections. BCN with over-sampling, 
drifting, BCNMAX seems to be the best among BCN 
variations. Therefore, this variation of BCN is used 
for comparison with FECN and E-FECN in this 
paper. Although, we present only one simulation 
result, it clearly shows the strengths and weaknesses 
of the three schemes. It is obvious that BCN is unfair; 
FECN is fair but needs to start at a low rate, which 
means that each flow needs a rate regulator. In this 
paper, we proposed E-EFCN, an enhancement to 
FECN that also uses a backward congestion 
notification BCN00 message to limit the source rate 
under severe congestion. With this feature, E-FECN 
maintains the perfect fairness of FECN and also 
allows sources to start at high rates. This reduces the 
number of rate regulators to the same number as in 
BCN mechanism. 
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